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 I.  INVESTIGATIVE REFERAL: 
 
This case was initiated due to an accident that was reported to the Bureau on March 24, 2022, 
involving the amusement ride, “Drop Tower” (USAID #17579); owned and operated by Orlando 
Eagle Drop Slingshot, LLC. The accident occurred at approximately 11:15pm, when a 14-year-
old male patron, Tyre Sampson, weighing approximately 383lbs, was riding on the Drop Tower 
when he fell from his seat during descent. The patron was taken to Arnold Palmer Hospital where 
he was later pronounced dead from blunt force trauma.  
 
Attached, as Exhibit 1, are copies of the written accident reports, a bureau e-mail, police report, 
and medical examiner’s report.  

 
II. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION: 
 
 Business Information: 
 
Orlando Eagle Drop Slingshot, LLC is a foreign limited liability company registered with the 
Florida Department of State. The mailing address for this company is 8433 International Drive, 
Orlando, Florida 32819. 
 
There have been no prior administrative complaints filed against this business within the past three 
years.  
 
Attached, as Exhibit 2, is a copy of the company information and insurance certificate.   

 
Ride Description: 

 
The Drop Tower amusement ride is a 430ft drop tower manufactured by Funtime Handels 
GMBH.  Up to 30 passengers are seated in the gondola facing away from the tower using an over 
the shoulder harness restraint system.  At the start of the ride, the passenger gondola travels 
approximately 400 feet in the air while the seats rotate around the tower, providing passengers a 
360-degree view of the surrounding area.  Once the gondola reaches its highest point, the seats 
are tilted forward to a 30-degree angle before the gondola is released and free falls at 
approximately 4G’s toward the ground while being guided by wheels running against the tower. 
As the gondola reaches the lower part of the tower, magnets mounted on the tower are triggered, 
which causes the passenger gondola to brake.  The braking occurs at approximately 100ft in the 
air, at which time the passenger gondola is then lowered back to the ground and the seats are 
tilted back to the upright position once it enters the loading station.    
 
The carrier restraint system is equipped with double redundancy locking cylinders located behind 
the seat.  Proximity sensors are positioned on the back of each gondola seat/restraint.  A white 
indicator light is illuminated to the right of each seat when the restraint is in the down and locked 
position.  Ride attendants, located within the ring, check the white indicator light following 
patron loading, which includes ensuring the patron fits within the contours of the seat and 
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securing the restraint close to the body. The control booth operator must receive a positive 
notification on the control panel that all restraints are in a locked position prior to the computer 
allowing for dispatch from the ground.   
 
Attached, as Exhibit 3, are photographs for the ride description.  
 
              Investigative Activity:  
 
On March 25, 2022, Department staff conducted an initial inspection at the Drop Tower to 
investigate the accident.  Initial findings indicated that Seat 1, in which the patron was seated, did 
not appear to be malfunctioning and did remain in the closed/locked position when force was put 
on the restraint.  Measurements of all seats were taken between the shoulder restraint and the seat 
horn when the indicator light was illuminated.  These measurements identified the spacing between 
the seat horn and the bottom of the restraint on Seats 1 and 2 were approximately 6 inches, while 
the other seats were approximately 3 inches.  
 
On April 4, 2022, representatives of Quest Engineering & Failure Analysis, Inc. conducted a 
failure analysis assessment on the Drop Tower at the request of the department to provide an 
independent, third-party analysis of the accident. The findings were as follows: 
 

• The Drop Tower did not experience a mechanical or electrical failure. 
• Tyre Sampson was seated in Seat 1. 
• Prior to the time of the accident, Seat 1’s harness proximity sensor had been set to within 

the normal restraint opening range of near three inches. (photo) 
• Prior to the time of the accident, but subsequent to the initial setting, Seat 1’s 

harness proximity sensor was manually loosened, adjusted, and tightened to 
allow a restraint opening of near 7 inches. (photo) 

• At the time of the accident, Seat 1’s harness restraint opening was between 6 to 7 inches 
at the start of the ride. During the slowing of the ride, Tyre Sampson slipped through the 
gap between the seat and harness, which may have expanded several inches due to 
inherent seat and harness compliance. (photo) 

• The cause of the accident was that Tyre Sampson was not properly 
secured in the seat. The misadjustment of Seat 1’s harness proximity sensor improperly 
satisfied the ride’s electronic safety mechanisms, causing both safety lights to illuminate 
and allowing the ride to commence even though the ride was unsafe. (photo) 
 

Attached, as Exhibit 4, is the full report from Quest Engineering & Failure Analysis, Inc. 
 
Depositions for employees and corporate representatives from Orlando Eagle Drop Slingshot 
were taken.  Sworn statements during the depositions revealed the following: 

• Minimal training was conducted on the rides, to include approximately 3 days of hands-
on training for all rides and positions at the facility.  
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• A training manual did not exist and was not provided to the attendants or operators.  
• Neither of the attendants nor the operator had read or seen the Fun Time Handles GMBH 

manufacturer manual, nor had an operating document been provided to the attendants or 
operators on duty.  

• All attendants and the operator confirmed that they had been instructed that Seats 1 and 2 
were to be used for larger guests. 

• When questioned about adjustments made to harness proximity sensors, maintenance 
personnel asserted their rights under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 

• The corporate representative stated that he had no prior knowledge of the movement of 
the proximity sensors. 

• Maintenance documentation for the Drop Tower was incomplete. 
 
Attached, as Exhibit 5, are the deposition transcripts and manufacturer manual.   
 
Surveillance footage of the Drop Tower was received from Orlando Eagle Drop Slingshot.  
Review of video footage confirmed the following: 
 

• On the day of the accident: 
o Patron Tyre Sampson is directed to Seat 1. The attendant is seen holding up one 

finger to have the operator open the harness restraint on Seat 1. 
o Patron Tyre Sampson was allowed to lower the harness restraint himself and 

wasn’t monitored by staff for proper positioning. 
o Both attendants look to the right of the seat to see if the indicator light is 

illuminated.  This check is done more than once by the attendants to ensure the 
light is still illuminated. 

o Both attendants located in the ring pull on the harness restraint, but neither 
pushes down on the restraint as noted on page 98 of the manufacturer manual. 

o Attendants fail to ensure that the patrons fit within the contours of the seats and 
fail to secure the harnesses close to the patrons’ bodies as required. 

o The gondola returns to the loading station with Seat 1’s restraint in the 
down/locked position. 
 

 
III. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS: 
 
The findings from the investigation are as follows: 

• Quest Engineering & Failure Analysis, Inc.’s report named the number one cause of the 
accident as misadjustment of the harness proximity sensor, which improperly satisfied the 
ride’s electronic safety mechanisms and allowed the ride to commence even though it 
was unsafe. 

• Training was not consistent with s. 616.242(17), Florida Statutes (F.S.), Rule 5J-18.014, 
Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), or ASTM F770-18(8).  Manufacturer required 
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instructions or requirements regarding loading were not passed along to the attendants 
and/or operators, nor was a training document available to the attendants and/or operators 
regarding the operation of the Drop Tower.   

• The attendant left alone inside the ring when the incident took place had only been on the 
job three days and was still considered a “trainee.”   

• Attendants were not instructed on the weight requirements or proper loading procedures 
and were trained that if the indicator light on the seat illuminated, the patron was safe to 
ride the device. 

• A program of maintenance and maintenance documentation was not implemented per 
Rule 5J-18.009, F.A.C., or ASTM F770-18(6). 

 
 
 
Based on the information obtained during the investigation as outlined in this report, it appears 
that Orlando Eagle Drop Slingshot, LLC has committed multiple violations of the following 
Florida Statutes: 
 
Section 616.242(19)(a)1.b., F.S. - An amusement ride has operated or is operating in a manner 
or circumstance that presents a risk of serious injury to patrons. 
 
Section 616.242 (19)(a)1.d., F.S. - An amusement ride has operated or is operating in violation 
of this section, or any rule adopted under this section. 
 
Pursuant to rule 5J-18.0127(6), F.A.C., the Department will consider aggravating factors in 
determining penalties for the violations of section 616.242, F.S., and rule chapter 5J-18, F.A.C. 
listed above. 

Attached, as Exhibit 6, is a copy of section 616.242(19), F.S. 

IV.  EXHIBITS: 
 
Ex. 1 Written accident reports, Bureau e-mail, Police Report and Medical Examiner’s Report. 
 
Ex. 2  Copy of Company Information and Insurance Certificate. 
 
Ex. 3 Photographs for ride description. 
 
Ex. 4 Copy of investigative report by Quest Engineering & Failure Analysis, Inc. 
      
Ex. 5   Deposition transcripts and manufacturer manual 
 
Ex. 6     Copy of section 616.242(19), F.S.  
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Morgan, Ashley

From: Harrison, Allan
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 5:41 AM
To: Moffet, Erin
Cc: Stonecipher, Caroline; Kimsey, Rick; Bodenmiller, Blair; Faulk, Michelle; Barzee, Mary; Morgan, Ashley
Subject: Orlando Eagle Drop Fatality 3-24-22

Erin, 

An accident was reported to the Bureau last night at approximately 11:30pm which involved the amusement device, 
“Drop Tower” USAID#17579 owned and operated by Orlando Eagle Drop, located on International drive, Orlando. The 
accident involved a 14 year old male patron who fell out of his seat during the ride cycle falling to the pavement 
resulting in a fatality. The Orange County Sheriff Detectives were on site and cleared the scene this morning around 
4:30AM. There were approximately (10) passengers on board when the accident occurred, with no other injuries 
reported. 

The Free Fall/Drop Tower is manufactured by Fun Time Handles (Austria) and was originally permitted, December 20, 
2021. The (400) foot tall tower can seat up to (30) passengers and is the only ride of this type designed by Fun Time 
Handles operating in Florida. 

We will begin our investigation this morning, if you need any further information please reach out to Michelle or myself. 

Allan. 

Allan F. Harrison 
Chief, Bureau of Fair Rides Inspection 
Division of Consumer Services 
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services 

(850) 410-3846
(850) 410-3797 Fax
(850) 251-1728 Cell
Allan.Harrison@FDACS.gov

The Rhodes Building 
2005 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 

www.FDACS.gov 

Please note that Florida has a broad public records law (Chapter 119, Florida Statutes). 
Most written communications to or from state employees are public records obtainable 
by the public upon request. Emails sent to me at this email address may be considered 
public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to the 
laws of the State of Florida. 
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NORTH FLORIDA OFFICE 
1937 Raymond Diehl Rd · Tallahassee FL 32308 

tel (850) 531-0007 · fax (850) 531-0062 

SOUTH FLORIDA OFFICE 
428 Old Dixie Hwy SW · Vero Beach FL 32962 

tel (772) 219-0400 · fax (850) 531-0062

March 24, 2022 Accident 
Field Investigation Report 

Free Fall 
Icon Park, Orlando, Florida 

Prepared for the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services, Bureau of Fair Ride Inspections 

By: Quest Engineering and Failure Analysis, Inc. 
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April 13, 2022

Michelle Faulk, Bureau Chief 
Bureau of Fair Rides Inspection 
Division of Consumer Services 
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services 
The Rhodes Building 
2005 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399 

Re:  Field Investigation Report 
File:  Free Fall Icon Park, Orlando, Florida 
Quest No.:    10623   

Dear Ms. Faulk: 

We have completed our initial field assessment of the subject amusement ride 
device.  This report presents observations and conclusions generated primarily 
from our field investigation and some video footage of the conditions 
surrounding the accident.  We anticipate future work may include relating 
additional materials to the evidence included in this report. 

Background 

On March 24, 2022, Tyre Sampson was riding the Free Fall amusement ride 
when he fell from the ride onto the paver surface below.  The accident was 
largely captured via surveillance video and cell phone images.  These images 
show the process from entry into the ride area, through loading, ride operation 
to unloading of patrons, which includes the time of the fall.  Significantly, Tyre 
Sampson is shown entering and riding Seat 1.  The video also shows the extent 
to which the ride restraint harness was closed prior to the accident and that it 
was closed following the accident.  It also clearly shows Tyre Sampson exiting 
from the seat, feet first during ride descent. 
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Work Performed 
 
On April 4, 2022, representatives of Quest Engineering & Failure Analysis, Inc., 
visited the accident scene and performed our field investigation to document the 
accident scene and amusement ride. In conducting our work, we performed 
detailed photographic, video, measurement and testing activities.   
 

Field Observations 

The physical and mechanical components of the ride did not reveal any evidence 
of physical or mechanical failure.  All systems inspected or observed physically 
and mechanically functioned.   The systems demonstrated no evidence of 
distortion or fracture type failures.  Photo 1 shows and overview of Seats 30, 1, 
2 and 3. 
 
Seat 1, which had been occupied by Tyre Sampson, demonstrated  
accident-related evidence in the form of longitudinal striations on the seat base.  
The striations are consistent with video evidence that he slid out of the seat by 
sliding forward across the seat base.  Specifically, the striations were located on 
the seat “horn” which is a raised section on the front edge of the seat base that 
fits between the rider’s legs and is part of the ride’s restraint system.  To exit the 
seat, a rider would need to slide forward over this horn.  Attached photos 2 and 3 
show the seat and evidence. 
 
Video images show the position of the seat’s restraint “harness” on Tyre 
Sampson.  The “harness” is one of the terms used in the ride’s Operations and 
Maintenance Manual to describe the device that lowers over the rider’s shoulders 
down onto their torso and lap area to complete the overall restraint system for the 
ride.  During our field investigation we used image transparencies to replicate the 
accident harness position to the time of the accident.  For reference we measured 
the minimum gap between the harness and the seat horn and will refer to that 
throughout this report as the “restraint opening.”  The accident seat’s restraint 
opening was measured to be more than six inches but less than seven inches with 
a most likely value nearer seven inches.  Attached photos 4 and 5 show the 
accident seat prior to the accident and an investigation comparative photograph 
with the opening at seven inches.  
 
When the harnesses were lowered to an acceptable ride-monitored height, two 
lights illuminated.  One light on the side of each seat illuminated and another 
light for the particular seat also illuminated on the ride’s main control panel.   
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We will refer to both of these lights collectively as “safety lights.”  Until the 
safety lights illuminated, the ride would not function. In an accident video, Seat 
1’s seat mounted safety light was illuminated.  At our inspection, we positioned 
all seats to the maximum restraint opening which illuminated each seat’s safety 
lights. The ride has 30 seats; however, one had previously been decommissioned 
and two had visibly larger openings than the remaining 27 seats.  Measurements 
of the 27 seats revealed an average restraint opening 3.33 inches with a total range 
of 2.65 to 4.28 inches and is defined in this report as the “normal” restraint 
opening.  The restraint opening for Seat 1 was 7.19 inches and Seat 2 was 6.51 
inches.   Attached photos 6 through 9 show comparisons between Seat 1 and Seat 
22 which had and the average opening of 3.33 inches. 
 
Each seat has a proximity sensor used to activate the safety lights when the 
harness is lowered to a preset location. Each proximity sensor is secured to the 
harness with a slotted plate that is adjustable and positioned by two socket head 
cap screws.  The adjustment of the proximity sensor locations has a direct effect 
on the restraint opening gap.  Inspection of the plates for Seats 1 and 2 revealed 
evidence that adjustments were made to their proximity sensor locations after 
the sensors were initially secured in place.  On Seats 1 and 2, clear clamping 
marks from screw tightening exist on the plate that record the initial securement 
location of the proximity sensors.  Geometric calculations reveal that the initial 
proximity sensor securement location for Seat 1 would have located the Seat 1 
harness to near 3 inches, or a more closed location with a sensor and restraint 
opening similar to the unadjusted 27 seats.  Photographs 10 through 12 show the 
Seat 1 plate location and clamping marks demonstrating the sensor was 
previously secured and then moved. 
 
The evidence of adjustment after initial sensor securement was unique to Seats 1 
and 2.   Other seats did have light scrapes on the plates typical of fine tuning of 
the sensor location during ride set-up.  But, only Seats 1 and 2 demonstrated the 
more distinctive clamping type marks which evidenced actual tightening of the 
screws onto the adjustment plate and then loosening and movement of the sensors 
to a new location. 
 
Testing to assess the “compliance” or give of the harness and harness padding 
during loading was performed.  The restraint opening could be expanded by 
approximately 3 inches when tested up to about 250 lbs. of opening force.  In 
other words, the effective restraint opening will expand by several inches when 
forced.    Photographs 13 and 14 show the measurement process and compliance 
of the seat and harness. 
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Regarding Seat 1, from video evidence at the time of the accident, the restraint 
opening initially was over 6 inches, but with the aforementioned compliance, 
may have grown to as much as 10 inches. During our investigation, two 
individuals were positioned in a seat with an opening ranging from 6 to 10 inches.  
Both individuals were able to slip through the restraint opening without any 
assistance. The individuals were 6’3” to 6’5” tall and weighed between 200 and 
300 pounds. 
 
Accelerometer testing revealed 4 G’s decelerations (4 times the force of gravity).   
 
 
Conclusions 
 
The subject ride did not experience a mechanical or electrical failure.  
 
Tyre Sampson was seated in Seat 1.  
 
Prior to the time of the accident, Seat 1’s harness proximity sensor was initially 
set to within the normal restraint opening range of near three inches.   
 
Prior to the time of the accident, but subsequent to the initial setting, Seat 1’s 
harness proximity sensor was manually loosened, adjusted, and tightened to 
allow a restraint opening of near 7 inches. 
 
At the time of the accident, Seat 1’s harness restraint opening was between 6 to 
7 inches at the start of the ride.  During slowing of the ride Tyre Sampson slipped 
through the gap between the seat and harness, which may have expanded several 
inches due to inherent seat and harness compliance. 
 
The cause of the subject accident was that Tyre Sampson was not properly 
secured in the seat primarily due to mis-adjustment of the harness proximity 
sensor.  The mis-adjustment of the sensor allowed both safety lights to illuminate, 
improperly satisfying the ride’s electronic safety mechanisms and allowing the 
ride to commence even though the ride was unsafe. 
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There are many other potential contributions to the cause of the accident and this 
report in no way assures the safety of the ride in the normal, adjusted or 
unadjusted harness positions.  A full review of the ride’s design, safety, operation, 
restraint mechanisms and history should be performed as this report just focuses 
on the physical evidence of the failure of the ride to secure Tyre Sampson.  
 
 
This report is based only on the information we have available to us at this time 
and may need to be updated if relevant additional facts and information become 
available. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
QUEST ENGINEERING & FAILURE ANALYSIS, INC. 
 
 
 
G. Bryant Buchner, P.E. 
Chief Engineer 
 
GBB/kbc 
 
 

 

gbb
Pencil
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PERSONS PRESENT:

AMANDA B. MCKIBBEN, ESQUIRE
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

GENEVIEVE HALL, ESQUIRE (via Teams)
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

TREVOR B. ARNOLD, ESQUIRE
Gray Robinson, Attorneys at Law
301 East Pine Street, Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801-2741

THOMAS F. BROWN, ESQUIRE
Marshall, Dennehey, et al.
315 East Robinson Street, Suite 550
Orlando, Florida 32801-1631

ALSO PRESENT:

Mark Gonzalez, Inspection Specialist, FDACS
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* * * * * *
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TESTIMONY OF RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG:
Examination by Ms. McKibben 19
Examination by Mr. Brown 256
Further Examination by Ms. McKibben 260

CERTIFICATE OF OATH 269
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ERRATA SHEET 271

READ AND SIGN LETTER 272

* * * * * *

E X H I B I T S

CORPORATE REP EXHIBITS 268
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* * * * * *

I N D E X

C E R T I F I E D Q U E S T I O N S

PAGE LINE

200 12

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you talked to Austin about the

adjustment?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. Why not?

A. Again, I didn't think it was appropriate at

that time.

Q. Has the corporation taken a statement from

Austin about the adjustment of the sensors?

A. I have not asked -- I have not asked him to

provide a statement of what actions he took.

Q. Has anyone from Eagle Drop asked him for a

statement?

MR. ARNOLD: Are you talking about

independent of counsel -- counsel's

investigation?

Because to the extent you're asking him

about counsel's investigation, we'll be

instructing him not to answer.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think that even if it was
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upon the direction of counsel it would still be

allowable for me to get that info if it was the

corporation taking the statement.

MR. BROWN: I think the disclosure of

whether or not you're aware of a written or

recorded statement from Austin

Campbell-Alexander would be discoverable. The

substance of it, if taken by counsel or any

communications that he'd had with counsel would

not be.

Do you understand?

THE WITNESS: Not really, sorry.

MR. BROWN: Are you aware of any written or

recorded statements provided by Austin

Campbell-Alexander?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I am.

MR. BROWN: Okay. I think that's the

extent to which you can inquire.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Which would it be? Written or recorded or

both?

A. Definitely written. I'm not sure if it was

actually recorded. I believe it was recorded, yes,

sorry.

Q. Would it be a video recording? An audio
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recording?

A. I believe it would be audio if recorded,

definitely documented.

Q. And who was the statement taken by?

MR. BROWN: So if it was taken by somebody

that was hired by counsel in the investigation,

then it would fall within the work product

privilege. So I'll instruct him not to answer.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So are you saying that if

the statements were taken by counsel?

MR. BROWN: I didn't take it, but if there

is a written or recorded statement --

MS. MCKIBBEN: We said there was.

MR. BROWN: Right. Taken by counsel.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MR. BROWN: Or taken by somebody in --

THE WITNESS: Instructed by counsel.

MR. BROWN: -- instructed by counsel, then

the answer would be that he can't answer it

based on the work product protection.

THE WITNESS: Sorry, I can't actually

answer that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I don't -- so are you

saying that the name of the person who recorded

the statement is considered work product?
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MR. BROWN: Yes. If there is an

investigator consultant that would be my

position.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I mean, my -- my

understanding would be that the name of someone

hired would not be considered work product.

MR. BROWN: I think that there's cases that

address that and I believe that it is. I know

I've asked the same question of other witnesses

in the past and have been told exactly that by

other attorneys. So I know that there's case

law on the subject.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MS. HALL: Can we certify that question?

This line of questioning.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I was just about to say

that.

MR. BROWN: Yes, we can -- we can exchange

any -- any applicable case law and follow up on

that question.

MS. HALL: I mean, specifically, let's

certify this question -- this line of

questioning. There's a number of questions in

regard to this investigation.

I've done a bit of research into this.
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There's a lot of case law that goes both ways

and there's nothing controlling in Florida. So

can we just agree to certify that this line of

questions should be addressed at a later date

and that we can come back, depending on what the

court rules?

MR. BROWN: I'm fine with that.

MS. HALL: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Thank you, Genevieve.

So I'll go ahead and just ask the specific

questions and we can certify this whole line and

-- and come back.

If there is something that you can answer

that I'm about to rattle off, please do so.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, let's start with, when was Austin's

recorded statement taken?

A. I don't recall the specific dates, but if

I'm allowed to guess, I think it would be within a

few weeks of the accident. But that is -- that is

-- I'm just -- I'm not sure of the exact date.

Q. Okay. And then who took the statements?

MR. BROWN: Same instruction as previously.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, I can't answer
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that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: We'll certify that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Who was present when the statement was

recorded?

A. I don't know.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So we'll certify that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you read the written statement?

MR. BROWN: Can you wait just a moment,

please?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure.

MR. BROWN: Yeah, can we step out for just

a second? I just want to make sure that -- that

the record's clear and that we've addressed the

-- the privilege properly.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we are back on the

record. It was explained to me that we have a

bit of a misunderstanding regarding the

statements from Austin. It was that, I guess,

Austin did not actually prepare a statement, but

a -- but a -- kind of a summary of a discussion

was made by an investigator.
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THE WITNESS: That is my understanding.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Okay. So, continuing

a little bit with that because we do still want

to certify some of these things to take --

MR. BROWN: That's fine, let me --

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- up --

MR. BROWN: -- just put on the record as

well that we confirm that the statement from

Austin -- the interview with Austin was not

recorded, either. So there's no recording or

writing that was acknowledged or written by

Austin Campbell-Alexander.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So the only thing in

writing was created by the investigator?

MR. BROWN: Correct.

THE WITNESS: And I apologize. That was my

misunderstanding.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That's okay. We got it

straightened out. So, are we -- can we -- can

we get the name of the investigator at this

point or --

MR. BROWN: So I would assert the same

objection that I made previously. I think that

the identity of investigator consultants are

subject to the work product protection.
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we'll certify

that.

* * * * * *

PAGE LINE

207 17

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. My next question is, what did you

learn from that report.

MR. BROWN: And that I would object to and

instruct you not to answer based on the work

product protection and/or attorney-client

privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And we'll certify that

question.

* * * * * *

PAGE LINE

252 14

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And so I think this is going to

bring us back around to the salaries for George and

Austin.

We looked into Shelly and it says there's a

three-part test to determine if the employer can

protect the employee's records. But it's a personal

right that does not pass to the employer. If the
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employee wants to protect that right, then he can

ask the court to redact it and keep that info

private.

MR. BROWN: My concern was, because the

employee hasn't been provided notice that the

information may be disclosed, they wouldn't have

the opportunity to do that.

I understand that we don't have the

standing to assert privacy right on behalf of

the employee, however, the court could consider

the privacy rights and until the -- the employee

has notice of the disclosure -- without proper

notice there would be opportunity to object to

cat out of the bag type information that I would

have a concern with.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can we -- can we just

get the information and then we can inform

George and Austin's attorneys that it was said

here and give them the opportunity to have it

redacted before a transcript is published in a

public forum?

MR. BROWN: So, my thought was potentially

to go off the record, like you would with

personal identifying information. Take it off

the record and then if they don't have any
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objection we can supplement it.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So if we go off the

record and get their salaries and then we get

permission from George and Austin for

Mr. Armstrong to release that information to us,

then he could do a sworn affidavit or some type

-- type of certified document showing us the --

the salaries.

MR. BROWN: I think that's okay.

THE WITNESS: Yeah, I mean, I --

MR. BROWN: If you know it offhand.

THE WITNESS: I don't know specifically the

exact amounts, so I would be guessing.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. ARNOLD: I think if -- if we follow --

if someone follows up with them, if they confirm

no objection, then we can expeditiously provide

the information. I'd hate for him to guess,

but, you know, we don't have to reconvene for a

deposition. We can get that to you in a more

expedited manner. We just want to confirm

there's no objection.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can we -- so just to

be clear, though, are you -- you're instructing

him not to answer it today?
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MR. BROWN: So, I guess I would move for

ore tenus motion protective order pending proper

notice to a nonparty who obviously doesn't know

potential disclosure of private confidential

information.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So let's just certify

that question then and we'll follow up on that.

Are -- are you guys going to contact their

attorneys to see if you have permission to

release that or do you want me to?

MR. ARNOLD: We can.

MR. BROWN: We can do that.

MR. ARNOLD: I mean, you're welcome to as

well. But I think as far as an instruction not

to answer, I mean --

MR. BROWN: He doesn't know.

MR. ARNOLD: -- he said he doesn't know, so

--

MR. BROWN: So --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Let's do that. If --

actually I've gotta -- I've gotta call Todd

anyway so I'll just -- I'll contact their

attorneys and ask if it's okay if we get their

salary information. And I'll forward you the

e-mail or whatever I get in response to that.
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MR. ARNOLD: Okay.

* * * * * *
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

October 24, 2022 9:12 a.m.

THE REPORTER: Please raise your right

hand.

MR. ARMSTRONG: Sure.

THE REPORTER: Do you swear or affirm that

the testimony you're about to give here today

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth?

MR. ARMSTRONG: I do.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

MR. BROWN: So, before you start asking

questions on the record, as we discussed off the

record and as we discussed the other day --

This is Tom Brown, by the way. I represent

Orlando Eagle Drop SlingShot, LLC.

And we've discussed some objections that we

have in connection with the Notice of Taking

Deposition for the Corporate Representative of

Orlando Eagle Drop SlingShot, LLC.

Ritchie Armstrong has been designated as

the representative. We discussed some issues

the other day and Mr. Armstrong has been

educated and has taken steps to prepare himself
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with regard to mechanical issues, as specified

in Nos. 9 and 10 of the request.

There may be other individuals that have

more knowledge in connection with those

day-to-day inspection maintenance issues and if

necessary you can depose them in an individual

capacity, but he is prepared to testify about

those topics.

The primary concern was in connection with

No. 12, which relates to the investigation of

the incident and the primary issue and concern

there is in connection with any privileged or

work product information that you may be

seeking. So we can take those on a question by

question basis.

He is prepared to address the preliminary

investigation before counsel became involved,

but we -- we don't want to waive any potential

privilege issues.

And then, No. 17 relates to Eagle Drop's

finances and there is some proprietary

information in connection with that request that

I don't think that Orlando Eagle Drop wants to

become public, but he is prepared to answer some

questions in connection with that request, as we
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discussed the other day.

And then, in connection with the previously

issued subpoena for records, as we've discussed,

there's an ongoing effort to process and review

electronically stored information and the

agreement that we had reached the other day was

that you could go ahead and proceed.

We've produced the traditional documents

responsive to that subpoena and you can go ahead

and proceed with the deposition today and, if

necessary, once the ESI is fully processed and

reviewed and we have an arrangement for the

production of that information, if necessary you

can come back and address any questions

pertaining to that ESI discovery.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Thank you.

Yes, the Department is in agreement with

all of that. We understand the objections and

we'll definitely handle those as they come up.

And we did, as you mentioned, want to

reserve the opportunity to bring him back and

speak to him again if further information comes

forward for the documentation regarding that

ESI.

Okay. Is there anything else? Okay.
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So, this is Amanda McKibben. I represent

the Department of Agriculture and Consumer

Services. I have with me Mr. Mark Gonzales from

the Bureau of Fair Rides.

WHEREUPON,

RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Mr. Armstrong, I think you've met

Mr. Gonzalez before --

A. Yes.

Q. -- in the field. He's been fair rides

inspector for a long time and I know that you've

been in the business for quite a while.

Can you go ahead and state your name for

the record for me again.

A. My name's Ritchie Embleton Armstrong.

Q. Thank you. And do you have any questions

about this process today? About being under oath?

What that means?

A. No.

Q. Okay. And the court reporter is going to

be recording everything that we say. So I ask for
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you to please just answer out loud for me. So, if

you just nod, she can't, you know, she can't get

that down in the transcript.

And is there anything going on that would

prevent you from giving me your full attention here

today?

A. No.

Q. And have you taken any medications or

anything else that would prevent you from truthfully

answering the questions?

A. No.

Q. And if you don't understand a question, can

you let me know and I can rephrase it?

A. Yes.

Q. And so if you answer the question with a

substantive answer, I'll take that to mean that you

understood the question; is that fair?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And have you ever had your

deposition taken before?

A. Once before.

Q. When was that?

A. It was -- it was a tenant/landlord issue

that would have been about 2019.

Q. Okay. Were you the landlord or the tenant
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in that?

A. I actually was just a witness in that --

Q. Oh.

A. -- deposition.

Q. Okay.

A. It was an issue between the tenant -- a

tenant and a landlord and I was another tenant.

Q. Gotcha. Have you ever previously sworn an

affidavit or a written statement in any matter

regarding amusement rides or the other things that

we're probably going to discuss here today?

A. I don't -- I don't believe so.

Q. Okay.

A. I don't recall.

Q. Have you ever testified in court at a

hearing or a trial?

A. About 35 years ago I had a driving offense

in which I was involved and so I was required to

testify.

Q. Okay. Have you ever given any other kind

of sworn statement or testimony about anything that

might be relevant here today?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Okay. Have you ever been convicted of a

crime?
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A. As I say, 35 years ago I did have a driving

offense.

Q. Okay. Was that a misdemeanor or a felony?

Do you know?

A. I'm not sure what it would be deemed.

Q. Okay. What was the penalty for that?

A. It was a -- it was a DUI. I had a

suspended driving license for 12 months.

Q. Okay. No jail time or --

A. No.

Q. Have you ever been involved in any other

legal proceedings or lawsuits, other than what

you've just mentioned?

A. No.

Q. Okay. And have you spoken to anyone other

than your counsel at both firms about this case?

A. I have. When the -- when the accident

actually occurred I was actually in transit. I was

on a flight from Orlando to the UK. When I landed

in the UK, turned my phone on and at that stage

received multiple messages advising that there had

been an accident --

Q. All right.

A. -- on the FreeFall. At that stage, I -- I

called George Foti. The reason I called George is
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he was the -- the maintenance manager and I believed

he would have gone to the site and would have some

knowledge of what had happened.

MR. BROWN: Ritchie, her question was just

whether or not you had spoken with anybody else.

So just answer her question.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.

MR. BROWN: And --

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have --

MR. BROWN: I'm sure she'll follow up, but

--

THE WITNESS: Okay. Sorry. Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. We're going to end up getting into

all that.

A. Yeah.

Q. So I was just gonna let you go ahead and --

and lead me where you wanted there, but so how about

reporters and press?

A. No.

Q. I believe you've given a few statements to

the media as far as the ride goes after the incident

occurred. I know there was a statement the other

day that the, you know, the ride will be taken down,

there will be a scholarship set up, things like
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that.

Has there been anything specifically about

the incident that was said, other than those few

items?

A. To the press?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. No.

Q. Okay. And then, have you spoken to anyone

else, other than, like, your employees, which we'll

get into, any other entities or businesses or

anything like that about it?

A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. Not that I recall.

Q. All right. Can you give me your

educational background? What schools you went to.

A. Yes, certainly. I actually finished -- I

went to school in Australia, I went to school in

England, then I went to school in Australia and we

migrated in '73. I then completed high school in

Australia. And I then -- I did leave school at that

stage.

I was accepted at college, but left to

pursue a professional soccer playing career. And

after I joined the printing industry and completed a
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PATEFA, which is a Printing and allied trades

employers federation certification for business

administration in the printing -- printing industry.

And then other education would be I

completed a -- was a licensed security guard and

crowd controller for 20 years. And then have

recently completed a IRT, which is International

Ride Training operator certification and IRT

operator's -- trainer's certification.

Q. Okay. You mentioned that you were a

licensed security officer for 20 years.

Where was that?

A. In Australia. It was a licensed to do

crowd control and security guard.

Q. Okay. And then you said you've got a

couple IRT certificates.

Now, when did you receive those?

A. I completed those in -- about six to eight

weeks ago.

Q. Okay. When did you start the -- the

training? Like the certification training for

those.

A. I think it was September.

Q. September of 2021?

A. 2022. No. Sorry. Sorry. Yeah. Sorry.
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September 20, 2022.

Q. Okay. Can you please tell me about the IRT

-- you called it an operator's certification.

A. Yes.

Q. What does that involve?

What kind of training is that?

A. It's a ride operator's certification.

Q. And is that class -- I mean, is it -- what

kind of class is it?

Are you reading a book and then you take a

test or is someone giving you instruction?

A. Both. You actually do some reading and

online testing, but you also complete some training

with an actual trainer.

Q. Okay. And who was your trainer?

A. Erik Beard.

Q. Is that E-R-I-C?

A. E-R-I-K.

Q. K.

A. Beard. B-E-A-R-D.

Q. And he works for IRT?

A. Yes, he does. And the company name is

International Ride Training.

Q. Do you know where he's located?

Is he in the US or --
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A. Yes, located in the US.

Q. Okay. Did you meet with him in person or

was it virtual?

A. No, I've met with him in person.

Q. Okay. So what sort of things did he train

you on?

A. Just the -- the operations of a ride in the

-- they had different components of the ride. It's

engagement, pre-ride safety checks, visual checks,

loading and unloading and general safety of the

ride.

Q. Okay. And how long did that training take

before you completed it and got that certificate?

A. It was about a -- probably about a

four-hour online course and then we undertook two

days of training.

Q. Okay. And was that only for the operator's

certificate or was that with the trainer's

certificate combined?

A. That was with the -- so the online

certification and then one day of training and then

the additional training was for the -- to be a -- a

trainer.

Q. Okay. So the four hours online and one

person -- one day in person was for the operator's
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certificate.

A. Certification. Correct.

Q. And so then the trainer's certification was

another day in person?

A. Another day in person and then some -- some

additional online training, which was about three to

four hours.

Q. Another three to four hours? Okay.

So about eight hours online total?

A. Probably about eight hours.

Q. Okay. What made you decide to go for these

training certificate -- for these certificates at

this point?

A. We believe we comply with all required

State requirements for training and -- but in an

effort of always trying to improve our operations, I

decided it was appropriate to bring in an outside

trainer and certifier in order to -- to continue to

improve our standards.

Q. Okay. Okay. I'd like to ask you about

your history working with amusement rides.

What was your first, I guess, job or

position entering into this field?

A. In 2000, a close friend of mine became

involved with SlingShot in Australia and he asked me
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to join him, so I joined him in -- in ticket sales.

Over the course of the next 22 years, I worked my

way from ticket sales to learning how to operate.

Then from operations to supervising. Then worked my

way to -- to a manager and then general manager and

then had some ownership involvement in the company.

Q. Okay. What year did you move to the US?

A. In 2011.

Q. Okay. Did you have any -- any type of,

like, business involvement in the US before 2011?

A. Not in the US, no.

Q. Okay. So all of your ride experience until

that point was all in Australia.

A. I was actually in Australia and then also

worked in Greece for a period. So, Greece was a

seasonal type location, so I would work six to eight

months in -- in Greece and then go back and work in

Australia.

Q. Okay. When? What years was that?

A. From 2000 -- from 2000 to about 2010.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. And that was the period that I was working

my way through from ticket sales through to general

manager.

Q. Who was your friend in Australia that first
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got you involved in SlingShot?

A. His name is Paul Barlow.

Q. Could you spell that last name for me,

please?

A. B-A-R-L-O-W.

Q. Okay. So what types of rides did you work

with in Australia and Greece?

A. The SlingShot was the ride that -- that I

was -- was trained on and operated in both Australia

and Greece.

Q. Okay. So that was the only ride that you

worked on during that period?

A. In Australia, they did also have a

Vomatron, but it was predominately on -- with the --

with the SlingShot.

The Vomatron was brought in as a second

attraction in Australia.

Q. So in 2011 you moved to the United States.

What was your first amusement ride that you

worked on over here?

A. I came to Australia -- sorry -- to America

and worked at Old Town SlingShot and --

Q. Okay.

A. -- worked on the SlingShot there.

Q. And what was your position at that time?
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A. I was the general manager at Old Town

SlingShot.

Q. Could you tell me about the duties you had

as the general manager?

A. Just oversee the -- oversee the general

operations and business of Old Town SlingShot. Meet

with and discuss with the managers who were looking

after the day-to-day operations. Discuss the

operations. Discuss the maintenance. Discuss

training and discuss the safety with the managers

who were dealing with the day-to-day operations.

Q. Okay. Who was the owner of the Old Town

SlingShot at that time?

A. Brian Mirfin.

Q. Could you spell his last name for me,

please?

A. M-I-R-F-I-N.

Q. And so how long did you work as the general

manager of the Old Town SlingShot?

A. About five years.

Q. Until about 2016?

A. About. Yeah, 2015, 2016, around that time,

2016.

Q. And so where did you go to from there?

A. From there I relocated to Orlando
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SlingShot.

Q. And what was your position?

A. General manager of Orlando SlingShot.

Q. And were your duties there about the same

as they were at Old Town?

A. Yes.

Q. How long did you stay in that position?

A. I still -- I still am the general manager

of Orlando SlingShot.

Q. Okay. So at some point you started adding

on to your -- the positions that you hold then. Is

that correct?

A. No. I -- sorry, I remain as the general

manager of Orlando SlingShot and then in 2018 took

over the ownership of the business and then my

duties with some other entities. I became involved

with, obviously, some other -- some other entities

at that stage.

Q. Okay. What other entities were those?

A. The Daytona SlingShot, Old Town SlingShot

was an ownership of -- of -- it was about 12

entities. Daytona SlingShot, Old Town SlingShot,

Orlando SlingShot, Panama City Beach SlingShot,

Orlando StarFlyer, Orlando StarFlyer Bar, Sunset

Walks SlingShot. More recently Orlando StarFlyer.
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Sorry. Sunset Walk -- sorry, I said Sunset Walk

SlingShot.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. High Rides.

Q. Okay. So, just to make sure I'm

understanding, in 2018 you became the owner of

Orlando SlingShot and basically in a package deal

you were also -- you also became the owner of the

Panama City Beach SlingShot.

A. At the time when I took over the business,

there were multiple entities and I took over the

ownership of all of those entities.

Q. Okay. Is there one entity that is,

basically, over all of the other ones?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: All entities are owned by

Extreme Amusement Rides. So all entities of

wholly owned subsidiaries of Extreme Amusement

Rides. And I'm the owner of Extreme Amusement

Rides.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, is it correct that in 2018 you became

the owner of Extreme Amusement Rides?

A. Yes.
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Q. Okay. And so Extreme Amusement Rides owns

High Rides, Sunset Walk SlingShot, Orlando StarFlyer

and StarFlyer Bar, Old Town SlingShot, Daytona

SlingShot, Panama City Beach SlingShot and Orlando

SlingShot?

A. Yes. Extreme Amusement Rides owns the

various entities.

Q. Okay. Are there any other entities that it

owns that I didn't list there?

A. There's -- I believe there's 12 entities.

There's some -- sorry. There's SlingShot Group

Communications, I think, is a -- is another entity

that's been -- it was Out There Carousel and we

changed the name to SlingShot Group Communications.

Q. Okay.

A. I-Drive Thrill Park, sorry, would be in

there as well. Outback Scooters is probably in

there. Sorry. I'm just trying to recall all the --

Q. That's okay.

A. -- all the names. There's about 12

entities.

Q. Okay. So all the entities that have

SlingShot in the name -- is it fair to say that they

have a SlingShot ride?

A. I believe so.
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Q. Okay. And so when you became the owner of

Extreme Amusement Rides, you took ownership of all

of the amusement rides that each of those entities

owned as well; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And so all of the permits for all of the

rides that required permits in the state of Florida

were then put in or, I guess, were transferred to

your ownership as well.

You became responsible for those permits is

what I'm trying to say.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: There's managers at every

location and so we continued the normal practice

of when the rides required permitting, then the

rides were permitted. And so all of those

entities and the rides for those entities would

fall under the entity and then Extreme owned the

entity and then I own Extreme.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So I just want to make sure that I

have a good understanding of all of your various
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ride experience and the different rides --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that you have experience with.

The -- I'm just gonna go down the list.

The Panama City Beach SlingShot entity that owns a

SlingShot ride, correct?

A. Yes, it owns a SlingShot and a Vomatron.

Q. And what about the Daytona SlingShot?

A. Daytona has a SlingShot and a Vomatron.

Q. Okay. Old Town SlingShot?

A. A SlingShot and a Vomatron.

Q. And were all of those rides already in

place in 2018 when you became owner?

A. For the companies that you just mentioned?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes, for -- for those companies, yes.

Q. Okay. For -- let's see. Sunset Walk

SlingShot.

Where's that located?

A. It's in Kissimmee.

Q. Kissimmee. Okay. And they have a

SlingShot?

A. Yes, they do.

Q. Anything else?

A. No.
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Q. Just the SlingShot there?

A. Yes.

Q. And that ride was already in place in 2018.

A. No. That -- that company was formed, I

believe, 2021 and the ride actually opened in

February 2022.

Q. So is that your newest ride, then? The

Sunset Walk SlingShot?

A. Yes. I believe it was permitted in -- at

the end of 2021. It actually opened in February.

Q. Okay. The Orlando StarFlyer owns a

StarFlyer ride, correct?

A. Correct. Yes.

Q. Any other ride?

A. No.

Q. And the Orlando StarFlyer Bar, does that

own a ride?

A. No.

Q. It's just a bar?

A. Yes.

Q. So they would own the alcohol license?

A. Yes.

Q. Outback Scooters. Where is that located?

A. That's located in Panama City Beach.

Q. Do they own any rides?
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A. A go-kart track.

Q. It's a go-kart track?

A. Yes.

Q. When did that open?

A. I believe they acquired the business and --

and, I'm sorry, I think in maybe 2004. Somewhere

around -- around then. Prior to -- prior to me

actually taking over the business.

Q. Okay. So go-karts and that's all they

have?

A. Yes.

Q. What about the SlingShot Group

Communications?

You said -- do they have any rides?

A. No. The old company was Out There Carousel

and there was a name change, which was an old

StarFlyer and we changed the name to SlingShot Group

Communications.

Q. So they have a StarFlyer ride or no?

A. No. No longer.

Q. Okay.

A. It's SlingShot Group Communications was

formed to create the -- with potentially a YouTube

channel.

Q. So what happened to the StarFlyer ride that
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was owned by Out There Carousel?

A. It's been closed.

Q. Do you remember what year that was?

A. 2021.

Q. The I-Drive Thrill Park.

A. Yes.

Q. Do they have any rides?

A. No longer, no.

Q. They formerly had rides?

A. Formerly had go-karts and children's rides.

Q. Okay. Do you remember what year it was

that they got rid of the go-karts?

A. I think it was early 2022. It was late

2021 or early 2022. Actually, I think -- sorry -- I

think it was actually late 2021. But I'm not

exactly sure of the date.

Q. So is that location still doing business,

they just don't have any rides?

A. Yes. Correct.

Q. Okay.

A. There's an arcade and a -- a SlingShot at

that location.

Q. There's a -- a SlingShot ride?

A. Not -- Orlando SlingShot is located there.

Q. Oh, it's the same -- okay. Same location
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--

A. Yes.

Q. -- as Orlando SlingShot.

A. Yes.

Q. Are there any other of the related entities

at that location or is it just Orlando SlingShot and

I-Drive Thrill Park?

A. I think the SlingShot Group Communications

is -- is addressed there.

Q. Okay. So the Orlando SlingShot, do they

have anything other than a SlingShot ride?

A. No.

Q. How about High Rides?

Where is that entity located?

A. At the -- the office is located in Old

Town. Sorry. The location is addressed as Old

Town, but the work is at various locations. It's a

maintenance company.

Q. So High Rides is the -- is the entity that

employs the maintenance for all of the other

entities. Is that correct?

A. No. It -- High Rides is a maintenance

company that provides maintenance to -- to the other

entities.

Q. So does High Rides only employ maintenance
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--

A. Yes.

Q. -- employees?

But some of the other entities have their

own maintenance as well. Is that correct?

A. The maintenance staff are all employed by

High Rides at each location.

Q. So, High Rides does not own any rides?

A. No, it doesn't.

Q. So, I think that brings us to the Orlando

Eagle Drop SlingShot entity.

Can you think of any more that I've missed

in there?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Okay. I think, if my -- if my count is

correct, that would be number 12. So if that's your

-- your understanding.

A. Yeah, sorry. I was trying to work through

them --

Q. It's confusing.

A. -- alphabetically.

Q. So, Orlando Eagle Drop SlingShot is another

entity that is a wholly owned subsidiary of Extreme

Amusement Rides, right?

A. Correct.
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Q. And when did that entity, Orlando Eagle

Drop SlingShot -- when did that entity start?

A. That entity was formed, I believe, in 2020.

Q. And what rides are owned by that entity?

A. SlingShot and the FreeFall.

Q. And those are the two that are located at

ICON Park?

A. Correct.

Q. And when did the SlingShot at that location

open?

A. They opened, I think it was 27th of

December 2021.

Q. They both opened on the same day?

A. Yes.

Q. So, for each of these entities, all of the

entities that have rides or parks and, therefore,

employees that work in these attractions, are each

of those employees paid by that specific entity that

owns the ride where they work?

A. They are paid through a payroll leasing

company, but they are with a designated entity. So,

all -- all employees are paid through a payroll

leasing company, but they are -- the payroll leasing

company identifies them with a specific entity.

Q. Okay. So if, for example, if Bob works on
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the Panama City Beach SlingShot, when he gets a

paycheck --

A. Yes.

Q. -- does it say that he's being paid by

Panama City Beach SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then all of the maintenance

workers for the various rides, their paychecks would

say High Rides. Is that correct?

A. Correct. They're actually paid by a

different payroll leasing company.

Q. Okay. So, when Orlando Eagle Drop

SlingShot was formed in 2020, how many employees or

people did you have associated with that -- that

entity?

A. That entity. I think there would be around

-- around about 25, 30 employees.

Q. Who did that entail?

What kind of employees?

A. Managers, supervisors and operations staff

and ride attendants.

Q. So you had ride attendants before the rides

were opened?

A. There are some -- some -- some employees

were transferred to -- I'm sorry -- were employed by
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Eagle Drop when that entity opened. So they might

have previously worked at a -- for another entity.

Q. Okay. So, I guess, what I'm trying to ask

is, at what point -- sorry. Let me go back just a

sec.

So, we'll call it Eagle Drop; is that okay?

A. Yes.

Q. With that entity?

A. Yes, yes.

Q. So, the Eagle Drop entity was formed in

2020.

A. Yes.

Q. When did construction on the two rides

begin?

A. In 2021.

Q. So, before construction began on the rides

--

A. Yes.

Q. -- how many people did you have employed by

Eagle Drop?

A. Prior to construction?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. I'm not sure there were any prior to

construction.

Q. Okay. So, would you be the only person
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that was associated with Eagle Drop at that time,

then?

A. I believe so.

Q. Okay. And then, at some point during

construction of the rides, you started hiring more

people, correct?

A. Correct. I actually brought in some

additional maintenance staff to -- to assist with

the construction of the ride so that they would be

there from the beginning to the -- to the end of the

build and installation, which would give them an

opportunity to be trained in regards to all the

components of the actual ride, trained in the

understanding of -- of how the ride's constructed

and -- and built and assembled. And be there during

the whole supervision of the installation of the

ride.

And I think I brought in an additional six

or eight maintenance people during that period to be

part of that process. So that they had hands-on

experience and understanding of the ride prior to it

opening.

Q. Could you tell me who those people are?

A. German Sanchez, Austin Campbell-Alexander,

Robert Starr, Christian Ardelean, Joseph Barwenko,
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Jose Pettiano (ph). I believe there was a couple

others, but I'm -- I just can't quite recall their

names at this stage.

Brent Crowe. Sorry. Kenny and I've lost

Kenny's surname for a moment.

So they were brought in, as I said, to

assist with the build and installation and also be

trained on inspections and procedures, safety

procedures and so forth with the other attractions

to get an understanding about policies and

procedures prior to the ride opening -- the new

rides opening.

Q. Who was training them?

A. Training -- sorry. Training them in

regards to the inspections of the rides or training

them with the building process?

Q. Let's say both.

A. On the inspections on the existing rides,

then, the maintenance manager, George Foti. And his

team would have been training his staff with the

maintenance procedures in regards to the existing

rides, so the inspections and preventative

maintenance, routine maintenance, spare parts,

general safety, emergency procedures and so forth

with the existing rides.
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And then, with the build and the

installation, the training and supervision was being

done by FunTime.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry. Did you say

FunTime?

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And by FunTime, we're talking about the

manufacturer of the FreeFall and the SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. Who -- they're based in Austria, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Who specifically from FunTime was doing the

training?

A. As the build and construction was being

done over a period of time, there would be different

FunTime workers would come through that process.

So, there was two gentleman came out and assisted

with the installation of the foundations. And then

after the foundations, once the rides started to

arrive, then different FunTime people would come out

continually as -- as that process continued.

Q. Is there a record somewhere of who from

FunTime was onsite doing the training at the various
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times?

A. Yes, there is a record of who -- who was

there at different times.

Q. What? What kind of record would that be?

Do you know?

A. Probably just have the -- the names of the

various people that came. Over the process there

was probably eight to ten different people were

involved in the installation process, coming at

different times. So, depending on the -- the stage

of the build, meaning that initially more installer

type people who would be there to supervise the

putting together or smaller components.

Once the tower arrived, then, again,

FunTime workers would be there to supervise the

installation of the lights onto the towers and

installation of power packs and so forth.

Then, for the erection of the towers, a

different team would come out and supervise the

erection of the towers. Then, when the towers were

erected, there would be, you know, different

electricians would come out at different times for

the -- for the installation of the -- all the

electrical cabinets and so forth in the winch room.

And then, again, change of -- of -- and --
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and I think they had a three-month period that they

would be allowed here for and that would be one of

the reasons for the -- the change in personnel that

would come out and assist and supervise.

Q. When you say they were allowed here for a

three-month period, you mean, like, a visa document

for immigration purposes?

A. Yes.

Q. So who -- who would have the list of

people's names who came over and the dates when they

were onsite?

A. That would be available through the ESI

discovery that we're actually doing as well because

we were required to book hotels and pick people up

from the airport and -- and different things. So, I

would be able to provide that list of -- of the

names and the periods that they were here.

Q. Okay. So, the Eagle Drop entity was the

one booking hotels for the FunTime employees?

A. I believe so.

Q. Did Eagle Drop also purchase the plane

tickets?

A. No.

Q. So, about -- about when did you start

hiring attendants for the rides?
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A. I'm sorry, I'm just trying to -- that --

that could have varied, depending on -- we actually

-- when we actually opened. So, we -- we employed

-- Eagle Drop employed some people around about the

time that the ride was actually opening.

And then -- so I'm -- again, I'm thinking,

you know, maybe just prior to the opening Eagle Drop

actually brought in some workers and at that stage I

looked at what other entities might be able to

provide some experience that I could actually look

at employing them by Eagle Drop as I wanted some --

obviously, some experience to -- to work with the

new employees there.

Q. So, would that have been maybe early

December of 2021?

A. From -- from early December 2021 we would

have been bringing in employees, yes.

Q. So, you transferred some of the attendants

to the Eagle Drop SlingShot ride from other

SlingShot rides. Is that correct?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: I would communicate with the

managers at other entities and ask them if they

believed they had any employees that would be
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suitable to work at Eagle Drop and some may have

been suited because of the location -- the

location may have suited them better.

For example, if they were working at Old

Town SlingShot but actually lived in Orlando, I

would discuss with the manager there if there

was anyone she believed might be suitable. She

would say, Bob lives in Orlando, I think he

would be suitable to work there.

So then we would meet and discuss and --

and then I would employ them by Orlando Eagle

Drop.

I also, you know, identified some

supervisors that -- in discussion with managers

at each entity that might -- might be suitable

to be transferred because of their experience

and perhaps an opportunity for them.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Were you hiring managers about that same

timeline? December 2021 forward.

A. Yeah, I was employing all employees,

looking at managers and day-to-day workers. So I

was looking at all positions.

Q. Who sponsored the visas for the FunTime

employees coming over?
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A. I don't know. I believe FunTime. FunTime

organized the -- the employees that were coming

over. I believe they would have.

Q. Do you know if they had an attorney working

on that for them?

A. I don't know.

Q. About how many people did you initially

hire? So, I'm looking at December 2021.

About how many people did you transfer for

the SlingShot ride that had already been trained on

a SlingShot at a different location?

A. I'm guessing, maybe 10 to 12.

Q. About how many managers did you bring over

from other entities?

A. I think it was about five or six.

Managers, supervisors. Sorry. Just to clarify.

Q. Okay. What's the difference between a

manager and a supervisor?

A. It's not possible for the manager to be

there at all times so he has supervisors who report

to him and deal with the day-to-day operations and

-- and ensure that the ride's operating and then

communicating with the manager, communicating with

the maintenance staff and ensuring all operations

are operating safely and that everyone has an
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understanding of their specific duties and the

safety protocols.

Q. Okay. So when you say manager, are you

talking only about the general manager then?

A. No. No. There's generally a general

manager, then a manager and then supervisors to

assist the manager.

Q. Okay. So who is the general manager of

Eagle Drop?

A. I am the general manager of Eagle Drop.

Q. And who is the manager?

A. Alex Cramer, is the manager of Eagle Drop.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: What's his last name?

THE WITNESS: Cramer.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: That's C-R-A-M-E-R.

THE REPORTER: And his first name again?

THE WITNESS: Alex.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And then how many supervisor were there for

Eagle Drop?

A. I believe that there was four or five

supervisors.
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Q. Could you tell me their names?

A. Austin Revis, Camelia Gayle, Kaleb Booth,

Zach Thomas and I think that -- I think that's it.

Q. Okay. Do you remember about when you

brought Alex Cramer on with Eagle Drop?

A. I brought Alex on from the very start. He

worked for Orlando SlingShot for probably about 10

years. He'd done a very good job. Very loyal

worker. So, he had been performing that duty on --

at Orlando SlingShot and so I moved him up to Eagle

Drop.

Q. So he was the manager at Orlando SlingShot?

A. He was a manager at Orlando SlingShot, yes.

Q. And so he was someone that you identified

early on as a quality employee and you wanted to

bring him over for the -- the new attractions.

A. Yes, he worked with us for 10 years. He'd

done a very good job. He had an understanding of

the policies and procedures. And he was aware of

what the requirements were. So, he seemed to be the

appropriate person.

Q. And what rides was he trained to operate?

A. He'd been -- he'd been working with the

SlingShot.

Q. Was that the only ride that he had been
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trained on?

A. That -- he did have knowledge of other

rides at other locations, but he'd always been based

at Orlando SlingShot.

Q. Was he at a later time ever trained on any

other ride?

A. I believe he was trained on the FreeFall.

Q. You believe he was or he was?

A. Well, I believe he was trained on the -- on

the FreeFall.

Q. Who? Who trained him?

A. I believe the factory did some training

with him and he was certified from the factory. And

I also saw him training at the location.

Q. About when was that?

A. From, I believe, mid December -- he was

having some -- he was visiting the location, he was

watching the development and the installation, he

was interacting with FunTime workers and the

maintenance staff and other staff that were joining

Eagle Drop.

Q. And you say that he was certified from the

factory on the FreeFall?

A. That is my understanding, yes.

Q. And when you say the factory, you mean
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FunTime.

A. Yes. Sorry.

Q. That's okay. To your understanding what

does that mean that he was certified?

A. My understanding is that he was trained by

the factory on how to operate the ride, how to

safely operate the ride, on the protocols of the

ride.

So, my understanding is that he was, you

know, shown the proceed -- the operating proceed --

how the ride generally operates, what the procedures

of the ride are. I believe he was then trained in

the actual operation of the ride and how to load and

unload passengers, the general safety. Sorry. The

-- the specific duties of the actual operation of

the ride, the general safety of the ride, the

emergency procedures of the ride, being a panicked

rider, electrical, mechanical, lightning and, you

know.

My understanding is, he was trained in

those aspects of the ride.

Q. Would he have received a physical

certificate saying that he'd been trained?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. How many people were certified on the
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FreeFall from FunTime?

A. Approximately six or seven people.

Q. Could you name the others?

A. In the -- in the operations of the ride?

Q. Yes.

A. Okay. George Foti, German Sanchez, Austin

Campbell-Alexander, Gabor Sram, engineer and Alex

Cramer and Austin Revis. Chris Ardelean may have

been. On the FreeFall.

Q. And were all of those people trained by

FunTime on about the same timeline as Alex?

December 2021.

A. All the training -- it would have been

December 2021. On the operations and once the ride

was operational, then I believe those people were

trained on the operations.

Q. Okay.

A. Maintenance, obviously the training is from

when we started to receive the ride and started to

build the ride.

Q. And is there a record of these individuals

being trained by FunTime?

A. Their names are on the -- on the Site

Acceptance Report.

Q. Okay.
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MR. BROWN: We've been going a little over

an hour. I'd like to take breaks every hour or

so if possible.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That's fine.

MR. BROWN: Is now a good stopping point?

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think this actually is a

good stopping point. You want to do about a

15-minute break?

MR. BROWN: That's fine.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we can go back on

the record.

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Mr. Armstrong, your attorney said that you

had a clarification you wanted to make about an

earlier question.

A. Yes. When you were asking me about

previous litigation or affidavits, there was an

accident at Orlando StarFlyer with a maintenance

worker, Jacob Kaminsky. I was involved in that

investigation and I was interviewed by OSHA at that

stage. I don't recall exactly if -- if I actually

signed an affidavit or -- or anything, but I was
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involved in that investigation.

Q. Okay. When was that?

A. That was in 2019.

Q. And you said that was the Orlando

StarFlyer?

A. Yes.

Q. And what was the extent of your involvement

in that investigation?

A. Being the general manager there, I just

provided some information.

Q. And that was an OSHA investigation?

A. Yes. There was a fatality with a worker

there. So the -- so the sheriff's department were

involved and then OSHA were actually involved. And

so I did work with OSHA during the investigation.

Q. And the Orange County Sheriff's Department

was involved?

A. Yes.

THE REPORTER: Could you give me his name

again, please? Jacob.

THE WITNESS: Jacob Kaminsky.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

MR. BROWN: Had there ever been any other

litigation in connection with business issues?

THE WITNESS: There was a -- sorry. There
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was a minor tenant issue between a tenant at

I-Drive Thrill Park and I-Drive Thrill Park.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. What sort of issue was that?

A. The tenant not paying rent.

Q. Okay. And so did I-Drive Thrill Park evict

the tenant then?

A. No, they worked -- worked to a resolution.

Q. So that took place in the -- the civil

courts?

A. It didn't actually to go court. It was

just communications and a resolution.

Q. Okay.

MR. ARNOLD: It didn't go to trial. There

was a lawsuit.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Oh, okay. Was that in --

MR. ARNOLD: Orange.

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- Orange County?

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. All right. Is there anything else that you

feel like you need to clear up or anything at this

point?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Okay. All right. So, right before we took

a break we were talking about some of the Eagle Drop
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employees being trained by FunTime. You mentioned

that their names were in the Site Acceptance Report.

So I figure now would be a good time to go

ahead and bring out the Site Acceptance Report and

ask a few questions about that. I've got a number

of documents in this -- in this notebook here for

you. There is a list here describing which

documents are in which numbered tabs here.

A. Yes.

Q. And then at the bottom middle of the page

there are page numbers. It runs from 1 to, I think,

300 and something, straight through the binder. So,

if I say a page number, I'm talking about that one

right at the bottom middle because some of these

documents have their own page numbers within, but

those are the ones I'm referring to.

And then if I say Tab No., then that's

these little --

A. Okay.

Q. -- tabs. And I'll give you this. So you

can see it. And so, right now we are looking at --

I've opened it to Tab 4, which is Page No. 6.

Mr. Armstrong, do you recognize that

document there?

A. Yes.
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Q. And what is it?

A. It's the Site Acceptance Report provided by

FunTime.

Q. For which ride?

A. For the FreeFall.

Q. And so on this page -- the cover page that

we're looking at, toward the bottom third of the

page, it says Safety PLC Signature Main.

You see that?

A. Yes.

Q. As well as a number of letters and numbers.

Do you know what that represents?

A. I'm not completely sure of -- of the exact

meaning of the -- of all of those -- of that

information referenced.

Q. Okay. Do you know if it is supposed to

represent a signature of either of the parties?

Some sort of electronic signature code.

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: I believe that that would --

that would be my understanding of that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And your understand is based on the

fact that you were the manager and the owner of this

ride and you're deeply involved in -- informed as to
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the contends of this document?

A. I've obviously been through the document.

I don't know all of the specific details in here,

but I have a general understanding of -- of the

information in here. Not all of the technical data.

Q. Okay. And so the date just below, it says

February 12th of 2022. Is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And is that your understanding that that

was when this document was signed?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: That would be my

understanding of the date that this document was

presented.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And did you sign this document?

A. I have not, no.

Q. When did you first receive this document?

A. I initially looked over this document -- it

was shown to me in -- in December.

Q. It was shown to you by who?

A. By Christoph Wallner.

Q. Christoph Wallner.

A. Who is the head or lead electrician.

MR. BROWN: Can you spell his last name?
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THE WITNESS: W-A-L-L-N-E-R. I believe.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Sorry. W-A-L-L-N-E-R?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And he's the lead electrician for

FunTime?

A. On -- on this particular project, I believe

he was the lead electrician.

Q. Okay. So for the FreeFall.

A. Yes.

Q. But he's employed by FunTime?

A. Yes.

Q. And he provided this document to you in

December of 2021?

A. Yes.

Q. Did someone else sign this document on

behalf of Eagle Drop?

A. Not to my recollection.

Q. Did Christoph Wallner provide training to

any Eagle Drop employees?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know who he trained?

A. George Foti, German Sanchez, Austin

Campbell-Alexander, Gabor Sram, I believe.

Again, in the report, Robert Starr is named
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in maintenance and in operations. Alex Cramer and

Austin Revis. Possibly Chris Ardelean.

Q. I'm gonna ask you to turn to Page 25.

We're still within the acceptance report there.

Do you see where it is signed near the

bottom?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know whose signature that is?

A. I believe that to be Christoph's signature.

Q. And would you please turn to Page 33.

That signature at the bottom. Do you know

whose that is?

A. I would believe it to be the same

signature, but -- that would be my understanding.

Q. Okay. So you think it -- it's Christoph

that signed those as well?

A. Yes.

Q. And in this chart, if you look all the way

to the right of the chart, the column titled

Initial. And it says MR all the way down.

Do you know who that is referring to?

A. Sorry. Is that -- is that on Page 33.

Q. It is.

A. Sorry, I've got CHW.

Q. Oh, I'm sorry. So I'm referring to the
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numbers here at the middle --

A. Sorry.

Q. -- at the bottom.

A. Sorry.

Q. That's okay.

A. Could you ask the question again? Sorry.

Just to clarify. Because I was looking at the wrong

page previously as well.

Q. No problem. So the last column, it's

titled Initial and it says MR all the way down.

Do you know who MR refers to?

A. There was an electrician on site whose name

was Marcus. I'm not sure of his surname. I don't

know, but I believe that's who it may refer to.

Q. Okay.

A. He was working with Christoph and, as I

say, over the period of time there were different

FunTime workers that were there. Marcus was there

working with Christoph as an electrician.

Q. Okay. So Marcus was one of Christoph's

employees, then?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: He was a FunTime employee.

I'm not sure of the relationship or structuring.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. Okay. Do you know if Christoph and Marcus

both came from Austria to work on this project?

A. Yes, they did.

Q. Okay.

A. Is that okay there --

Q. Oh, he's trying to make sure his paper's

aren't bothering the microphone.

A. Not interrupting yours.

THE REPORTER: Yeah, just keep it off that

microphone, if you would.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE REPORTER: It's not interrupting me.

No.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. I'll go ahead and have us flip -- I think

it's where you were a few minutes ago, actually, but

No. 38, Page No 38.

And on this chart the last column is also

titled Initial, but it says CHW.

Do you know who that refers to?

A. I don't know specifically, but I would

guess that would be Christoph Wallner. Because of

the initials CHW.

Q. So Christoph starts with a C?
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A. Yes.

Q. Do you know why there would have been

different people initialing these different test

results? Why it wasn't just one person?

A. I don't know.

Q. I'm going to move us a little bit further

to Page 47. And near the bottom it says Remarks,

gates not installed.

Do you know what that means?

A. That means that the automated -- I believe

that means the automated gate -- gating system had

not been installed.

Q. This automated gating system, is that where

the patrons enter and exit the ring around the

FreeFall?

A. Yes. That would be my understanding.

Q. Okay. And so the automated portion of that

would be -- would that be a lock -- the locks -- the

locking mechanisms of the gates?

A. It would be something that could be added

to the operating system.

Q. Okay.

A. Would be my understanding.

Q. And so when was that system installed?

A. The gate system?
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Q. Yes.

A. I don't believe that had been installed at

-- at the time of the accident. I believe that's an

option to add that to it.

Q. So, you never installed the automatic gate

system, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. Was there -- was there a non-automated gate

system around the ride?

A. Yes, there was a manual --

Q. Just a --

A. -- gate system.

Q. Okay. So a -- a fence that could be

manually -- with a gate that could be manually

opened and closed?

A. Correct.

Q. And was there a lock on the gate?

A. There was a latch on the gate.

Q. A latch?

A. Yes.

Q. Did it have a lock as well?

A. There was no lock actually on -- on the

gate. It was a latch system.

Q. Okay. And you stated that the automated

gate system was an optional add-on; is that correct?
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A. It is something that we had added to --

it's something that -- that had been added to

another ride previously, so I believe there was an

intention to look at installing a -- an automated

system at some stage.

Q. Which ride had it been added to before?

A. The StarFlyer ride opened without a

automated gate system and when that gate system was

added at a later date.

Q. The Orlando StarFlyer?

A. Yes.

Q. And are you aware if it has anywhere in the

operations manual or this acceptance document that

that automatic gate system was optional and not

required?

A. Sorry, could you -- could you ask the

question again. I'm sorry.

Q. Are you aware, in either this document or

another document, where it explains that the

automatic gate system is optional, not required?

A. I don't believe I've seen that -- that it

says -- states that it's an option. But it's

something that we developed with the StarFlyer and

it's a -- it's a far larger ring there and the -- we

-- we were -- we were happy with that -- the way
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that system worked and it's a far smaller ring at

the FreeFall and -- but it's certainly an option

that -- that we would look at.

Q. Okay. When you say we developed it with

the StarFlyer, who is we?

A. Sorry. The Orlando StarFlyer and the --

the maintenance team developed an automated gate

system.

Q. Which maintenance team?

A. High Rides.

Q. So FunTime was not involved in that?

A. FunTime were involved. We -- Orlando

StarFlyer and High Rides discussed and --- and

looked at the viability of an automated gate system

and discussed that with FunTime, who then assisted

in the installation of the gated system and

incorporating that in the operating system.

Q. Okay. Okay. I'm gonna take us a little

bit further to Page 75.

So, on No. 3.1.2.2, Responsibility, it

states, the engineer in charge of the commissioning

process needs to sign off every device in order to

state it's proper operation.

Can you identify who the engineer in charge

of the commissioning process is?
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A. I believe in this situation the responsible

person would have been Christoph.

Q. And did he in fact sign off on every

device?

A. It's my understanding that he did.

Q. If you'll please turn to Page 116.

Over to the right of the chart it looks

like it says Walter and that's highlighted.

Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Who is Walter?

A. It would be Walter Pondorfer. My

understanding is he's the owner of FunTime.

Q. And was he onsite at Eagle Drop at any

point during the construction?

A. Yes, he was. I don't recall the exact

date, but sometime towards the end of November and

in December or in December he came as the ride was

getting close to operational, which would be fairly

normal that he would come and oversee the -- the

ride being completed and commissioned and then

opened.

Q. And what is the extent of your relationship

with Walter?

A. I've had a long history of operating
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FunTime rides, so I've dealt with him on numerous

occasions, mainly on ride installations.

Q. How long have you known him?

A. I actually met him when I was in Greece.

So, over 10 years.

Q. So, you have purchased several rides from

Walter in the past, correct?

A. I've purchased a number of rides from

FunTime, yes.

Q. And have you ever -- have you ever done

what would be considered a joint venture with Walter

or FunTime?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: No.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. On Page 116 here, in the remarks, can you

please explain to me what -- what is being discussed

there?

A. My interpretation of that would be that

there was a test completed and that he -- that

Christoph wanted Walter to -- to do again.

Q. Did Walter often do testing on rides that

were being installed?

A. Yes. Yes, I regularly saw him doing,

testing on the rides.
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Q. And why did Christoph want the test to be

done again in this instance?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. Calls for

speculation.

THE WITNESS: I don't know.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. You don't know?

It says, after brake disc installation.

So, am I correct in understanding that the brake

discs had not been installed at the time of this

report?

A. I don't know.

Q. Do you know when the brake discs were

installed?

A. No, I don't.

Q. Who would know that?

A. The electricians and the FunTime -- FunTime

workers installing -- overseeing the installation of

the brakes.

Q. Would anyone from Eagle Drop or High Rides

know?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: I don't know. Probably, you

know, they -- they were working with the FunTime
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workers and being trained and -- and being

supervised. So I believe that the people

working with them would have been aware of the

brake discs being installed.

But, again, I don't know who was doing

which specific duties.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just to make sure I understand. You're

not sure who from your -- your staff -- the entities

that you manage were working on the brake disc

installation with FunTime?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: There were multiple

components being worked on. FunTime were

supervising and overseeing the installation, so

they would have been working with a High Rides

or some High Rides people whilst this particular

part of the process was being done.

But I don't know specifically who -- who

looked after that from FunTime or from -- from

High Rides.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Do you know that the brake discs

were in fact installed?

A. I believe the brake discs would have to be
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installed for the ride to operate.

Q. If you'll flip to Page 118, please.

On the lower half of the page there's a

list of names. It says, the following individual

has been trained and then there's a list of

mechanics.

Who is the individual that trained these

mechanics?

A. The training was an ongoing process, so

over a six-month period from when the FunTime

workers arrived, I regularly saw each one of those

individuals being trained in the maintenance and

mechanics of -- of the ride by various FunTime

people.

Q. Uh-huh. Could you name the FunTime people

that you observed doing the training?

A. Jason Falenstiner. Sorry, I don't recall

all of their surnames. Sebastian, Christoph

Wallner, Marcus, electrician and also Walter

Pondorfer.

Q. And --

A. Sorry.

Q. I'm sorry.

A. Predominantly the mechanics was Christoph

Wallner.
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Q. Okay. Do you have any record of their

training, other than this page in the Site

Acceptance Report?

A. I believe all the training was completed.

I saw that over, again, an extended period of time I

personally witnessed each of these people being

trained. My expectation was that the State employee

training records were being completed, but I haven't

been able to locate those.

Q. Okay. So you're talking about the form

provided by the Department of Agriculture and

Consumer Services for employee training?

A. Correct.

Q. And you say that your understanding is

those forms were being completed, but you have not

been able to locate them?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. So there's no independent record of

these employees being trained.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Again, you know, my

understanding is that FunTime trained the

individuals, worked with the individuals over an

extended period of time.

And, again, I personally witnessed each one
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of these people being trained at the location.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did you ask FunTime for any records of this

training?

A. I did not.

Q. And whose responsibility was it on your

staff to ensure that the training records were being

completed as required?

A. The maintenance manager, George Foti.

Q. And I'm sorry. I jumped ahead too quickly.

I asked if you had ever asked FunTime for the

records on the training and I believe your answer

was I don't know.

Do you mind clarifying that?

MR. BROWN: I think he said no, he had not

-- he had not requested the records other than,

obviously, what was provided to him. No.

THE WITNESS: Correct.

MR. BROWN: Site Acceptance Report.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Sorry. I was moving too quickly

there. So, no, you never asked FunTime for the

training records?

A. No. Again, just -- just the -- obviously

expect seeing that they were on the Site Acceptance
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Report. My understanding was that FunTime had

trained them.

And then my understanding was that the

maintenance manager was -- and my expectations were

that the maintenance manager was completing the

State required forms.

Q. Okay. You've previously had experience

with FunTime in other rides, as we've discussed.

Were there ever training documentation for

other rides?

A. Same as what -- what I've -- my

recollection is the same as what I have here.

Q. Okay.

A. So my understanding, again, FunTime trained

the individuals for the maintenance and operations

of the ride from the manual that was provided and

then the maintenance manager would ensure that

completion of the State required forms.

Q. Okay. And you stated that they were

trained from the manual provided.

Are you referring to the operations manual?

It's actually -- if you want to flip

quickly to -- to Tab No. 11, which starts at Page

201. The Operations and Maintenance Manual.

Is that the manual you're referring to?
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A. Yes.

Q. And so did you personally witness the Eagle

Drop and/or High Rides employees being trained from

this manual?

A. I didn't personally witness them being

trained from the -- the manual, but I know the

manual was available and my expectations were that

FunTime were training the staff from the operations

and maintenance manual.

Q. So the manual was onsite at the FreeFall

ride?

A. I believe so. And the FunTime workers were

-- were onsite and supervising the installation. So

my understanding would be that the operations and

maintenance manual would be there.

Q. You've used the phrase your expectations of

your employees and your belief that these things

were happening, but I just want to be clear.

Is there any record of these specific

trainings happening for how long they lasted, when

exactly they were completed, anything like that?

MR. BROWN: Other than the Site Acceptance

Report.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Other than the -- other than -- well, this
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is not very detailed.

But, other than having their names here and

your -- your personal belief of the situation, is

there any record whatsoever regarding those

trainings?

A. Oh I physically saw them training when I

was actually visiting the site. Again, the manual

was there. The operations manual was there with the

manufacturer and my expectations were that the

manufacturer is training from the operations and

maintenance manual.

And I physically saw -- physically saw them

being trained --

Q. Okay.

A. -- in different aspects of the ride.

Q. How many hours did you physically watch

their training take place?

A. Every time that I visited the location I

saw FunTime workers supervising and training High

Rides employees on the building construction. And

then, when the ride was operational, I saw them

training in operations.

I mean I'm only guessing now that the build

was on for six months, so I saw hundreds of hours of

training, I believe.
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Q. Did you keep any records of this?

A. I did not keep any records of this.

Q. And can you give me the dates on which this

training occurred?

A. I can't give specific dates. From when the

-- when the ride started arrive -- arriving, which

was March, so March, April through to February I saw

them giving training onsite on -- ongoing training

-- hands-on ongoing training.

Q. So we're back on Page 118 and the list of

mechanics that have been trained.

The first one is George Foti. Is he still

employed with High Rides?

A. George is currently suspended due to the

ongoing investigation.

Q. What does that mean that he's suspended?

A. There was concern with -- with some actions

of two maintenance employees and because of the

ongoing investigation it was decided that it would

be best to suspend those people during the

investigation until the conclusion in the

investigation.

Q. So when you say that he's suspended, are

you still paying him?

A. Yes, I am.
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Q. Is he still receiving his full salary?

A. Yes, he is.

Q. Is he doing any work for you?

A. He's doing some camera development for the

SlingShot ride. He was involved in developing a new

camera system. He's not at work. He's -- so he's

not actually at any location, but he's still working

on developing -- the development of a -- of a camera

system.

Q. Is that -- is that camera system

development considered full time?

Is he working on that full time?

A. I'm not sure of the hours that he's doing

there, but he's suspended on full pay and because

he's suspended on full -- full pay and he had

previously been working on developing the camera

system, he's continued to do so.

Q. Do you get any sort of timesheet or

anything like that from him?

A. No, I don't.

Q. So, his -- his paychecks just continue to

go out regardless of any work product from him?

A. Due to the ongoing investigation, I

believed it was the right thing to do to continue to

pay him as I don't know what's -- what's been
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concluded in the investigation. So I, again, I

believe it was fair to do to keep him employed.

Q. Okay. Do you know what his salary is?

MR. BROWN: Let me -- I just want to be

careful about getting into somebody's personal

information who is not here. In particularly

since it may become public record.

I think it would be appropriate to have him

have the opportunity to object to the -- to his

personal financial information being disclosed.

I mean if there's --

MS. MCKIBBEN: I mean, I think it's

relevant. I don't see how it would be

protected.

MR. BROWN: Generally financial information

-- somebody's personal financial information in

Florida is confidential. There's a balancing

test, as I understand it, and the probative

value must substantially outweigh the privacy

right interest.

MS. HALL: In deposition? I'm sorry. I'm

jumping in because I have a question.

Are you saying that that's in deposition?

There's a balancing test.

MR. BROWN: For the discovery of financial
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information? The answer is --

MS. HALL: In the deposition.

MR. BROWN: That -- that's my

understanding. If there is some relevance to

it.

MS. HALL: Are you making a relevance

argument here in this deposition?

MR. BROWN: I think that's part of the

consideration of the balancing test, so in terms

of --

MS. HALL: You're --

MR. BROWN: And I would cite to --

MS. HALL: -- aware --

MR. BROWN: -- Alterra Healthcare Corp v

Shelly for the proposition that an employee's

confidential -- and I think it's 826 So. 2d 927

or 927 So. 2d 836. 2002 Florida Supreme Court

case.

So I just ask that you review that and

maybe come back to it during a break.

MS. HALL: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That's fine. We can do

that.

Genevieve, do you mind pulling that up for

me?
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MS. HALL: Yep.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Thanks. Okay. So we'll

discuss that a little bit later as far as what

the actual salary is.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, when was George suspended?

A. When I -- when I returned from the UK I

asked my lawyers to investigate the accident and --

and some initial findings -- it was an understanding

that some adjustments had been made which I was not

aware of. And so, for that reason, it was decided

that it would be appropriate to suspend the two

people that were believed to be involved in those

alterations.

And it was, again, there's an ongoing

investigation, so there's -- no conclusion's been

drawn, so both of those employees are currently

suspended.

Q. Okay. And so what -- when did the

suspension begin?

Do you remember about what date?

A. I don't know the exact date, but I think

it's, you know, within about a week of -- of the

accident.

Q. And he's been suspended continuously since
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then?

A. Yes.

Q. And how long will he be suspended for?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: I don't know the answer to

that. You know, obviously, I have to see what

the investigations conclude.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Was he written up as a means of -- of

personnel action?

A. No. I had a meeting with him and advised

him of -- of the suspension.

Q. Is there any record of that?

A. I think there's documentation advising him

of his suspension.

Q. You stated that due to the actions of two

maintenance employees you decided to suspend George.

Who were those two employees?

A. George Foti and Austin Campbell-Alexander.

Q. And does Austin currently still work for

you?

A. He's still employed in the same situation

as George Foti. Currently being paid, but

suspended.
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Q. So he's still receiving his full salary?

A. Yes, he is.

Q. Is he doing any work for you?

A. No, he's not.

Q. And is there any record of his suspension?

A. I believe there is, yes.

Q. Who has those records?

A. I believe I have a copy of those.

Q. How often have you communicated with George

while he's been suspended?

A. I can't recall the exact amount of times,

but in the recent months there's been no

communication.

Q. What about with Austin?

A. The same.

Q. Is the understanding just that you'll --

you or someone from Eagle Drop will reach out to

them when something changes?

A. Again, depending on the ongoing

investigation that would probably determine on --

determine the communications.

Q. When you say ongoing investigation, are you

referring to the investigation that's being done by

our Department?

A. There's multiple investigations. There's
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FDACS investigation. I know there's an Orange

County investigation. And obviously my attorneys

have coordinated an investigation.

Q. Is that investigation complete?

A. No, I don't believe so.

Q. Do you know what is left to do in that

investigation?

MR. BROWN: Object to the --

Let me just say, if it requires you to

disclose any communication between counsel, I

would object based on the attorney-client

privilege. To the extent that you can respond

without disclosing any attorney-client

privileged communications, you can go ahead and

answer the question.

THE WITNESS: So I believe our

investigations have -- have indicated some

discrepancies, but I -- I, you know, I know

there is a full investigation obviously by

FDACS. I don't -- it would look at the -- the

complete -- complete situation and so -- and

findings.

And we have, you know, investigated what --

what we believe has happened or investigated

numerous individuals and -- and so I have an
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understanding of what we believe may have

happened.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. You mentioned discrepancies.

What discrepancies?

A. Because the investigation's not complete,

I've been made aware of a couple of -- a couple of

items, obviously, we've discovered a new -- an

adjustment to a harness -- to a -- to two seats

that, again, were adjusted without my knowledge.

And then, during the investigation, I -- I

identified a discrepancy on some paperwork, which I

-- again I believe my lawyers have advised FDACS

about.

Q. Specifically which paperwork is that?

A. There was a -- there was an employee

training record for Jimmy Johnson that didn't look

right to myself and I brought that to the attention

of my attorneys and then during investigation there

was a -- it was found that some paperwork may have

been completed after the actual accident.

MR. BROWN: Again, to the extent that it

requires you to disclose any information

communicated between counsel, I would instruct

you not to answer that based on the
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attorney-client privilege. But to the extent

you can answer it without communication --

resorting to communication with counsel, you can

go ahead and respond.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. What paperwork did you look at that wasn't

right?

A. The one that stood out to me was just Jimmy

Johnson's. You know, when I looked at his -- his

employee training record it didn't look accurate.

Q. What about it didn't look accurate to you?

A. The sign off date didn't reconcile with his

employment date.

Q. And is there anything else that you

personally reviewed that didn't look accurate?

A. Once it was then identified that the --

sorry, I'm just trying to recollect the actual form.

One of the date -- the daily inspection form looked

odd to me. And I saw Austin Campbell-Alexander's

name on every day. I assumed that he had not worked

every day and then cross-referenced that and he

hadn't worked every day. So that, to me, looked --

didn't look right.

I was, you know, I know he spent a lot of

time at the ride, but it seemed odd that he was
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there every day.

Q. So your understanding of that would be that

Austin signed off on some daily inspection reports

that he didn't actually complete the inspections

for?

MR. BROWN: Objection to the form and

predicate.

You can respond.

THE WITNESS: I don't -- I don't know why

--

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay.

A. -- it was signed every day.

Q. It just looked wrong to you?

A. It just didn't look right to me.

Q. And so when you discovered this paperwork

that didn't look correct, what did you do after

that?

A. With the employee training records, I asked

-- I asked Tracy if I was looking at it correctly.

Jimmy's didn't look right to me. And she helped me

confirm that with his payroll enrollment form.

And then I also asked Tracy to check the

payroll clock in information to confirm whether

Austin had actually worked every day and I saw that
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both of those forms didn't appear accurate and I

then advised counsel and asked them to bring it to

the State's notice.

Q. When you say Tracy, who is that?

A. Tracy Kircher.

Q. K-I-R-C-H-E-R?

A. Correct.

Q. And what was her position within Eagle

Drop?

A. She didn't work directly for Eagle Drop,

but Tracy has been with I-Drive Thrill Park for a

number of -- number of years and is general manager

there, but also has some ancillary functions that

assist me.

And Tracy's predominately been a liaison

between different companies and the State over that

period of time. And just through her experience and

knowledge.

Q. And when you say the State, are you

referring to the Department?

A. Sorry. Sorry, the Department. Yeah,

sorry.

Q. That's okay. We can call it whatever you

want to call it. I just want to make sure --

A. If it's okay call it FDACS.
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Q. We can say FDACS, sure. We can say State.

A. Okay.

Q. I just wanted to make sure we --

A. Yeah, sorry.

Q. -- were clear.

A. Sorry.

Q. Okay. So I want to bring us back to Page

118. We have discussed George Foti and Austin

Campbell-Alexander. Gabor Sram is also on this list

of mechanics.

Does he currently work for you?

A. Yes, he does.

Q. And is he employed by High Rides?

A. Actually Gabor is actually employed --

employed by two entities.

Q. Which two?

A. Gabor is actually employed by Orlando

StarFlyer and he's actually employed by High Rides.

Q. Is he a mechanic for both of those

entities?

A. He's actually an electrical engineer, and

he had some skills and knowledge that was actually

brought out to assist with the installation and

operation of -- of the StarFlyer.

And he does have -- he's an engineer. He's
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an exceptionally intelligent guy and he has some

skills that the maintenance team were able to

utilize.

Q. So, as an electrical engineer, is he

licensed with the State of Florida?

A. I'm not exactly sure.

Q. How long has Gabor worked for you?

A. I think he was probably -- again, I'm --

this is -- guessing around about 2018.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: Could you spell his name for

me quickly?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Gabor is G-A-B-O-R. Sram,

S-R-A-M.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, German Sanchez.

Does he currently work for you?

A. Yes, he does.

Q. And about when did he get hired? Do you

know?

A. German Sanchez was brought in as one of the

people for the Eagle Drop build and installation, so

he's been with me just over 12 months.

Approximately. Something like that.
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He was an experienced tower climber, so he

had skills that were suited to -- to the new

installation of FreeFall.

Q. Okay. And is he employed by High Rides?

A. Yes.

Q. Robert Starr. And that last name is with

two Rs.

Is he currently employed by you?

A. No. Robert's not. Robert left not long

after the accident and he also was an experienced

tower climber and did go back into that field after

the accident.

Q. When you way he left, does that mean that

he quit? He voluntarily terminated his --

A. Yes. He voluntarily terminated. He didn't

say -- to go, but he -- he term -- he quit to

actually go back into that industry. He was made an

offer -- substantially more than I was able to pay

him and so he went back into that field.

Q. Do you know who trained Robert?

A. Again, over the course of -- of the

six-month course of the -- the build and

installation, I saw multiple people training Robert.

Q. And Christian Ardelean.

A. Christian actually left us on Friday.
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Unfortunately his mother just passed away, so he's

moving back to New York to look after his family.

Q. So was he employed by High Rides?

A. Yes.

Q. And you said that he quit last week?

A. Yeah, his last day of work was Friday. To

relocate back to New York.

Q. About when -- I'm sorry.

A. It's all right. Christian, as well, was

brought in at the same time, early in 2021, for the

purpose of onsite training and being a part of the

build from start to finish of the FreeFall and the

SlingShot at ICON Park.

Q. Okay. And, sorry, I think I skipped over.

With Robert Starr. He was hired about that same

time? Early --

A. Yes.

Q. -- 2021?

A. Yes. From, you know, Austin, German,

Robert and Christian were all brought in at the

beginning of the project --

Q. Okay.

A. -- to be trained specifically on those

rides, but also to, you know, learn the inspection

procedures and -- and specific duties on the other
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attractions whilst they were working on this build.

Q. Okay. And then we have a separate chart

for electricians. Still under the heading of The

Following Individual has been Trained. For

electricians we have one name and that's Gabor Sram.

Do you know who trained him as far as the

electrical work?

A. That would have been Christoph

predominantly.

Q. But, again, the same situation?

You don't have any records of that training

beyond this page?

A. Correct.

Q. And did that training occur throughout the

construction of the FreeFall? Like the maintenance?

A. Yes. More so, again, when the electricians

came actually on to the site, Gabor actually

designed the lighting controlling system as well.

Q. Why did he design the lighting system and

not someone from FunTime?

A. FunTime provided the ride. I actually

purchased the lighting system from the lighting

manufacturer and then we had used those lights on

the StarFlyer and we thought the -- the controlling

system was fairly limited and Gabor had expertise in
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designing a light controller.

Q. So the ride coming from FunTime just didn't

include lights?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. If you'll flip to the next page, No.

119.

We are discussing on this page the

operations staff. Under the heading of

Responsibility, it says, the engineer in charge of

the commissioning is responsible for proper

training.

Who, in your understanding, is the engineer

in charge of the commissioning in this reference?

A. Again, it, to my understanding, would be

Christoph.

Q. Okay. And it says, the training shall take

place at the end of the commissioning of the

application.

Can you please tell me when that is? Or

was?

A. I believe the end of the -- my

interpretation, the end of the commissioning would

be when the ride was ready to open and to operate.

The ride was ready to operate sometime around the

middle of December.
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And so, my understanding was that that's

when the ride was completed. But obviously there's

some testing being done during that process, so my

understanding was that people were being trained to

operate whilst the ride was being commissioned and

then when the ride was ready to open that these

individuals had an understanding of how to operate

the ride.

Q. Okay. So, the training for the operation

staff was taking place mid-December.

A. I don't know the specific dates, but during

December. During December as the ride is being

tested at different points. My understanding was

that they were being trained in the operations of

the ride.

Q. Okay. And who was doing that training?

A. Again, I believe it to be Christoph

training all the maintenance people how to operate

and the -- some of the operations staff were

assisting with the training. Some of the

maintenance staff were assisting training these

people.

Q. Who -- who are you talking about within

that -- within that staff?

A. So, my understanding was that Christoph was
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training George, Gabor, Austin, German, Robert and

Christian on the operations of the ride. And that

that was happening during the maintenance process

and preparing the ride and testing the ride.

Then, once the ride was operational, then

my understanding was that Alex and Austin were

receiving training in the operations of the ride.

And that the maintenance staff were certified to

operate the ride.

Q. Okay. So the maintenance staff from Eagle

Drop were training some of the other ones at this

point?

A. There's no maintenance staff for Eagle

Drop. The maintenance staff were with High Rides.

Q. Okay.

A. Sorry. And the -- the ones that had been

trained were assisting training the operating of the

ride.

Q. Okay. So for -- for example, George Foti

would have trained Austin Campbell-Alexander?

A. I don't know that for sure. But, any of

the certified operators that had been working with

FunTime would be training some of the operating

staff.

Q. Okay. And do you have any records of this
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training, other than this page here?

A. There's -- there have been other operators

signed off on employee -- sorry -- on the State

forms, but I don't recall exactly who all those

people are.

Q. Do you have those State forms?

A. There are some State forms that I believe

have been submitted to the State with some of the

documents that were required.

Q. I believe the only training records that we

received were for Jimmy Johnson and Kimberly

Vasquez.

A. I don't know exactly who was being trained,

but my understanding is that certified trainers or

certified operators were training operations staff.

Q. So, who -- who would know for sure?

A. I believe the managers and supervisors

would know who was actually certified to operate --

Q. Specifically who? Would that be Alex?

A. Alex Cramer, Austin Revis, the other

supervisors, I believe, would know who -- who the

certified operators were.

Q. Okay. So, I'll need to talk to them to get

that information, then. Is that --

A. Yeah, I -- I don't recall exactly who was
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being certified to operate, but, again, my

understanding -- my expectations are that certified

operators were training and signing off other staff.

Q. Okay. Just to be clear, we don't have any

records of that.

A. I'm not sure if there's records of that.

Again, my understanding, my expectations are that

various staff were being signed off for various

positions and training.

Q. Okay. Let's see. Does -- does Alex Cramer

still work for you?

A. Yes, he does.

Q. And he's employed by Eagle Drop?

A. He's -- at this stage, Eagle Drop doesn't

have any employees. So I believe he's currently

employed by Orlando SlingShot.

Q. At what point did Eagle Drop cease to have

any employees?

A. After. After the accident. When the ride

was actually closed.

Q. So the -- the day after the accident?

A. Well, the operations ceased immediately

after the accident. They have not restarted. And

that's for the FreeFall and the SlingShot.

Just to clarify that the State actually
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closed the FreeFall --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- pending investigation. The landlord

requested that we ceased operations of the SlingShot

pending the investigation.

Q. So at some point after the incident, Eagle

Drop either -- Eagle Drop just transferred its

employees to another entity? Is that accurate.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: No. We obviously cancelled

all employees after the accident and then asked

if -- and then did our best to provide

employment for the people that had been working

there. So, some people obviously didn't want to

continue working at that stage, but anyone who

did then I tried to find an entity that could

give them employment.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And so Alex Cramer was transferred

to the Orlando SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. Just shortly after the accident?

A. Yeah. I don't recall the exact time, but

Alex had come from Orlando SlingShot, so it made
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sense to re-employ him at Orlando SlingShot.

Q. And is he manager?

A. He has reduced responsibilities there.

Q. Whose -- whose decision was that? To

reduce his responsibilities?

A. A collective. I believe Alex was, you

know, some people obviously affected by the

accident. And so, didn't want to put him under too

much pressure or -- and so, thought that would be

the best thing to do.

Q. Okay. So what position does he hold now?

A. He holds, like, a supervisory role because

of his experience. He's worked for us for over 10

years.

Q. And did that come in a reduction of his

salary?

A. No.

Q. Do managers usually get paid more than the

supervisors?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So for Austin Revis, does he still

work for you?

A. Yes, he does.

Q. And which entity does he work for?

A. I believe Austin -- and I'm not a hundred
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percent sure -- I believe he's employed by Orlando

StarFlyer.

Q. Was he with Eagle Drop prior to the

accident?

A. Yes, he was.

Q. And he got transferred afterward?

A. I tried to relocate anybody who wished to

continue working.

Q. And what is Austin's position?

A. He's a supervisor.

Q. And what was his position at Eagle Drop?

A. Supervisor.

Q. Did his pay change when he moved over to

the StarFlyer?

A. No.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Now would be a good stopping

point if we're going to break for lunch.

MR. BROWN: Sure.

THE WITNESS: I -- go to the restroom, to

be honest.

MR. BROWN: Why don't -- why don't we take

lunch. Forty-five minutes?

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: So, we're back on the

record. It's 12:56 now.
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CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Before lunch we had been going through the

acceptance report. I am going to turn now to a

couple different documents that are also in that

binder you have.

If you'll turn to Tab 1, Page 1 at the very

beginning there.

And do you recognize that document there?

A. Yes, I recognize it as the building permit.

Q. Okay. And is this the building permit for

the FreeFall ride?

A. (Reviewing.) So it looks like it's the

building permit for the Eagle Drop location.

Q. Okay. So that would cover both the

FreeFall ride and the SlingShot ride?

A. Yes and the -- the site, I believe.

Q. Okay. The site including, like, the ticket

booth and the --

A. Yes, yes. The buildings and that. Sorry.

Q. Gotcha. And that was issued to ID Center.

A. That's the -- the landlord, I believe.

Q. Okay. And so that's the ICON Park entity,

right?

A. Yes. Yeah. That would be the owner of the
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land.

Q. Okay. If you'll flip over to Tab 2,

starting at Page 3.

Do you know what this document is?

A. It looks like a Notice of Commencement.

Q. And is that for the construction of the

FreeFall ride?

A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. And this one, at the bottom, looks like it

was signed by Kaitlyn Feeks, the president and CEO

of ID Center, Florida.

A. I think it was signed by Chris Jas --

Christopher Jaskiewicz and Kaitlyn Feeks --

Q. Oh, that's the notary.

A. -- looks like the notary, yeah, sorry.

Q. Sorry, I was on the wrong line there.

A. I had to look as well, yeah.

Q. So, okay. So she's the notary. And then

we've got Christopher Jaskiewicz and he's the

president and CEO of ID Center?

A. Correct.

Q. And what is your --

A. From my understanding.

Q. I'm sorry.

A. Yeah, I believe that to be correct.
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Q. And what is your relationship with

Mr. Jaskiewicz?

A. He's the president and CEO of the property

that I lease -- sorry that Orlando Eagle Drop rents

from. So he -- he's the landlord.

Q. Okay. Well, when did you first meet him?

A. I don't recollect the exact time, but I

would suggest sometimes 2018, 2019. Again, I'm --

I'm just guessing from that.

Q. How did you meet him?

A. Just as the -- as the president and CEO of

-- of ICON Park.

Q. So did you initially approach him about

putting some rides at ICON Park?

A. No. ICON Park actually approached me.

Again, I'm only assuming or speculating that --

because that same -- the work that we had done in

Orlando StarFlyer, which is an adjacent property,

and they approached -- approached me to see if I was

interested in putting any rides on ICON Park

property.

Q. Okay. Will you turn, please to Tab 3.

And are you familiar with this document?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. What is it?
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A. It's an Affidavit of Compliance and NDT

testing that I need to provide to the State prior to

an inspection for permitting.

Q. Okay. And have you been involved in

submitting this type of form to the State for other

rides as well?

A. I have previously, yes.

Q. Okay. And so the engineer who -- who

certified this form was Gregory S. Hurd.

Had you worked with him previously?

A. Yes, I had.

Q. What other rides have you worked with him

on?

A. We had a relationship with ADP and

Associates from before I came to the United States,

so I was introduced to Mr. Tony Pedonesi, who

conducted the inspections on all the rides at the

different entities.

And Mr. Pedonesi introduced Mr. Hurd as a

qualified person that would be taking over his

business. So I met Mr. Hurd on -- on a number of

occasions whilst he was doing his inspection of

various rides.

Q. Okay. So, the -- and forgive me, but the

-- the entity owning all the other one's Extreme
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Amusement Rides had a previous relationship with the

engineering company that Mr. Hurd works for?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: No, sorry. The various

entities. For example, Daytona SlingShot. When

it brought in his new -- the new SlingShot and

the Vomatron there. Then Mr. Hurd would have

been the person that would have done the

inspection there for us.

I don't recall exactly when he started. I

think he might have started, you know, a couple

of years ago. But I know that he's -- and I've

seen him at inspections and -- and seen his

forms at the individual entity.

So, whether it was Daytona SlingShot or it

was Old Town SlingShot, Orlando StarFlyer,

Mr. Hurd would come and provide the affidavit

prior to the State inspections.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. To your knowledge, had Mr. Hurd ever

inspected a FreeFall ride before yours?

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know if he had ever inspected a drop

tower type of ride before?
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A. I do not know.

Q. As far as the testing inspection that

Mr. Hurd did on the FreeFall, were you present when

that occurred?

A. I believe I was.

Q. And do you know about how long that took?

A. I'm sorry, I don't recall.

Q. Do you know if it was all done in one day?

A. I believe it was done in one day.

Q. Do you know if Mr. Hurd inspected or tested

in any way the proximity sensors on the restraints?

A. I don't recall exactly what -- what he

tested in the inspection, but I would believe, from

previous inspections, that he would need to check

the proximity sensors were working and showing that

the operating system is working.

Q. From your recollection, did he take

measurements of different parts of the ride?

A. I don't recall.

Q. All right. Do you know if the proximity

sensors on seats one and two were moved prior to

Mr. Hurd's inspection?

A. I do not know.

Q. To your understanding and your observation

of Mr. Hurd's inspection, would the proximity
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sensors on the restraint system have been visible to

Mr. Hurd?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: From -- from my understanding

and from my observations of Mr. Hurd in the

past, then he would have checked the proximity

sensors.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And do you know what him checking the

proximity sensors would entail exactly?

A. I don't know exactly what it would entail,

but I believe he would be looking at the -- where

the sensors engage and where the operating system

engages.

Q. Did you see Mr. Hurd during this inspection

testing the restraint system the way that the

restraints move up and down to where the lights go

on at the base of each seat?

A. Again, I don't recall exactly what happened

with --

Q. Okay.

A. -- with the inspection.

Q. Okay. Can I have you turn to Tab 14,

please.

And this -- this page number kind of got
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typed over part of our chart there, but it's Page

No. 395.

Do you recognize this document?

A. I have seen this document after the

accident.

Q. Under what circumstance did you see or

receive this document afterward?

MR. BROWN: You can explain how you

received it. Calls -- if the response calls for

any communications between yourself and counsel,

I would instruct you not to disclose those

communications.

THE WITNESS: The document has been

forwarded to me. As I say, I don't -- I have no

recollection of seeing this prior to the

accident. I have no recollection of seeing this

in any of the FunTime documents that I had prior

to the accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Did you receive this document from

FunTime?

A. I'm not sure how I actually received this

particular document.

Q. Okay.

MR. ARNOLD: You mean from FunTime versus
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from counsel?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Or someone within Eagle Drop

or --

MR. ARNOLD: So answer that if you can.

THE WITNESS: I believe I received this

from counsel.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay.

MR. BROWN: Any communications, don't

disclose, but that's fine.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. This particular page appears to me to be

from a larger document.

Do you know if that is true, if it came

form a larger document or manual or some sort?

A. I don't know exactly what it's come from.

I know that 1163 FreeFall Orlando is the FreeFall --

the Orlando FreeFall.

Q. So, this document has a measurement that

states, maximum 38 centimeters showing the back of

the seat to the restraint system.

Is it your understanding that that is

FunTime's designated measurement for the safe range

of that particular part?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.
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THE WITNESS: Looking at that document,

it's -- it's giving a measurement from the seat

to the harness. But, again, it's not exactly

clear as to whether that's the maximum distance

of if that's just a measurement that's being

shown there on that document.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So where it says maximum 38

centimeters.

A. Sorry. Sorry. I didn't look the -- My

interpretation from looking at that document would

suggest that's what it showing.

Q. Okay.

A. That measurement.

Q. So, is it your understanding that this

would be a -- a safety requirement?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure, you know, who

that is giving instruction to, but, you know,

I've not seen that -- I've not seen that

document prior to the accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So if you didn't see this before the

accident, that means you did not see it when

Mr. Hurd was out doing the inspection of the ride
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before he filled out the affidavit.

A. Correct. I did not see that measurement.

Q. And to your knowledge was Mr. Hurd provided

either this document or the measurement shown in

this document when he was doing his testing and

inspection?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: I'm not completely sure, but,

there is a possibility he was not given that

measurement as I was not aware of that

measurement.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. To your knowledge, how would he have been

able to accurately inspect this particular system if

he didn't have this spec -- this measurement?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: My understanding would be

that he was looking at where the sensors were

set and then checking that that was engaging

with the operating system.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, is there someone else from your

organization who would know the answers to these

specific questions?

A. Not necessarily. It's the -- my
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understanding is that the FunTime, who were the

manufacturer, who were training us from the

operations manual would have shown us if there was a

particular setting that was required.

So the seats -- the seats were installed on

the ride when they arrived so they were part of the

gondola. So the gondola -- so the seats were

already mounted onto the gondola and the gondola was

constructed. And to my knowledge I don't believe

that we were trained or showed a measurement on that

seat.

Q. So you say the seats were already mounted

on the gondola when they arrived.

A. The seats come in three sections of 10

seats. And then those three sections were joined

once it was transported here.

Q. And so were the restraint systems already

installed as well?

A. I'm not completely sure if the proximity

sensors were actually installed and set at that

stage.

Q. So who set the proximity sensors?

A. I believe Christoph set the proximity

sensors on the restraint system.

Q. Do you know about when that occurred?
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A. No, I don't. I don't know exactly when

that occurred.

Q. What training did you or your staff receive

regarding the proximity sensors?

A. To my understanding, the training for the

proximity sensors would be to -- showing that the --

the sensor is engaging and communicating with the

operating system.

Q. Were all of the -- all of the employees

that were trained in maintenance that we went

through a little bit earlier -- were all of them

trained regarding the proximity senors?

A. To my understanding, they would be trained

from the operating manual and trained on the

operating system.

Q. Would that include the proximity sensors?

A. I believe in the maintenance training they

would be. My expectations would be that they were

shown the proximity sensors. It's a similar system

to what's used on other restraint systems that the

SlingShot and Vomatron have.

So there are some transferrable skills

between different rides, so my understanding, again,

is that they would understand how the proximity

sensors worked and they would be aware of what the
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proximity sensor is and through training would

understand how that's engaging with the operating

system.

Q. What other rides have that same proximity

sensor type of system?

A. The similar restraint system would be the

Vomatron and -- and the new SlingShot.

Q. And the six maintenance workers that we

were discussing earlier on that training list, were

they -- were all six of them trained to maintain the

Vomatron as well?

A. Not necessarily, no.

Q. Okay. Was George Foti trained on the

Vomatron?

A. Yes.

Q. And was he also trained on the new

SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. Was German Sanchez trained on the Vomatron?

A. I'm sorry, I'm not sure.

Q. Was he trained on the new SlingShot?

A. He may have been because it's at the same

location. I'm sorry I just don't quite recall but

it -- the ICON SlingShot there's a possibility that

yes.
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Q. Are there records somewhere of which rides

German was trained on?

A. Records from -- would be shown from either

daily inspection sheets -- I'm -- I'm not sure what

-- what rides he was trained on. I didn't -- wasn't

specifically involved with his day-to-day duties.

Q. So you say the daily inspection sheets.

Are you saying that you're understanding is that if

he was signing the daily inspection sheets that

means he had been trained to maintain that ride?

A. I'm not sure exactly what rides he was

trained on.

Q. Okay. But you mentioned the daily

inspection receipts sheets. Why would those clue

you in on what rides he had been trained on?

A. That would help me have an understanding if

he's worked on that ride before.

Q. Okay. So if he had signed some of the

daily inspection sheets, what would that mean to

you?

A. That my expectation would have been that

he'd been trained on that ride.

Q. Okay. But are there records somewhere

stating that he was trained on --

A. I don't know.
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Q. -- certain rides?

A. I'm not sure what rides he was trained on.

He -- the Vomatron is in the Kissimmee and Daytona.

German was predominately in Orlando. So I'm not

sure if he's been trained on that -- on the

Vomatron.

Q. If he was trained on it, would records

exist of that training?

A. I believe so.

Q. And where would those records be, if they

exist?

A. At that particular location.

Q. Okay. So if German was trained on the new

SlingShot, which is the one located at ICON Park,

right, then that location would have training

records for German on that ride.

A. Then they would -- it would either be

included in the SATP there or he would be required

to fill out the State employee training records.

Q. Okay. We discussed earlier how there

aren't any of the State training records for the

FreeFall ride for any of those maintenance workers.

Do you have reason to believe that those

records would exist for the SlingShot?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.
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THE WITNESS: At ICON Park?

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Uh-huh.

A. In my expectation the same documentation

should have been completed and I --

Q. Okay. Just making sure I understand. So

you think the records do exist for both rides?

A. No. I believe the -- I believe the

training has been completed, but I do not know where

the training records are or if they exist.

Q. Okay. So you don't know if the records

exist.

A. I do not know. But my expectations are

that they would have been completed.

Q. Have you ever seen training records -- the

State training logs for the FreeFall ride for anyone

other than Jimmy or Kim?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. Have you ever seen any of the State

training logs for the SlingShot ride for any

employee?

A. At ICON Park?

Q. Yes.

A. I've not seen the State training records.

Again, I have an understanding and a belief that all
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the training was completed as I've actually seen the

training being done. I'm also aware that the

manufacturer was onsite for an extended period of

time with the training manual.

So my expectations are that the training

was completed, but I haven't actually seen the

completed documentation.

Q. Okay.

(Ms. McKibben conferring with Mark

Martinez.)

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So okay. We're going back to the proximity

sensors on the restraint system of the FreeFall.

And I would like to know -- we discussed who was --

well, we got halfway through who was trained on --

on those sensors. I'll come back around to everyone

else.

But, do you know who specifically would

have been in charge of maintaining those proximity

sensors?

A. My expectations were that FunTime were

training staff from the operations manual, that the

maintenance staff were there from the beginning of

the build right through to the completion of the
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actual build and they continued to maintain the

ride.

So, over a period of nine months and they

worked with the manufacturer, I believe, were

trained to -- on all of the specific duties, were

trained on the inspections. That would be my

expectations and that's my belief that that did

occur and I actually did see the training actually

being done.

For them to complete the inspections, the

manufacturer would have had to train them on the

inspections and all of the different components of

the ride that they're actually checking. The

manufacturer was there after the ride opened and

continued to train them after the ride was open.

Q. So, did you personally observe training of

Eagle Drop employees by FunTime on the proximity

sensors?

A. I don't know specifically what they were

working on at the different times that I visited the

location, but every time I visited the location I

saw the FunTime employees training the -- the High

Rides trainees -- sorry the High Rides employees on

the inspections, preventative maintenance and

specific duties.
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Q. Okay. So, if one of those proximity

sensors stopped working, whose responsibility would

it be to get that fixed?

A. That would be identified in an opening

inspection and then the -- if -- if it occurred

whilst FunTime are there, my expectation would be

under the supervision of FunTime they would show

them how to correct that fault. And then after the

training, after the FunTime employees left, my

expectation would be that the High Rides' employees

would continue to inspect and maintain the ride in

the way that they've been trained by the

manufacturer.

Q. Okay. So, let's say March 1st of this

year. FunTime has gone back to Austria at this

point. Yes?

A. Yes.

Q. And so who was doing daily inspections at

that point?

A. At that point my recollection is and my

belief is German Sanchez and Austin

Campbell-Alexander were predominately doing the

inspections under the supervision and assistance of

George Foti, the maintenance manager.

Q. Okay. And so if German or Austin, during
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their daily inspection before the ride opened, found

a faulty proximity sensor, what would they do?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: My understanding is that they

would investigate what the problem was and then

if they found it to be the sensor, then replace

that proximity sensor.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So Austin had the knowledge and ability to

replace the proximity sensors on the ride?

A. Under normal circumstances, if they found

something not right during an inspection, then that

proximity sensor -- my understanding is that they

would replace the proximity sensor. And that they

were trained in the knowledge and the -- and the way

to change that sensor.

Q. And would that be true for anyone on that

maintenance list?

A. No.

Q. Would German have that knowledge and

ability?

A. I believe German would have been trained to

have that knowledge and ability.

Q. What about George?

A. The same. I believe George would have been
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trained to have the knowledge and ability to change

that sensor. That switch sensor.

Q. Okay. And were -- were extra sensors

available?

Do you -- do you keep a -- a stock of them

onsite?

A. I'm not sure exactly where it would be

stored, but there generally is spare parts for most

parts of the ride. That's normal practice.

Q. And were maintenance logs routinely kept

whenever sensors were replaced?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure what particular

parts would be -- would be mentioned on a

maintenance log as being switched out.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, regarding the proximity sensors

on seats one and two, is it correct to say that, at

some point, you discovered that those two sensors

had been altered in some way?

A. I was made aware after the accident that

those sensors had been adjusted.

Q. And do you know who adjusted those sensors?

A. I was told that Austin Campbell-Alexander

made those alterations.
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Q. And why did Austin make those alterations?

A. I don't know.

Q. When did Austin make those alterations?

A. I don't know.

Q. Do you know about what month it happened?

A. I do not know.

Q. So, you have no idea if it was in December

or if it was March 23rd of this year?

A. I do not know when the alterations were

made.

Q. Okay.

A. That has not been clarified and there is an

investigation ongoing we're just try and clarify

that.

Q. Okay.

A. It's part of the investigation.

Q. And so who would know when exactly Austin

made those alterations?

A. I think Austin would know.

Q. Okay. And is he also the one who would

know the reason for making those alterations?

A. I believe so.

Q. Is he the one who would know if anyone had

directed him to make those alterations?

A. I believe so. If someone had directed him
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to do so, I believe he would know.

Q. All right. Are you -- are you able to put

forth Austin as a representative on that topic to

answer those questions for me?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form of the

question.

THE WITNESS: I believe that he made the

alteration. I believe there is an ongoing

investigation. And so I believe he would the

right -- be the right person to advise when that

alteration was made.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So are you prepared to present him

as a representative of your corporation in order to

answer those questions?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. It may

call for advice of counsel. And to the extent

that it calls for the advice of counsel, I would

ask you not to answer the question. Otherwise

you can also respond.

I believe that Mr. Campbell-Alexander's

also represented by counsel, so I don't know

that it would be possible to do that.

Subject to that objection you can answer

the question.
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THE WITNESS: Yeah. Austin does have his

own legal representation so --

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- I believe it would be in their interests

of -- to advise when it happened.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So, this information

is obviously relevant to our investigation and I

think it's within the topics that we noticed

we'd be discussing.

If Austin's the only one that knows this

information and he's still employed by one of

the related entities, then can we discuss having

--

MR. BROWN: Yeah, so I think he can be

deposed in a personal capacity since he has

personal knowledge of what happened.

I think the issue that you may run into

consistent with what happened at the last series

of depositions is, he is represented by counsel

and they may assert whatever privileges they may

assert. So --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Right. So, is it the

corporation's position that they do not have

knowledge of when the sensors were moved?
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MR. BROWN: It's -- my understanding is

that we do not have conclusive information as to

when the sensors were moved, yes. Mr. --

THE WITNESS: That is my interpretation as

well.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And so it's the corporation's

understanding that it does not have any knowledge of

why the sensors were moved?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay.

A. I don't know why it was moved and I don't

know when. There appears to be a slight discrepancy

in when that may have happened -- when the

alteration may have taken place.

Q. What's the discrepancy?

A. Knowing when it actually happened.

Q. Is -- sorry. When you use the word

discrepancy, to me it has the -- the meaning that

perhaps there's, like, two potential dates or three

and you just don't know which it is.

A. I have no understanding of when it was

except it was -- my knowledge of it was after the

accident.

Q. That you found out that it happened after
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the accident.

A. That I found out that an adjustment had

been made.

Q. Okay. But as far as when the adjustment

was made you -- the -- you -- the corporation has no

idea at what point in the operation or the

construction of the ride when those sensors were

moved?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. So let's shift just a little.

What was the effect of those sensors having

been moved on seats one and two?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form and

predicate.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: Sorry, could you just say

that again?

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. I can. So, the sensors being moved on

seats one and two, what was the effect of that?

What changed?

A. It increased the distance between the

restraint and the seat. And that adjustment

increased the distance between the restraint and the

seat.
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Q. So the sensors being moved allowed larger

people to ride the FreeFall than would have been

able to ride it had the sensor not been moved; is

that correct?

A. That's my understanding. Correct.

Q. All right. And are you aware of a weight

limit for patrons of the ride?

A. I am now aware of a weight limit on the

ride. I previously flipped through the operations

manual and it wasn't exactly clear to me that there

was a specific weight limit.

Q. When did you become that there was a weight

limit on the ride?

A. Sorry. I'm still not exactly clear, you

know, from the wording in the operations manual if

there is a specific weight limit to the ride.

Q. Okay. Okay. I'm gonna have you turn to

Exhibit 11, please.

And do you recognize this document?

A. Yes.

Q. What is this?

A. That's the operations and maintenance

manual.

Q. And when did you first see this?

A. I think around May 2021. Sometime around
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then.

MR. BROWN: Just for the record, was that

this specific version?

THE WITNESS: I'm --

MR. BROWN: Or might it have been an

earlier --

THE WITNESS: Sorry. There's been a few

version of -- of the operations and maintenance

manual, so I'm not a hundred percent sure it was

this particular version.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you have the prior version -- versions?

A. I believe I have the prior version, yes.

MR. BROWN: We did produce it. That's why

there were two manuals -- operation manuals.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So there was one

prior version then?

MR. BROWN: Correct.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And that was from --

MR. BROWN: At least as far as I'm aware.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Well, how many prior versions were there?

A. I believe there was one prior version that

I've seen.
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Q. The version on this title page what is --

what is the date on that version there?

A. 2021 dash 08 dash 04.

Q. And would that be August 4th of 2021?

A. Yes. My understanding.

Q. So, when or about when did you receive this

version?

A. I'm not -- I'm not completely sure of when

I actually received this version.

Q. Do you know if it was prior to the ride

being permitted in December?

A. I believe so.

Q. Please turn to Page 253.

This section is about certified operator.

Who are the certified operators of the

FreeFall?

A. The people that were named on the SATP and

I believe there is some certified operators that

were certified after the initial people were

certified and then they had certified some more

operators.

Q. Do you know who those people are?

A. Not specifically offhand.

Q. Are there any records anywhere showing who

are the certified operators?
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A. Again, my understanding is that the staff

were all -- the initial certified operators were

trained by FunTime and then that some of the

certified operators then trained some Eagle Drop

employees as operators.

Q. But the corporation is not aware of any

records -- any documents that show that this

training was actually done?

A. Well, I believe the training was done. I'm

not sure of the -- if there is documentation

available.

Q. You're not sure if there's documents?

A. I can confirm, again, I believe the

training was done, but I'm not -- I'm not sure if

there's any documentation on the State forms, other

than the FunTime trained people.

Q. Are you aware of any documentation of

certified operators for the FreeFall, other than the

individuals that are listed in the acceptance report

that exists anywhere?

A. I'm not sure.

Q. Did you receive any training to operate the

FreeFall?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you receive any training to perform any
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kind of maintenance on the FreeFall?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you receive any training regarding the

FreeFall from FunTime at all?

A. No formal training. But obviously I

observed -- whilst I was there I observed people

being trained. So, you know, obtained a basic

understanding of the operation of the ride. So

there was some transferrable skills in regards to

the operations of that -- that ride. But I didn't

receive any cert -- any certification in regards to

the maintenance or of the operation specifically.

But, again, observed multiple times and

asked questions as different people were being

trained.

Q. Under that first section it says, the area

of responsibilities includes the following points.

Number one is pre-ride check procedures.

What does the training for the pre-ride

check procedures for the certified operator entail?

A. The pre-ride check procedures. In the --

in this manual here, you know, the certified

operator, to me, has different functions that we

split up into different job roles. So we have the

operator, we have ride attendants -- certified.
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The pre-ride check procedures could fall

into the ride attendants ensuring that there's --

nobody's wearing loose clothing, there's no loose

shoes, they're not carrying anything in their

pockets or anything that can be unsafe on the ride.

Checking the height restrictions. So providing the

pre-ride checks of the guests coming onto the ride.

Q. Who was the certified operator who was

physically present at the time of the incident on

March 24th?

A. There were two. Jimmy Johnson was

certified in his ride attendants and Kimberly

Vasquez was the certified operator at the time of

the accident.

Q. Kim was a certified operator?

A. To my understanding, yes.

Q. But there aren't any records showing that

Kim is a certified operator?

A. I believe there is a document that was

provided and I believe all the training had been

done, but it appears that the document was completed

after the accident.

Q. I'll go ahead and have you jump to Tab 7

real quick. Just because we're on the topic. Page

165, please.
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Do you recognize this document?

A. Yes.

Q. What is it?

A. It's the State employee training record for

Kim Vasquez.

Q. And is this the document that you were

referring to when you said that there is a document

that shows that she was a certified operator for the

FreeFall?

A. Correct. My understanding is that she was

trained and certified as an operator, but I believe

this document was completed after the accident.

Q. Okay. So, here we have -- at the very

bottom, where it is signed and dated, can you see

what the date is on that?

A. To me it looks like the 4th of February,

but it's not completely clear. So, 2 dash 4 dash

23. I'm just looking at a copy.

Q. Yeah, it's -- it is a copy of a copy, I

think, unfortunately, but --

A. Actually -- sorry. It could be --

apologies. My glasses. Two dash 21 dash 23.

Twenty-two, sorry.

Q. Okay.

A. It looks like the two and the one are sort
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of joined up on --

Q. I think so. I think, looking at the chart

for the training dates --

A. Yes.

Q. -- based on those dates --

A. Agreed.

Q. -- those dates, you would say, are clearly

listed as February 21st of 2022, correct?

A. Yes, correct.

Q. And so I think that handwriting looks much

the same at the bottom.

Do you know whose signature that is at the

bottom?

A. That's Alex Cramer's.

Q. And your understanding, based on your

discussions with employees, was that this document

was not actually signed on February 21st, as it's

dated, correct?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: My understanding is that it

was completed after the accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you know when after the accident it was

completed?
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A. I believe it was completed on the night of

the accident.

Q. And do you know why this document was

completed after the accident?

A. No, I don't.

Q. Do you know why they put the date of

February 21st on it instead of the accurate date?

A. No, I don't.

Q. Are you familiar with the Florida statute

that requires that these forms be completed to show

training that all employees have received on rides?

A. I don't know every detail of the statute,

but I'm -- I'm aware of the statutes.

Q. You're -- you're aware of the requirements

that we have these training records?

A. Yes.

Q. And so just to get back to where we were

regarding the certified operator training as

discussed in the operations manual.

You stated that Kim Vasquez was the

certified operator who was there at the time of the

accident, right?

A. My understanding is that Kim had been

trained and that the training was completed and that

-- my expectations are that the documentation is
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completed on time. I don't know why this wasn't

completed on time.

Q. And you have no records to show that she

was trained, other than this falsified document,

correct?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. To the

extent that this calls for a legal conclusion, I

would object on that ground as well.

Subject to that, you can answer the

question.

THE WITNESS: Again, my expectations are

that forms and documentation are completed on

time and I don't know why this wasn't completed

on time.

My understanding is and belief is that Kim

was trained as an operator.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. But you have no record of that, correct?

A. Again, I'm aware that she was trained, but

I -- I don't know why this documentation was

completed after the incident -- after the accident.

Q. Mr. Armstrong, is the corporation's

position that, other than this document, which was

filled out after the fact with the incorrect date,

the only record of training for Kim Vasquez on the
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FreeFall?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form of the

question. She's also been --

MS. MCKIBBEN: I can rephrase if I need to.

MR. BROWN: She's also been deposed and so

her testimony was that she had been trained.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I'm asking about the record

--

MR. BROWN: In terms of documentation, I

just wanted to make sure that it's clear exactly

what you're asking about in terms of

documentation.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure. And I apologize if

that's confusing. When I say record, I mean an

actual document.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, do you have any actual document, other

than this with -- with the incorrect date on it,

that shows that Kim was trained?

A. Not that I'm aware of.

Q. Okay. And then if you'll flip to the page

right before that, No. 164.

Can you tell me what this document is,

please?

A. Yes. It's a State employee training record
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for Jimmy Johnson.

Q. And this document is dated February 15th of

2022; is that correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And is your understanding that this

document was also filled out after the accident on

March 24th?

A. That is -- that is my understanding. When

I looked at this document, it didn't reconcile with

-- with the payroll enrollment form.

So at that stage, when I identified that, I

passed that information on to my counsel and asked

advise the State.

Q. And so, does Eagle Drop have any record --

any document, other than this, which, again, was

created afterward and put the wrong date on, to show

that Jimmy Johnson was trained on the FreeFall?

A. Again, it's my understanding that Jimmy

Johnson was trained, but I don't believe there's any

other documentation showing that.

Q. And whose signature is that at the bottom

of Page 164?

A. I believe that's Alex Cramer again.

Q. Okay. Okay. If you'll flip back under Tab

11 for me, we're gonna go back to Page 253 again.
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So No. 2 under the area of responsibilities

is rider safety.

Can you please tell me what the rider

safety certified operator training entails?

A. That's at 4.1.1?

Q. Yes.

A. Sorry. The rider safety there, I would

believe that they're ensuring that -- they're

ensuring that the ride and the harnesses are

operating correctly, that the seat is in good

condition and that the ride is safe for riders to --

to enter.

Q. Okay. Were -- were the rider safety

procedures written down anywhere?

A. I believe the, you know, the training,

again, would have been, you know, by FunTime from

the operations manual. So my understanding would be

that the maintenance team and the operators would be

trained ensuring that they're following the

operations manual's guidelines.

Q. Was the operations manual available onsite

at the FreeFall?

A. It's my understanding it would have been

available.

Q. Do you know where it was kept?
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A. I don't know where it was kept.

Q. Did you ever see the operations manual at

the FreeFall while it was in operation?

A. The FunTime staff were onsite from the

installation right through to the commissioning and

right through to after the ride opened. So my

understanding is that they were training the workers

from the operations manual. So my understanding

would be that the operations manual would have been

available.

Q. But did you ever see it there?

A. I did not see it, no.

Q. The third responsibility listed is perform

the first ride of the day after the inspection

procedure.

What does that entail, please?

A. My understanding of that is after the --

the ride has been inspected and all of the opening

inspections have been completed, that the

maintenance staff would then operate the ride to

ensure that the operations are working as they are

-- are required to.

Q. The maintenance staff would do that?

A. The maintenance staff were the staff that

actually did -- and I -- I apologize. In this
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particular section of pre-ride checks procedures, I

would see this particular function -- this first

section more being performed by the -- the first

couple of steps being performed by the maintenance

staff because the maintenance would start early in

the morning -- earlier in the morning, before the

operations team come in.

So the op -- the maintenance staff would

perform all of the inspections. And then perform

the first ride of the day after the inspections,

prior to the operations staff starting.

Q. Okay. But as far as the second one, rider

safety, that would be the operations staff?

A. I believe some of these functions would be

performed by both. I don't think it's clear in the

manual -- in the -- some of these functions are

performed by the maintenance staff, some of these

are performed by the operations staff.

And even a certified operator, you know, a

ride attendant -- certified ride attendant would be

performing some of these functions in loading and

unloading, not necessarily a certified operator who,

you know, generally the certified operator would be

in the operating room.

But the first ride of the day procedure,
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the pre-ride checks, the rider safety, first ride of

the day would be performed by the maintenance staff.

The pre-ride check procedures and rider safety would

also be performed by the operations staff, all of

which, you know, would be trained from FunTime from

the operations manual.

Q. Who was responsible for ensuring the

adherence to the operations manual by all the staff?

A. To my knowledge, FunTime would have been

training the staff by the operations manual and then

the certified staff would then train the staff after

the factory training was complete.

Q. On the night of March 24th of this year,

who that was onsite was the responsible party for

ensuring that all staff of the FreeFall was adhering

to the operations manual?

A. Alex Cramer was the manager that night. My

expectations and understanding was -- was that he

had been trained and certified. He would then have

assisted in the certification of other employees.

So, my understanding is that his staff were

trained by the FunTime staff and also we have

policies and procedures for the operations which

we've been complying with for a number of -- of

years on rides.
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So, my understanding would be that the

FunTime staff were trained from the operations

manual and that in conjunction with training and

compliance with State forms that that would all

contribute to complying with the safe operation of

the ride.

Q. Who was in charge of training and

advancement of all staff?

A. The training -- the training was part of

our procedure. In employment we would provide an

employee handbook which would advise on our policies

and procedures. Staff would then be trained in

regards to operational procedures, specific duties,

general safety, emergency protocols. They would

then be signed off and as an ongoing we would

actually -- every three months we would complete our

State forms to ensure that everybody's continually

being trained and maintaining those standards.

And advancement of staff would be, you

know, the supervisor and managers observing who's

performing their duties and -- and has the

possibility of advancement.

Q. You stated that every three months you were

having forms completed regarding training?

A. Generally at each entity, State forms --
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we'd complete State forms, you know, on a three

monthly basis. They're our employee training

records.

Q. And you mentioned your handbook in there.

Can you flip to Tab 12 for me?

Is that the handbook that you're referring

to?

A. Each entity generally has its own employee

handbook and this is the handbook that we generated

or created for the ICON Park location.

Q. Is there anywhere in this document where

the employees are informed about safety procedures

for the guests?

A. (Reviewing.) That's under It's All About

Business. We do have a paragraph about providing a

safe environment and procedures with dealing with

the ride and equipment and the employees are also

trained.

So this is part of their introduction and

it's part of the onsite training. They would be

trained on those specific duties and that is part of

also the compliance with the State forms that we

train them on.

Q. Okay. You're talking about on Page 381?

The second section on that page labeled Safety.
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A. That's a section of it. So it is mentioned

in the actual handbook and --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. And then, as they're trained with the

onsite training with the particular function, then

they would be advised of the safety features for

their role with that position.

Q. Okay. Is there anywhere in this handbook

where employees are told about weight limits for the

rides?

A. In this handbook?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. I don't believe so. Again, as part of

their training protocol, they are trained on large

people and ensuring that they fit within the

contours of the seat and with -- within the brackets

of the seat and then in general, if -- if they're

not sure, they can contact a supervisor with any

questions they have about any -- anything.

Q. So what precisely -- what sort of training

did the operators receive regarding larger patrons?

A. Well the -- the general training anyway is

-- there was a three-day assessment period in which

we would determine through that process which

position the people may be suitable for. And after
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that was identified, then, you know, in operations

they'd be trained on the -- they'd be given an

overview of the ride, they'd be trained on the

operation and procedures of the ride, they would be

trained on their specific duties.

And if you're a ride attendant, your

specific duties would be loading and unloading and

they'd be trained on the general safety of the ride,

trained on the emergency procedures.

So, during the hands-on training and

teaching of the training of the restraint system.

And my expectation and belief is that they were

trained on the people sitting safely in the seat.

Q. Okay. Let me jump back to where we were on

Page 253 in the prior tab.

Just to wrap up this section, who trained

your employees on first aid?

A. Generally the supervisors and managers

would be trained on the first aid and CPR. And,

again, in the training, I believe they were advised

that, you know, of the general safety issues -- have

a basic understanding of first aid.

But, again, anything that was an emergency

or anything they weren't sure about to contact their

supervisor immediately.
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Q. You stated that supervisors and managers

were trained to do first aid and CPR?

A. Yes.

Q. Who -- who that was onsite on the evening

of March 24th was trained in first aid and CPR?

A. Alex Cramer has previously been trained.

Q. Moving to the next section, loader and

unloader. It says that they are responsible for

rider order and briefing as well as ensuring guests

are secured in the ride seats.

They must have completed an onsite training

program from a FunTime trained staff member.

Who was trained in the loader and unloader

responsibilities?

A. The ride attendants were trained in the

loader and unloader responsibilities for the

FreeFall. We actually had two ride attendant

positions. One was the ticket collector position,

who would be briefing the guests at the entry gate,

explaining to them that they couldn't have any loose

clothing or loose shoes, necklaces, their glasses.

They'd be advising them that you can't have anything

in your pockets to take onto the ride. And they

would also be checking them for height as they came

through the metal detector and they would be sending
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them to different locations around the ring for

loading onto the ride.

And at that location then there would be a

ride attendant who would assist the riders in

getting onto the ride. Anyone who was -- check

again for any -- any loose items, ensure that there

weren't any loose items. They did have a wand if

they thought a person may have a phone or something

on so they had the ability, again, to have another

check to make sure that the -- the guests didn't

have anything with them to take onto the ride.

If the guest couldn't lower the restraint

system themselves, then the ride attendant there

would assist them in lowering the -- their restraint

-- push the restraint onto the customer to make sure

that it was secure and touching the customer. They

would pull the handles to ensure that the harness

was locked. And then they would look and check the

light indicator on the side of the seat which

indicated that the light had engaged with the

operating system.

And they would then communicate with the

ride operator that the ride was ready to go and then

they would actually watch the ride take off to

ensure there was no panicked riders.
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Q. Okay. You said the ticket taker checked

patrons for height.

How did they do that?

A. There was a -- a mark actually on the side

of the -- I've lost the name of it, sorry. Where we

walk through. Metal detector. I'm sorry. I lost

the word there for a minute.

So there was an indicator we -- they marked

on the metal detector so that the ride attendant

could clearly see if they were of the right height

to ride the ride.

Q. Okay. What was the right height to ride?

A. Minimum of 50 inches.

Q. Fifty inches? So, there was mark 50 inches

above the ground on the metal detector?

A. Correct. There was a -- if you -- where

you purchased the ticket there was -- so there were

a couple of locations where you actually purchased a

ticket. There was an indicator for the person

selling the ticket. If they -- if someone had asked

if anyone was tall enough to ride, that would be

able to check that with them and there was also

signage on the site that someone could stand beside

it if they wanted to check before they came to

purchase the ticket.
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And then there was a -- there was an

indicator on the metal detector.

Q. And you stated that the ride attendant,

after the restraints were lowered onto the patrons,

they would pull the handles to ensure that the

restraint didn't move?

A. Correct. So when the restraint come down,

the restraint would be pushed onto the people's

stomach, ensure that it was on there and that it was

secure and snug. And then they would pull up the

handles to ensure that the ride was secured -- the

restraint was secured. And then they could check

the light on the side of the ride to check that it

engaged with the operating system and would be able

to -- and they would be able to ride.

Q. Okay. So the attendant would both push and

pull on the restraint harness.

A. Generally. When the harness come down,

you'd push the harness into the customer to ensure

it was secure. And then you would pull the handles

to ensure that it was locked.

Q. And the attendants were trained to do this?

A. That's my understanding, yes.

Q. Did the ticket taker or the ride attendant

also check the weight of patrons?
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A. No, they did not.

Q. Can you flip to Page 258, please.

On that last section, 4.5.4, weight and

size, the -- the last sentence. According to

EN13814 the maximum passenger weight is 130

kilograms.

What is your understanding of that

statement?

A. I'm not sure it's completely clear. I know

EN13814 is a European standard. And it does say the

maximum -- maximum passenger weight is 130

kilograms, but it's not completely clear that that

relates to the seats and the setting of the seats

because in 4.5.1 it does say, this and all the

qualifications of Section 4.4 need to be posted

onsite. And it also says that it depends on the

setting of the seats.

So I'm not sure that it's completely clear,

that it's relating to the weight of how that seat is

set up.

If I go back to 4.5 -- sorry. If I go back

to 4.4, it tells me that large -- limitation, large

people, be careful when seeing if large guests fit

into the seats. Check that they fit within the

contours of the seat and the brackets properly.
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I believe we complied with that.

It also says, depends on the setting of the

seats, which is mentioned at 4.5.1, according to the

TUV report and I've never seen the TUV report.

So the -- I -- I don't think it's

completely clear what the weight restriction was or

even if it actually is required to be posted.

Q. While we're on Page 257, the section you're

referring to, Limitation, large people. Be careful

when seeing if large guests fit into the seats.

Check that they fit within the contours of the seat

and the bracket fits properly.

If this is not so, and it's in bold and --

and underlined, do not let this person ride.

Did you just state that you think you

complied with this provision?

A. I believe that we've -- I believe that when

we were training from the operations manual that

FunTime were training us from the operations manual.

I know that -- I believe at no stage were we trained

and educated on any weight limit.

And I believe our training did -- we did

train to check that the guests fit within the

contours of the seat.

Q. How did you train for that?
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A. I believe the onsite training, again,

training from the operations manual while FunTime

were actually training us on the restraint system,

on bringing the system down, pushing it into the

seat, pulling it up.

And then I believe that we trained the

people to see that they fit into the seat.

Q. How?

A. To see that they sit within the contours of

the seat, that they're actually -- their backside is

in the seat, that they're back in the seat, bringing

the restraint system down again and checking that,

you know, they're in the seat, checking that the

restraint's pushed up against them and checking that

the -- the light is on.

And I believe that's the training that we

received from the manufacturer.

Q. I'm sorry. You mentioned the light again.

And I don't see anything about the light in this

section. I see check that they fit within the

contours of the seat and the bracket fits properly.

Are you saying that your training to make

sure the bracket fit properly was that the light

came on?

A. No. I'm saying that between the training
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from the manufacturer and the training that -- the

onsite training that we provide from the State forms

that I believe that the -- the staff were being

trained in the correct way.

At no stage were we trained to check for a

weight limit.

Q. Okay. So if we -- if we flip back to Page

258, and it says, again, the last few words on that

page. The maximum passenger weight is 130

kilograms.

This is a weight limit for the ride, isn't

it?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: I'm not completely sure,

again. I'm aware 13814 is a -- is a European

standard. I actually haven't seen that European

standard and there is, for me, some uncertainty

when it mentions, depending on the setting of

the seats and the size limit.

So I'm not quite sure what that -- exactly

what that 130 kilograms is relating to. What

setting on the seats or what size the seat has

been set at.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. So, the corporation's position is that it's

not clear that there was a weight limit on the

FreeFall.

A. Through the training that was provided by

the manufacturer from the operations manual, I don't

believe that's completely clear and I don't believe

we were trained on that aspect of -- of the ride.

Q. Okay. So, just to make sure that I'm

clear, did Eagle Drop train its employees to check

patron's weight?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: No, it didn't.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. No employees were checking weight of

patrons. Correct.

A. Correct.

Q. And no one was asking patrons what their

weight was.

A. Correct.

Q. Were employees trained that weight had any

relevance to a patron on the ride at all?

A. My understanding is that they would be

trained to see that someone fits in -- within the

contours of that seat. They would -- from the
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manufacturer from -- there was on training that

there was a weight limit.

And from that employees were not trained

that there was a weight limit. Their understanding,

I believe, was that they fit within the contours of

the seat and the restraint system.

Q. Can you please flip to Tab 13 for me? We

have a couple different things in this section. We

have, on Page 387, what is titled Orlando FreeFall

three-day assessment procedure.

The next page, No. 388, is titled Orlando

FreeFall operation training procedures. That goes a

few pages.

And then, on Page 391, that one is titled

Orlando FreeFall maintenance training procedures.

After that we also have, on Page 393, the

cashier training procedures. And, on Page 394, the

Orlando SlingShot video hut training procedures.

Do these documents look familiar to you?

A. Yes, they do.

Q. And who created these documents?

A. After the accident, I wanted to compile and

document the training procedures that we had been

following. So I asked Tracy Kircher and Alex Cramer

to document the actual training procedures.
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The staff, again, I believe, trained from

the operations -- certified operators were trained

from FunTime from the operations manual and then our

employees would train onsite training, hands-on

training basically, based on the State training

forms.

Q. Okay.

A. And so to document that, I asked them to

put down in writing the -- the training procedures

that we followed.

Q. Okay. So to be clear. These documents

themselves were created by Tracy and Alex Cramer,

correct?

A. Correct. They -- they compiled the

documents, yes.

Q. Okay. And these documents were created

after the accident on March 24th. At some period

after that?

A. Yes, we would -- we would introduce people

to the job -- the employee handbook, which basically

spelled out the policies and procedures of the

company. And then we provided onsite training,

which is now being -- is documented and -- and

that's how we actually signed off our employee

training records.
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So we, as I say, just to restate, we

provided employee handbooks, an introduction and

then we provided onsite training. We provided a

three-day assessment of the potential of the

candidates and their potential roles. And once we

identified that, they would be given an basic

overview of the operations of the ride and the

location and then we would identify which position

they would be trained in.

Q. Okay. And you said that's how you signed

off on the employee training records?

A. Then after their -- the completion of their

training, then we would sign them off on the State

forms.

Q. Okay.

A. And then we would continue every three

months to update those training records.

Q. And so these documents, which were created

after the accident, you're saying these reflect the

procedures that were already in place for the entire

operation of the FreeFall, right?

A. For the various positions that -- that --

for the various positions at that location.

Q. Have you reviewed these documents that

Tracy and Alex wrote?
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A. Yes, I have.

Q. And so you are in agreement that these are

the training procedures that were actually occurring

prior to the accident.

A. That is my understanding.

Q. Okay. Is there anything in these training

procedures that mentions a weight limit for patrons

on the ride?

A. I don't believe so.

MR. BROWN: We've been going a little over

an hour-and-a-half now, so whenever is a good

breaking point --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Let me get just a

couple more questions and then I think that'll

be a good stopping point.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So within the training procedures,

that have been written out, there's nothing

instructing the employees to check a patron's

weight, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And there is also nothing in here

instructing the employees to ensure that patrons fit

within the contours of the seat, correct?

A. It -- the training shows assisting the
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attendants and sitting them in their seats and

ensuring the restraints fit, pushing down and

pulling up on the harness.

It doesn't specifically mention in the

contours of the seats, but my understanding is that

is how they're trained. And that would be my

expectations that that was how they are trained.

Q. But there's nothing in these written

procedures that states that the employees need to

make sure the patrons fit within the contours of the

seat, correct?

A. There is nothing in -- specifically in this

document. But, again, the certified operators would

have been trained from the manual, I believe, which

does say that they're required to see them fit in

the contours of the seat and the brackets.

So my expectations would be that they are

trained for that.

Q. But just to be clear, there's nothing in

this document that states anything about fitting

into the contours of the seat, correct?

A. Not in this particular document, but it is

part of the --

Q. Okay.

A. -- training process. I believe it's
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involved.

Q. And there's nothing in this document that

instructs the employees to ensure that the brackets

are fitting properly on the patrons, correct?

A. Correct. I don't see anything in this

document.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All right. I think we can

go ahead and take a break right now. Come back

to it maybe about 15 minutes again? Does that

work?

MR. BROWN: That's fine.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So come back around --

MR. BROWN: Three o'clock.

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- three? Three.

MR. BROWN: Okay.

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we are back on the

record again. We've got 3:01 p.m. now.

Genevieve is on.

So, we were talking about the training

descriptions that were typed up after the

accident had occurred. And, let's see. We are

still on, I believe, Page 389.

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. If that's where you are?

A. Yes.

Q. And, let's see. For Section 3, General

Safety Procedures, it's got general safety rules for

all FreeFall employees. We've got mentions of

intoxicated guests, smoking by guests, small

children being present, keeping access gates closed,

but there's nothing in there as far as how riders

can safely fit in their seats, right?

A. Correct. That's not mentioned in the

general safety procedures.

Q. Okay. And it's also not mentioned anywhere

in that document, correct?

A. Correct. And, again, my understanding is

that the certified operators were trained by FunTime

from the operations manual in conjunction with these

procedures that we follow -- at a local level.

Q. Okay. And if you will flip over to Page

391, that's the maintenance training procedures.

There are inspection preventative maintenance

procedures, employee duties, general safety, a few

other sections.

Is there anything at all in this document

that discusses a weight limit for patrons on the

FreeFall?
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A. No, there's not. But, again, this

document's used -- this is in conjunction with the

training from the operations and maintenance manual

from the manufacturer.

Q. And is there anything in this document

discussing how riders should fit within the contours

of the seat?

A. No. This, again, is a training document

for training procedures for the maintenance team, so

not actually for the operations of the ride with

guests but for the -- predominately for the -- the

maintenance of the ride -- the training for the

maintenance team.

Q. On Page 392, Section 6, Emergency

Procedures, we have a little bit about what to do in

the case of a panicked rider, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And a lightning strike.

A. Correct.

Q. And electrical failure.

A. Correct.

Q. And mechanical failure.

A. Correct.

Q. Is there anything about what to do in the

case of a guest injury?
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A. It's not specifically mentioned, but my

understanding is that they would be trained on what

is required of them in -- in the event that someone

was injured, being aware that to either apply first

aid or CPR or -- or contact a supervisor or contact

911 in the event of an emergency.

Q. Okay. But you don't have any proof of that

training occurring, correct?

A. Again, I believe it is mentioned in the

operations and training manual from FunTime factory,

of which all of the employees, the maintenance staff

working on that ride were being trained from the

operations and maintenance manual, is my

understanding.

So, in conjunction with this documentation,

I believe they would have been trained on what to do

in the event of an injury or an emergency.

Q. But you weren't present for the totality of

their training, correct?

A. No, I wasn't. Correct.

Q. And so you don't know for sure these things

that your saying that you -- that your understanding

is that these things occurred. You don't know for

sure that these things actually occurred every time.

A. It's in the operations and maintenance
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manual, from which the employees were being trained

from the factory people and my understanding is that

they would be aware what to do in the event of an

injury or an accident or an emergency.

Q. But, again, we have no documentation of

that, correct?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Again, there's -- there's

documentation in the operations and maintenance

manual. So my understanding is that they are

trained in the event of an accident or an

emergency.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. But we don't have proof of their training

because we don't have training records, right?

A. I have, you know, the SATP that advises me

that particular individuals were being trained by

the manufacturer. My understanding is the

maintenance staff were being trained, but I don't

know why the documentation's not available.

Q. Okay. In the absence of that

documentation, we just have to take your word for

it, I guess.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. Is there anything in this document or the

operation training procedures document that starts

on Page 388 that instructs employees what to do in

the case of a patron death?

A. I don't -- I don't believe there is. But,

again, I believe that the employees trained on the

emergency procedures, contact a supervisor and in

the -- in the event of an emergency call 911.

Q. They were trained to call 911 in the event

of an emergency?

A. I believe so.

Q. Is there a phone on the FreeFall ride?

A. There is. The supervisors and managers all

-- all carry a phone.

Q. On the night of March 24th, who onsite had

a phone?

A. I believe Alex Cramer had a phone. I'm not

sure who else may have had a phone.

Q. And what -- what were Alex Cramer's duties

on the night of the accident?

A. So his duties were to oversee the operation

on the evening, to communicate with the staff and

ensuring the safe operation of the ride and ensure

that guests were being looked after.

Q. How many rides was he in charge of that
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night?

A. Two rides. He was -- he was the manager on

duty. It was two rides operating that night.

Q. And his physical location at the time of

the accident.

Do you know where exactly he was?

A. I don't know exactly where he was, but I

believe he was continually moving from one location

to the other and I believe as soon as the accident

occurred he was actually present very quickly.

Q. You say he was moving one location to the

other.

What locations would he have been moving

between?

A. From the -- from the different positions on

that particular site. So from cashiers, ticket

sales to the video hut, from the SlingShot operation

to the FreeFall operation.

So my understanding is that he would -- he

would just be moving around, communicating with the

employees at the different locations.

Q. There's an office building at ICON Park,

isn't there?

A. Just -- sorry. To clarify, at ICON Park or

-- or for the actual Eagle Drop?
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Q. Well, I'm not sure. In several of our

prior depositions, some of the people mention that

there was an office nearby and so I'm not sure

exactly where it is.

A. I can assume they're talking about the --

the onsite office, which would be Eagle Drop's

office.

Q. Okay. And that's located within ICON Park?

A. It's location -- yeah, sorry. Just to

clarify, ICON Park is a separate entity that has its

own office and facilities. Eagle Drop is a tenant

there and has the two rides there and there is what

we call a SlingShot building and a FreeFall building

and there is offices in the SlingShot building.

So I can speculate and guess that they're

talking about the SlingShot building.

Q. Okay. Would the supervisor or manager on

duty also spend some time in the office during their

shift?

A. They may. It'd just depend on what they're

actually doing at any given time.

Q. Okay. So that might have been one of the

locations that Alex was moving between that evening,

though?

A. It may have been. From my understanding,
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he wasn't inside the building and that he got to the

FreeFall extremely quickly. So, in the time that he

got there, I don't believe he could have been inside

the SlingShot building.

Q. Okay. But if he had been inside the

building, that would have been normal?

A. There are some times that he would be

required to be in there.

Q. Okay.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just to be clear, Alex was the only

employee on duty that had a phone on the night of

the accident, right?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

Mischaracterizes testimony.

THE WITNESS: I don't know. We have a no

phone policy for employees, but I don't know if

anyone else had a phone on them.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, with your no phone policy --

what exactly is the policy?

A. Employees aren't allowed to be on their

phone whilst working.
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Q. Okay. And only supervisors or managers are

allowed their phones, right?

A. Generally. There are some instances where

someone may be allowed to carry their phone for

different reasons.

Q. Okay.

A. Contact reasons or something.

Q. Okay. So, onsite at the time of the

accident we had Kim Vasquez.

Was she allowed to have her phone while she

was working?

A. She may have had her phone with her, but

she wouldn't be allowed to actually be on the phone

while she was working.

Q. Okay. So were they allowed to keep it in

their pocket?

A. It was a -- our preference is not to carry

the phone with them, but there are some instances

where people may carry their phone with them. I'm

not sure who had a phone with them on that

particular night or if there was any reason as to

why they did or did not.

Q. Okay. So just to be clear, Kim Vasquez, as

far as you know, would have been instructed not to

have her phone while she was on shift, right?
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A. I'm not exactly sure of -- of what -- of

what she was told on that particular night. But she

would have been fully aware that she would not be

able to use her phone whilst working.

Q. When employees were trained to work on the

FreeFall, were they told to leave their phones in a

different location?

A. I'm not completely sure what every

different employee was told. But every employee is

fully aware there is a -- they are not allowed to

use their phone whilst working.

Q. How do you know they're aware of that?

A. We have a no cellphone policy and my

understanding is that they're trained of that. And

also, if they are using their phone, you know,

there's generally counseling that will -- will

happen then.

Q. Okay. So if they're caught using their

phone while they're on shift, they'll receive some

sort of counseling or repercussion?

A. Generally they'll -- generally they'll

receive some counseling. You know, it's -- it's

something that we continually work at with

employees.

Q. Okay. So where is the no phone policy
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stated?

A. I believe it may be in the handbook, but I

know that it is repeatedly trained and all employees

are trained on the no phone policy.

MR. BROWN: I can cite it to you, if you

want.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think -- so if you'll flip

to Tab 12. That's the employee handbook.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. At the bottom of Page 378 it says,

telephone. Inform family and friends not to call

you at work unless it's an emergency. Cellphones

are not permitted to be used at work.

Is that the policy?

A. That indicates to the -- I think that

advise them, but we actually do have a -- a no

cellphone policy as well that is documented.

MR. BROWN: Page 380.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Oh, it's Page 380.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. About halfway down it says cellphones. No

cellphones are permitted to be used while on shift

unless they are company issued for company use.

Does that accurately reflect the -- the no

cellphone policy that we're discussing?
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A. Yes.

Q. And you said that it is -- this policy is

repeated multiple times to employees in training?

A. Continually.

Q. Okay. Do you know if there's a sign

somewhere in some of the employee areas that reminds

them no cellphone use?

A. I'm not sure if there's specifically a sign

about it, but it is trained and reinforced.

Q. Okay. I would like to jump back to Tab 11,

please. Let's turn to Page 255. This is a section

on emergency procedures and unusual circumstances.

I see that there's a section here on panicked rider,

lightning strike, electrical failure, mechanical

failure.

Go to the next page, 256, we've got serious

mechanical defect and then major accidents. It

says, in the extremely unlikely case of a major

accident, follow all internal emergency policy and

procedures.

Can you please tell me what are the

internal emergency policy and procedures?

A. It's my understanding the internal

emergency policy and procedures would be to, in the

event of an accident, contact the supervisor or
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manager immediately. In the event that 911 should

be contacted, they would be trained to contact them

immediately, if possible, to render assistance with

first aid or -- or CPR, if trained in those, which,

as I said, most supervisors and managers are trained

in CPR.

Q. Okay. And do you have that policy

documented anywhere in writing?

A. I'm not sure if that's documented in the --

the handbook at all, but I am aware that it's -- it

is definitely trained.

I believe, again, from the operations

manual, which it says here and in -- in the

documentation and the training that we provide and,

you know, they are trained to contact their

supervisor immediately. They also, if there's --

someone is -- requires assistance and is required to

go to the hospital, then we notify the State

immediately of that as well.

Q. And do you have that policy documented

anywhere in writing?

A. I'm not sure if that's documented in

writing, but all managers and supervisors are

trained and fully aware of the need to contact the

State in -- in the event of an emergency or -- or an
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accident that requires going to the hospital.

And I believe everywhere is trained --

everyone's trained or people are trained and aware

of in the event of a major accident to call 911.

Q. You say that all managers and supervisors

are trained to notify FDACS in case of an accident.

How do you know that they are trained?

Did you personally observe those trainings

occur?

A. The managers at the various entities are

generally long-term employees who themselves have

dealt with FDACS over a number of years. And I

believe the training that they provide to their --

their managers and supervisors advises them of the

same policy.

Q. Do you have that anywhere in writing?

A. I'm not sure it's documented anywhere.

Q. Have you ever seen any documents recording

that?

A. I've actually been part of the training

with managers and supervisors advising those of the

policies --

Q. When was --

A. -- procedures.

Q. -- that?
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A. At every -- at a minimum at every

recertification for CPR, which is -- and first aid,

which is every two years. All managers and

supervisors attend those certifications and all are

advised on those policies and procedures, you know,

from ourselves and from the actual trainers.

Q. So every two years you have a CPR

recertification training?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. And that's for supervisors and managers

working for every entity.

A. Different entities may coordinate their own

recertifications. But every entity has manager and

supervisor that is trained -- managers and

supervisors that are trained in CPR and first aid.

Q. When was the last such training -- CPR

recertification that you yourself attended?

A. Just over two years ago. We're actually

due for recertification now.

Q. So it's been more than two years since the

last one now?

A. I believe COVID restrictions had some

impact on the actual two-year period, but it has

been periodically every two years.

Q. In what month are those trainings usually
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held?

A. I'm sorry, I don't recall.

Q. So you said your last training was just

over two years ago. Are we a -- a few weeks over

that or are we a few months past it?

A. I'm sorry, I'm not sure. We did have some

issues coordinating it during COVID, but I'm not

exactly sure.

Q. Okay. So you did have a training after the

COVID pandemic started in March of 2020?

A. No, I don't -- I don't believe that --

well, I haven't no -- I'm not sure for every

location.

Q. Okay. How about the Orlando locations?

A. I don't believe it has. I believe it's --

those communications have been going on for a while

to actually coordinate it.

Q. So the -- the most recent CPR

recertification and training session for the Orlando

area employees was prior to March of 2020.

A. For CPR --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- and first aid?

The last official certification of that I

believe would be prior to that.
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Q. Okay.

A. But, again, the managers for various

entities have -- they're all long-term employees and

-- and would have gone through multiple

certifications -- renewals.

Q. And at these CPR recertifications, you said

that you would also take the opportunity to remind

them of reporting requirements to FDACS?

A. Well, the recertifications were

specifically for CPR and first aid. But there are,

you know, other meetings and, you know, when -- when

I'm dealing with a manager or -- for a particular

entity in, you know, discussions -- there would be

ongoing discussions in regards to FDACS requirements

in regards to reporting injuries.

And I believe we've followed the correct

protocols for the -- since 2011, since I've been

here, which I've been involved with and I believe I

maintain the procedures from when I took over the

ownership of the company in 2018.

So, I believe all -- all communications

that I have with various managers that they are

aware of the policies and procedures that FDACS

require. And, again, Tracy Kircher has generally

been a liaison with FDACS and she ensures that
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everyone follows the correct policy and procedure.

If anyone were to have any question for

their own entity, then because of Tracy's experience

then, you know, they may contact her, but they also

all have a relationship with -- with -- I believe

most of them have a relationship with FDACS as well.

Q. You mentioned that there were other

meetings involving this sort of thing.

Do you know when the most recent other type

of meeting would have been that involved any kind of

training on recordkeeping, reporting to FDACS?

A. My understanding is that the training for

each entity is ongoing.

Q. So when did the trainings occur for Eagle

Drop?

A. I believe the training would have been

taking place again from FunTime with the operations

manual and -- and at a local level, you know. I

believe Alex would have been training the staff

onsite -- on hand has been -- which I believe is

standard in the industry and I believe that that

training would be advised then.

Supervisors, again, and staff would know to

contact supervisors if they're not sure about

something. The supervisor would contact the manager
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if -- if they weren't sure of something.

Q. Okay. So you are certain that Alex was

training the employees about recordkeeping and

recording requirements?

A. I believe Alex was performing training for

the staff. I believe that the supervisors and the

manager would have been training the employees.

I'm not sure there's any documentation that

the actually employees would have needed to be

completed. But I believe they would have been

trained on contacting the manager or supervisor in

the event of something that they weren't sure about

and in the event of an accident.

And I believe for an emergency I believe

they were being trained to, again, contact 911, if

required.

Q. But we don't have any records of those

trainings occurring or what they contained?

A. My understanding is the training was being

done and I'm not sure why all -- where all

documentation is.

Q. Okay. But just to be clear, we don't have

any records of that.

A. Records of? Sorry. Just to clarify.

Q. We don't have any documents showing that
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those trainings were done?

A. Again, my understanding is the training was

done, but I don't know where the documentation would

be for that training.

Q. Can you please turn to Page 261. Section

4.6.7 is Alterations. It says, alterations to the

system are permitted only under permission from

qualified FunTime's employees. Prior to

modification it is necessary to examine these,

discuss and work out.

Are you aware of any alterations that were

made to the FreeFall ride?

A. I'm not sure of any actual alterations to

the ride. I've been made aware after the accident

of some adjustments that had been made or may have

been made. Again, there's an ongoing investigation

with that.

But I'm not sure it's clear the difference

between an alteration and an adjustment in --

Q. Okay.

A. -- in the manual.

Q. Okay. So, can you just go ahead and tell

me what you have been made aware of precisely then?

A. Sorry.

MR. BROWN: Yeah, I mean, if you have to
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disclose anything that has been communicated

between counsel and yourself, then, again, the

attorney-client privilege instruction applies.

Can you be more specific with your

question? That might help.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. You said that you weren't sure about the

term alteration. You said adjustment. We can use

the word adjustment.

What adjustments were made?

A. After the accident, I was actually -- I had

just arrived in the UK. I then became aware that

there had been an accident. I, as soon as I could,

got out of the airport to a building and I contacted

George Foti.

The reason I contacted George was he was

the maintenance manager and I believed that he had

probably visited the site after the accident and he

probably had more knowledge of what happened than

anyone else because of his knowledge of the ride.

Q. And what did George tell you?

A. I don't remember the specific, exact

details of the conversation. But I contacted him

and asked him if he was aware of the accident. He
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advised he was. I asked if he knew what had

happened. He advised that someone had fallen out of

the seat. I didn't -- I couldn't understand how

that had actually happened and asked if the harness

had failed. He said he didn't believe it had, that

he thought the harness was in the same location when

the ride came down.

And I said, well, how did -- how is it

possible for someone to come out. He said he

thought that they may have slipped between the gap

of the restraint and the seat. And, again, I asked,

how is that even possible because I had ridden the

ride a few times. He then advised me that there had

been an adjustment made to two seats. I asked what

he meant and he said that the seat had been -- that

the seat had been adjusted to enable larger people

get onto the ride.

And I asked who did that. He said that

Austin Campbell-Alexander had made the adjustment.

I asked if he was aware. He said he was. And I

asked who authorized the adjustment and he said he

believed Austin had had a conversation with

Christoph. I asked if we had that in writing and he

said that -- not that he was aware of.

He wasn't exactly sure, obviously, because
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he wasn't there for the accident, but he -- he

believed that that may have contributed to the

accident.

Q. Why did you ask George if -- if anything

about the adjustment was in writing?

A. I wasn't aware of the adjustment, so, you

know, my interpretation was the seat had been set at

the required setting and -- and I -- I just believed

that that was something that probably should have

been discussed and --

Q. Has this type of modification ever been

done on any of your other rides?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate?

THE WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Were you aware, prior to the accident, that

seats one and two allowed larger people to ride than

the other seats?

A. No, I was not.

Q. Were you aware, prior to the accident, that

your employees were regularly being trained that

seats one and two were for larger people to ride?

A. No, I was not.

Q. Did you ask George when the adjustment was

made by Austin?
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A. I don't recall asking that question.

Q. Do you think that there's a size limit on

the seats of the FreeFall?

A. Sorry, could you just clarify that?

Q. Before the accident occurred, were you

under the impression that there was a size limit for

patrons to ride the FreeFall?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

You can answer.

THE WITNESS: My interpretation would have

been that if they sit within the contours of the

seat and fit into the seat and that the harness

could be -- the restraint could be fit safely

and securely and that the indicators showed that

the ride was safe to operate, then my

interpretation is that would have governed the

size of the person that was able to ride.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And when you say ride indicators, you mean

the -- the green lights on the seats?

A. The light indicators, yes. If the harness

comes down and the light doesn't come on, then the

system's not acknowledging that the seat's closed

and so the ride won't operate.

Q. And so you mentioned that you asked George
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who authorized the adjustment to the sensors and

George told you that Austin had talked to Christoph

from FunTime about it?

A. That's what I was advised.

Q. So is it your understanding that Christoph

authorized the adjustment?

A. I don't know what happened, that's just

what I was told.

Q. Are you aware of the requirement to notify

the Department of any modifications that are made to

rides?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: I'm aware of the requirement

to advise the Department of modifications. And,

again, I'm unsure in the operations manual if

this would be deemed as an alteration or an

adjustment. So I'm not sure that it's

particularly clear that -- that that would have

been required to advise the State of -- of the

adjustment that was made.

My preference would have been to advise the

State of the adjustment that was made.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Your position is that it wouldn't have

necessarily been required?
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A. I'm not sure what would exactly be

determined as a modification. You know, there is --

when you look at the bracket, it, you know, it does

appear that that particular component is adjustable.

But so I'm not sure how the State would have deemed

that as whether it's a modification, an alteration

or an adjustment. But, as I said, my preference

would have been to have that adjustment confirmed by

the manufacturer and then to have advised the State.

Q. And so based on what we were discussing

earlier about the training for the certified

operators, the managers, the supervisors, all of

them would have been made aware of the requirement

to notify the Department about modifications to the

ride, correct?

A. Not necessarily all of those people would

have been -- would have known that that was a

requirement to the State. I don't believe they all

would have known that that was a requirement.

So, you know, I'm, you know, I'm not sure

everyone was aware that it was an alteration or a

modification.

Q. Okay. Did you -- let me go back.

When you hung up the phone from George the

night of the accident, right after he tells you all
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this information, what did you do next?

A. I don't remember everything specifically as

I was obviously deeply shocked and just couldn't --

couldn't believe what had happened.

I do recall contacting Tracy Kircher as,

again, just understand through her experience and

knowledge that I believe someone would have reached

out to Tracy. And so I called Tracy and -- and,

again, don't recall the exact conversation, but it

was along the lines of did she know what happened,

yes, she was there.

Again, I don't recall the exact

conversation, but it was along the lines of was

everyone okay, are you okay, I'll try and get the

next -- the first flight back as soon as I can. And

then Tracy just advised that she'd actually

contacted the State. I believe she spoke to Allan

Harrison and immediately that she was aware and that

Allan advised that the State would be out the

following morning.

Q. Did you -- did you contact anyone at

FunTime about it?

A. No, I didn't at that time. I had a message

from them which, again, would -- would be

recoverable from the ESI vendor who's -- who's
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working on the discovery.

But, you know, I don't remember everything

that -- that happened in detail. And then I

immediately was trying to get a flight. I actually

stayed at the airport and immediately tried to get a

flight back to Orlando but, unfortunately, couldn't

get one until the next day.

Q. You said you had a message from FunTime.

Was that when you landed from your plane ride it was

-- you had already received that message?

A. Yes, I received multiple messages --

Q. From FunTime?

A. No, just from, you know, people who, you

know, obviously there was news. People were seeing

it on the news. So no, I just had one message from

FunTime asking me if I knew what had happened.

Q. Who from FunTime was it?

A. Hannes Lackner I believe was who reached

out to me as the general manager of FunTime.

Q. And what kind of message did you have? A

voice mail? Text message?

A. Text message.

Q. Text message? And did you respond to him?

A. No, I didn't. I didn't know what had --

what had happened and my priority was actually to
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try and get back to Orlando.

Q. When -- when was the next time that you

spoke to someone from FunTime?

A. I haven't actually had any specific

conversations with them in regards to the accident.

Just advised them that there is an ongoing

investigation that should help conclude what caused

the accident.

Q. You -- you have not had any conversations

with anyone from FunTime about the accident since it

occurred?

A. Not any specific details. I still

communicate with FunTime and -- because I have other

entities and other rides, but I've had no specific

conversations with them about the actual accident.

Q. Did you -- have you spoken to Christoph

since the accident?

A. No, I have not.

Q. Have you asked anyone at FunTime if

Christoph authorized moving the proximity sensor?

A. No, I have not.

Q. Why not?

A. In trying to get back to Orlando, you know,

it -- it was a weekend. I arrived on the Friday. I

managed to get a flight back on the Saturday. From
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the discussion I had, you know, a belief that --

that an adjustment had been made to two seats and

I'd been advised from that conversation that Austin

and George were aware of it and that they had had a

discussion with Christoph, him authorizing it.

And when I arrived back into the US I had

conversation with -- sorry. I was trying to

determine what had actually happened and at that

stage I thought it was best to try to do my own

investigation without speaking to any potential

parties that were involved.

And then, asked my counsel --

MR. BROWN: So it sounds like you're about

to disclose attorney-client privilege

communications. Again, the same instruction

would apply to the extent that you acted on

advice of counsel. I would just ask that you

not disclose any communication.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, did you do your own investigation?

A. There is an ongoing investigation and that

has not been concluded at this stage.

Q. And has that investigation included trying

to discover who authorized the movement of the

sensors?
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A. I've provided the information that I was

given after the event, but from a conversation that

I had with George Foti that the alterations had been

made to two seats and he believed it had been

authorized by the manufacturer.

I didn't have any documentation to show me

that and so I just didn't think it was appropriate

to start asking questions of various people.

Q. So to be clear, you have not tried to find

out if the sensors being moved was authorized by

FunTime?

A. I've had no direct communication with

FunTime in regards to whether that adjustment was

made with authorization.

Q. Have you attempted in any way to determine

if the movement of those sensors was authorized by

FunTime?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: I have an understanding that

those seats were adjusted. I was advised that

those seats were adjusted. I was advised that

it was authorized by FunTime. But I was advised

there was nothing in writing from FunTime.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Who told you it was authorized by FunTime?
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A. George Foti.

Q. Why did George think that it was authorized

by FunTime?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. Calls for

speculation.

Subject to that, you can answer.

THE WITNESS: Sorry. He advised that he'd

had a conversation with Austin

Campbell-Alexander and that Austin had advised

him that he'd made the adjustment and he'd done

it in consultation with Christoph from FunTime.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you talked to Austin about the

adjustment?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. Why not?

A. Again, I didn't think it was appropriate at

that time.

Q. Has the corporation taken a statement from

Austin about the adjustment of the sensors?

A. I have not asked -- I have not asked him to

provide a statement of what actions he took.

Q. Has anyone from Eagle Drop asked him for a

statement?

MR. ARNOLD: Are you talking about
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independent of counsel -- counsel's

investigation?

Because to the extent you're asking him

about counsel's investigation, we'll be

instructing him not to answer.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think that even if it was

upon the direction of counsel it would still be

allowable for me to get that info if it was the

corporation taking the statement.

MR. BROWN: I think the disclosure of

whether or not you're aware of a written or

recorded statement from Austin

Campbell-Alexander would be discoverable. The

substance of it, if taken by counsel or any

communications that he'd had with counsel would

not be.

Do you understand?

THE WITNESS: Not really, sorry.

MR. BROWN: Are you aware of any written or

recorded statements provided by Austin

Campbell-Alexander?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I am.

MR. BROWN: Okay. I think that's the

extent to which you can inquire.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. Which would it be? Written or recorded or

both?

A. Definitely written. I'm not sure if it was

actually recorded. I believe it was recorded, yes,

sorry.

Q. Would it be a video recording? An audio

recording?

A. I believe it would be audio if recorded,

definitely documented.

Q. And who was the statement taken by?

MR. BROWN: So if it was taken by somebody

that was hired by counsel in the investigation,

then it would fall within the work product

privilege. So I'll instruct him not to answer.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So are you saying that if

the statements were taken by counsel?

MR. BROWN: I didn't take it, but if there

is a written or recorded statement --

MS. MCKIBBEN: We said there was.

MR. BROWN: Right. Taken by counsel.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MR. BROWN: Or taken by somebody in --

THE WITNESS: Instructed by counsel.

MR. BROWN: -- instructed by counsel, then

the answer would be that he can't answer it
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based on the work product protection.

THE WITNESS: Sorry, I can't actually

answer that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I don't -- so are you

saying that the name of the person who recorded

the statement is considered work product?

MR. BROWN: Yes. If there is an

investigator consultant that would be my

position.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I mean, my -- my

understanding would be that the name of someone

hired would not be considered work product.

MR. BROWN: I think that there's cases that

address that and I believe that it is. I know

I've asked the same question of other witnesses

in the past and have been told exactly that by

other attorneys. So I know that there's case

law on the subject.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MS. HALL: Can we certify that question?

This line of questioning.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I was just about to say

that.

MR. BROWN: Yes, we can -- we can exchange

any -- any applicable case law and follow up on
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that question.

MS. HALL: I mean, specifically, let's

certify this question -- this line of

questioning. There's a number of questions in

regard to this investigation.

I've done a bit of research into this.

There's a lot of case law that goes both ways

and there's nothing controlling in Florida. So

can we just agree to certify that this line of

questions should be addressed at a later date

and that we can come back, depending on what the

court rules?

MR. BROWN: I'm fine with that.

MS. HALL: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Thank you, Genevieve.

So I'll go ahead and just ask the specific

questions and we can certify this whole line and

-- and come back.

If there is something that you can answer

that I'm about to rattle off, please do so.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, let's start with, when was Austin's

recorded statement taken?

A. I don't recall the specific dates, but if
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I'm allowed to guess, I think it would be within a

few weeks of the accident. But that is -- that is

-- I'm just -- I'm not sure of the exact date.

Q. Okay. And then who took the statements?

MR. BROWN: Same instruction as previously.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, I can't answer

that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: We'll certify that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Who was present when the statement was

recorded?

A. I don't know.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So we'll certify that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you read the written statement?

MR. BROWN: Can you wait just a moment,

please?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure.

MR. BROWN: Yeah, can we step out for just

a second? I just want to make sure that -- that

the record's clear and that we've addressed the

-- the privilege properly.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we are back on the
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record. It was explained to me that we have a

bit of a misunderstanding regarding the

statements from Austin. It was that, I guess,

Austin did not actually prepare a statement, but

a -- but a -- kind of a summary of a discussion

was made by an investigator.

THE WITNESS: That is my understanding.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Okay. So, continuing

a little bit with that because we do still want

to certify some of these things to take --

MR. BROWN: That's fine, let me --

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- up --

MR. BROWN: -- just put on the record as

well that we confirm that the statement from

Austin -- the interview with Austin was not

recorded, either. So there's no recording or

writing that was acknowledged or written by

Austin Campbell-Alexander.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So the only thing in

writing was created by the investigator?

MR. BROWN: Correct.

THE WITNESS: And I apologize. That was my

misunderstanding.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That's okay. We got it

straightened out. So, are we -- can we -- can
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we get the name of the investigator at this

point or --

MR. BROWN: So I would assert the same

objection that I made previously. I think that

the identity of investigator consultants are

subject to the work product protection.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So we'll certify

that.

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you read the document in question?

A. I have --

MR. BROWN: You can respond to that

question, whether or not you've seen it already.

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have read a report,

yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. My next question is, what did you

learn from that report.

MR. BROWN: And that I would object to and

instruct you not to answer based on the work

product protection and/or attorney-client

privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And we'll certify that

question.
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BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Let's move to Tab 5, please. And so

we'll start on Page 122 here.

Do you recognize these documents here?

A. (Reviewing.)

Q. So, I want to let you finish reviewing this

section.

Would I be correct that you have probably

not seen these documents in this format before?

A. Yes, I haven't seen in this format,

correct.

Q. Okay.

A. Meaning the way you presented them to me

today?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. Yeah, no I have not.

Q. We -- obviously the format that they are in

are the -- is the format in which the Department

received them, so it's a string of e-mails and

possibly text messages that were then e-mailed to

the department. So the format might be slightly

different.

But as far as the conversations within

these documents, do these accurately reflect your --

your recollection of how those conversations
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occurred?

A. In general, I understand the information

that's been there that I was in communication with

the particular issue.

Q. Okay.

A. Issues.

Q. And do these look like accurate records of

those conversations?

A. Yeah, they do look like copies of the

e-mails that were sent, yes.

Q. Whenever you are ready, I would like for

you to turn to Page 132, please.

So, a seat was damaged. Can you please

tell me what happened?

A. Yes. There's a -- at the end of each day

we put a -- an extendable fence around the base of

the FreeFall tower and that was to stop and keep

anyone having access to the -- to the tower after

operations.

Q. Okay. And what happened --

A. Sorry.

Q. -- with that?

A. Yeah. Then I was advised in -- in an

opening in -- so in an opening inspection in the

morning the maintenance team would come in, unlock
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those gates and then remove them so that the ride

could then be inspected and then opened after the

inspection.

It appears or I was advised that one of the

gates wasn't moved completely out of the way and the

gondola is also parked in the air as a safety

feature so that no one has -- could -- could -- has

access to it.

So, in the morning, prior to the inspection

starting, they would remove the gates and then bring

the gondola back down to the ground. Unfortunately,

they hadn't removed one of the gates completely out

of the way and one of the seats was damaged when it

-- it hit that fencing when it came down.

Q. Okay. And who advised you about this

incident?

A. George Foti advised me about the incident.

Q. And so on Page 132, this appears -- and

then it continues, I think, the next couple pages,

but this particular section appears to be an e-mail

from you to -- is it Hans?

A. Hannes.

Q. Hannes.

A. Hannes Lackner.

Q. Hannes Lackner and he is the general
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manager at FunTime?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. And you're explaining the incident

and say that it's damaged. Let's see. You removed

debris and loose parts, secured and checked

everything, disengaged the seat so we can continue

to operate.

What does that mean, you disengaged the

seat?

A. So that the operating system would allow

the ride to start with -- without the -- so the

control system operating system would allow the ride

to start without that one seat being operational.

Q. Okay. So there's one seat that you took

out of service in the computer system, basically?

A. In a sense. So the seat was identified as

damaged, so the seat was secured and then it was --

on the operating system it -- that particular seat

was then disengaged or disabled.

Q. Disabled from the operating system?

A. Yes.

Q. Let's see. You said, we could repair the

seat but think it would be best if you're able to

send us a new seat.

Did you receive a new seat?
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A. I have received a new seat, but it -- it

has not been installed.

Q. When did you receive it?

A. After the accident.

Q. Do you remember about when?

A. I don't recall the exact date, but it was

after the accident.

Q. It says here, we apologize for this costly

experience. It will not happen again.

Why were you apologizing to FunTime?

A. FunTime takes great pride in their products

and they, you know, from the history of working with

them and as an undertaking that you have to maintain

their rides the way that they train you and the way

they require you and this was obviously a mistake.

They -- as I say, they take great pride in

their -- in their presentation. Their name's on the

actual ride. So they -- they expect them to be

maintained and operated the way that they expect to

be seen in the marketplace. So they -- they would

-- they may look at this as if I'm not taking

appropriate care of one of their products.

So, it's important that I maintain a

relationship with them that shows them that I'm

maintaining their rides in the same way that they
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want them to be maintained.

Q. Okay. Did you pay them for the new seat

that they sent you?

A. Every year I pay for spare parts and

accessories that are required to maintain the upkeep

of their rides -- of FunTime manufactured rides. So

I purchase all of my spare parts from FunTime and

pay for all of those spare parts.

Q. Okay. So you paid them for the seat they

send you then?

A. I'm not sure if I've actually paid for that

particular seat, but every spare part that I receive

from them I'm -- I'm required to pay for.

Q. So when you say you're not sure if you've

paid for it, does that just mean you're not sure if

you've been billed for it yet?

A. As I'm -- I'm not sure if I've actually

been -- if that particular part has been invoiced

for and whether I've actually paid for that

particular part, but I am required -- and I purchase

every spare part from them and pay for every spare

part that I get from them.

Q. Okay. Was the damage to the seat reported

to the State?

A. I'm not sure.
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Q. Is it your understanding that it is

required for this type of situation to be reported

to the State?

A. I'm not really sure about that.

Q. Are you aware of any documentation that

would show that this was reported to FDACS or any

other regulating entity?

A. No, I'm not sure I'm aware of any

documentation.

Q. Okay. You're not aware of any

documentation that exists?

A. I'm not sure that any documentation was

provided, no.

Q. Okay. Can you please flip to Section 8 --

Tab 8. And turn to Page 174, please.

Do you know what this document is?

A. Yes, it's the State's daily inspection

report.

Q. And from Page 174 through 177 -- well, the

first two pages are the State's report.

On Page 176 and 177, what's that document?

A. I'm sorry?

Q. So 174 and 175 are the State's form.

A. Yes.

Q. So then 176 and 177, what are those?
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A. So these are the manufacturer's inspection

sheets.

Q. Okay. And then together from Page 174

through 177, those four pages, are for the month of

March 2022, correct?

A. (Reviewing.) Correct.

Q. Does anything in these records indicate

that a seat had been broken?

A. (Reviewing.) No, it doesn't. It doesn't

appear to indicate that.

Q. On Page 174, the first column for March

1st.

Does it indicate that anything was broken

or in any way did not meet requirements?

A. From that inspection sheet, no.

Q. We discussed a little bit earlier today how

you felt there was something wrong with some of the

maintenance documents. And you stated that it was

strange that Austin had signed for every day. I see

on Page 174 and 175 the initials AC are under every

date from the 1st of March until the 24th of March.

Does that AC represent Austin

Campbell-Alexander?

A. That was my belief and so that was what

made me think that it looked odd.
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Q. Okay.

MR. GONZALEZ: I'm sorry. AC? Was that

Alex Cramer?

MS. MCKIBBEN: This AC was Austin

Campbell-Alexander.

MR. GONZALEZ: Okay. I'm sorry. Okay.

Great.

THE WITNESS: That's my understanding, yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Well, just for clarification

purpose, would Alex Cramer ever sign the daily

inspection reports?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So your understanding is that the AC

on these documents refers to Austin

Campbell-Alexander?

A. That's my understanding, yes.

Q. Okay. But you stated that you looked into

these records a little bit further and what did you

discover about them?

A. I identified that Austin hadn't worked

every day and so to me that raised a concern that

his name was on every day.

Q. Do you know which of these days he did work

and he did not?
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A. I don't know specifically the actual dates,

but I believe there was two or three days -- from my

understanding it was two or three days in there that

he did not work.

Q. Two or three days between March 1st and

24th?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. So your understanding is that this

particular document was also filled out after the

accident occurred?

A. I don't know exactly when it was completed.

My expectations are it's completed at the time of

the inspection, but it looked odd to me that Austin

had signed every day.

Q. Did you follow up with Austin about this

document?

A. I didn't speak specifically to him about

the document, no. But I was actually able to look

at employee clock in cards and it didn't reconcile.

Q. And on Page 177, we've got -- across the

bottom it looks like some signatures.

Are you able to identify those?

A. I believe those to be -- and I can't tell

exactly with every one of them, but it looks like

German Sanchez and Austin Campbell-Alexander was the
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two signatures there.

Q. Okay. So looking at this there's kind of a

-- a much more squiggly looking one.

Would that be German's initials, as far as

you're familiar?

A. I believe so.

Q. And then the ones that are a little bit

more defined, I can kind of see some As and some

ACs, it looks like.

That would be Austin, to your knowledge.

A. That's my interpretation as well.

Q. Okay. I am going to hop to Tab 6, please.

This is Page 161 and 162.

Are you familiar with this document?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. And this -- this is the stop operation

order that is currently still in place on the

FreeFall; is that correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And this was presented to Tracy Kircher.

Was Tracy the highest level employee that

was on scene the night of the accident?

A. Again, Tracy has some ancillary --

ancillary job roles or functions that she assists

with and I know that Tracy was reached out to to
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assist, which seemed to be a normal procedure. And

then Tracy liaised -- I believe liaised with the

State.

Q. Okay. Was Tracy able to make decisions on

behalf of the corporation that evening?

A. I was actually overseas, as stated. Tracy

is a senior employee who has worked with me for a

number of years and has vast experience and she's

also a very calming sort of a person and someone

that a lot of people would turn to in -- in the

event of something that may require some direction.

So, it, to me, would be logical that people

would reach out to Tracy and ask for assistance in

this situation.

MR. BROWN: I'll object to the form of the

last question.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just -- just -- just a yes or no,

please.

Was Tracy able to make decisions on behalf

of Eagle Drop on the night of the accident?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: In my absence and not being

able to contact me, I would trust Tracy in being
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able to collect the information for the State.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, sorry, I'm just trying to be

clear on this.

Was Tracy able to make decisions on behalf

of Eagle Drop with you out of the country that

night?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: I was certainly -- she would

be the person -- the most experienced person

that would be able to provide the right

information and direction.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. If a decision had to be made on behalf of

Eagle Drop on the night of the accident, who would

have been the person to make that decision?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. Vague and

overbroad.

THE WITNESS: Alex was the manager onsite

that night and so he would be able to make a

decision. And I believe, because of the event,

he reached out to Tracy in consultation for

assistance to deal with the trauma that everyone

was dealing with.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:
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Q. So is it safe to say that both Tracy and

Alex Cramer were making decisions on behalf of Eagle

Drop that night?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. Object to

the form. Vague, overbroad.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I don't know. I

don't know what they -- what they were thinking

on -- on that night.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. When you leave the country, do you

communicate with your employees about your -- your

absence?

A. I would advise the manager where I am and

that they have access to me. In this particular

situation, I was actually in transit, but as soon as

I landed I was in communication with the managers

and that would be the normal situation.

Q. Okay. Is there a plan in place for if they

cannot reach you who they should turn to?

A. The manager has the ability in -- in the

short period that I would be available, to -- to

make a decision.

Q. Okay. Can you pleases turn to Tab 7. That

has -- starts at Page 163.

Are you familiar with this document?
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A. Yes.

Q. And what is it?

A. It's the written -- a State written

accident report.

Q. Who signed that?

Actually, did anyone sign that report?

A. This copy doesn't have a signature on it.

Q. Is it your understanding that Tracy was the

one that submitted that report to the State?

A. That is my understanding on this document,

yes.

Q. And is it your understanding that it was

submitted on the date of the accident and not

actually on a date which is currently a month from

now?

A. Looking at this document? Correct. Yes.

Q. So that's a typo and it's supposed to say

March 24th of 2022?

A. That's my belief, yes.

Q. And based on your knowledge, can you please

describe how the accident occurred?

A. I don't know exactly how the accident

occurred. But from my understanding, Tyre entered

the ride, was seated into the ride. I believe they

checked to see that he did fit into the ride and the
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-- the restraint fit and the restraint was secured

as they pulled it up. I believe they checked that

the light came on. I believe the operator confirmed

that he was in the seat and secure. I believe the

-- he was asked if he felt safe and comfortable.

And the ride went into operation.

And then, during the descent, tragically,

Tyre came out of the seat and I don't know exactly

how or what caused that. And there is an ongoing

investigation to help us make conclusions from that

accident.

I'm also fully aware that the staff after

the accident were obviously all in shock and -- and

traumatized and trying to deal with the accident.

And my understanding is that's why Tracy Kircher was

contacted and assisted in completing these

documents.

Q. Okay. Thank you. And I'm gonna have you

turn to Tab 9 now, please.

Have you ever seen this document before?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. So this is starting on Page 178. The first

page is basically just a synopsis of the case as

presented by the Medical Examiner's Office of Tyre

Sampson.
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If you'll turn to the next page, Page 179,

starting there and continuing until Page 186 is a

police report.

Have you ever seen this document before?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. Can you please turn to page 184 for me?

The third paragraph of that page starts

with, Brian relayed the following story.

Can you go ahead and read that paragraph

for me, please?

A. Brian relayed the following story that was

told to him by the owner, Ritchie Armstrong, George

told Ritchie that during the installation of

FreeFall Austin adjusted seats one and two so that

it would be -- it would accommodate larger people.

Brian was unable to tell me what the

adjustment consisted of, if the adjustment was

recommended by the manufacturer, common practice by

the manufacturer or SlingShot Group LLC, or whether

it was authorized by the LLC at all.

After Austin made the adjustment, Justin

Hutchinson, who is described as a larger person, was

used as the test subject for the seats that were

adjusted when the tests were completed without

issue.
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Q. Does that paragraph act -- accurately

reflect your understanding of how those events

occurred?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: No, it does not.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. What is inaccurate about it?

A. I had no idea of the adjustment to seats

one and two until after the accident.

Q. So, if you'll just flip back to Page 179.

It's just stating that the date and time of

the accident itself is listed as March 24th, 2022 at

23:12 hours.

And then, if you'll look at Page 183. On

the bottom paragraph it says, on Wednesday, March

30th, 2022, I met with Brian Bieber, an attorney

employed by Gray-Robinson, who is representing

SlingShot Group, LLC.

A. I'm sorry, what page was that? Sorry.

Q. One-eighty-three. At the very bottom.

And so, March 30th is the date that this

officer is saying that he heard the story from

Brian.

Would that sound accurate to you?

So that's about six days after the
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accident.

A. That's possible, yes.

Q. So would that -- does the -- the way that

the events are relayed there in that paragraph I had

you read, does that sound accurate, then, to your

knowledge?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Not at all. I have no

recollection of the accident -- sorry -- of the

adjustments until after the accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Right. I'm saying -- so this statement was

relayed to the officer on March 30th, about six days

after the accident occurred, and so he's saying at

some point after, you know, after that you -- Brian

said that he spoke to you sometime between the

accident and March 30th.

Is that accurate?

A. Sorry, could you say that again?

Q. So, did you speak to Brian sometime between

the accident and March 30th about this?

A. I believe -- I believe that I probably

would have.

Q. Okay. So my understanding is that they are

-- they're just reporting that at some time during
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that roughly six-day period this is the information

that was relayed from you to Brian involving the

adjustments of seats. George being aware and then

having Justin Hutchinson test it.

Does that sound accurate?

A. I'm sorry, I'd like you to say that again.

I'm sorry, I was just --

Q. That's okay.

A. -- reading the statement.

Q. That's okay. So, at some point after the

accident and March 30th, in roughly that six-day

period --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that's when you became aware of the

adjustments, correct?

A. Yes. I was advised of the adjustment

immediately after the accident when I contacted

George Foti.

Q. Okay. And at that point you were advised

that George knew about the adjustment, right?

A. George advised me that he was aware of the

adjustment.

Q. And was that also the time that you found

out that Justin Hutchinson had tested the seat after

the adjustments were made?
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A. No.

Q. When did you find out about that?

A. I wasn't actually aware that Justin

Hutchinson had -- had been the person that had

tested the seat afterwards.

Q. Okay. So is it -- is it your belief, then,

that you did not inform Brian Bieber that Justin

Hutchinson had been used to test the seats?

A. I don't recall. Sorry.

Q. Okay. Can you -- do you know how Brian

would have gotten that information?

A. I can only suggest that Brian would have

had to have got that from me. But I don't -- I

don't recall exactly -- I just don't recall exactly

how the -- that information -- obviously I was

provided that. I don't recall if there was -- I

can't -- I can't speculate, I can only -- or I can't

speculate. I can assume that -- sorry.

For me to have that information there's a

possibility that George Foti actually explained that

to me, but I -- I can't recall the specific

conversation.

Q. Okay.

A. The exact details of that conversation.

Q. Okay. Is Justin Hutchinson a current
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employee of yours?

A. Yes, he is.

Q. And what entity does he work for?

A. He works for Panama City Beach SlingShot.

Q. Has he ever worked for any one of your

other entities?

A. He did assist with some training at the

FreeFall. He's employed by Panama City Beach

SlingShot and they're very seasonal. To assist with

the training at the new location, I did have some

people from Panama City Beach SlingShot who came to

assist.

Q. And when was that?

A. Sorry. They came to assist with the actual

training of -- of the -- the operations. That would

have been during the -- the opening period.

Q. Which was when?

A. From December and Justin would probably

have been there from December through February.

Q. Just while the ride was open or would he

have arrived before the ride opened?

A. He arrived before the ride opened.

And just to clarify. In that statement,

for some reason I was thinking it may have been

Joseph Barwenko who was -- who Austin had -- had
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tested the seat with afterwards. I just couldn't

recall whether it was Justin or Joseph. They're

both big guys.

Q. Okay.

A. I just don't recall from the conversation

with George Foti. Obviously he did say Justin

Hutchinson. That's how I got the name, but for some

reason I thought it might -- may have been Joseph

Barwenko.

Q. Okay. Is Joseph Barwenko a current

employees?

A. No. He was -- he was brought in, again, as

a maintenance person to assist with the build and

installation of the ride. He had management and

supervisor skills that I believed would be an asset

to the maintenance team. Unfortunately, he's no

longer with us. He moved on to another position.

Q. When was that?

A. I believe it would have been before the

accident.

MR. BROWN: Amanda, just a time check.

It's about 5:12 now.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. BROWN: Any idea about how much more we

have to go?
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Hopefully not too much more.

I promise. I'm trying.

MR. BROWN: Sounds like classic lawyer

speak.

MS. MCKIBBEN: It depends.

THE WITNESS: And I -- sorry -- I'd like to

state also that I'm sorry I didn't actually

quite read that paragraph on 184 correctly. And

that's why, when you were reading again a couple

of questions later I went back to it to read it.

And, again, I -- I agree with the statement.

Except that I just didn't recall who the big

person was that the seat had been tested with.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did you speak to Justin Hutchinson after

the accident occurred?

A. No, I have not.

Q. You haven't spoken to him at all?

A. No, I have not.

Q. Did you -- did you ask George when Justin

had tested the seat?

A. I don't recall the exact details of -- of

the conversation. Just I was aware that the seats

one and two had been adjusted, that they had tested

it with a larger person. But, I'm sorry, I didn't
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recall who they'd actually tested it with.

Q. Okay. But just to be clear, you're in

agreement now that it was Justin. Now that you've

seen this.

A. Well, I believe that I would have provided

the correct information to Brian at the time.

Q. Okay. Can I have you turn to Tab 10,

please.

Are you aware that the Department had an

independent engineer inspect the FreeFall -- after

the accident occurred?

A. Yes.

Q. And have you seen the report that was

issued from that engineer?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And have you reviewed the report?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. Will you turn to Page 191, please. This

page has the conclusions section. On -- in the

third paragraph under that section it says, prior to

the time of the accident, seat one's harness

proximity sensor was initially set to within the

normal restraint opening range of near three inches.

Do you have any reason to believe that that

is not a true statement?
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MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: It's my understanding that it

would have been set to the same as all the other

seats.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And based on your corporate review of this

in -- this incident, do you have any reason to

believe that the following is not a true statement?

Prior to the time of the accident, but

subsequent to the initial setting, seat one's

harness proximity sensory was manually loosened,

adjusted and tightened to allow a restraint opening

of near seven inches.

A. I believe that the -- there was an

adjustment made to the setting, yes.

Q. Okay. So do you have any reason to believe

that that particular statement in this report is not

true?

A. I believe that statement shows that there

was an adjustment made and I'm -- so, no, I -- I

would agree that there's no reason not to believe

that statement.

Q. Okay. And moving down. Again, based on

your corporate review of this accident, do you have

any reason to believe that the following is not a
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true statement?

At the time of the accident, seat one's

harness restraint opening was between six to seven

inches at the start of the ride.

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: From the report, that is the

information that's provided.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that that

statement is not true?

MR. BROWN: Same objection.

THE WITNESS: From the report, I don't

believe there's any reason that statement would

not be true.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Sorry. Just to be clear, you have no

reason to believe that that statement would not be

true.

MR. BROWN: Same objection.

THE WITNESS: Correct.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And then, with the last paragraph on

that page, I'll ask the same thing again. Based on

your corporate review of the accident, do you have

any reason to believe that that last paragraph on
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Page 191 is not a true statement?

The cause of the subject accident was that

Tyre Sampson was not properly secured in the seat,

primarily due to mis-adjustment [sic] of the harness

proximity sensor. The mis-adjustment of the sensor

allowed both safety lights to illuminate improperly,

satisfying the ride's electronic safety mechanisms

and allowing the ride to commence, even though the

ride was unsafe.

MR. BROWN: Let me object to the form and

predicate. May call for expert opinions and

it's subject to an ongoing investigation.

Subject to those objections, you can go

ahead and respond.

THE WITNESS: My response would be is that

there is an ongoing investigation to help

conclude what happened with the accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. At this point in time, based on your

review, do you have any reason to believe that that

statement is untrue?

MR. BROWN: Same objection. I think it's

also out of context, given the following

paragraph.

Subject to that, you can respond.
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THE WITNESS: Again, the same. You know,

there's an investigation that we believe two

seats were adjusted that I believe may have

contributed to the accident, but the

investigation's unconcluded.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So I'd like to just get a yes or no

to this.

Do you have any reason to believe that that

statement is untrue?

Yes or no.

MR. BROWN: Same objection.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, there's an ongoing

investigation that will conclude what caused the

accident.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. Keeping in mind that there is an

ongoing investigation and you could learn new

information in the future, I accept that.

But based on what you know here today, at

this -- at this moment, do you have any reason to

believe that that statement is untrue?

MR. BROWN: Same objection.

THE WITNESS: I don't know that the ride

was unsafe. I know that there was an
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adjustment. Sorry an alter -- an adjustment and

-- and I have to allow all the investigation to

be completed for me to be able to make a

conclusive decision.

MR. ARNOLD: Can we take five?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Can I have one more question

and then?

MR. ARNOLD: Yeah.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, are you -- is your opinion based on the

-- based on what you know so far through your

investigation and your own corporate review, is your

opinion that the ride was safe?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form and the

predicate.

THE WITNESS: My understanding at the time

of the accident was that everyone was following

the policies and procedures of which they'd been

trained from the operations manual and from the

onsite training that was required and --

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. But today, knowing what you know today, is

it still your opinion that the ride was being

operated safely?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.
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THE WITNESS: I don't know why the

adjustment was made. I would have preferred

that that adjustment would have been brought to

my attention. And as I say, I -- I have to wait

for the investigation to be concluded.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So are you -- are you saying that today

you're not prepared to admit that the ride was being

operated in an unsafe manner?

A. I don't know if the ride was being operated

in an unsafe manner.

Q. Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: We can take a break now.

(A break was had.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Okay. So I think

that I am going to be able to wrap this up here

hopefully pretty soon, but it is going to

involve me bouncing around just a tad because

I've got to finish connecting my dots that I've

--

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- jumped around.

CONTINUED EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Can I have you turn to Page 265, which is
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gonna be in Tab 11.

That page has Section 4.8, Employee

Training. It says, ride operators will go through

the corporate mandated training and certification

program, including proper documentation.

What is the proper documentation referred

to there?

A. My understanding there, again, would be

that FunTime would have trained the appropriate

people from the training manual and nominate them as

a certified operator and that the -- those certified

operators would then train the local employees who

were to be certified and that we would follow the

State guidelines and -- and complete the -- once

certified and trained we would complete the employee

training records.

Q. And the employee training records that

you're referring to, is that the State forms?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. It says, these will be made

available to FunTime upon request.

Did FunTime ever request any documentation

about training?

A. Not to my recollection.

Q. Did you ever request any documentation from
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FunTime regarding training of Eagle Drop employees?

A. Again, my expectation would be from the

training manual that they would advise who was

certified -- certified.

Q. Okay. So your understanding is the people

that were listed in the site report were the ones

that were trained and that was all the documentation

you were expecting?

A. That was the documentation I was expecting

from FunTime and then once the FunTime certified

operators then trained the local certified operators

or certified employees, then they have -- would have

the State forms completed.

Q. Okay. Can we turn to Exhibit 13, please.

Or Tab 13. Yeah. Sorry.

A. That's okay. Thank you.

Q. So this brings us back again to the

training procedures. We discussed earlier that

these were written out after the accident occurred,

right?

But these were the procedures that were

being followed prior to the accident; is that right?

A. Correct.

Q. Okay. And is it your understanding that

the procedures that are reflected in these documents
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meet or exceed the requirements of the State of

Florida?

A. So my interpretation, again, is that the

certified operators would be trained by FunTime as

per the operations manual and then the certified

trainers would train the employees to the standards

and requirements of the State training records.

Q. And is it the position of the corporation

that the procedures contained in these documents are

sufficient for the training requirements from

Department?

A. It's my understanding that the information

that we have documented complies with the State

training records.

Q. Okay. So if everything in these procedures

was done, then that training would have been in

compliance with the rules and the laws.

A. My understanding is, again, that the

documents we have here trains the employees and that

meets the requirements of the State training

records.

Q. Okay. Have you ever reviewed the ASTM

standards that have been adopted for amusement

rides?

A. I have -- I have -- I'm aware of -- of the
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ASTM standards and I have read sections of it. I'm

not sure that I know every detail in there, but I

have an understanding of -- I believe I have an

understanding of those requirements.

Q. Okay. And you're -- and you're aware that

those standards have been adopted by rule for the

State of Florida?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Could you explain that?

Sorry.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, in -- let me hop back just a sec.

So, we have the Florida statutes.

A. Yes.

Q. And those are the laws of the state given

to us by the legislature. And there's a section,

616, that has laws regarding amusement rides.

A. Yes.

Q. You're familiar with those.

A. Yes.

Q. The Department of Agriculture uses the

authority granted to them in those laws to create

rules, which we are 5J22.

MR. MARTINEZ: 5J18.

MS. MCKIBBEN: 5J18. Sorry. I have --
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MR. MARTINEZ: That's okay. That's okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All of my programs are in

there.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So 5J18 are the rules in the Florida

Administrative Code --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that were drafted by the Department.

And so are you familiar with those rules?

A. I'm familiar with the -- yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes. Again, I'm not sure I know every

detail of it, but I'm familiar with those rules,

yes.

Q. Okay. You know how to find them if you

need to look up something?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then, within those rules, the

ASTM standards are -- as well as several other

standards -- are adopted regarding amusement ride

safety.

A. Yes.

Q. And you understand that that means that

everything done regarding amusement rides in the

state of Florida must meet the standards within
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those ASTM guidelines?

A. I believe I understand what you're saying

and I believe that, you know, we have always

complied with the State requirements for training

and I've maintained those standards that were in

place and have now actually brought in a third party

trainer and certifier to ensure we maintain those

standards and to help us to continue to improve.

Q. You said that you have brought in another

party to help you with compliance.

Who is that?

A. That's IRT, which is International Ride

Training. Though I believe we do comply, I brought

them in to ensure that we continue to improve and --

and meet all the required standards.

Q. In what way have you engaged with IRT?

A. IRT. Sorry. I've engaged them to train,

certify and audit each entity. And I've also

engaged a third party company to provide a similar

service for the maintenance team. To work with High

Rides to assess all of the manuals and documents and

to ensure we continue to comply with the ASTM

standards.

Q. What -- what company is that for High

Rides?
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A. That's called GVS.

Q. Do you know what that stands for?

A. I'm sorry, right at this moment I've lost

that.

Q. Could you or your attorneys provide us with

contact information for both of those entities later

on?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you please turn to Page 388.

I wanted to ask you a little bit about

something that was kind of quickly mentioned

earlier. You were talking about patrons having

items in their pockets.

Can you tell me about the training that was

provided to the employees regarding items in

patrons' pockets?

A. The ride attendant, ticket collection

station whilst the attendant is providing

information to the guests in regards to removing

everything from their pockets or loose items or

loose clothing, they would also advise them that

they have to remove everything from their pockets.

We would provide them with a tub or a -- a

basket of some description of which they would be

able to put their -- put all their belongings into.
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And then, if they came through the metal detector

and it was identified that there was something in

their pocket, then they would be asked to step aside

and they would run a wand over them to ensure that

they had nothing on them.

And then the actual ride attendant in the

ring also had a wand so that if they believed some

that was actually being seated on the ride had

something their pockets, then they would request to

actually wand them again to remove anything from

their pockets -- anything from their pockets.

Q. Okay. And what was the reason for that?

A. It's a safety reason. Obviously, if people

are carrying their keys or phones or something that,

you know, would ensure that they don't have that so

nothing could fall from their pockets.

Q. Okay. So if something were in their

pockets when they went up in the ride, it could fall

out?

A. There is a possibility of that. For that

reason, then, we would want the guests to ensure

that they're not carrying anything with them.

Also, if the ride actually started and the

operator thought they saw a phone, they would have

the ability to stop the ride and bring the ride back
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down.

Q. How do they do that?

A. They would push the -- there's a red stop

button. It's not an e-stop, it's just a red button

on the control panel that stops the ride. And then

they would have the ability to bring the ride back

down slowly.

Q. Do you know if the operator ever had to use

that button?

A. I believe and I don't know specifically it

was brought down for anyone carrying anything on,

but that -- that button could be used, as I say, for

a panicked rider or if someone saw a safety issue

or. If there was a minor electrical fault, the same

button would be pushed and the ride brought back

down and the ride -- and the -- the fault cleared.

Q. Okay. So everyone -- everyone working on

the FreeFall ride was trained to be looking for

things that might be in pockets or phones and things

like that.

A. That's my belief and expectation.

Q. On Page 388, the section -- it says A, Ride

Attendant Ring. It says, the FreeFall ring has

approximately two to four attendants in the ring at

all times.
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What is the reason for having two to four

in the ring?

A. It would just depend on how busy the actual

ride was. Sometimes during the day there were

programs that would not open all seats. So there

were programs to reduce the number of guests that

were being loaded.

So in quieter times, then they may have two

in the ring. In the busy periods, they may have

four in the ring.

Q. Would there ever be a time that there'd

only be one attendant in the ring?

A. There is -- there is a possibility that --

that there could be only one person in the ring.

And it may be that there -- it may only be one guest

on the ride or there may be no guest on the ride.

So, in that situation, there is a possibility that

there may only be one attendant in the ring.

Q. Okay. If there were only one attendant in

the ring, would you expect for safety reasons that

that one attendant would have been fully trained?

A. My expectations would be that they would be

trained and aware of their duties.

Q. And is that for safety reasons?

A. For the reason that -- again, if there was
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no one on the ride and it may not require more

people in there. But, again, my expectations, you

know, would be that the person in the ring would --

would -- would have an understanding of the ride and

their responsibilities.

Q. Okay. While the ride is in operation with

patrons, if there was not any fully trained ride

attendant in the ring, would you consider that a

safety issue?

A. Not necessarily. Again, it would depend on

the situation.

Q. And you just mentioned that there were some

programs not to use all the seats of the ride.

Is that something that was built into the

operating system by FunTime?

A. Yes.

Q. And what was the purpose of that?

A. My understanding, the purpose of that would

be to accommodate -- accommodate the number of

guests that are wanting to do the ride.

Again, predominately those programs would

be during the daytime when it's not as busy. It

would be my understanding of -- of how FunTime

trained the operators.

Q. Do you know how many different options
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there were?

A. Not exactly. My understanding is -- I

think there's four programs that there was options

for.

Q. Okay.

A. And those options always enabled the ride

to be balanced.

Q. I want to shift momentarily to the ticket

sales and the patron usage of -- of the ride.

Do you know approximately how many patrons

have ridden the FreeFall since it opened?

A. Yes, I do. It was approximately 31,000

riders.

Q. Okay. Do you know about how many -- would

that just kind of average out to about the same

number per week?

A. It was around about 10,000 per month.

Q. Okay. And that 31,000 number, is that

based on how many tickets were sold?

A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. Okay. So that wouldn't include any rides

that were for employees, for example, that were

free?

A. Correct. That's my understanding.

Q. Okay. So --
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A. It was my understanding that there was

31,000 tickets sold.

Q. Okay. So 31,000 paying customers.

A. Yeah, yes.

Q. Okay. And if you'll just flip back to Tab

14 again for me. That picture of the seat. I just

wanted to swoop back in on that and see if we had

any clarity as far as where it says that it's a

maximum 38 centimeters.

I do understand you didn't get this until

after the accident occurred, but it -- is it your

understanding now that that is a specific

manufacturer measurement for the ride?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: It is my understanding now

that I've seen the drawing and the -- and

there's an investigation underway that -- my

understanding now is that that would be a

measurement from the manufacturer that sets the

seats.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And so that -- this is a measurement

that should have been relied upon when setting those

seat positions?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form and
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predicate.

THE WITNESS: Again, the -- the seats, to

my knowledge, were set by the manufacturer and

-- and I -- I have to believe that that's the

measurement that they were following.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So to your understanding, FunTime

was following this specification.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form and

predicate.

THE WITNESS: I don't -- I don't know that,

but I would have, you know, looking at drawing,

I would have to make that assumption.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. And so I think this is going to

bring us back around to the salaries for George and

Austin.

We looked into Shelly and it says there's a

three-part test to determine if the employer can

protect the employee's records. But it's a personal

right that does not pass to the employer. If the

employee wants to protect that right, then he can

ask the court to redact it and keep that info

private.

MR. BROWN: My concern was, because the
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employee hasn't been provided notice that the

information may be disclosed, they wouldn't have

the opportunity to do that.

I understand that we don't have the

standing to assert privacy right on behalf of

the employee, however, the court could consider

the privacy rights and until the -- the employee

has notice of the disclosure -- without proper

notice there would be opportunity to object to

cat out of the bag type information that I would

have a concern with.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can we -- can we just

get the information and then we can inform

George and Austin's attorneys that it was said

here and give them the opportunity to have it

redacted before a transcript is published in a

public forum?

MR. BROWN: So, my thought was potentially

to go off the record, like you would with

personal identifying information. Take it off

the record and then if they don't have any

objection we can supplement it.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So if we go off the

record and get their salaries and then we get

permission from George and Austin for
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Mr. Armstrong to release that information to us,

then he could do a sworn affidavit or some type

-- type of certified document showing us the --

the salaries.

MR. BROWN: I think that's okay.

THE WITNESS: Yeah, I mean, I --

MR. BROWN: If you know it offhand.

THE WITNESS: I don't know specifically the

exact amounts, so I would be guessing.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. ARNOLD: I think if -- if we follow --

if someone follows up with them, if they confirm

no objection, then we can expeditiously provide

the information. I'd hate for him to guess,

but, you know, we don't have to reconvene for a

deposition. We can get that to you in a more

expedited manner. We just want to confirm

there's no objection.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can we -- so just to

be clear, though, are you -- you're instructing

him not to answer it today?

MR. BROWN: So, I guess I would move for

ore tenus motion protective order pending proper

notice to a nonparty who obviously doesn't know

potential disclosure of private confidential
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information.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So let's just certify

that question then and we'll follow up on that.

Are -- are you guys going to contact their

attorneys to see if you have permission to

release that or do you want me to?

MR. ARNOLD: We can.

MR. BROWN: We can do that.

MR. ARNOLD: I mean, you're welcome to as

well. But I think as far as an instruction not

to answer, I mean --

MR. BROWN: He doesn't know.

MR. ARNOLD: -- he said he doesn't know, so

--

MR. BROWN: So --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Let's do that. If --

actually I've gotta -- I've gotta call Todd

anyway so I'll just -- I'll contact their

attorneys and ask if it's okay if we get their

salary information. And I'll forward you the

e-mail or whatever I get in response to that.

MR. ARNOLD: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I didn't leave you a

lot of time, but do you have any cross.

MR. ARNOLD: You want to take a minute?
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MR. BROWN: Yeah, just --

EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. Okay. I only have a few follow up

questions for you.

MR. BROWN: Are we back on the record?

Okay.

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. So, Mr. Armstrong, in looking back at the

drawing that you have there, which was Page No. 395

of the packet that was provided by the Florida

Department of Agriculture's attorney.

It indicates on the seat drawing maximum 38

centimeters; is that correct?

A. Yes, that's on the drawing.

Q. Okay. Is there a date on the drawing that

you can see?

A. (Reviewing.) No, I can't see a date there.

Q. And it says, drawn LB -- is it LIBH?

A. Sorry, could you just show me where --

where that's -- sorry.

Yes.

Q. Is there a signature next to it?

A. No, there's not.

Q. And then there's a column for date, but
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there is no date.

A. Correct.

Q. Do you have an understanding as to where

you received or saw a copy of this drawing?

A. Yes. I actually received this drawing from

my counsel, who I believe were given the drawing

from Florida Department.

Q. And have you seen -- had you ever seen the

manual or whatever this may be part of?

A. No, I haven't seen the drawing in -- in any

of the documentation or the manual from the

manufacturer.

Q. As you sit here today, are you aware of

anybody connected with Orlando Eagle Drop SlingShot,

LLC or any affiliated entity that may have received

this drawing prior to the date of March 24, 2022

incident?

A. No, I'm not aware of anyone seeing that.

And so -- no. I'm not aware of seeing that anywhere

in any of the training manuals or operating manuals.

Q. Had you been apprised or are you aware of

anybody who had been apprised prior to the date of

this incident by FunTime of the 38 centimeter

maximum distance that's reflected on that drawing?

A. I'm not aware of it and I don't believe any
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-- anyone had seen this drawing. So I don't believe

anyone could have been trained on that.

Q. And the only other questions that I had

were in connection with the Quest report. So it

looks like that starts at Page 188 of the package.

A. I have that report in front of me.

Q. Tab 10. Okay. And you were shown a couple

of paragraphs from that report; is that correct?

And asked to review and confirm whether or

not you have any reason to disagree with it.

A. Correct. I was shown the report.

Q. Okay. On Page 5 of the report ---

A. Do you have a page number to confirm?

Q. Yes, 192 with a signature page.

A. Yes, I have that.

Q. Okay. And that was signed by G. Bryant

Buchner, PE, Chief Engineer.

A. Correct.

Q. Were you involved in this investigation or

any of the testing that he did?

A. No, I was not.

Q. Were you consulted at all by Mr. Buchner

during this assessment?

A. No, I was not.

Q. I assume that you don't know his background
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or credentials, criteria or any of the criteria that

he considered, other than what may be contained in

the report.

A. Correct.

Q. And the -- Page 5 of that report at Page

192 of the exhibits has two paragraphs on it, the

first one starting with, there are many other

potential contributions to the cause of this -- of

the accident.

Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. And then at the end it also contains a

paragraph that says, this report is based only on

the information we have available to us at this time

and may need to be updated if relevant additional

facts and information become available.

A. That's correct.

Q. Was it your impression, based on -- is it

your impression, based on that paragraph, that their

investigation's ongoing and the conclusions that

were drawn are not final?

A. Correct, that would be my interpretation.

Q. And so the second to last paragraph

continues after. There are many other potential

contributions to the cause of the accident. This
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report in no way assures the safety of the ride in

the normal adjusted or unadjusted harness positions.

A full review of the ride's design, safety

operation, restraint mechanisms and history should

be performed as this report just focuses on the

physical evidence of the failure of the ride to

secure Tyre Sampson.

A. Correct. That's what the report states.

Q. All right. That's all the questions I have

for you.

MR. BROWN: Are we done?

MS. MCKIBBEN: I just have a couple brief

follow up.

FURTHER EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. If -- you can turn back again, if you want,

to the last page. I'm gonna ask you about that seat

specification.

A. Yes.

Q. I don't know if you need to look at it

again or not, but the document there with the 38

centimeter measurement.

Is that the correct specification that

should have been followed for that seat measurement?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.
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THE WITNESS: I don't know. I don't

believe that that was what was trained from the

manufacturer. I believe the documentation --

I've never seen the documentation before and I

believe -- I don't believe it's in any of the

manuals that we've received or any of the

documents that we've received before.

So I don't believe the training could have

been completed with that and I -- I don't know

how that drawing was developed or --

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So you don't know if this specific

measurement was followed by the High Rides

maintenance staff for the FreeFall?

A. I don't believe they ever saw that drawing,

so I don't know how they could actually follow that

instruction.

Q. Okay. So just to be clear, are you saying

that you don't know if they followed it or no, they

did not follow it?

A. I don't know. But I know that I've never

seen that drawing on any documentation, so my belief

would be that the High Rides' employees that were

trained from the manufacturer would not have seen

that and would not be aware of that measurement.
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Q. Okay. Do you know what specs would have

been followed for this?

A. I do not know.

Q. Who would know that?

A. I don't know.

Q. You don't know who within your corporation

would know what measurement the seat should be set

at?

A. I don't know if the manufacturer ever

trained them as to what that setting was.

Q. If FunTime did train someone from Eagle

Drop, who would mostly like be that person?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

(CROSSTALK)

MR. ARNOLD: Are you talking about training

on that specific point?

MS. MCKIBBEN: I mean, I imagine that it

was probably involved with training on other

various specifications regarding the -- the

measurements and the settings for the seats. I

don't -- I wouldn't imagine they'd go

specifically, like, you know, maybe one by one,

but I think it would be --

MR. ARNOLD: I was only asking for

clarification because he's -- there's been
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testimony about various training throughout the

day and now we're kind of getting towards the

end. And so when you said training, I just

wanted to make sure the witness was clear what

exactly you were asking.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. ARNOLD: Can you maybe just ask it

again?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Let me just -- yeah. Let me

just rephrase or maybe just change my question.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, I am trying to find out what the

correct specs are. And so, if someone within your

corporation had those specifications, who is that

person?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form and

predicate.

THE WITNESS: I don't know if that was part

of the training. I don't believe it was part of

the training. Again, I've never seen that

drawing before in any documentation. I don't

believe any of the -- I believe that training

was provided to the High Rides employees.

My understanding is that FunTime set that

measurement.
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BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So just to be clear, did Eagle Drop

or does -- does Eagle Drop have any specifications

for the seat?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: Eagle Drop was not given any

specifications for that seat. I believe.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And does Eagle Drop have any specifications

for the proximity sensor?

A. Eagle Drop is -- is the operator. Eagle

Drop relied on High Rides to do the inspections and

the maintenance of the ride. So I don't believe

there'd be a reason for Eagle Drop to be aware of

that measurement.

They would be aware from the operating

panel if the proximity sensor's working correctly.

Q. Would the operating panel notify the

operator that a proximity sensor had been adjusted?

A. Sorry, could you repeat the question?

Sorry.

Q. Would the operating panel notify the

operator if a proximity sensor had been adjusted?

A. I don't believe so, no.

Q. To your knowledge, does anyone from High
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Rides have the specifications for the proximity

sensors?

A. My understanding, again, is that FunTime

were training the employees and my understanding

would be that they trained them on the inspections

and the maintenance and the preventative

maintenance. So I believe that they would be aware

-- the trained employees would be aware of how that

proximity switch works.

Q. Okay. So is it your understanding, on

behalf of the corporation, that the ride and

specifically the seat and its restraint systems

could be operated safely when no one on staff had

the specifications?

A. My understanding is that the manufacturer,

again, trained the employees on the safe operation

of the ride. They trained the employees on the

inspections and maintenance of the ride.

So my understanding is that the maintenance

team understand how that proximity sensor works and

how to inspect it and how to check it.

Q. If I can get a yes or no answer, this will

be my last question and you can go home.

So, is it your understanding, as

representative of the corporation, that the ride and
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the seat's restraint system could be operated safely

when no one on the staff had the specifications?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: Again, my understanding is

that the employees were trained on the

operations, on the maintenance and the

inspections of the ride. So my understanding is

that they would have been trained on the

operation of the proximity sensors.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, is that a yes?

A. My understanding is that they would have

been trained on this and do understand how it

operates.

Q. So, would they know the specifications?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE WITNESS: My understanding is that --

that they would be trained on the maintenance,

the inspections, the routine specific duties.

And my understanding is that they would know if

-- and would identify the sensor's not working

correctly and that they would know, then, how to

correct that.

MR. BROWN: I think -- and maybe you're

talking past each other. I think when she says
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specifications, she's referring to the

measurement that's reflected on the drawing. Is

that --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Uh-huh.

MR. BROWN: -- correct?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Yes.

THE WITNESS: So, sorry. Could you just

ask -- sorry. If you could ask that again,

then.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

THE WITNESS: And I'm not trying to be

difficult.

MS. MCKIBBEN: No, that's -- if -- I wasn't

realizing that specification was meaning

something different to you then I would have --

I would have rephrased sooner. So I apologize

about that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, the question is, understanding that

when I say specification I'm talking about, in this

instance, that specific measurement for the seat

restraint.

So the question is, as a representative of

the corporation, is it your belief that you could

operate the ride and the seat's restraint system
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safely when no one on the staff had the

specifications?

A. My belief would be that, yes, the ride can

operate safely without knowing the exact

specification for that measurement.

Q. Okay. All right. All right. We are done.

I thank you, Mr. Armstrong, for hanging in there

with us.

A. I appreciate.

MR. BROWN: We'll read.

(The deposition concluded at 6:21 p.m.)

(The reading and signing of the deposition

was reserved.)

(Corporate Rep Exhibits to be attached to

the Sworn Statement.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG, personally appeared

before me on October 24, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 11th

day of November, 2022.

C i n d y R . G r e e n
_______________________________________
CYNTHIA R. GREEN, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 07/01/24
Commission No.: HH 17305
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, CINDY GREEN, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG; that

a review of the transcript was requested; and that

the transcript is a true and complete record of my

notes and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 11th day of November, 2022.

C i n d y R . G r e e n
_______________________________________
CYNTHIA R. GREEN, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 07/01/24
Commission No.: HH 17305
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ERRATA SHEET

DO NOT WRITE ON TRANSCRIPT -- ENTER CHANGES HERE

IF THERE ARE NO CHANGES, WRITE "NONE"

E-MAIL ERRATA SHEET BACK TO:
ReportingOrlando@aol.com

Re: SlingShot

PAGE# LINE# CHANGE REASON

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I
have read my sworn statement and that it is true and
correct, subject to any changes in form or substance
entered here.

_________ ______________________________
DATE RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG
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MAGNOLIA COURT REPORTING
3213 Hargill Drive

Orlando, Florida 32806
407.896.1813 (office)

ReportingOrlando@aol.com

November 11, 2022

Mr. Ritchie E. Armstrong
c/o Thomas F. Brown, Esquire
Marshall, Dennehey, et al.
315 East Robinson Street, Suite 550
Orlando, Florida 32801-1631
(tfbrown@mdwcg.com)

Re: SlingShot

Dear Mr. Armstrong:

On October 24, 2022, you gave your sworn
statement in the above-referenced matter. At that
time you did not waive reading and signing. It is
now necessary that you read and sign your sworn
statement transcript. If you elect to waive reading
and signing at this time, please sign the bottom of
this letter and e-mail it to
ReportingOrlando@aol.com.

Otherwise, please review your sworn statement
transcript and make any changes on the Errata Sheet
(page 271) and e-mail it to our office. If there
are no changes, please write "none" on the Errata
Sheet and return it to our office at the e-mail
address listed above.

Very truly yours,
MAGNOLIA COURT REPORTING

C i n d y G r e e n

Cindy Green, Court Reporter
Notary Public-State of Florida
(electronic signature)

I HEREBY WAIVE READING AND SIGNING

__________________________________
RITCHIE EMBLETON ARMSTRONG
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SWORN STATEMENT OF

AUSTIN CAMPBELL ALEXANDER

VIA ZOOM

JUNE 30, 2022

LOCATION:

GRAY ROBINSON

301 EAST PINE STREET

SUITE 1400

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

REPORTED BY:

Donna Wolk, Court Reporter

Exhibit 5
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PERSONS PRESENT:

AMANDA B. MCKIBBEN, ESQUIRE
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

MARK GONZALEZ, SENIOR MANAGEMENT ANALYST II
Bureau of Fair Rides Inspection
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Rhodes Building
2005 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6500

GENEVIEVE HALL, ESQUIRE (via Zoom)
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

TREVOR B. ARNOLD, ESQUIRE
Gray Robinson, Attorneys at Law
301 East Pine Street, Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801-2741

THOMAS BROWN, ESQUIRE
Marshall, Dennehey, et al.
315 East Robinson Street, Suite 550
Orlando, Florida 32801-1631

MS. BARBORA SKOPALOVA
Juris Doctor, May 2023
University of Florida Levin College of Law
309 Village Drive
P.O. Box 117620
Gainesville, Florida 32611

TAD ALLEN YATES, ESQUIRE (via Zoom)
Law Offices of Tad A. Yates, P.A.
3431 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804-3601
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TESTIMONY OF AUSTIN CAMPBELL ALEXANDER:
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 30, 2022 11:59 a.m.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I guess we're ready to go on

the record.

And, Austin, the court reporter's going to

go ahead and swear you in. All right.

MR. ALEXANDER: I'm sorry, please repeat

that for me.

MS. MCKIBBEN: The court reporter's going

to swear you in.

MR. ALEXANDER: Okay.

THE REPORTER: Mr. Campbell, could you

please raise your right hand.

Do you swear or affirm that the testimony

you're about to give is the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth?

MR. ALEXANDER: Yes, ma'am.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. Will you state

and spell your name for the record.

MR. ALEXANDER: Austin Campbell Alexander.

A-U-S-T-I-N. Campbell, C-A-M-P-B-E-L-L.

Alexander, A-L-E-X-A-N-D-E-R.

THE REPORTER: Great. Thank you.

MR. YATES: May I clarify some things with
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you before we begin?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure. Do we -- we're on the

record right now. Do we need to go off?

MR. YATES: No, let's stay on the record,

if we could. You and I spoke earlier this week,

after we exchanged a number of e-mails, and I

suggested to you that my client might want to be

excused from the subpoena because of concerns

about the possibility of us invoking Fifth

Amendment privilege to any questions related to

his employment with High Rides, LLC, his work

with the FreeFall ride or any questions related

to the accident at ICON Park in March of this

year.

During our phone conversation, you directed

me to Florida Statute 616.242(20)(e) and I

believe that you suggested that you wanted my

client's testimony. So, I just wanted to

confirm on the record that my client's answers

to your questions today will be accorded the

protections that are given by that subsection of

the Florida Statutes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So, if -- okay. I guess I

have a response question. Are you saying that

he's planning on pleading the Fifth for
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basically all testimony or just when we get to

that section of my questions?

MR. YATES: Well, I think that if someone

-- I don't think that there's criminal liability

here. But, if someone believed that there were

possibly criminal liability here, even the

existence of an employment relationship with

this company would be something that I would --

that I would suggest that he assert his Fifth

Amendment privilege to.

So, I mean, before we went on the record

you got some -- you got his address, you got his

phone number, you got his address, you know, his

full name. I don't know that there's much

beyond any of that that he would not assert the

Fifth Amendment privilege to.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So, in that case,

that's -- because if we're talking about

compelling testimony from the Department and the

Department of Legal Affairs, and affording

immunity to that compelled testimony, I don't

think we are prepared to do that for the

totality of his testimony.

That was going to have to be more of a -- a

small, you know, a more succinct section. I
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guess I didn't understand that you meant so

broadly.

We can try to see what we can get through

and what you're okay with him answering. And if

you do want to have him assert this Fifth

Amendment privilege for, you know, even the vast

majority of it or all of it, probably our remedy

to that, if, at the end of these depositions we

do still need that information from him, would

be probably going to the circuit court for an

order on that, rather than doing it the other

way.

MR. YATES: All right. Because, I thought

I made that clear in the phone conversation. I

believe that even giving testimony that he was

employed at some point by High Rides, LLC or

that he worked on this FreeFall ride, all of

that, I believe, he could assert a Fifth

Amendment privilege to.

So, I don't really know what question you

could ask him right now to which he would not

assert that privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. YATES: My first e-mail to you is --

expressed concerns about all of this and then
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when we had the subsequent conversations I

thought I made -- made that clear, but maybe

not.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And I'm sorry. Can we just

-- it was -- I was talking to you about it and I

was also talking to some other attorneys about

it and so maybe I got wires crossed with the

different, you know, levels of comfort for

every, you know, specific witness. So, I do

apologize if that, you know, if that was my

misunderstanding.

I think -- so, are you basically saying

you're not willing to move forward at this point

or can we go ahead and just put on the record

where I say, okay, this is the topic I want to

ask about and you want to just say, no, we're

asserting the Fifth for that entire topic?

MR. YATES: I mean, it's up to you if you

want to go through individual topics. But,

again -- again, I start from the position that

even asking him questions about whether he was

employed by that company, he's going to assert a

Fifth Amendment privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. All right. Well, if

you're okay, I want to go ahead and -- if we can
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just get on the record what I do want to ask

about and then that way we can, you know, it'll

-- it'll be clear from the record for the -- for

the judge later on if we have to go and -- and

ask for an order to compel testimony there.

MR. YATES: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So, I don't know if,

like, I'll just, I guess, start at the beginning

and then, if you're going to jump in or is he

aware of what he needs to go ahead and assert

his right for or?

MR. YATES: Yeah. I mean I'm gonna -- I'm

gonna instruct him. Because you've asked the

general biographical questions and I assume that

every question you're going to ask going forward

is going to be about his employment, about his

work with this ride, about his knowledge of --

of the mechanics of this ride, he's gonna assert

a Fifth Amendment privilege to all of those

questions.

So, he knows to do that and I just --

again, I right now can't contemplate a question

-- a relevant question that you might ask him to

which he would not be asserting that privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Well, I do have a few
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things that hopefully will be, you know, okay.

We've got his full name on the record here.

WHEREUPON,

AUSTIN CAMPBELL ALEXANDER,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Austin, have you ever used any other names?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Are you currently in school?

A. No, ma'am. Currently enrolled, but not in

school at the moment.

Q. So, like, you have classes on your schedule

for the fall?

A. I'm starting the process. Just waiting for

a few things, like transcripts.

Q. What school is that?

A. Full Sail University.

Q. And what kind of degree are you seeking?

A. Digital art and design. Bachelor's.

Q. You're an artist.

A. I try to be.

Q. So, what was the last school that you

attended?
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A. The last school that I attended, but I did

not complete was Valencia.

Q. Valencia?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. What were you going there for?

A. What I was going there for was robotics.

It was a robotics program, so, general electrical.

That's what I started with, but I changed it to

energy controls and management, which is HVAC.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sorry, we're getting some

feedback. Can anybody who is not speaking mute?

MR. ARNOLD: That's good. Thanks.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That's it. Okay.

THE REPORTER: Could he answer that

question again, please?

MS. MCKIBBEN: So, sorry.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Could you just repeat that one? The court

reporter missed it.

I was asking what program you were doing at

Valencia.

A. Energy controls and management technology,

subsidiary of HVAC.

Q. How long were you at Valencia?

A. Just one semester. Due to funding.
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Q. And when was that?

A. I believe roughly 2018 to 2019 semester. I

believe so.

Q. And before that was there any other school?

A. Yes, ma'am. During high school I had dual

enrollment at a technical college. Now it's called

Orlando Technical, but back then it was called Mid

Florida Tech. And that was for first responder/EMT.

Q. Oh, okay. Do you -- were you a certified

EMT?

A. At that time, yes. But, I have not kept up

with recertification so I'm no longer.

Q. Do you remember what year that was?

A. That was the school year of 2011 to 2012.

I was doing dual enrollment my senior year of high

school.

Q. Okay. So, you graduated high school in

2012 then?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Are you currently employed?

A. Yes, ma'am. High Rides.

MR. YATES: All right. No more. No more.

He's going to assert his Fifth Amendment

privilege as to any further questions about

employment.
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Austin, have you ever been arrested?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Could you tell me when that was?

A. I believe it was 2017. April of 2017.

Q. And what was that for?

A. That was for a DUI.

Q. Were you convicted of that?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Is that a misdemeanor?

A. I believe so. I do not have any felonies

on my record.

Q. Is that the only time you've ever been

arrested?

A. No, ma'am. Every time I've been arrested

it's for -- been for traffic offenses.

Misdemeanors.

Q. What other traffic offenses were you

arrested for?

A. Reckless driving, racing on highway,

general traffic offenses.

Q. Was the 2017 April DUI the most recent one?

A. Yes, ma'am. That was the last time that I

had any -- anything on my record.
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Q. So, other than the -- the traffic offenses,

have you ever been involved in other legal

proceedings or lawsuits?

A. No, ma'am. No lawsuits or no other --

well, it's only been traffic offenses.

Q. Okay. Did you review any documents in

advance of this deposition today?

A. The only documents that I reviewed were

just the common knowledge documents as far as --

MR. YATES: He's going to assert his Fifth

Amendment privilege to these questions and also

work product and attorney/client privilege.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. So, privilege and

Fifth Amendment for what documents he reviewed

for this deposition?

MR. YATES: Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you spoken with any reporters or press

about the accident?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, you -- so you asserted your

Fifth Amendment privilege as far as employment

history. Training?

MR. YATES: Not employment history. If you

want to ask about his employment history, you
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can do that. I'm talking about employment with

High Rides, LLC.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. YATES: He's asserting his Fifth

Amendment privilege as to any questions about

that. Also about any training he may or may not

have received through High Rides, LLC.

His past employment history, you're welcome

to inquire.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Austin, do you have any experience as a

mechanic?

A. Not any certifications, just DIY.

Q. Okay. Probably working on your car.

A. Exactly.

Q. Have you ever -- have you ever signed a

document and backdated it to look like you had

signed it at a different time?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Objection?

MR. YATES: Yeah. He's going to assert

this Fifth Amendment privilege about anything

that is possibly related to this case.

Austin, if you -- if you want to answer

that question as it relates to employment prior
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to employment with High Rides, you can answer

that question.

MR. ALEXANDER: Yes, sir.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That wouldn't be relevant,

but all right. Okay. Well, that is all for

today.

Do you -- y'all have anything? All right.

Yeah.

Tad, I'm sorry. I think we just had a

misunderstanding. I apologize about that.

We'll be -- we'll be in touch about how to move

forward. If we need further testimony from him,

maybe -- maybe we find out what we need

elsewhere.

But, Austin, thank you so much for showing

up. Sorry we were running late, you know, to

begin with anyway, but at least we got you out

almost on time.

MR. ALEXANDER: Not a problem. It's part

of the process.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Well, thank you very much

and, you know, your attorney will help you

through the -- the next process. I don't even

know what to tell you right now because we're

not sure exactly what's going to happen.
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MR. ALEXANDER: Understood.

MS. MCKIBBEN: But, I do thank you for your

cooperation.

MR. ALEXANDER: Understood. Thank you for

your time.

MR. YATES: (Unintelligible.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sorry, Tad, did you say

something?

MR. YATES: No. I just said thank you. I

looked back through some of my e-mails and I

thought we had a better understanding of what we

were doing today. So, but -- but reach out to

me and we'll reschedule this again if you can

afford him those protections.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I do remember talking

about some of the Attorney General stuff. I

think I just had it -- a misunderstanding that

maybe it was going to be more limited.

And I would say that I don't have the

authority right now to do such a broad one, but

I'll certainly reach out and see if we can get

those.

MR. YATES: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Or some of the other, you

know, protections that you discussed.
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MR. YATES: All right. Thank you very

much.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All right.

MR. YATES: Have a good day.

MS. MCKIBBEN: You, too. Thanks.

(The sworn statement concluded at 12:18

p.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

AUSTIN CAMPBELL ALEXANDER, personally appeared

before me on June 30, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 18th

day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of AUSTIN CAMPBELL ALEXANDER; that a

review of the transcript was requested; and that the

transcript is a true and complete record of my notes

and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 18th day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
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DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 30, 2022 2:10 p.m.

MS. MCKIBBEN: The court reporter's going

to go ahead and swear you in.

THE REPORTER: So, Alex, please raise your

right hand.

Do you swear or affirm that the testimony

you're about to give is the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth?

MR. CRAMER: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. And will you

state and spell your name for the record,

please.

MR. CRAMER: Alexander Cramer.

A-L-E-X-A-N-D-E-R. Cramer, C-R-A-M-E-R.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. And that little

device in front of you is a microphone. So, I

just ask that you speak towards it and not put

your papers on top of it, please. Thank you.

MR. ROSE: We're on the record now?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Yes.

MR. ROSE: Very good. As we discussed

briefly, I want to put some -- a little preamble

on the record with regard to the immunity issue.
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Sure.

MR. ROSE: Pursuant to Florida State

Statutes, Section 616.242(20)(e), my client,

Alex Cramer, respectfully -- respectfully

requests to be excused from his deposition on

the grounds that his testimony may tend to

incriminate him.

If you will, nonetheless, direct him to

testify, please confirm that he will be

conferred all the protections in 616.242(20)(e).

MS. MCKIBBEN: So, I'm not prepared to give

a blanket protection on that here today.

MR. ROSE: Right.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Will he be comfortable

answering some of our kind of background

questions?

MR. ROSE: Depends on the background

question.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can I start going

through a few things?

MR. ROSE: Absolutely.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And then, if you want to,

you know, plead the Fifth on --

MR. ROSE: Of course. Of course.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.
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MR. ROSE: Of course.

MS. MCKIBBEN: That way we'll just get what

we can and -- and then go from there.

WHEREUPON,

ALEXANDER CRAMER,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just firstly, have you taken any

medication or anything today that would keep you

from being able to answer my questions honestly?

A. No.

Q. If you need to take a break, just let me

know, we can take a break. And if you don't

understand the question, let me know and I can

rephrase it for you.

A. Okay.

Q. Do you have any questions for me?

A. No.

Q. We've got your full name on the record.

Have you ever used any other names?

A. No.

Q. Are you currently in school?

A. No.
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Q. What was the last school you attended?

A. High school. Freedom High School.

Q. Okay. Is that in Florida here?

A. Yes.

Q. Then you got your high school diploma

there?

A. Certificate of completion.

Q. Oh, okay. What year was that?

A. 2006.

Q. So, do you hold any kind of degrees, other

than the certificate of completion?

A. I respectfully refuse to answer that

question based on my right to freedom from

self-incrimination as conferred by the Fifth

Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Q. Okay. Have you ever been arrested?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever been involved in any other,

kind of like, legal proceedings or lawsuits or

anything like that?

A. I respectfully refuse to answer that

question based on my right to freedom from

self-incrimination as conferred by the Fifth

Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Q. Okay. Are you currently employed?
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A. I respectfully refuse to answer that

question based on my right to freedom from

self-incrimination as conferred by the Fifth

Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Q. Okay. Did you review any documentation in

preparation for the deposition here today?

A. I respectfully refuse to answer that

question based on my right to freedom from the

self-incrimination as conferred by the Fifth

Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Q. How about employment history? Can we go

back before?

A. I respectfully refuse to answer that

question based on my right to freedom from

self-incrimination as conferred by the Fifth

Amendment of the United States Constitution.

Q. Do you know someone by the name of Ritchie

Armstrong?

A. I respectfully refuse that answer -- I'm

sorry.

MR. ROSE: You're fine.

THE WITNESS: I respectfully refuse to

answer that question based on my right to

freedom from self-incrimination as conferred by

the Fifth Amendment of the United States
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Constitution.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Well, it sounds like we have

a pretty blanket Fifth Amendment assertion. I

can't think of anything else that I want to ask

that's not related.

Okay. So, we're applying the privilege to

everything related to employment with Orlando

Eagle Drop.

MR. ROSE: Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: SlingShot?

MR. ROSE: Yes. Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Are there other entities

that we're including in that or is that the only

one?

Like, if I wanted to ask about High Rides,

could we talk about that?

MR. ROSE: He'll assert for that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Okay.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Is there any information you might just

want to volunteer that doesn't have anything to do

with any of that?

MR. ROSE: The answer is no.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Well, Alex, I

completely understand your attorney's wanting to
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protect you. I hope you understand that it's

not from me. I'm not here, you know, to come

after you or do anything. We're just trying to

figure out what happened and investigate this

matter.

I thank you for coming and, you know, for

your cooperation and once we get back to

Tallahassee and kind of, like, regroup with

everybody, we'll discuss how we'll move forward

with this.

MR. ROSE: Sure.

MS. MCKIBBEN: If we do still need more

testimony from him or what we want to do.

MR. ROSE: Is there -- is there going to be

any discussion that you would anticipate with

the other folks in Tallahassee about a possible

grant of immunity?

MS. MCKIBBEN: That is going to be one of

the discussions.

MR. ROSE: All right.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I didn't walk in here today

with the authority to give such a blanket, you

know, immunity. We kind of thought it was going

to more pigeonholed a little bit.

MR. ROSE: Right.
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MS. MCKIBBEN: That'll be one of the

discussions that we have as well.

MR. ROSE: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Thank you very much for

coming in.

MR. ROSE: Thank you.

MR. CRAMER: Thank you.

THE REPORTER: So, Mr. Rose, if there is a

transcript, would you like to read?

MR. ROSE: Yes, please.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

(The sworn statement concluded at 2:17

p.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

ALEXANDER CRAMER, personally appeared before me on

June 30, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 18th

day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of ALEXANDER CRAMER; that a review

of the transcript was requested; and that the

transcript is a true and complete record of my notes

and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 18th day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 30, 2022 1:36 p.m.

THE REPORTER: Sir, would you please raise

your right hand.

MR. FOTI: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Do you swear or affirm that

the testimony you're about to give is the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the truth?

MR. FOTI: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Will you state and spell

your -- your name for the record, please?

Your microphone's right there. So, when

you answer --

MR. FOTI: Uh-huh.

THE REPORTER: -- any questions, if you

could speak towards your microphone.

MR. FOTI: Oh, okay. So, spell as well?

THE REPORTER: Yes. Just because that was

just my note, but this will put it actually --

MR. FOTI: Uh-huh.

THE REPORTER: -- on the record.

MR. FOTI: Krisztian Gyorgy Foti.

K-R-I-S-Z-T-I-A-N, G-Y-O-R-G-Y, F-O-T-I.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.
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WHEREUPON,

KRISZTIAN GYORGY FOTI,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Thank you. And is it okay if I call you

George?

A. Yes, please.

Q. I already did that. Thank you.

So, again, my name's Amanda McKibben. I'm

representing the Department. We brought you here

today to talk about the Eagle Drop?

We -- I know you received some instruction

from your attorney about limiting the number of

questions that we're going to be answering today.

So, I'm just going to see what he's okay with you

answering for me and we'll get those answers from

you.

And then if he doesn't want you answering

something, then he'll -- he'll step in or you know

at some point someone is to -- to let me know and --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- then we'll move on. Okay?

A. Okay.
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Q. The court reporter mentioned she's taking

down every word that we say. So, please just make

sure that you answer out loud for me.

A. Okay.

Q. Have you taken any medication or anything

else that would inhibit your ability to answer my

questions honestly today?

A. No.

Q. If you don't -- if you don't understand any

of my questions, just let me know and I'll rephrase

it.

A. Okay.

Q. If you need to take a break at some point,

we'll take a break. Just let me know.

A. Okay.

Q. Do you need anything right now?

You've got some water?

A. I'm good. Thank you.

Q. We got your name on the record just now.

Have you ever used any other names?

A. No.

Q. You just go by the name --

THE REPORTER: Please speak nice and

loudly, too, please, for me.

THE WITNESS: Okay.
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THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. You just go by the nickname George?

A. Yes. It's easier to pronounce.

Q. I agree. Are you currently in school?

A. No.

Q. What was the last school that you attended?

A. It was high school back in Hungary.

Q. In Hungary? Did you graduate from high

school --

A. Yes.

Q. -- over there? So, when did you come to

the United States?

A. 2015.

Q. Oh. What was your -- what was your first

job when you came to the United States?

A. I was starting to work at the SlingShot

Orlando.

MR. BARBER: Hold on. Yeah. At this time,

Mr. Foti is going to assert his Fifth Amendment

privilege in regard to anything related to his

employment --

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. BARBER: -- with the SlingShot or any

-- or the Eagle Drop or FreeFall ride or any
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other company that may be involved with that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can I ask --

MR. BARBER: (Conferring with Mr. Foti.)

MS. MCKIBBEN: Can I ask if he's currently

employed? That's also covered?

MR. BARBER: Yeah, you can ask if he's

currently employed, I guess.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Are you currently employed?

A. I am. Yes. Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Can I ask where?

MR. BARBER: No. We'd assert Fifth

Amendment privilege on that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. George, have you ever been arrested?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever been involved in any other

legal proceedings or lawsuits or anything like that?

A. No.

Q. Did you review any documents to prepare for

this deposition today?

A. I don't get this question. Sorry.

Q. You don't understand?

A. Yeah.

Q. When you found out that you were going to
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come talk to me here today and answer some

questions, were there any paperwork that you looked

at to refresh your memory or anything like that?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Can you tell me what documents you

looked at?

MR. BARBER: At this time we'd assert his

Fifth Amendment privilege.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Have you spoken when any reporters or press

about the accident?

A. No.

Q. What kind of work did you do in Hungary?

A. I was working on cars and, like, well,

mechanical and electrical work on cars.

Q. Okay.

A. And different motors, like compressors,

heavy -- heavy equipment.

Q. Heavy equipment?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Like, like bulldozers and stuff?

A. Yeah, most likely. Motors, vacuum pumps,

like machinery.

Q. Oh, okay. What kind of training did you

get to do those things?
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A. I learned at the school. I was learning

for low voltage electrician.

Q. Okay.

A. So, that was the base and I self-taught a

bunch of things with the specifics with the

machines.

Q. Okay. So, was this kind of a -- a training

program you went through after high school?

A. No. High school was -- they provided a set

of skills. It was electrician high school, so, I

had four years of electric and --

Q. Okay.

A. -- study, like, lessons.

Q. Okay. So, your -- you had four years of

high school that was mostly focused on electronics

and motors and things like that?

A. It was -- it was academic and electrician

at the same time.

Q. Oh, okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And so, you said you're

asserting the Fifth Amendment over any kind of

training that occurred.

MR. BARBER: Anything that would -- if

you're talking about any training that may have

occurred in the course of his employment, we
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assert it for that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Uh-huh.

MR. BARBER: But, of course, he is here

pursuant to a subpoena, so at any time if you

want to direct him to answer any questions we

assert the privilege on, he's ready and willing

to provide answers.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. I have questions

about some people that you may know and I

imagine that it might be covered under the same

objection, but just in case, can I just ask if

he knows these people?

MR. BARBER: Yeah, I'd be all right with

the question if he knows them. But, if you ask

--

MS. MCKIBBEN: Right.

MR. BARBER: -- how does he know them,

yeah. I'd probably assert it then.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Let's do this. I'll

say names and then we can say, like, do you know

them and are you wiling to answer questions

about them?

MR. BARBER: Yeah. We can do that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: We can do that? Okay. And

I'm probably going to say all of these wrong,
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just so you know. I'm trying my best, though.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Gabor Sram? Do you know that person?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Can we answer questions

about that person?

MR. BARBER: He'd assert his privilege at

this time.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

MR. BARBER: Fifth Amendment privilege.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. German Sanchez?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know him?

MS. MCKIBBEN: And can we answer questions?

MR. BARBER: He would assert his Fifth

Amendment privilege.

BY MR. BARBER:

Q. Robert Starr?

A. Yes.

Q. You know him.

MR. BARBER: He would assert his Fifth

Amendment privilege.

BY MR. BARBER:
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Q. Christian Ardelean?

A. Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And same?

MR. BARBER: Yes, same.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Same privilege, okay.

BY MR. BARBER:

Q. How about Ritchie Armstrong? Do you know

him?

A. Yes.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, will you say that

name again?

MS. MCKIBBEN: Ritchie Armstrong. I can

spell all these names for you, too, if you want.

Asserting the privilege on Ritchie as well?

MR. BARBER: Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you know if High Rides is affiliated

with the Orlando FreeFall ride?

A. Affiliated? Sorry, I don't know the --

Q. Like, related in anyway.

A. I don't know.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Well, that is all I

have then.

Does anybody have any more questions?

MR. BROWN: No questions.
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. All right. Well,

thank you very much for coming and, you know, we

appreciate your cooperation. I totally

understand your attorney's, you know, wanting to

protect you as much as he can.

Not so much from us. We're not looking to

go after anybody here, but we appreciate y'all

showing up and I'll be in touch once I figure

out if we are going to need further testimony

from him or whatever.

MR. BARBER: Of course.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And as far as, like, what

immunities I can get authority to confirm like

how broadly I can do that.

MR. BARBER: All right. And we can try to

talk and narrow things down and, yeah.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Sounds good.

MR. BARBER: All right. Perfect.

THE REPORTER: Mr. Barber, will he read or

waive?

MR. BARBER: For that little bit, I think

we can waive.

MS. MCKIBBEN: His first one is waived.

Everybody else is reading.

THE REPORTER: I have to ask.
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MR. BARBER: You know, in an abundance of

caution, I'll read, but --

MS. MCKIBBEN: I changed his mind.

MR. BARBER: Yeah. I imagine.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

MS. MCKIBBEN: It won't take long to read.

MR. BARBER: Yeah, exactly. Yeah, I mean,

out of an abundance of caution, but.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay.

(The sworn statement concluded at 1:49

p.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

KRISZTIAN GYORGY FOTI, personally appeared before me

on June 30, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 18th

day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of KRISZTIAN GYORGY FOTI; that a

review of the transcript was requested; and that the

transcript is a true and complete record of my notes

and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 18th day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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SWORN STATEMENT OF

HUNTER HERNANDEZ

JUNE 29, 2022

LOCATION:

GRAY ROBINSON

301 EAST PINE STREET

SUITE 1400

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

REPORTED BY:

Cindy R. Green, Court Reporter

Exhibit 5
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PERSONS PRESENT:

AMANDA B. MCKIBBEN, ESQUIRE
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

MICHELLE FAULK, BUREAU CHIEF
Bureau of Fair Rides Inspection
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Rhodes Building
2005 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6500

GENEVIEVE HALL, ESQUIRE (via Zoom)
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

TREVOR B. ARNOLD, ESQUIRE
Gray Robinson, Attorneys at Law
301 East Pine Street, Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801-2741

THOMAS BROWN, ESQUIRE
Marshall, Dennehey, et al.
315 East Robinson Street, Suite 550
Orlando, Florida 32801-1631

MS. BARBORA SKOPALOVA
Juris Doctor, May 2023
University of Florida Levin College of Law
309 Village Drive
P.O. Box 117620
Gainesville, Florida 32611

RICHARD B. TROUTMAN, ESQUIRE
The Troutman Law Firm
1101 N. Kentucky Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789-4700
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 29, 2022 4:15 p.m.

THE REPORTER: Would you raise your right

hand?

Is this sworn or unsworn?

MS. MCKIBBEN: It's sworn.

THE REPORTER: Do you swear or affirm that

the testimony you're about to give here today

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth?

MR. HERNANDEZ: I do.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Do you want us to go ahead

and go --

THE REPORTER: Please, if you would.

MS. MCKIBBEN: -- around? Okay.

MR. TROUTMAN: I'm Richard Troutman,

personal counsel for Hunter.

MR. NASH: I'm AC Nash or Alan Nash,

counsel for the company and for Mr. Hernandez.

MR. ARNOLD: Trevor Arnold, counsel for

Orlando Eagle Drop.

MS. HERNANDEZ: Shannon Hernandez, mother

of Hunter.
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MR. HERNANDEZ: David Hernandez, Hunter's

father.

MS. SKOPALOVA: Barbora Skopalova

accompanying Alan Nash.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

WHEREUPON,

HUNTER HERNANDEZ,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, Hunter -- so, my name is Amanda

McKibben and I'm representing the Department of

Agriculture and Consumer Services.

This is Michelle Faulk, she's the Bureau

Chief of Fair Rides Inspections. So it's her group,

basically under our department, that is doing the

investigation into the accident.

We're here, I think, you know, you know why

this unfortunate incident.

Do you have any questions for me to start?

I know you were just put under oath. I'm sure your

attorney probably told you that was going to happen.

Are you good?

A. Yeah, I think I'm all set.
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Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken

before?

A. No.

Q. So, you've seen on TV in the courtroom and

stuff like that. Kind of like -- I was going to

say, it's kind of like that, but with a lot less

people, but, you know, we have a lot of people here

today. But that's okay, too.

There's no judge. There's no jury, but,

you know, you're just giving your testimony. I'm

going to be asking questions. You answer them to

the best of your ability. And that's pretty much

all we're here for.

The court reporter's going to record

everything that we say.

A. Okay.

Q. If you can just answer every question

clearly for me, out loud. So if you, like, nod then

she can't really, you know, write that down and

we'll be able to read it later. But if you, you

know, say out loud yes or no, or whatever your

answer is that you have?

Is there anything going on that would

distract you from our conversation here today?

A. I think I'm all good. Yeah.
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Q. Okay. And if you don't understand any of

my questions, just let me know and I'll rephrase it.

A. Okay.

Q. We'll figure it out. And if you need to

take a break, let me know, we'll take a break. Use

the restroom. Water, coffee, there's all kind of

stuff over there, but just let me know.

All right. Oh, have you taken any

medications or anything that would affect your

ability to answer --

A. No.

Q. -- the questions? All right. Perfect.

All right. So, can you just state your

full name for me, please.

A. Hunter Solomon Hernandez.

Q. And have you ever used any other names?

A. Uh-uh.

MR. TROUTMAN: Remember that about the yes

or no. You have to say yes or no.

THE WITNESS: Okay. No.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. And I'm going to skip the contact

information for now. We'll grab that after.

Are you currently in school?

A. No.
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Q. Okay. What was the last school that you

were in?

A. So home school, high school graduate.

Q. Oh, okay. So you got -- so you were home

schooled, but you have your high school diploma?

A. Yes.

Q. And have you done anything -- have you done

any, like, college classes or anything like that?

A. Not yet, no.

Q. And are you currently employed?

A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. Somewhat.

Q. What does that mean?

A. So, I'm an editor at my church.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. Yeah. It's kind of a free gig, so. Or I

get paid, but it's my own hours.

Q. Okay. Cool.

A. Yeah.

Q. Yeah. I mean that -- yeah, that's work.

A. Okay.

Q. That works. So, is that probably part time

--

A. Yes.
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Q. -- then? Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. And what does that entail? Like the --

like the bulletin that goes out?

A. Yeah. So social media, reels, videos.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. Cool, cool. You like it?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever been arrested?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever been involved in any other

legal proceedings?

A. No.

Q. How did you prepare for this deposition

here today?

A. Not -- I wouldn't say anything I really

did, just kind of getting, my mental state ready and

trying to stay calm at all costs. Getting prepared

for it.

Q. With -- so, Mr. Troutman is your attorney.

Did you guys talk coming into the -- and you don't

have to tell me what you guys talked about, but you

talked, you know, before you came in.

A. Yes.
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Q. Have you talked to anyone other than

Mr. Troutman or your parents about, like, this

deposition or anything?

A. No.

Q. Did you review any documents or anything

before you came here today?

A. No.

Q. Have you spoken with any, like, reporters

or press or anything --

A. No.

Q. -- about this?

A. Uh-uh.

Q. So, you worked for the Orlando Eagle Drop

SlingShot --

A. Uh-uh.

Q. -- LLC, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what your dates of employment

were? Like, what your hire date was?

A. Yes. March 20th, 2022.

Q. And what was your end date there?

A. I'm -- I don't know exactly, but I'd say

approximately around one week after the incident.

Q. Okay. What ended your employment there?

A. Personal choice. Just --
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Q. So you quit?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Who -- what was your job title, if you

know.

A. I guess a -- yeah, I don't know exactly,

but main role, FreeFall attendant.

Q. Okay. Who hired you?

A. Alex Cramer.

Q. Could you tell me what that process was?

Like, put in an application online or --

what happened?

A. So, one of my friends was working there and

I came in and his manager was on scene and I went up

to his manager and told him I wanted a job and he

gave me a small, mini interview and then told me to

go over to the FreeFall attraction and meet Alex

there.

And when I went up to Alex, I -- he was

asking me about my interests and my hours and then

hired me on the spot.

Q. So who was your friend that you said was

working there?

A. Yes. Yeah. He was Joe Lionette, and he

worked at the StarFlyer.

Q. Was he an attendant on the StarFlyer?
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you know the name of the manager

that you spoke with first over there?

A. Yes. Brian Shields.

Q. Brian Shields?

A. Or, I think that's right. Yes. Or -- is

that the meteorologist? Am I getting -- I feel like

I'm mixing them up. I know his last name is

Shields. I just know that.

Q. Shields is the manager.

A. Yeah.

Q. And he was the manager of the StarFlyer?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so then you went over and talked

to Alex Cramer. He said, great, you're going to

start on the 20th or when did this happen?

A. The 21st. Yes.

Q. So this happened on the 20th and --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- you started the next day?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Did you get a paycheck, I guess,

from them at any point?

A. Yes.

Q. Was it just one --
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A. Yes.

Q. -- paycheck? Do you -- was it a physical

paycheck or was it, like, went to your bank account?

A. A physical check, yes.

Q. A physical check? Do you remember who

signed the check or, like, what company it was,

like, payable from?

A. I knew it was from Orlando Eagle Drop, but

I do not remember who signed it.

Q. Okay. Do you remember if it just said

Eagle Drop or maybe it says Eagle Drop SlingShot?

Do you remember?

A. I don't, to be completely honest.

Q. That's fine. So, if you were hired on the

20th and then your first day was the 21st -- so you

worked on the 21st, you said.

A. Yes.

Q. Did you work on the 22nd as well?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you work on the 23rd?

A. No.

Q. Okay. And then you worked on the 24th?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So the 24th was your third day.

A. Yes.
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Q. So you were trained to work on the

FreeFall, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Was there anything else, like any other

ride or anything else in the park that you were

being trained on?

A. Yes. So, I was trained on the SlingShot

right next to the FreeFall and the video position,

when the people come off the SlingShot.

Q. The video position. Could you explain that

to me?

A. Yeah. So, when, basically, the guests come

off the SlingShot, there's a stand where we film

them on the ride with the GoPro and if they like

their video, they can choose to buy it and if --

when they buy we give them a USB. We put it on

there and if they -- if they also want to, we can

upload it on YouTube and Facebook to the company's

social channels.

Q. Okay.

A. And, yeah, or they can choose not to buy it

and just a continuous process.

Q. Okay. So they come off the ride, you show

them the video?

A. Yes.
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Q. And -- okay. That seems kind of fun. Did

you get to do that at all or was your time --

A. Yes.

Q. -- always on the FreeFall.

A. Yeah. I was -- that was probably my second

main position.

Q. Okay. So, let's go back -- so on, like,

the 21st.

A. Yes.

Q. Your first day. Can you tell me, like,

everything you did that day basically?

A. Yes. So I worked videos at the start of

the day and then later went to FreeFall attendant

and then towards the end of the day FreeFall

operator.

Q. What's the difference between FreeFall

attendant and FreeFall operator?

A. So FreeFall attendant is people in the ring

loading guests on, wanding them down, checking the

restraints and giving the operator the all clear.

And the operator's the one in the booth

pressing the buttons --

Q. Okay.

A. -- dispatching the attraction.

Q. Gotcha. So you weren't a SlingShot
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attendant or operator on your first day then?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Just to jump back real quickly to

the 20th, when you were talking to Alex and he hired

you, was there anything else?

Like, did you basically just go home at

that point and pick out your outfit for the next day

or what?

Did you have a training at that point or

anything?

A. Yes. He just told me just come in the next

day a couple minutes before my shift and then we'll

get you all set up. So just right after that I just

went home.

Q. Okay. So then when you came in on the

21st, did you go straight to doing the videos at

first?

A. Yes, after, like, a brief orientation.

Yes.

Q. Could you tell me about the orientation?

A. Yes. So, they gave me the handbook and

uniform and I read the handbook. And then after,

whoever the manager was on shift sat me down and

went through the handbook with me after reading it,

going through everything and putting extra detail on
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anything that needs extra detail, like uniform being

clean, you being clean, smelling good and customer

service. Being nice to the guests. Safety being

the top priority.

And then after that they put me at videos.

Q. Okay. And the employee handbook they gave

you, I think it's probably the same document that

we've already seen.

A. Yes.

Q. It's about, like, six to eight pages.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Talks mostly about, like, the uniform and

showing up on time and stuff like that?

A. Yes.

Q. And then who went over that with you? Do

you remember?

A. Camellia was her name. The manager.

Q. Okay. So then they walked you over to the

video booth?

A. Yes.

Q. And then what happened?

Somebody showed you how to use it?

A. Yeah. So then I was trained at the video

position. Just being taught what to do. And was

there for a couple hours.
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Q. Okay. So how long was the training on the

video position?

A. I'd say roughly around 30 to 45 minutes.

Q. Okay. Okay. And then you said you spent

about three or four hours at the video?

A. Yes.

Q. So who -- who was doing the training?

Was that Camellia?

A. No. That was an employee there who I don't

remember the name of.

Q. Okay. Did they --so when you were being

trained for the videos, did they do any other, like,

training for the SlingShot itself or was that only

for the video?

A. No. Only for the video.

Q. Okay. Does the video person have anything

to do with, like, ride safety or anything --

A. No.

Q. -- like that? Just strictly --

A. Yeah, just strictly videos.

Q. Okay. So after, you said, about three to

four hours on the videos, you went over to the

FreeFall?

A. Yes.

Q. And so can you tell me what happened there?
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A. So I walked up. They walked me to -- the

employee who was going to train me. And he guided

me through the process of loading guests on, wanding

them down, seating them, checking their restraint.

Just that repeating process.

Q. Do you know who that was that taught you

that?

A. His name was Billy.

Q. Billy? Okay. And do you know what

position Billy had?

Was he, like, a manager or was he another

attendant?

A. He was just an attendant, but someone who's

been there for a while.

Q. Okay. And so when he was teaching you how

to, like, load the guests and things like that --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Can you just kind of, like, walk me through

what all he was showing you how to do and what to

look for?

A. Yeah. So he -- when the guest came up, he

told me to take their ticket, make sure it's good

and then rip it up and throw it in the garbage can.

And then when they walk through the metal

detector, if they have anything in their pockets, we
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tell them to put it in a small bin and we wand them

down with metal detecting wand. After that, we tell

them to put the bin below their seat. We seat them

on the tower.

They pull -- they pull down their restraint

and when it's on to them and tight, then we tug the

restraint real quick, just to make sure it's not

going anywhere. And then just continue that process

over and over again.

Q. Okay. So okay. So you -- you were taught

that the guest brings down the restraints for

themselves.

A. Yes.

Q. So you guys aren't supposed to bring them

down?

A. Yes. Unless it's a small kid who can't

reach.

Q. Okay. So if they can't reach, you kind of

just bring it down for them?

A. Yeah.

Q. And then you said that you pull outwards on

the restraint?

A. Yeah. Just tugging on it real quick.

Q. Okay.

A. A quick little tug.
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Q. Okay. You don't -- you don't push in, you

only pull out?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And were you taught anything about

how the restraint should look when it's on someone

properly?

A. Just making sure the verification light is

on on the both left and right side of the seat.

Q. Okay. So there's two lights.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. There's one on each side?

A. Yes.

Q. And if both of those lights are on --

A. Then that seat is all clear.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. But they didn't say anything about how

close the restraint should be down or --

A. No.

Q. -- anything else like that? Okay.

Did they tell you anything about bigger

guests?

A. Not on the first day, no.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-uh.
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Q. So about how long did you do the FreeFall

attendant position that day?

A. I'd say around three hours.

Q. Three hours? Okay.

A. Roughly. Around three hours.

Q. How long did the training take that Billy

was guiding you through?

A. I'd say around the same time, 30, 45

minutes.

Q. Okay. And so after that 30 to 45 minute

period of the training, were you left as the

attendant for the FreeFall alone or was there

someone else still there?

A. So I was, like, officially an attendant,

but there were two other people who have been here

for a while that were -- basically, if I did

anything wrong, kind of guiding me through the

process.

Q. Okay. So the 30 to 45 minutes from Billy

was basically the extent of the training --

A. Yes.

Q. -- for the attendant? Okay.

And so, after three hours of that, you went

to the FreeFall operator position?

A. Yes.
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Q. How long was your shift that first day?

A. Eight hours.

Q. It was eight hours? Okay.

And do you know if that's normal that they

would have, like, have three different positions in

one day and train you on all three or --

A. Yeah. I'd say that was pretty normal

there. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. How did -- who came around and

basically was telling you to, like, switch positions

and stuff?

A. Whoever the manager was on shift that day.

So the first day it was Camellia.

Q. Okay. So basically you were at the videos

and then Camellia would come over and say, okay,

we're going to go train you on the FreeFall now --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and take you over there?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And then she came over and said, okay, now

we're going to teach -- teach you the operator

position.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so what kind of training did you

get for the operator position?
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A. So, I was basically shown how to dispatch

the ride when all the restraints are down and it

shows that they're in and the ride is official able

to dispatch. Just the process of dispatching it and

dropping the ride and unloading.

Q. Okay. So what were you taught to look for

when it was time to dispatch it?

A. So, making sure every seat was green so the

ride is able to dispatch. And then when the ride

reaches the top, basically watch it, too. When it

stops spinning, that means you can press the button

to -- for it to drop.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. So basically the attendants -- I just want

to make sure I'm right.

So the attendants are loading everyone.

They're the ones that are standing in the ring --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and they're loading people on.

A. Yes.

Q. And then they give the all clear to the

operators in the booth?

A. Uh-huh. Yes.

Q. So when the -- okay. So when the
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operator's in the booth, can they see, like,

everybody out on the ride or --

A. They can see half of it.

Q. They can see about half of --

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Yeah, so I guess it's a circle.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. So they can see, like, all the patrons that

are on the side of the circle closest to them?

A. Yes.

Q. Can they see the attendants?

A. If they're standing there, yes.

Q. I guess, yeah. If they weren't on the

other side of the ride -- okay.

Well, were are the attendants supposed to

stand? Like, where were trained to go stand?

A. There really was no specific place to

stand. It was just you were in the ring, walking

around. So there really was no specific place they

told us to stand.

Q. Were you trained that a certain number of

attendants -- of attendants would be working the

ride at any particular moment?

A. Can you, like, restate that? Sorry.

Q. Sure. Yeah. So I'm sorry. I'm skipping
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back a little bit to the --

A. That's all right.

Q. -- attendant portion. So when you were

going through the training for that, did they say

how many attendants there would be on the ride at

any particular time?

A. Yes. There -- they just really said there

always has to be at least one there -- there at all

times.

Q. Okay. At least one. In the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so -- okay. So, back in the

booth. Sorry.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. There's some kind of control board --

A. Yes.

Q. -- in front of you and I'm just kind of

picturing a bunch of light bulbs on it.

A. Yes.

Q. Is that right?

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. And basically all of those light

bulbs will light up green?

Is that what you're telling me? For the

ride to go.
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A. The ones that indicate for, I guess, the

ride dispatch itself, yes. When it -- when the

ride's able to dispatch the -- those specific ones

will light up. Yes.

Q. Okay. There -- but there's other lights

that have different purposes?

A. Yes. There's, like, there are a lot of

ones on it. Yeah.

Q. Okay. Were you trained, like, what all the

different lights meant and everything?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Was there anything -- any lights that they

told you, oh, watch out for or this is a safety

issue or anything?

A. Not that I can recall, no.

Q. Okay. So your training was that once the

seat dispatch lights light up green --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- then you -- there's, like, a button to

dispatch the ride and send it up?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then you have to push another

button for it to come down?
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. You could just leave them up there

for a while.

A. We could, yes.

Q. Okay. Was there anything that you had --

you just were watching for it to tell you that it

was at the top and then you would push the button

for it to come down?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Okay. And so how long did your

training last for the operator position?

A. I'd say around the same time, 30, 45

minutes.

Q. Okay. And who was training you on that?

A. John was his name.

Q. Do you happen to remember his last name?

A. I don't, unfortunately.

Q. Do you know what his position was or if he

was a manager or --

A. He was just an employee there for a long

time. So he was bounced around every position.

Q. Okay. Okay. And so you were in the

control booth after -- I guess -- about how long did

you spend total that first day in the control booth?

In the operator position?
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A. I'd say approximately around one hour.

Q. One hour? Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. So if it was, like, 30 to 45 minutes

training, you only had, like, 15 minutes to 30 in

there by yourself?

A. Yes. I was never in there by myself. Just

kind of -- I was actually doing it 30, 45 minutes.

Q. Oh, gotcha. So there was --

A. Yeah, doing it.

Q. -- someone else in the booth watching you?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. And so then you ended your shift?

Do have to, like, clock out --

A. Yes.

Q. -- or anything?

They have a little --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- time clock there? And do you remember,

like, what time of day that -- was it, like, daytime

or was it after dark when you had that first day?

A. I started at sunset. Uh-huh.

Q. You started at sunset that --
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A. Yes.

Q. -- first day? Okay. So it was dark for

your whole shift?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So we'll go to the 22nd, then.

A. Okay.

Q. Your second day at work. You come in.

You've been trained on three positions.

A. Yes.

Q. So where did you start on your second day

then?

A. So I started at FreeFall attendant that

day.

Q. Okay. And were you -- like, you went

straight to it or did you have more training or

anything at that point?

A. I went straight to it at that point. Yes.

Q. And about how long did you do that for?

A. I'd say until around 11:00 p.m. or so.

Four hours.

Q. So you came in at seven that day?

A. Six o'clock that day.

Q. Oh, 6:00.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And you did it until 11:00, you
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think?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So five --

A. So five hours, then. Yeah. My bad.

Q. That's alright. I'm really bad at math,

too.

Okay. Was this another eight-hour shift?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so you would work from 6:00 p.m.

to 2:00 a.m., I guess.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. All right.

So, five hours FreeFall attendant.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And then what happened after that?

A. So then I went to videos for two hours.

Q. Okay. And for your last hour?

A. Last hour, SlingShot attendant.

Q. SlingShot attendant. Okay. So did you get

training on that one then?

A. Yes.

Q. Who trained you?

A. Jacob was his name.

Q. And can you tell me what the training was

for that ride?
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A. So, mostly -- there's a hard position where

it's, like, you have to put the SlingShot back in.

I wasn't trained on that. Because I -- they only

let experienced people do that.

Q. Okay.

A. But, basically same thing. Guests come up,

you tear their ticket, throw it in the garbage can,

load them into the SlingShot. They put on their

restraint, we tug them. And then when we see all

clear just, at that point you're working the -- the

small little panel there. So dispatching the ride,

essentially.

Q. Okay. So the attendant would load and also

dispatch the ride on this one?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so what kind of training did you

receive as far as the restraints for the SlingShot?

A. So, essentially the same thing as for the

FreeFall. They pull it down and once they're --

once they're in we give it a tug and then that was

really it, because there's only two seats on it.

Q. Okay. Are there little lights on that one?

A. Yes. Yeah.

Q. Okay. Is it the same thing where if the

light comes on --
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A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- then the ride will go?

A. Yes.

Q. Is there a seatbelt on the SlingShot?

A. I don't remember, to be completely honest.

Q. So. Okay. So you only did the SlingShot

attendant for about an hour that day.

About how long do you think the training

lasted for that?

A. I'd say the same time, 30, 45 minutes.

Q. And then after that they considered you

trained on the SlingShot. Other than for putting it

back into the --

A. Yes. Yeah.

Q. -- whatever you call it.

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. And then -- so that was day two?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Had the 23rd off?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Came back on the 24th. What time did you

come in that day?

A. Six o'clock.

Q. Six? Okay. Was your shift all three days

from six to two?
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What did you do first on that day?

A. FreeFall attendant.

Q. How long did you do that for?

A. Two hours.

Q. Two hours. Do you remember who was working

with you at that time, like, during that shift?

A. I knew Jimmy was and this other guy named

Xavier.

Q. Okay. Okay. So two hours on FreeFall

attendant and then where did you move to?

A. Videos.

Q. Videos? About how long for that?

A. Two hours.

Q. And then after that?

A. Back to FreeFall attendant.

Q. Okay. And then -- so who was working the

FreeFall with you at that point?

A. At that point it was Jimmy in the ring with

me and then Xavier went on his break.

Q. So, like, when you came back to the

FreeFall Xavier had left --

A. Yes.

Q. -- at that point? Okay. So then it was

just you and Jimmy?
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And do you remember who was in the

operator position?

A. Kimberly.

Q. Were you ever given any, like, documents as

far as, like, training on any of these rides or

anything?

A. No. Only the handbook.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. So the employee handbook was the only thing

you received?

A. Yes.

Q. Ever. Okay. On paper. And then, so for

the training, was it -- it was all just, like,

verbal instruction --

A. Yes.

Q. -- from the other employees?

Have you ever seen the operations manual

for the ride?

A. No.

Q. Do you know -- okay. Do you know how often

training would be repeated? Like, if you worked

there for, you know, five years, at some point would

they go through all that training with you again?
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A. I personally have no idea.

Q. Was anybody else being trained at the same

as you, that you're aware of?

A. Xavier was also in training with me.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. So, which day of your employment, I guess

-- you said it wasn't the first, but -- so it was

either the second or the third, did they start

telling you about, like, if a -- if a patron was

larger --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and then --

A. The second day.

Q. That was the second day? Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And who talked to you about that first?

A. If I remember correctly it was Jacob.

Q. Okay. And what did he tell you?

A. He basically told me that seats one and two

were made for larger guests.

Q. Okay. And did he say why or like explain

that in any way?

A. No, he didn't.

Q. Okay. Did he say how he knew that those
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were the --

A. No.

Q. -- for --

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Did they ever talk about an upper weight

limit or height limit or anything?

A. No.

Q. So basically, when you were taught that

seats one and two were for larger guests --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- how exactly did they explain it?

Did they just say, if you think they're

big, put them in these or was there some kind of,

like -- you -- maybe you -- like, in your head

you're trying to guess how much they weigh or --

MR. ARNOLD: Objection. Compound question.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sorry.

MR. ARNOLD: No problem.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did they -- did they train you what to look

for as far as when you're supposed to move somebody

to seat one or two?

A. They essentially said if they can't fit in

the smaller seats, then they can go up to seats one

and two.
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Q. Okay. So you would try them in the smaller

seat and then put them in one or two?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And what does -- like, what do you

mean when you say, if they can't fit in the smaller

seat?

A. So if they pull down the restraint and the

light doesn't go on.

Q. Okay. So that's -- the light going on or

not is basically the only indicator you have of

whether that restraint is on them correctly?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. There was no scale or anything

around to weigh --

A. No.

Q. -- the guests?

Do you ever see, like, the maintenance

workers doing inspections on the ride or anything?

A. No.

Q. You probably don't know the exact number,

but how many ride cycles do you think that you

actually saw?

So, like, a ride cycle is when it goes up,

comes back down --

A. Yeah. Definitely don't know exactly, but
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it has to be over a hundred.

Q. Has to be over a hundred?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

Did you ever -- did you ever turn anybody

away for, like, being too large --

A. No.

Q. -- for the ride?

A. Uh-uh.

Q. Did you ever see anyone turned away?

A. No.

Q. Were you trained on any kind of emergency

procedures?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So if, like, a fire broke out, they

didn't say this is what you do?

A. No.

Q. Nothing? Okay. If somebody needed, like,

first aid -- scraped their knee or anything, they

didn't train you on that either?

A. No. They just said go to a manager.

Q. Okay. What if a guest needed to be

evacuated from the ride?

A. Then we would -- if they needed to be, then

we would tell the operator to open that seat.
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Q. Okay. So if they -- basically, if they got

in and the restraint was pulled down --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- but then they decided, no, I want off --

A. Yes.

Q. -- then you just tell the operator open it

and you let them off?

A. Yes.

Q. Were you ever trained on what would happen

if the ride was at the top and there was some sort

of malfunction? How you would get people down if

the ride wouldn't come down on its own?

A. No. Not that I can recall, no.

Q. So in some of the pictures that I've seen

of the ride -- I'm sorry.

So in some of the pictures that I've seen

of the ride, there's one seat -- it looks like it

has, like, a trash bag over it?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know why that was there?

A. All I was told is that seat was just being

under maintenance right now.

Q. Okay.

A. That's all I was told.

Q. Do you remember who told you that?
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A. I don't remember, to be completely honest.

No.

Q. But they didn't say what kind of

maintenance?

A. Uh-uh. No.

Q. Did any guest ever make a comment to you

when they were, you know, getting off of the ride or

right after, saying that they felt like something

was wrong or unsafe or anything in any way?

A. No. Uh-uh.

Q. Did you ever see a guest basically get

stuck in the seat? Like the -- the restraint

wouldn't release after the ride?

A. No.

Q. You never saw that happen?

A. Uh-uh.

Q. Were you aware of that happening?

A. Not technically, no.

Q. Did you know of any issues with the ride at

all?

A. No.

Q. So a second ago you said, not technically.

What did you mean by that exactly?

A. Essentially in the operator booth there's,

like, if there's low crowds, then only a specific
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amount of restraints open.

So, if there's let's say, like, a bigger

crowd and we put -- we open, like, specific seats

for them --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- if it's on that cycle, then we have to,

like, go into the booth and open that restraint.

But that's the only time it would, I guess, stay

down when other guests were getting off.

Q. Oh, okay. Gotcha.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. How did you feel about your training on the

FreeFall?

Did you feel that they had sufficiently

trained you?

A. Yes.

MR. ARNOLD: Objection. Calls for

speculation.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Were you comfortable operating it?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you sign any kind of training documents

or anything?

A. No, I don't believe so.

Q. Did you have somebody that you could go to
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if you had questions --

A. Yes.

Q. -- on any ride?

Do you know how much longer you would have

been under training?

A. That would have been my last day.

Q. Do you know if that's the normal cycle that

-- it takes three days to train?

A. Yes.

Q. So had you learned every position they

wanted you to learn at that point?

A. They wanted me to learn, yes.

Q. I want to go ahead and ask you about Tyre.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Do you remember him coming in before the

ride?

A. Yes.

Q. If you need to take a break, we'll take a

break.

A. I respectfully decline to answer any

questions about this incident on the basis of the

United States Constitution and the United States

Supreme Court, which protects everyone, including

innocent people, from the need to answer questions

if the truth might be used to help create a
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misleading impression.

Q. Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Are we doing that as a

blanket for everything involving the incident or

could I ask --

MR. TROUTMAN: Yes.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Can -- all right.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. I'm gonna go to my next thing, but if you

need to say it again, then that's your right.

After the accident -- can we talk about

what happened afterward?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Can you tell me what you did

afterward?

A. So, essentially, right when it happened, I

-- I looked back up at the tower immediately,

thinking a piece of it had fall off, maybe the torch

on top. Something fell off. And it was a quick,

like, four second realization when I look up and I

look back.

And when it kind of was all coming together

it was just -- I remember being in shock. And,

luckily, my manager came up immediately because we

would have had to get him if anything like that
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happened. So he was there immediately.

And I just remember quickly unloading all

the guests, getting them out of the ring and then

just kind of -- Kim was screaming questions at me

and -- and I was answering them. And just remember,

like, just being paralyzed in shock, like whole body

was shaking, kind of like, this isn't real, this

isn't real, what's happening.

Like, just trying to figure out -- like,

really thinking, this has to be a dream. There's no

way. Kind of not correlating. And then, yeah. I

was just sheer shock for hours.

Q. Sure. You said the manager came pretty

immediately.

A. Yes.

Q. Who was that manager?

A. Alex.

Q. It was Alex. Do you know where he was,

like, right before it happened that he was able to

respond so quickly?

A. Not that I recall, no.

Q. Do you know where he normally is --

A. He --

Q. -- during shifts?

A. -- basically is just going around
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everywhere, making sure everyone's doing good.

Q. Okay. So when you say going around

everywhere, do you mean between the FreeFall and the

SlingShot rides?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember what Kim was yelling at

you?

A. Did you check him, did you check him, was

the light on.

Q. Okay. So, at this point, probably, is when

the police started showing up?

A. Uh-huh. Yes.

Q. What -- what were you and the other

employees doing at that point?

A. So, when the police showed up, I was -- I

wanted to be as good as a help as I -- that I can be

to them. I always kind of told myself, if I was

ever interacting with the police I want to make sure

I can always be the most helpful I can be.

So, when they came up, I was asking them

anything and they -- I remember they just told me to

hold the exit gate open so they could put caution

tape around it to hold it open as -- and I just

remember them -- seeing they're doing CPR to Tyre

and seeing the body.
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And then after that was done, they put me

in the ticket booth and was basically telling us,

kind of, what was going to happen next and figuring

out what was going on.

Q. Okay. And when you say telling you what

was happening next, that was the police talking to

you?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Did they also have Kim and Jimmy in

there with you?

A. Yes.

Q. Did Alex -- when he showed up did he tell

you do anything or go somewhere or anything?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Do you remember what Alex said after

he first showed up?

A. Immediately called 911.

Q. Immediately called 911.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. So you're in the ticket booth with

Jimmy and Kim?

A. Uh-huh. Yes.

Q. And was Alex in there, too?

A. No.

Q. What happened next? Did the police start
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asking questions?

A. So the police were telling us that we're --

they were getting us witness statements.

Q. Okay.

A. And just waiting for that to come in.

Q. Okay. You mean, like, the actual form?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so, when the forms got there,

what happened?

A. When the forms got there, they then split

us all up. I stayed in the ticket booth and wrote

the witness statement.

Q. Did you and Jimmy and Kim talk while you

were in the ticket booth?

A. Very little. Mainly just comforting.

Q. Okay. So after you wrote your statement

for the police, what happened next?

A. After that, they said they were waiting for

detectives to come in and investigate us. So, I was

-- I just stayed in the ticket booth until

eventually they sent me up to -- they sent us all

three to the offices and split us all up in

different rooms.

Q. Okay. Do you remember about when that was?

A. Don't remember exactly, but it was
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definitely around 1:30 a.m. is when we went up to

the offices.

Q. Okay. Where are the offices?

A. So, on the building next to the SlingShot

it's the break room on the bottom and then on the

top floor is all the offices.

Q. Okay. Are those certain people's offices,

do you know?

A. I don't know, to be honest, no.

Q. Okay. So about 1:30 you're heading up

there and then what happened?

A. So, just -- just sitting there, waiting,

watching videos, trying to find anything to distract

me until the investigators got there.

Q. Okay. And the -- so the investigators from

the Orange County Sheriff's Office came in?

A. I'm -- that sounds right, yes.

Q. You think that was the responding agency?

And they basically just questioned you

about probably the same stuff you'd written in your

--

A. Yes.

Q. -- witness statement?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Was there anything extra that you maybe
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talked to about them that wasn't in your statement?

A. Not that I can recall, no.

Q. Did they let you go home after that?

A. Yes.

Q. When did they let you call your mom and

dad?

A. When I left. So, around 3:30 a.m.

Q. Late night. Okay. So did you ever go back

to the park after that then?

A. Yes.

Q. When did you go back?

A. The next morning.

Q. Were you there when our Department of

Agriculture inspectors were there?

A. I don't believe so, no.

Q. Okay. Do you remember what time you went

in?

A. Twelve-thirty.

Q. Okay. So 12:30 p.m. --

A. Yes.

Q. -- on the 25th.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And so why did you go in at that time?

A. Alex told me they want -- I think it was

the ride inspectors wanted to investigate me.
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Q. Okay. So Alex called you?

A. Yes.

Q. And about how long were you there?

A. I'd say only about an hour.

Q. So did you -- you said you don't know if

you were there at the same time as our inspectors,

though?

A. Yeah. I have no idea. Yeah.

Q. So did you go --

A. I knew they were -- yeah. I knew they were

ride inspectors, but they didn't say for what.

Q. Okay. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

So you gave another statement on that day?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Gotcha. Okay. And then -- so you

said about an hour and then you left again?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And then did you go back again

after that?

A. No.

Q. Okay. You said you quit about an hour or

-- sorry -- about a week after the incident?

A. Yes.

Q. How did you quit?

A. I texted Alex and let him know I just
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mentally can't come back.

Q. Do you remember what he said back?

A. He said "I completely understand."

Q. Did they mail you your paycheck?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you have to return the uniform?

A. No.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Do you have anything else,

Michelle?

MS. FAULK: No.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did you ever meet any other, like, upper

management of the ride or, like, the owner or

anything?

A. Yes. I met someone named Tracy. I don't

know her exact role, but I know she was a higher up.

Q. Okay. How much interaction did you have

with her?

A. Small bits of the -- the day I was

inspected by the ride investigators and right after

the incident.

Q. Was she mostly just coordinating, like,

when you would come back and speak to the inspectors

or was there something else?

A. Just mainly comforting, saying --
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Q. Oh, gotcha.

A. Like, giving me, like, counselling

information and stuff.

Q. Do you know if you still have your pay stub

that they sent you?

A. Pay stub. I --

Q. Or maybe, like, an electronic copy of it or

anything?

A. I don't believe so, no.

Q. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

Do you have any more questions for me or

anything?

A. No. Uh-uh.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Does anybody else have

questions?

MR. ARNOLD: No.

MR. BROWN: No.

MR. TROUTMAN: I did want to ask a

question.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sure.

MR. TROUTMAN: Just to clarify something

that you said.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. TROUTMAN:

Q. Hunter, when she was asking you the
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question, she stated the light going on is the only

way you would know that the harness was on

correctly.

That was -- those were her words.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Can you think of other ways you would know

if it was on correctly that you routinely did using

your eyes, your hands or anything else?

A. I mean, I would say if it was obviously

touching their stomach, if it was secured on their

shoulders, basically. Make sure it's touching them

at least and seeing that they're secured in there

and can grab the handlebars.

Q. So you -- would you grab it also and make

sure it was on tight?

A. Yes.

Q. And then so you could see it --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- that it was on. You could -- and then

did you also ask people if -- if it was on right, if

they felt okay and comfortable in the seat?

A. Yes.

Q. And you would pull on it to make sure it

was also on correctly?

A. Yes.
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Q. So you didn't just rely on the light, you

relied on your eyes and your hands and a lot of

other things to make sure that it was correctly --

the harness was correctly in place.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Were you -- so were you trained to do that

-- to look at it and see that it was close and

touching?

A. Not particularly, no.

Q. Okay. So that was just you being an

intelligent individual and knowing that --

A. Yes.

Q. -- these things are supposed to come down.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Sorry, I just want to make sure that

I hear this clearly.

A. Okay.

Q. So, out of the various days that you had

training and everything, no one ever trained you to

look at the harness or the restraint and see that it

was any type of way?

A. Yeah, not that I can recall, no.
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Q. Okay. What they did train you for was to

look at the light?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever ridden the ride?

A. Yes.

Q. How many times did you ride it?

A. Twenty.

Q. Oh, wow.

A. Uh-huh.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All right. Well, that's all

I have. Does anybody else have anything?

MR. BROWN: No.

MR. ARNOLD: No.

THE REPORTER: I have a quick

clarification.

MR. HERNANDEZ: Uh-huh.

THE REPORTER: When you said you were

unloading the guests and getting them -- getting

them out of the ring?

MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Okay. Just wanted to make

sure it was ring.

MR. HERNANDEZ: Okay. Yes.

THE REPORTER: Oh, and one more thing.

Jimmy and Kim. Female or Ken?
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MS. MCKIBBEN: Kim. K-I-M.

MR. HERNANDEZ: Kim. Yeah.

THE REPORTER: Okay. Thank you.

MR. HERNANDEZ: Female. Yeah.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. Thank you.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Sorry, we knew who we were

talking about.

MR. HERNANDEZ: Yeah.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Okay. Well, that's all I

have. We can be -- go off the record now, I

guess.

THE REPORTER: Okay.

(The sworn statement concluded at 5:15

p.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

HUNTER HERNANDEZ, personally appeared before me on

June 29, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 18th

day of July, 2022.

C i n d y R . G r e e n
_______________________________________
CYNTHIA R. GREEN, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 07/01/24
Commission No.: HH 17305
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, CINDY GREEN, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of HUNTER HERNANDEZ; that a review

of the transcript was requested; and that the

transcript is a true and complete record of my notes

and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 18th day of July, 2022.

C i n d y R . G r e e n
_______________________________________
CYNTHIA R. GREEN, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 07/01/24
Commission No.: HH 17305
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JIMMY LEE JOHNSON, II

JUNE 30, 2022

LOCATION:

GRAY ROBINSON

301 EAST PINE STREET

SUITE 1400

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

REPORTED BY:

Donna Wolk, Court Reporter
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 30, 2022 10:28 a.m.

THE REPORTER: Please raise your right

hand.

Do you swear or affirm that the testimony

you're about to give is the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth?

MR. JOHNSON: Yes, ma'am.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. Will you state

and spell your name for the record, please.

MR. JOHNSON: Jimmy Lee Johnson, II.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

WHEREUPON,

JIMMY LEE JOHNSON, II,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just to be clear, your first name is

legally Jimmy?

A. Yes.

Q. So, again, my name's Amanda McKibben. I'm

representing the Department of Agriculture. We're

here to talk about the Eagle Drop today.
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Do you have -- so, you were just sworn in.

Do you have any questions about being sworn in or

put under oath or anything like that?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken

before?

A. A deposition?

Q. I'm sorry?

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry?

THE WITNESS: A deposition?

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Deposition. Where -- that's what we're

doing here, a deposition. Where --

A. Oh.

Q. -- attorneys are going to ask you questions

on the --

A. No.

Q. -- record. No? Most people have not.

It's kind of like what you see on TV where they're

in the courtroom, except we're in a conference room,

there's no judge or jury, but the court reporter is

writing down everything that we say and they'll

basically print out a copy of the transcript later

on for us to look at.

So, whenever you answer my questions, if
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you could please do it out loud and clearly so that

she can hear you. You know, if you just kind of nod

or shake your head no, then that doesn't really

translate on the -- on the paper when she's writing

it down. And we'll help kind of remind you if you

forget sometimes because I know it's really natural

to just nod along sometimes.

A. Yeah.

Q. Do you have anything, like, going on that

might distract you from what we're doing here today?

A. No.

Q. Are you taking any medications or anything

that would inhibit you from truthfully answering my

questions today?

A. No.

Q. If at any time you don't understand any of

my questions, let me know. I'll rephrase it, ask it

a different way. And then, if you need a break at

any time -- I see you've already got a Coke, but if

you want a water, restroom break, anything, you just

let me know and we'll take a break. Okay?

A. All right.

Q. Do you have any questions?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Do you need anything right now or
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are you ready to go?

A. No, I'm good.

Q. Okay. All right. So, you stated your full

name for the record.

Have you ever used any other names?

A. No.

Q. Are you currently in school?

A. No.

Q. Okay. What was the last school that you

did attend?

A. Jefferson Town High School in Louisville,

Kentucky.

Q. Okay. Jefferson High School. And you got

your high school diploma there?

A. Yes.

Q. When did you leave Kentucky?

A. Five, six months ago.

Q. Oh, okay. And did you come straight to

Florida?

A. Yes.

Q. Why'd you come to Florida?

A. I got more family down here.

Q. Okay. Are you currently employed?

A. Yes.

Q. And where?
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A. Old Town SlingShot.

Q. Old Town SlingShot. Do you remember when

you started there -- when you were hired?

A. About a week after the accident.

Q. Okay. So, about right at the end of March?

A. Yes.

Q. Who hired you there?

A. Miko.

Q. Miko?

A. Yes.

Q. Is he a manager there?

A. It's she.

Q. Oh, she. I'm sorry.

A. Yeah, she's a manager there.

Q. Okay. And what -- what position do you

have?

A. Operating on Vomatron. We got SlingShot

and Vomatron there.

Q. Okay. But you're a Vomatron --

A. Yeah, operator.

Q. -- operator?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What does the operator do for the

Vomatron?

A. For the Vomatron, we run up the platform,
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we set the seats, we unlock them so our customers

can get into them. Then, before the customers get

in it, we lock it back and we pull the harness down

onto the customer until it feels comfortable on

them. Make sure they're secured.

Then, once that's all done, we'll ask them

if they're comfortable enough. If they are, we'll

get down to the plat -- off the platform, lower the

platform and start the ride.

Q. Okay. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

Okay. So, for the Vomatron, what kind of

restraint does that one have?

A. The restraint comes over the shoulders.

Q. Okay. Is there a seatbelt?

A. Yes.

Q. And does the guest bring it down and

buckle?

A. We bring it down for them and buckle it.

Q. You bring it down and do the buckle?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. And how do you know that the

restraint is locked?

A. We go down to the operating screen and if

the platform don't go down, the ride, it won't go.

That's how -- that tells us that there's something
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on the gondola that is not fully either down or we

didn't flip -- because, on the back of the gondola

it -- there's a little switch that unlocks the

harness for it to come up. And if that's not turned

up, it -- the gon -- the platform won't go down.

Q. Okay. So, it's basically the computer that

runs it --

A. Yes.

Q. -- is set to look for those switches being

turned --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and those seatbelts being locked?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Are there indicator lights for these

things?

A. I don't believe so, no. I haven't seen any

on there.

Q. Okay. How long were you trained for the

Vomatron?

A. About a month or so.

Q. And do you remember who trained you?

A. John.

Q. John? Do you remember his last name?

A. No.

Q. Is he a manager?
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A. No, he's one of the employees that's what

-- that's been there, like, I believe, since it was

opened.

Q. Okay. So, you've been there since about

the end of March, right?

A. Yes.

Q. So, about three months now?

A. Yeah.

Q. And are you -- so, you're fully trained on

that then?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember signing any kind of

training documents?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember when you signed those?

A. For the Vomatron?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. Not exactly. About three weeks after I was

there.

Q. Okay. So, you did about three weeks of

training and then signed those documents?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Have you ever been arrested?

A. No.

Q. And have you ever been involved in any
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other legal proceedings or lawsuits or anything like

that?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Did you do anything to prepare for this

deposition here today?

A. Prepare for this?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. Talked to my attorneys.

Q. Okay. Did you review any documents or

anything like that?

A. Any documents? Yes.

Q. You did? Could you tell me what kind of

documents you looked at?

A. The ones about the sign off sheet for the

drop -- drop tower.

Q. Okay. The -- the training records?

A. The free -- the free -- yes.

Q. Okay. Was that it?

A. A couple more and I don't remember which

they were.

Q. Were they other documents relating to the

drop tower ride?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. But, it was something other than

just the training sheet?
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A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if maybe it was an operations

manual?

A. I'm not for sure.

Q. Have you ever spoken with any reporters or

press about the incident with the --

A. No, ma'am.

Q. -- drop tower? So, you used to work for

the Eagle Drop SlingShot, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you remember when you were first

hired there?

A. February -- sometime in February.

Q. Okay. Do you remember if it was, like,

toward the beginning, middle, end of the month?

A. In the middle. I believe so.

Q. Okay. And that was this year, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Where did you work before that?

A. I worked at Krogers in Louisville, Kentucky

as a butcher.

Q. Okay. So, was -- so the Eagle Drop

SlingShot was your first job in Florida?

A. Yes. Well, I came down here last year for

eight months and I did housekeeping and I worked at
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Culver's.

Q. Oh, okay. Okay. So, when you got hired in

mid-February, who hired you?

A. I can't remember her name. Because, she --

I don't really recall her name.

Q. Okay.

A. But she's a -- I guess she's a manager over

at the sun -- not Sunset, but Magical Midway.

Q. A manager at Magical Midway?

A. Yes. She was the manager over at Midway

before she was at ICON. Then, I guess, they moved

her over there at ICON Park.

Q. Okay. Do you think maybe that was Tracy?

A. Tracy? I don't believe so, no.

Q. Okay. Okay. So, you were hired by this

manager from Magical Midway.

Could you tell me how you got hired?

A. My step-mom told me about the job because

she works there, too. And that's how I heard about

it.

Q. And what's your step-mom's name?

A. Sara.

Q. What's her last name?

A. Bellamio.

Q. Could you spell that?
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A. I don't really know how to spell her last

name.

Q. It starts with a V?

A. Bellamio.

Q. Oh, a B. Okay. Okay. You said that she

works for Eagle Drop SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What does she do?

A. She does the cash register. They call them

a floater where they do everything --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- but she never got trained on SlingShot.

Q. Okay. Was she trained on the drop tower

ride?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Okay. So, when you started working,

what was the first position that you did?

A. The ring.

Q. In the ring.

A. Yes.

Q. Of the FreeFall?

A. Yes.

Q. And who trained you?

A. John.

Q. And you don't remember John's last name?
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A. No, ma'am.

Q. Is this the same John from the Old Town

SlingShot?

A. Yes.

Q. That trained you there? Okay.

Do you know how long he had worked on the

FreeFall?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Can you tell me about your training for the

ring attendant for the FreeFall?

A. I got trained to have them walk through the

metal detector. Then, from the metal detector we

would have them put all their phones in a bucket and

then we would hand them their bucket and they would

go around to their seat.

We would direct them which way they would

go and then we would -- before they sit down we

would wand them down, make sure they don't have

nothing in their pockets.

And then we would have them sit in the --

the seats and we would pull them -- the harnesses

and then we would push it where it's nice against

them or they feel comfortable.

Q. How did you decide which seat the guest was

going to sit in?
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A. The op -- whoever's operating the -- the

drop tower would have the seats -- certain seats

open. If we was busy, they would have most of the

seats up. And then if we were a little busy, so

many seats -- the harnesses would be down.

Q. Okay. So, you said that you -- the

attendants would pull down the restraint onto the

guest?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, the guests didn't reach up and

pull it down themselves?

A. Sometimes they would if we were too busy to

get around because they'll go ahead and do it their

selves. Other than that, we would pull it down. If

they was too short to reach up, we would pull it

down for them.

Q. Okay. So, were you trained that you were

supposed to pull everyone's down onto them?

A. That I wasn't trained, but the ones with

the -- that can't reach up, we would pull it down

for them. For, like, the little kids that would get

on that couldn't reach it, we would pull it down for

them.

Q. Okay. So, they didn't train you one way or

another on who was actually supposed to pull down
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the restraint?

A. No.

Q. Okay. And you said that you would push on

it to make sure it was tight?

A. Yes. Comfortable enough for the -- the

customer, where it wasn't too tight, not too loose,

just where they feel comfortable enough in it.

Q. Okay. So, once that restraint came down,

you would push in towards their body on it.

A. Not too hard. Just enough where they could

tell us when to stop the -- when they feel tight

enough, comfortable.

Q. Okay. Did you also pull outward?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. And is that what you were trained to

do?

A. Yes.

Q. Both push and pull?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And that was John that trained you

to do that?

A. Yes.

Q. What if a guest told you that it was too

tight?

A. We would -- if we have a walkie on us, most
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of the time we would, we would walk -- we would

walkie to the operator to bring that harness up so

where we can adjust it for them.

Q. Okay. So, it would -- it could be opened

from inside the booth?

A. Yes.

Q. Just that one seat?

A. Yes.

Q. And it would just open all the way?

A. Yes.

Q. And you would pull it down again?

A. Yes.

Q. Were you trained -- how were you trained to

know when the restraint was on properly?

A. When it was on properly there's a light on

the side of the seat that would light up to let us

know if it was locked.

Q. Okay. Did anyone teach you what the

restraint should look like when it was locked?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Did they teach you that it needed to

be a certain distance to that little bump that comes

up between the guests's legs?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Did you receive any kind of training about
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larger guests that would come on the ride?

A. Yes.

Q. What did they tell you about that?

A. They would tell me that their -- if they

looked to us that they won't fit in the other seats,

they would -- they told me to put them in one and

two.

Q. Okay. Seats one and two?

A. Yes. That those are for bigger customers.

Q. Okay. Why were those seats for bigger

customers?

A. What they told me is that the -- is the

seats are bigger. That's what they told me.

Q. Okay. Because the seat was bigger?

A. A little bit bigger for the customers.

Q. Okay. Do the seats look bigger?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Did the restraint look different than the

other seats?

A. They all looked the same to me.

Q. And how -- were you told how to decide

which customers needed to go to those seats?

A. We would -- if they come in and they got

into one of the other seats and if the harness

didn't come down and it wouldn't lock, we would have
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them go around and get in one and two.

Q. Okay. So, you would have a guest come in

and sit in one of the normal seats?

A. Yes.

Q. And then if it didn't fit, you would put

them in one or two?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. But you would have them try the

normal seat first?

A. Yes.

Q. And when we're talking about the harness,

we're meaning that -- the big part that comes over

the shoulders and comes down toward that -- that

bump?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you have a name for the little

bump that comes up between the legs?

A. I never got told about the bump.

Q. Okay.

A. What name it was.

Q. I've just been calling it a bump.

A. Yeah, that's how I always called it.

Q. So, did you -- were you taught to put the

guests in a normal seat first, before moving them to

seats one or two?
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A. Whenever I was watching them, how they

showed me with guests, that's what they would do.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. So, I thought it would be a good thing for

me to follow what they're doing.

Q. Okay. So, that's how they demonstrated it

--

A. Yes.

Q. -- when you were in your training --

A. Yes.

Q. -- period? Okay. And did you do that

every time?

A. Yes.

Q. And how long were you trained for the ring

attendant position?

A. Three to four weeks.

Q. Three to four weeks?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So, does that mean that there was a

manager with you for that whole time, like, all of

your shifts?

A. They would come up there and see how I was

doing while I was still getting trained. And if I

did anything that was a little bit different than

what they would do, they would let me know.
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Q. Okay. So, on your first day, when -- that

was John, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Who was training you. How long did he

spend with you showing you things before he went off

to do other things?

A. That all day.

Q. He was with you the whole day?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that an eight-hour shift?

A. Six to two.

Q. From six p.m. to two a.m.?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Did you ever work, like, daylight

hours?

A. No.

Q. Always the night shift?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Were you trained in any other positions for

the drop tower ride?

A. Before the accident, they were starting --

they was going to train me on SlingShot, but they

wasn't able to get to that point.

Q. Okay. So, you kind of started some

training with SlingShot?
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A. Yes.

Q. What did you -- what position over there?

A. To operate the ride.

Q. Okay. What were you trained to do over

there?

A. Put the customers in the seats, put the

seatbelt on. And then, once we got them in there

and they checked the cables, they would have me, the

operator, push a button for the spring to go up to

launch them up.

Q. Okay. What kind of restraint does the

SlingShot have?

A. It has the same kind of come over the

shoulders, but on there they have the seatbelt.

Q. They have a seatbelt, too?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. And were you trained how to properly buckle

in that seatbelt and make sure that restraint was

locked?

A. Yes. The operator -- the other operators

around there, they would be at the back and I never

got trained in the back, so I don't know what they

do back there, how to make sure or anything.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. But, if there was anything wrong, they
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would let me know if the harness ain't good enough

and we would ask customers, do you want, you know,

get your refund or what do they want to do. And

they would get off the ride and go to the cash

registers.

Q. Okay. So, you had some guests sometimes

that didn't fit on the SlingShot and would get off?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And they would know that because of

how the restraint was fitting on the guest?

A. Yes. And if the guest didn't feel

comfortable enough or if they was freaking out a

lot, they would ask to get off and we would tell

them, you can go to the cash register and get your

refund.

Q. Okay. Did you ever have that happen on the

drop tower ride where a guest would get off?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that due to how the restraint was

fitting or just because they were nervous?

A. It was because they were nervious. And

then, sometimes, we would have customers that were

too big, that the harness would not come down, the

light wouldn't come on.

Q. Okay. And then what would you do if that
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was the case?

A. We would have them get off the ride. We

will explain to them why they can't be on the ride

and we would tell them that they can go to the

ticket booth and get their refund.

Q. Okay. So, you -- you had some guests that

were too big for seats one and two?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you remember about how many times

that happened while you were there?

A. While I was there, three, four times.

Q. But, in all of those cases, you tried to

put them in the seat and it was only when the light

wouldn't come on that you told them they couldn't

ride?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Were you trained for any other

positions --

A. No, ma'am.

Q. -- at the park? Okay. You weren't trained

for the operator position for the drop tower?

A. They would -- well, a couple weeks after I

was there, they showed me how, you know, what it

looks like in there and they sometimes let me, you

know, watch what they did, so where if I ever got
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trained on there I would basically know what buttons

to push, the right ones to push.

Q. Okay. About how long did they spend

showing you that?

A. Whenever we wasn't so busy, like, a couple

customers, they would let me go in the operating

room and watch the operator do everything that

they're supposed to do so where I would know.

Q. Oh, okay. But, you weren't officially

training --

A. No.

Q. -- on it? Okay. Were you ever told if

your training would be repeated later on?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So if, for example, you were going

to work there for, like, five years, nobody ever

said we'll train you again --

A. No.

Q. -- after five years or anything?

MR. BROWN: Object to the predicate.

THE WITNESS: No.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Were there any other employees being

trained with you at that same time?

A. Like, not just me being trained?
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Q. Uh-huh.

A. Yes.

Q. Who was that?

A. I don't remember. They was there for a

couple days and they didn't come back.

Q. Oh, okay. Did you train anyone else?

A. It was Hunter that I trained.

Q. So, were you considered -- you were

considered a trainer for the FreeFall ride.

A. Just that one time. That was the first

time I ever trained anybody.

Q. Okay.

A. But, the -- the -- most of the days

whenever he came in I wasn't there.

Q. Okay. Who told you to train Hunter?

A. They -- whenever John -- because John was

still there. And they -- if John had to go to the

SlingShot, if we didn't have enough staff, they

would have Jeff -- I mean, not Jeff -- John go over

there. And they would let, you know, tell me to

watch Hunter, make sure he's doing everything right

and then show him the little things that we do if he

doesn't know it.

Q. Okay. Was that basically kind of all they

told you or was there any more?
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A. That was all they told me.

Q. Okay. There wasn't any kind of trainer

training, if that makes sense?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So, were you basically just showing

him how you had been shown to do things?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And let's see. So, this was -- so

you said that was your first time training.

A. Yes.

Q. And that was the day of the incident,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. So, you've been there a little bit over a

month --

A. Yes.

Q. -- at that time? Do you remember having

any sort of certification that you had been trained

or document about that?

A. The night that it happened, that's whenever

I signed the papers.

Q. Okay. So, the night of the incident, after

it happened?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember about what time that was?
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A. No, ma'am.

Q. Was it, kind of, right before you left for

the evening?

A. It was whenever all the cops were up there

and they was about to start talking to us. That's

when Alex came in and he showed me the papers.

Q. Okay.

A. Or the paper. The little paper.

Q. Uh-huh. So, Alex gave you a paper that had

already been filled out?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So, you filled it out?

A. Yes. And my initials.

Q. And you put your initials? Okay.

Did he tell you what date to write on

there?

A. No, I didn't put the date.

Q. You didn't put a date?

A. No.

Q. Did you just leave it blank?

A. He signed it. He put the date.

Q. He put the date?

A. Yes.

Q. Did he tell you that you had to sign that?

A. He didn't tell me I had to. He said it was
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signing me off for my training and that's all he

said.

Q. Okay.

A. Saying I was signed off on that ride.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: Did you say that run?

THE WITNESS: That ride.

THE REPORTER: Ride. Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you remember -- for that document, you

said all you did was sign it?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you put your initials on there, like, a

bunch of times?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. But, Alex is the one that wrote the

date a bunch of times?

A. Yes.

Q. Was anybody else there when that happened?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Did he explain anything further or he just

said this is for training?

A. Yeah. He said this is just to sign you off

for your training for the ride. And I -- I said

okay.
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Q. Okay. And this was before you talked to

the police that night.

A. Yes.

Q. Did he tell you anything else at that

point?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Did he tell you anything that you needed to

say or do?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, I want to go back a little bit

during your training. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

When -- okay. So, in the ring in -- in the

attendant position, once those harnesses go down and

the lights come on --

A. Yes.

Q. What happens then? What do you do as the

attendant?

A. As the attendant I would look at -- if we

had the walkies, I would let the operator know that

everything's good and if the operator was seeing

anything on the screen that wasn't good, he would

walkie back to us.

But, if we didn't have walkies, we would

give them a thumbs up. If there was something not

good, we would -- we wouldn't tell him signs at all.
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Q. Okay. And what -- what do you mean by if

things were not good?

A. Like if the harness wasn't locked or if

they were freaking out. That they couldn't see, if

it was on our side of the drop tower.

Q. Okay. And when you say if the harness

wasn't locked, how do you know if it's not locked?

A. The light won't come on.

Q. Just the light. Okay. So, then after you

get thumbs up or radio that it's good, what does the

attendant do?

A. We watch the ride go up. The operator

would push a button for the -- the drop tower starts

going up and we would watch the ride go up to a

certain point until we were not able to see the

customers' reactions.

Q. Okay.

A. And then we have a audience. We would be

trying to get people on the ride.

Q. Okay. So, you were trained to watch them

for as far as you could see them going up?

What were you looking for exactly?

A. For anybody freaking out or anything like

that. If we did, we would either radio or look at

the operator and let them know to stop the ride,
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bring it down and check on that customer.

Q. Okay. So, if you saw someone clearly, you

know, very upset, you would radio at that point for

the operator to stop?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, you were trained to do that.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember who trained you to do that?

A. A couple days after John showed me, Austin,

one of the -- I think he's one of the assistant

managers, he showed me -- he told me about that.

He's like, did John tell you about that.

I'm like, no. So, Austin said, for safety

precautions for us and for them to watch them go up

until we're not able to see their reactions.

Q. Okay. Do you know what was the reason for

the safety precaution for you as the attendants?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, you were just told to look for

their reactions and if anyone's upset, bring it

down.

A. Yeah. To stop the ride and bring it down.

Q. Okay. Did that ever happen?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Are you still standing in the ring at this
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point while you're watching it go up?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Are you able to stop the ride or is

--

A. If there's a emergent -- like, a really bad

emergency, there's a little metal -- stand up metal

thing that has a green button letting us know that

the ride's going. And there's an orange button and

that's for whenever they bring the gondola down to

push a button and it opens the harnesses.

Q. So, there's a button inside the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. That will open the harnesses?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Did you ever push that button?

A. I didn't have to until the accident.

Q. Okay. And so, when were you supposed to

push the button exactly?

A. Whenever the ride comes down, if it stops

and an accident happened, we would push that button

and the harnesses will come up to let the customers

off the ride.

Q. Okay. So, you -- you were told to only

push the button if the ride was down --

A. Yes.
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Q. -- and it was an emergency?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Were you given any examples of what,

like, an emergency would be?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, while the ride goes up and comes

back down, do the attendants stay in the ring that

whole time?

A. If we get called to go to another position,

we would go there and they would have someone come

up back over to the drop tower.

Q. Okay. So, you would switch out with other

employees sometimes?

A. Yes. Like if we had to use the restroom or

something, they would let us go and they would have

someone else come over there and fill our spot until

we got back.

Q. Okay. So, someone always had to be in the

ring?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know how many people had to be

there?

A. They would tell -- they told me for

StarFlyer -- like we have StarFlyer, SlingShot side

and then we got the -- the little golf area and we
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would have the front of the drop tower. They told

me we were supposed to have four or five in there,

but a lot of times we didn't have that many

employees at the time, so there was sometimes two,

three of us there.

Q. Okay. Was there ever a time that there

would only be one attendant in the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And was that just due to staffing?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. I think you said that you never had

any daytime shifts, correct?

A. (Shook head.)

THE REPORTER: Is that a no?

THE WITNESS: No, ma'am.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did you ever see the ride being inspected,

like --

A. No, ma'am.

Q. -- by maintenance or anything?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Do you know if the ride keeps track of how

many cycles it goes?

A. I'm not for sure.

Q. Do you know or could you guess about how
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many ride cycles you saw while you were working

there?

A. While I was working, on busy days it'd be

20, 30 times. Drop tower wasn't really that busy as

SlingShot. And it's going, like, days that we

weren't busy, about four, five, 10 times.

Q. Okay. So, you -- you might work on the

drop tower for an eight -- a whole eight hour shift

--

A. Yes.

Q. -- but only send it up maybe four or five

times?

A. Yes. On our non-busy days.

Q. Okay. Did the employees ever ride it when

it was --

A. Yes.

Q. -- just no customers?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that, like, one of the benefits of

working, like, free ride?

A. Yeah, I guess this person might work for a

ride. So, yeah, I guess -- they told me we was able

to get on. I never got on it.

Q. You never rode it?

A. Uh-uh. That's too high for me.
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Q. The same. Did you ever have other

employees ride it while you were there?

A. Yes.

Q. Who? Do you remember who did that?

A. John got on it a couple times. My

step-mom. A couple other employees, but I didn't

really know their names. They were the J-1s that, I

guess, were from Australia, just working there for

the time being, until they had to go back.

Q. Okay. So, we talked a little bit about, if

an emergency, then you could push the button to

release the harnesses.

Were you give any other sort of training on

what to do in case of an emergency?

A. We were told that if any emergencies

happened that we would get hold of a manager and the

manager would be there.

Q. Okay. So, if the ride caught fire, for

example.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. You were told, call a manager?

A. Yes, ma'am, and we -- and they also told us

if anything like that would happen we have a fire

extinguisher in the area for us to get it.

Q. Okay. Were you told if -- what you should
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do if the ride went up and got stuck? It wouldn't

come back down?

A. We would have to get the manager over there

to manually bring it down.

Q. Okay. And maybe it comes down and the

harnesses won't open, even with the button?

A. We would have these two tools that --

there's these two prongs on the back of the

harnesses. One -- one employee would be on the

right side, one employee would be on the left and we

would both push down on it and it would bring the

harness up manually.

Q. Okay. So, there -- there are two tools --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that fit in, like, the back of the seat,

you said?

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. What -- do you -- do you know what

those are called?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Do you know where they were kept?

A. They were kept in the operating room.

Q. Okay. Did you ever use them?

A. For training, yes. And a couple times the

customers, you know, the harness wasn't coming up,
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we would go over there and we would fix -- we would

do the manual up for that harness.

Q. Okay. So, that happened a few times where

the ride came down but that guest's harness did not

open?

A. Yes.

Q. And you used the tools to get them out?

A. Yes.

Q. Not the button inside the ring?

A. They would push it and if it wasn't coming

up that's when we would use the tools.

Q. Okay. So, somebody else would push the

button and it wouldn't open?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so who trained you how to use

those tools?

A. It was John.

Q. John. Okay. And do you remember about how

many times that happened?

A. One time while I was there.

Q. One time while you were there?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. But, then you also practiced it

ahead of time?

A. Yes.
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Q. Do you remember when that happened?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Do you know if it was the day of the

accident?

A. No, ma'am, it wasn't the day of the

accident.

Q. Are you aware of that happening other times

when you weren't on shift?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. In some of the pictures I have of the ride,

there's one seat that it looks like it has, like, a

black trash bag over it.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know why that was there?

A. What I was told is, the yellow fence stuff

that we put around that at night whenever we close,

in the morning the people that open up the ride,

they was bringing it -- the gondola down and they

didn't have the gate pulled away from the ride far

enough and it hit -- the seat went on top of that.

Q. Oh, okay. So, the gondola came down on top

of this fence --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. -- gate --

A. Yes, ma'am.
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Q. -- and so it damaged the seat?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Do you remember who told you that?

A. No, ma'am. Everybody was talking about it.

Q. Everybody was talking about it?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know who was involved when it got

damaged?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. So, what were you told to do about that

seat?

A. To not let customers get close to it

because it was still hooked to the ride and had

electricity going through it.

Q. Oh, okay. So, we don't want them touching

that one seat?

A. Yes.

Q. What about the seats right next to it?

A. The seat next to it, for the long -- the

first time I came there whenever the seat was gone,

they had two or three of the seats closed right

beside it. And then about a week or so they opened

them back up.

So, I don't know why they did that.

Q. Okay. So, just to make sure I understand.
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When the -- when the seat first got damaged --

A. Yes.

Q. -- there were several seats on both sides

of it --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that they also closed?

A. Yes.

Q. And how did they close them?

They just had the restraints closed?

A. Yes.

Q. Did the put trash bags or anything else on

them?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. All right. And you think that was because

of the electricity that was in --

A. I think so. I'm not for sure that -- I

didn't ask questions.

Q. Okay. But, then after a few days the seats

next to it had opened?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. But that one seat was still closed?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Do you -- do you know about -- about

when that happened, like, when that seat got

damaged?
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A. No, ma'am.

Q. Do you remember if it was, like, a week

before the accident or two weeks or anything?

A. I'd say about three or four weeks.

Q. Okay. So, that seat was closed for a

while?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. Are you aware of any other issues

with the ride?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Any other kind of, like, damage --

A. No, ma'am.

Q. -- done to it? Did they tell you if they

were going to fix that seat?

A. I asked them about it and they said they

didn't know when it was going to get fixed.

Q. Okay. I'm going to go ahead and ask you

some questions about the night of the accident.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Was there anything out of the ordinary

happening that evening? Anybody got stuck on the

ride earlier or anything?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Nothing notable, just a normal night.

A. Normal night, yes.
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Q. When Tyre got there --

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. -- were you having any kind of

conversations with him or the other attendants about

him riding?

A. He came to the gate and he asked if he

could sit in the seat and I said yes and when the

harness came down and the light popped up I asked

him if he felt comfortable and safe in the seat, and

he said yes.

And then I asked him again before we

officially sent the ride up and he said he felt

comfortable and safe. And that -- that's the only

time I talked to him.

Q. Okay. Did you have any other conversations

with maybe Hunter or Kim or anybody else around

about Tyre before?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. And so, did you pull down the restraint

onto him?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. And did you -- did you check it --

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. -- at that point? Do you remember if you

pushed, pulled?
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A. When I brung it down, I did what we was

shown -- what I was trained to do was push down on

it a little bit --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- and then that little light came on and I

asked him does he feel comfortable, does he feel

safe, if he doesn't he can get off the ride. And he

said he felt safe and comfortable.

Q. Okay. So, after he's harnessed, the other

guests are harnessed, at some point, you -- is it

just you and Hunter in the ring at this point?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. And Kim's in the control booth, right?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Is anybody else around that you know of?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. You were doing thumbs up at that point?

A. Yes, ma'am, because the walkies were --

most of the walkies -- the employees we had, they

broke them.

Q. That sounds about right. Okay. So, you

gave thumbs up to Kim?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, you were in the ring when the ride

went up?
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A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Were you watching the -- the guests go up?

A. I watched them until I wasn't able to see

their reactions --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- like I was trained. And as -- when they

went up and I couldn't see them, I went to the

operating booth to watch Kim, how she would watch

the screen and then asked her, you know, if

something went wrong what would it pop up.

Q. Okay. So, you were kind of asking

questions and learning more about the ride --

A. Yes.

Q. -- on your own.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. So, where in the ring were you standing

when the ride went up? Do you remember?

A. I was standing right by the gate on the

right side. If you were looking from the ticket

booth at the drop tower, I was on the right side of

it where the -- the little panel that had the two

buttons, I was standing right there.

Q. Okay. And then you went into the operating

booth.

A. Yes.
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Q. So, Hunter was alone in the ring at that

point?

A. Yes.

Q. Were you trained that it was okay to leave

one attendant in the ring while the ride --

A. Yes.

Q. -- was going? Do you know if Hunter knew

how to use the emergency button?

A. Yes. They trained -- I was supposed, you

know, I suppose they trained him to do that because

when I first got trained that's what they told me.

Q. Okay. So, you didn't train him to push the

emergency --

A. No.

Q. But you think that he probably was trained?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Do you remember, were you the one that

walked Tyre to seat one?

A. Yes. It was -- whenever they come into the

gate, through the metal detector, those seats are

right there. And whenever he got to the seat,

that's when I pulled the harness down and the light

came on and that's when I asked him, do you feel

comfortable and safe. And he said, yes.

Q. Did you try him in a smaller seat first?
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A. No, ma'am.

Q. Why was that?

A. They -- the seats that surround it we --

they were mostly full and it was multifamily all

around.

Q. Okay. So, would you have put him in seat

one or two even if he hadn't been a larger guest?

A. If -- we put non-larger guests in one and

two --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- if all the seats are full and they work

the same way as if a bigger person was in it.

Q. Okay. So, was he seated in that seat

mostly just because that was the open seat?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So, you didn't seat him there

specifically because of his size?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Do you think that he would have fit in a

normal seat?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. So, the -- so the ride -- the gondola's a

circle.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And to your memory the -- the gondola was
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mostly full except for right there in that section

where Tyre and his group were seated?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, was he the last one on the ride

then?

A. The last group, yes.

Q. Okay. So, there were already probably a

dozen or so people on the ride before he got on it?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.) Were you

trained to spread out groups around the circle?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. What -- for what purpose?

A. They didn't give me a specific purpose,

like, how they -- why they do that. They just said

to make it more even.

Q. Okay.

A. So, whenever the ride's going around

everybody's getting a, I guess, a view of it -- of

ICON.

Q. Okay.

A. They never specifically told me why they do

that.

Q. Okay. But, they said try to make it even

--
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A. Yes.

Q. -- around the circle. And you were trained

that anyone could go in seat one or two.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. They didn't have to be big.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. So, you could put, like, a child, if they

met the height requirement --

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. -- in seat one or two? Do you remember if

seats one and two the restraints were already open

when Tyre and his group got there or did they have

to be opened?

A. Yeah, they were open.

Q. They were already open?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Okay. So, after the accident, can you just

kind of tell me what happened after that?

What were you doing?

A. After the accident, I was standing there

with Alex at the moment and then once the cops

showed up they -- I went over there to them asking

what they wanted me to do and they told me try my

best to get the crowd away from the scene.

Q. Okay.
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A. Then after that they asked me to get away

from the scene and go up to the front of the ticket

booth.

Q. Okay. And were you with anyone else at

that time?

A. At the first I was sitting by myself and

then my step-mom and one of the managers, Kayla,

came and checked on me to see if I was all right.

Q. And then at some point were you put

together with Hunter and Kim?

A. We were sitting together for a second and

then Alex came up and said that we had to be split

up. So, they put us in different rooms.

Q. Okay. Do you remember writing a statement

for the police?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Do you remember where you were when you

wrote that?

A. In the ticket booth.

Q. The ticket booth?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Was anyone there with you at that time?

A. It was the officer and Kim and Hunter.

Q. Do you know if Kim wrote a statement?

A. Yes.
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Q. Yes she did?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if Hunter wrote a statement?

A. Yes, he did.

Q. Okay. You saw him write one?

A. Yes.

Q. And you said there was one police officer

there with you?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Did anybody tell you what kind of things

you were supposed to put in the report?

A. No, ma'am. Not that I recall.

Q. So, then after you wrote your statement and

gave it to the police, what happened after that?

A. After that they had me and Hunter and Kim

go into the break room and then go upstairs where

they had separate rooms and they had us separate up

there and the investigators came in and talked to

us.

Q. Did -- was it just one investigator that

talked to you or were there two?

A. Yeah, it was investigators and there was,

I'm pretty sure it was FBI that we talked to.

Q. And did you just talk to them about the

stuff that was in your statement?
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A. About what was in the statement and how

long I was trained and everything on the ride.

Q. So, they asked you some of the same

questions that I'm asking you here today --

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. -- about your training? And then -- sorry.

We talked a little bit earlier about you

signing the training document that Alex gave you.

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Where was that? You said it was after the

fall, but what was it before?

A. It was before -- a couple minutes before I

started getting talked to with the investigators.

Q. So, was it after you wrote your statement

for the police?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And you said that was just Alex with

you at that point?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Do you know if they were having anybody

else sign papers like that?

A. I'm not for sure.

Q. And about what time did you leave?

A. Five. I'd say five.

Q. Five a.m.?
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A. In the morning, Yes, ma'am.

Q. When you left -- so were you there talking

to the police until five?

A. Yes, because once we talked to the police

officers, they had the investigators come in. We

had to wait for them to get there to talk to them.

Then we talked to the Agriculture.

Q. Okay. So, you --

THE REPORTER: You talked to who? I'm

sorry.

THE WITNESS: The Agriculture.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Agriculture?

A. Yeah, Agriculture.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, did you go home and then come back to

talk to the Agriculture investigators?

A. It was that night. Well no, yeah, it was

the next day that we talked to them.

Q. Okay.

A. It was early in the morning, like around 11

that we came up there and talked to them.

Q. So, you left ICON Park about five a.m.?

A. Yes.
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Q. But, then you were back about 11?

A. Yes.

Q. You must have been very tired.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember about how long you were

there when you were talking to the Agriculture

people?

A. Less than an hour.

Q. Okay. And then you were able to go back

home again?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Who called you to come back the following

--

A. Alex called my mom -- my step-mom and said

that they needed me to be up there at the park for

-- to talk to them.

Q. Okay. And did you ever go back to the ride

area after that?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. So, then it was about a week later -- did

they call you and ask you if you wanted to work at

the -- at the other ride?

A. They would ask us where we -- because they

moved me, my mom and my step-brother to Old Town

SlingShot and they asked us if we wanted to go the
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Panama and that's too far for us and we decided to

go to Old Town.

Q. Who is your step-brother?

A. Dakota.

Q. Dakota?

A. Yes.

Q. And was he working on the FreeFall?

A. No, ma'am. He was working on the

SlingShot.

Q. Do you know about how long he'd been

working there?

A. Since it opened.

Q. Since the SlingShot opened?

A. Yes, ma'am.

Q. Was that the only ride that he worked on?

A. He was trained on drop tower and SlingShot,

but they mainly kept him on SlingShot.

Q. How old is he? Do you know?

A. Twenty-four.

MS. MCKIBBEN: (Conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

Okay. I'm good if you guys want to ask

questions.

MR. BROWN: Okay.

EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWN:
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Q. I just have a few follow up questions for

you, Jimmy.

You were asked a lot of questions about the

evening of the incident.

A. Yes.

Q. And the evening of the incident, that was a

traumatic night; is that fair to say? A lot was

happening that night.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry. Could I

interrupt.

MR. BROWN: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Yes. Just, please, always

give verbal answers. Thank you.

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. And you did your best to testify accurately

about what you remember from that evening?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. From the time Tyre arrived until the

incident occurred?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And what happened after the incident?

A. After the incident, we --

Q. Well, let me -- you testified as accurately

as you can about what happened after the incident.

A. Yes.
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Q. Okay. It's been a few months since that

evening; is that right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. If there were a surveillance video that

showed the area of the gondola inside the ring and

there were any differences between what the

surveillance video shows and what you said today,

would you defer to that surveillance video?

A. Defer?

Q. Yeah. Would you -- in other words, if

there was any discrepancy between what the video

showed and what you said today, would you defer to

the video as to what actually happened?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: Mr. Johnson, could I ask

that you speak your answers towards the mic or

pull the mic a little closer to you, if you

don't mind.

THE WITNESS: On this?

THE REPORTER: Yeah. You can just pull it

a little closer to you. Thank you.

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. In terms of the training that you received,

you said that -- was it John that primarily trained
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you?

A. Yes.

Q. But, you also had some training from

Austin.

Is that Austin Revis?

A. Yes.

Q. And you understand that he was one of the

managers?

A. Yes.

Q. In addition to Austin Revis, would other

managers stop by throughout the day to see how you

were doing?

A. Yes.

Q. Answer any questions you might have?

A. Yes.

Q. And during the course of -- of your

training -- you said that lasted a few weeks?

A. Yes.

Q. And you -- when you were initially hired,

did you receive sort of a general description of the

ride?

Did they show you how it worked?

A. Yes.

Q. And then did you watch somebody who was

more experienced actually do the job of the -- the
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attendant inside the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. You were asked a question about whether or

not you received any training on who would pull down

the restraint.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall that question?

Did you observe John allow riders to pull

down the restraint themselves?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, he showed you that it would be okay

for the riders to pull down the restraint?

A. Yes.

Q. And if they weren't able to reach the

restraint because they were too short or needed

assistance otherwise, then the -- the ride attendant

would assist?

A. Yes.

Q. You were asked about being a trainer.

On the evening of the incident, you were

working alongside Hunter?

A. Yes.

Q. And you were asked to make sure he was

following the -- the protocols that you were trained

on?
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A. Yes.

Q. You weren't formally designated as his

exclusive trainer; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. On the evening of the incident, Alex was

onsite?

A. He was at the ticket booth.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. But whenever the accident happened, he did

run back there.

Q. Okay. And was he doing rounds throughout

the night where he would come over --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and see how things are going?

A. Yes.

Q. After the incident happened, you were asked

about filling out the training document.

A. Yes.

Q. And did you receive training on the

operating procedures for the ride before you signed

off on the document?

A. Operating procedures?

Q. Right. In other words, were you shown how

to do the -- the job of the ride attendant inside

the ring?
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A. Yes.

Q. And you said that there were times where

they would actually take you into the -- the booth

and allow you to watch the operator work the

buttons, although that wasn't your job. You were

not the ride operator.

They did show you how it -- how it

operated?

A. Yes.

Q. And with regard to the position inside the

ring, they showed you how to direct guests to the

seats that were being utilized for the ride at any

given time?

A. Yes.

Q. They would show you how to wand guests, put

them through the metal detector, make sure they had

nothing in their pockets?

A. Yes.

Q. How to put items in the bins, communicate

with them --

A. Yes.

Q. -- to ensure they didn't have anything on

them that might fall during the ride?

A. Yes.

Q. They showed you how to sit a rider in the
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seat?

A. Yes.

Q. And if a rider didn't fit in the seat or

fit in seats one or two, you would have them go get

a refund?

A. Yes.

Q. You were trained to either assist the guest

or watch them pull down the restraint, make sure

that it was comfortable but secure against them?

A. Yes.

Q. Make sure that the light was on --

A. Yes.

Q. -- indicating that it had reached a

distance where it was locked --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and the ride could operate?

A. Yes.

Q. You would give the -- the operator a thumbs

up once you ensured that all the restraints were

down in that position?

A. Yes.

Q. And once you'd communicated with the

riders, made sure that they were okay, they felt

comfortable?

A. Yes.
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Q. If you had seen a panicked rider were you

trained that you could let them off and get a

refund?

A. Yes.

Q. And once you gave the rider -- once you

gave the operator a thumbs up, they would send the

ride up, it would spin around at the top --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and then drop and then it came to a

controlled stop by magnetic braking system?

A. Yes.

Q. And was it your understanding -- was that

all explained to you how -- how the ride generally

operated?

A. Yes.

Q. It would tilt 30 degrees at the top before

--

A. Yes.

Q. -- it dropped? You were explained the

general safety procedures that the rider had to sit

-- had to fit within the seat?

A. Yes.

Q. That the light had to come on?

A. Yes.

Q. That the restraint had to be secure?
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A. Yes.

Q. That if the guest didn't feel comfortable

or felt a panicked, that they could be allowed off?

A. Yes.

Q. That if you saw somebody panicking on the

way up, you could have the operator bring the ride

back down?

A. Yes.

Q. And the -- on the evening of the incident,

was there any indication that Tyre Sampson or his

friend or anybody else on the ride at the time was

panicked?

A. No, sir.

Q. Did anybody --

A. No, sir.

Q. -- anybody ask you to let them off?

A. No, sir.

Q. And you watched as it started to go up?

A. Yes.

Q. There was no indication that anybody was

panicked --

A. No.

Q. -- at that time? They -- the people who

trained you demonstrated how the -- the physical

operation of the ride -- how it -- how the restraint
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system worked, how it went up, how it rotated, how

it tilted --

A. Yes.

Q. -- how it dropped and met -- stopped based

on the magnetic --

A. Yes.

Q. -- brakes?

A. Yes.

Q. And they watched you?

A. Yes.

Q. Am I correct? They watched you as you did

the duties of the -- the ride attendant?

A. Yes.

Q. Made sure that you were doing the things

that you were supposed to be doing, that you

understood?

A. Yes.

Q. And if you had any questions, was a manager

available to you that you could ask questions to

where they could give you some corrective direction,

things like that?

A. Yes.

Q. And all of those things took place before

you signed off on the training document?

A. Yes.
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Q. The date on the training document we talked

about.

This was sort of a traumatic event; is that

fair to say?

A. Yes.

Q. And you probably had a lot of things going

through your mind at the time?

A. Yes.

Q. Alex and you tried to come up with what

date you'd started and completed training.

A. Yes.

Q. And it was the best estimate that -- that

you came up with at the time?

A. Yes.

Q. You were asked about some emergency

procedures. We've talked about panicked riders and

the ability to bring the ride back down if --

A. Yes.

Q. -- if you observed that there's a panicked

rider.

A. Yes.

Q. If there's a lightning strike, electrical

failure, mechanical failure of the ride, were you

trained to contact a -- a manager so that he could

address the situation or --
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A. Yes.

Q. -- contact maintenance to address the

situation?

A. Yes.

Q. And the managers would -- before you were

formally signed off on completion of the training,

they came around to make sure that you knew what you

were doing?

A. Yes.

Q. Make sure that you understood the

procedures?

A. Yes.

Q. Make sure that you were comfortable with

the position?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. That's all the questions I have for

you. Thank you.

A. You're welcome.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I've got just a couple more

for you.

FURTHER EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, you're talking about all the training

that you had and you said that you were trained on

all of, like, the specs of the ride?
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So, learned about, like, the magnetic

braking system?

A. Yes.

Q. Who taught you about that?

A. They told me when I went there, because I

asked them, how does the ride stop.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. And they told me that it's all magnetic and

that's all they told me.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. That it was magnetic brakes.

Q. Okay. And about the, like, the 30 degree

tilt at the top.

A. They -- yeah. They told me about that the

-- because, before I wanted -- I wanted to get on

the ride and then they told me about what it does

and I -- I didn't want to do it after they told me

about the 30 degree angle.

Q. Oh, okay. So, if it didn't tilt you -- you

think you would have gone up on it?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. You're okay with up and down, but

not the --

A. Yeah.

Q. You don't want to lean forward?
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A. Yeah. I'm good on that.

Q. Okay. Did they teach you about proximity

sensors?

A. The what?

Q. Did they teach you why the light would come

on when you pulled the restraint down?

A. That the -- they let me know that the

harness is locked in.

Q. Okay. They explained that it was locked.

Did they explain anything that it had to do

with distance?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. Or fit or anything like that?

A. If it was -- if it was too far, they told

me the light wouldn't be on.

Q. Okay. So, they told you if -- if the light

wouldn't come on it was because the harness had to

go in further to the guest?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Did they teach you about the sensors

that would allow -- that would detect that and turn

the light on?

A. No, ma'am.

Q. And then just real quick. So, the night of

the accident, before it happened, from the time you
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got there on shift until then, did you have any

other guests complain about anything or --

A. No, ma'am.

Q. No issues at all?

A. No, ma'am.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All right. Well, that's all

I have.

Do you have any?

MR. BROWN: I don't have any more. He'll

read.

So, you have the right to read the

deposition transcript if it's typed up and

ordered. And you can make changes on a document

called an errata sheet. So, I generally

recommend that my clients read.

So, we'll -- we'll go ahead and do that.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Jimmy, that's all we've got

for you. Thank you so much for coming in.

MR. JOHNSON: Thank you.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Like I said, I don't think

we're going to have to reach back out again, but

I wish you the best and thank you again for your

cooperation.

MR. JOHNSON: You're welcome.

MR. BROWN: Thank you, Jimmy.
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(The sworn statement concluded at 11:42

a.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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CERTIFICATE OF OATH

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, the undersigned authority, certify that

JIMMY LEE JOHNSON, II, personally appeared before me

on June 30, 2022, and was duly sworn.

WITNESS my hand and official seal this 18th

day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

STATE OF FLORIDA

ss:

COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

I, DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter, hereby

certify that I was authorized to and did report the

sworn statement of JIMMY LEE JOHNSON, II; that a

review of the transcript was requested; and that the

transcript is a true and complete record of my notes

and recordings.

I further certify that I am not a relative,

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties,

nor am I a relative or employee of any of the

parties' attorneys or counsel, nor am I financially

interested in the outcome of the foregoing action.

DATED this 18th day of July, 2022.

Do n n a Wo l k
_______________________________________
DONNA WOLK, Court Reporter
Notary Public, State of Florida
(electronic signature)

Commission Expiration: 08/10/25
Commission No.: HH 163707
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SWORN STATEMENT OF

KIMBERLY VASQUEZ

JUNE 30, 2022

LOCATION:

GRAY ROBINSON

301 EAST PINE STREET

SUITE 1400

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

REPORTED BY:

Donna Wolk, Court Reporter

      Exhibit 5
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PERSONS PRESENT:

AMANDA B. MCKIBBEN, ESQUIRE
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

MICHELLE FAULK, BUREAU CHIEF
Bureau of Fair Rides Inspection
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Rhodes Building
2005 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6500

GENEVIEVE HALL, ESQUIRE (via Zoom)
Florida Department of Agriculture

and Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-6555

TREVOR B. ARNOLD, ESQUIRE
Gray Robinson, Attorneys at Law
301 East Pine Street, Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801-2741

THOMAS BROWN, ESQUIRE
Marshall, Dennehey, et al.
315 East Robinson Street, Suite 550
Orlando, Florida 32801-1631

MS. BARBORA SKOPALOVA
Juris Doctor, May 2023
University of Florida Levin College of Law
309 Village Drive
P.O. Box 117620
Gainesville, Florida 32611
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* * * * * *

P R O C E E D I N G S

June 30, 2022 9:10 a.m.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Well, I think we are ready

to go ahead and go on the record.

THE REPORTER: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: So, again, my name is Amanda

McKibben. I'm representing the Department of

Agriculture and Consumer Services. We have my

colleague Genevieve Hall, who is also an

attorney with the Department on a Teams call,

observing.

We have Michelle Faulk. If you want to

introduce yourself.

MS. FAULK: Michelle Faulk, Bureau of Fair

Rides Inspection, Bureau Chief.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And everybody else can

introduce themselves for the court reporter.

MS. SKOPALOVA: I am Barbora Skopalova. I

am here accompanying Tom.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, I couldn't hear

you.

MS. SKOPALOVA: My name's Barbora

Skopalova. I'm here accompanying Tom.

THE REPORTER: Okay. Thank you.
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MR. ARNOLD: Trevor Arnold, corporate

counsel for Orlando Eagle Drop.

MR. BROWN: Tom Brown from Marshall

Dennehey as defense counsel for Eagle Drop.

MS. MCKIBBEN: And, Kim, if you could

please, the court reporter will swear you in to

put you under oath for our questions. Okay?

MS. VASQUEZ: Okay.

THE REPORTER: Please raise your right

hand.

Do you swear or affirm that the testimony

you're about to give is the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth?

MS. VASQUEZ: I swear.

THE REPORTER: Thank you. And will you

state your name for the record and spell it for

me, please as well?

MS. VASQUEZ: Kimberly Vasquez.

THE REPORTER: And speak loudly. So, start

again for me, please.

MS. VASQUEZ: Kimberly Vasquez.

K-I-M-B-E-R-L-Y, V-A-S-Q-U-E-Z.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

WHEREUPON,

KIMBERLY VASQUEZ,
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having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, Kim, I think you know why we're here

today. I'm going to be talking about the Eagle

Drop.

Is that what you call the ride? Is that

what the workers call it?

A. Yes.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, you're going to

definitely have to speak louder for me, please.

Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. I'll try to remind you a little bit. I'm

naturally a little soft-spoken, too, so, I tend to

do that too.

So, okay. The court reporter just swore

you in, put you under oath. Do you have any

questions about being under oath or what that means

or anything?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Have you ever had your deposition

taken before?

A. No.
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Q. So, whenever you watch TV and there's, you

know, somebody in the courtroom or whatever, it's

kind of like that, but there's no judge, no jury

here. But the attorney's going to be asking you

questions and these guys can have objections if they

want to, but it's basically still the same thing.

Just answer to the best of your ability for

me. Okay?

A. Okay.

Q. And then, as we're talking about the court

reporter does need to hear you out loud for

everything so that she can -- because she's writing

down everything that is being said here. So, if you

just kind of like nod or shake your head, that's not

going to show up. But, if you say out loud, yes,

you know, no, or everything.

We can remind you. I know sometimes,

especially when you get nervous too.

A. Okay.

Q. I'm hoping you're not too nervous.

A. No.

Q. We're not trying to scare anybody. Is

there anything going on that might distract you from

being able to answer my questions here today?

A. Not at all.
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Q. And if you don't understand any of my

questions, just let me know and I can rephrase it.

We can ask in a different way.

A. Okay.

Q. And if you need to take a break, just let

me know and we'll take a break. The restroom is

down the hall. We've got waters and stuff over

here.

A. Okay.

Q. Do you want a water or anything?

A. No, I'm okay. Thank you.

Q. And have you taken any medications or

anything today that would impair your ability to

answer the questions?

A. No.

Q. Do you need anything right now or are you

--

A. No.

Q. Okay. All right. So, we got your full

name.

Have you ever used any other names?

A. No.

Q. Are you currently in school?

A. Yes.

Q. What school do you go to?
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A. Valencia College.

Q. Okay. What are you studying?

A. Criminal justice.

Q. I actually got my bachelor's in criminal

justice.

A. Wow.

Q. So, that was fun. How long have you been

at Valencia?

A. Two years.

Q. So, you're almost done?

A. Almost done.

Q. When are you graduating?

A. Yeah, in the fall.

Q. In the fall?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you think you'll transfer over to UCF?

A. UCF, uh-huh.

Q. That's where I got my bachelor's.

A. Yeah.

Q. It's a really good program.

A. Okay.

Q. Are you going to do a bachelor's or do you

think you might go in the master's degree or

something?

A. My bachelor's.
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Q. Are you currently employed?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Have you ever been arrested?

A. No.

Q. And have you ever been involved in any

other legal proceedings, lawsuits, anything like

that?

A. No.

Q. Did you do anything to prepare for the

deposition here today?

A. What do you mean?

Q. Did you review any documents before you

came in or talk to anybody in particular? You don't

have to tell me what you talked about with your

lawyers, but did you talked to anybody else or

anything?

A. No, just them.

Q. Have you spoken with any reporters or the

press about the incident?

A. No.

Q. So, you used to work for the Orlando Eagle

Drop?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you know what your hire date was?

A. Somewhere in between February.
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Q. Sometime in February?

A. Yes.

Q. Of this year?

A. Yes.

Q. Who hired you?

A. Alex, my manager.

Q. Could you tell me how you got the job? Was

there, like, an application online or something?

A. I went in person to apply.

Q. Okay. You just heard there was a job

opening and --

A. Yes.

Q. How did you hear?

A. I was by International Drive and I was

talking to one of the coworkers there, like,

somebody that was working there. And I asked if

they were hiring, they said, yeah.

Q. Okay.

A. So, I went to the manager and he gave me

application.

Q. Okay.

A. And I filled out the same day.

Q. And that was Alex Cramer?

A. Yes.

Q. And you said that was sometime in February.
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A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember if it was kind of towards

the beginning of February or the end?

A. I applied in the end of January and I got a

call back in between the middle of February.

Q. About mid-February?

A. Yes.

MR. BROWN: Just to be clear. She had two

stints of employment with an affiliated

SlingShot entity, so she had the first one at

the end of 2021.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MR. BROWN: And then started again in

February.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All right.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, so what entity did you work for at the

end of 2021?

A. The StarFlyer.

Q. The StarFlyer. Okay. How long did you

work for the StarFlyer?

A. Four months.

Q. Four months?

A. Yes.

Q. So, was that about August --
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A. August to the beginning of November,

because that's when I left. Yeah.

(Ms. McKibben conferring with Ms. Faulk.)

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you remember who hired you for the

StarFlyer?

A. Yes. Mark.

Q. Mark? Was he a manager?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that the same process? Showed up and

filled out an application?

A. Yes.

Q. And why did you leave your employment with

the StarFlyer?

A. Because I had left to New York since my dad

had COVID and I had to take care of him over there.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. Is he okay?

A. Yeah, he's fine.

Q. So, you took off in November?

A. Yes.

Q. And then so when did you come back to the

area?

A. On January.
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Q. So, what position did you hold for the

StarFlyer?

A. The register and the outside. Like putting

people on the ride and getting them off.

Q. Okay. So, when you say the register, you

mean like the cash register?

A. Yes.

Q. Selling tickets?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What kind of training did you

receive for the StarFlyer? For loading the patrons

on the ride?

A. I had to make sure people get on the ride

safe. I had to make sure people didn't have phones

on them. Anything metal.

Q. Okay.

A. And if they did, we will make sure we give

them, like, a bin to put the stuff in there. We

will lock them in, make sure everybody is safe

inside. I will have, like, three rows and I was

just trained to put them on and get them off safely.

Yeah.

Q. When you say that you locked them in, how

do you lock them in?

A. It was, like, a bar. And you had to just,
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like -- it was, like, a little, like, seatbelt.

Like a little bar seatbelt. You just put it in and

then you lift it up to see if it's locked.

Q. Oh, okay.

A. Yes.

Q. Does it make, like, a little click or --

A. Yes, it makes, like, a little click.

Q. Is there a light that lights up and tells

you that it's clicked in or anything?

A. Actually, the operator will tell us that

it's locked. So, we would, like -- I will always be

on the radio saying, is this fine. They're like,

yeah. And you just -- you just, like, lift it up

and they'll check. It'll be locked. Yes.

Q. And who -- who trained you on the

StarFlyer? Do you remember?

A. Joe.

Q. Joe? Was he a manager?

A. He is a manager.

Q. How long were you in training on the

StarFlyer?

A. Two to three weeks.

Q. Were you working there part time or full

time?

A. It was a full time job.
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Q. Were your shifts about eight hours long,

usually?

A. Yes.

Q. So, you spent two to three weeks of about

five days a week, eight hours a day --

A. Yes.

Q. -- in training for the StarFlyer?

A. Yes.

Q. Was Joe the only one that trained you or

was there anybody else?

A. My coworkers will help me. They'll train

me, too.

Q. The coworkers, too. Were you given

anything -- any papers for training on the StarFlyer

or anything?

A. No.

Q. Did you sign any training documents for

that?

A. I don't remember.

Q. So, when you started with the Eagle Drop,

were you -- so, you were trained on the Eagle Drop,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Were you trained on any of the other rides

over there?
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A. No.

Q. Can you tell me about your training for the

Eagle Drop ride?

A. Yes. I -- from the start, like --

Q. Yes.

A. Everything? Okay. So, I got first trained

in register, selling tickets, by some girl called

Salome. She trained me.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry. What was her

name?

THE WITNESS: Salome. She trained me the

whole day.

When I first got hired, when I got called

in, the manager told me if I could start that

day. I said yes. And he send me to register

the whole day to sell tickets.

And for tickets you have to, like, a guest

will come up to you and they'll ask, like, oh,

hi, can I get, like, four tickets. We make sure

we put on the, like, the register thing four.

So, before even selling the tickets, we

have to check their height. We check their

height and if they, like, if they're on the same

height that the ride requires, we'll give them

the tickets.
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I sell -- I sell them tickets. I make sure

they go to the back since I was -- since I only

sell tickets for the FreeFall. They'll go --

because the register's behind the ride. So,

they'll go around the ride and when I was

trained in -- we call it, like, the ring, like,

inside where the ride is.

We'll make sure they go through the metal

detectors and then if they have, like, anything

like, if it sounds or like if they have a phone

or anything, we make sure everything's out of

their pocket. No phones, keys, no vapes,

nothing that could fall off the ride.

So, if they have it, we give them, like, a

little bucket. They put their stuff in there

and then we wand them down before they get

seated. And once they get seated, we make sure

they get on the ride and we make sure that their

harness is pulled down. And if they -- kids

can't put it down, since they're, like, not tall

enough, like, to pull it down, I'll do it for

them. My -- my coworkers will help them.

We -- I pull it down. We push and if they

say it's too tight, we say on the radio, like,

it's too tight for them. They open it up so we
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could do it again. And if it's good, we -- we

make sure we pull it tight, like, so we know

it's locked.

There's, like, a light next to the chair.

It flashes -- it's white -- it flashes white

when it's locked. So, we have, like, certain

amount of seats that we have to check since

there's, like, a 30 seats. It's like six -- me

and the six other coworkers, we help each other

out.

When it's locked -- everything is locked,

we make sure we check again and we go on the

radio and saying clear. We go to the front of

the operator and we put our hands up to signal

clear. The operator on the ride says, going up.

They go up.

We make sure we're, like, not in the middle

of the ride. We make sure we're by the gates so

when they come down, like, let's say nothing

falls because people can sneak stuff in. So,

yeah.

And then, for the operator --

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Yeah, you know -- I'm sorry.

A. No, you're fine.
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Q. Okay. So, real quickly go back. Whenever

you're on the register --

A. Yes.

Q. -- and you're selling the tickets, you said

that you would check the guest's height.

A. Yes.

Q. How would you do that?

A. So, there was a -- a little, like, sticker

and it'll tell you, like, FreeFall and then on the

bottom it say SlingShot.

Q. Okay.

A. So, we'll make sure that they meet the

requirements of the little, like, sticker that was

there.

Q. Okay. So, there's a mark on the wall,

basically.

A. Yes.

Q. And they have to stand next to it?

A. Yes.

Q. And you see if they're taller than the line

on the wall?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Is there a maximum line? Like,

could someone be too tall?

A. Not that I know of.
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Q. Okay. Did they train you or tell you that

there was any kind of weight limit on the ride?

A. No.

Q. So, nobody ever said anything about if

someone's -- has very large stature, what you should

do about that?

A. No. There was two big seats for, like,

larger people, but they never told -- they never

told me, like, the weight or anything.

Q. Okay. When you say that there were two big

seats for larger people, what do you mean?

A. Like for -- not to -- not to be mean, but

for, like, big, fat people.

Q. I understand.

A. Yes. So, we make sure, like, if it -- the

-- if the larger seat people, like, let's say it's a

big people, like, a big guys and they fit in that

specific seat, they're good to go.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. So, if a larger person came to ride the

ride, do you try to put them in a regular seat

first?

A. No. If we know that they're big, we'll --

we'll make sure that they'll be in the one and two.
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Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. And is that -- do you just use your own

judgment on that or did they train you to look for

certain things?

A. Well, the way I was trained, they told me

that, like, because me, like, I used to do that,

like, I used to be, like, oh, like, go in the

regular seats, but, like, then they'll be, like, oh,

like, it doesn't close.

I'll be, okay, so you're going to go to No.

1. But, like, yeah, basically I judge. Not judge,

but, like, know. Know. Know. I'm gonna know that

they're -- they're not going to fit in the -- the

regular seats.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. And so -- and who trained you on the

FreeFall operating or attendant position?

A. Justin.

Q. Justin. Do you know if he's a manager or

--

A. He is a manager.

Q. And was that training all verbally, again,

like the -- like the StarFlyer had been?
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A. Yes.

Q. So, they didn't give you any --

A. They -- they showed me. He showed me how

to make sure to pull down and to pull up. So, and

he showed me, like, the light. The little light

when it flashes white, okay, that it's closed, it's

locked.

Q. So, Justin taught you to push in on the

harness into the --

A. Yeah.

Q. -- the guest?

A. He basically taught me how to, like, do

metal detectors, wand them, make sure, like, it's

locked. And yeah, that's pretty much about it.

Q. Okay. So, when -- when the guest pulls the

harness or restraints down on themselves -- I just

want to make sure that I'm clear. So, you were

taught to go up and push the harness in to see if it

would go tighter?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. And then you pull it out, like, to make

sure it's really locked. Then you just pull it -- I

pull it, like, two times, three times.

Q. Yeah. Okay. And then you look for the
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light?

A. Yes, I look for the light.

Q. Okay. And what does the light mean?

A. When it's locked.

Q. The light means it's locked?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Were you trained how that restraint

should look on a guest?

A. I don't remember.

MR. BROWN: Object to the form.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry. Was your answer,

I don't know?

THE WITNESS: I don't remember.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Did they teach you that the restraint

should be touching the guest's chest or other body

part?

A. The way I was trained was to make sure,

like, it's just in -- and locked.

Q. Okay. What about -- so, there's the little

bump that comes up in between the guests' legs.

A. It's -- yeah, yeah, that bump.

Q. Were you trained to put the restraint down

within a certain distance of that bump or anything?

A. So, when I was trained -- when I pull it
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down, it doesn't have to touch that. It just -- you

have to make sure that -- because some guests have,

like, larger thighs. So, if they fit in the, like,

the regular seats, we can't push it, like, all the

way down because it's going to be too tight on them.

So, we make sure, like, once the light

flashes, that's when we know it's fine. But, you

don't have to, like, basically touch that, like,

little part of their thighs. Like that little bump.

Yeah, you don't have to, like, touch it.

Q. Okay. And how long was your training for

the FreeFall?

A. Everything? Like the whole --

Q. For the attendant position.

A. Like, two weeks.

Q. It was two weeks?

A. Yes. The managers would come in and out to

check on me.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. So, for -- let's think about the first day

that they were teaching you the attendant position

for the FreeFall.

A. Yes.

Q. How long was -- was that Justin that was
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training you that day?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And so, how long was Justin with

you, telling you how to do it and showing you

everything on the ride that day?

A. So, my position was there for only two

hours, so he was there with me for two hours. Yes.

Q. And then -- so, after that, did they train

you on the operator position for the FreeFall?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's the person that's in the control

booth, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you tell me how they trained you for

that?

A. So, I was trained by my coworker. She

first -- when I first was brought into the operating

room, she had me -- Justin was there, too, the

manager.

So, she had me standing right next to her

and she would just, like, since the ride was already

down, she was, like, okay. So, she told me about

the seats, about the grouping of the seats. And she

told me, she was, like, once everything is down and

everything, like, it's logged and you see, like,
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green on the, like, the little screen that was

there. You're good.

So, she was, like, make sure you always

look at the guests before you even, like, see, like,

the -- the little screen. So, she told me that.

She told me how to do, like, she -- she

showed me, like, all the seats, if they were locked,

it's green.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. And then she showed me -- there was a seat

there, so she was, like, if -- since you're, like,

you're short, you're going to have to get up and

you're going to have to press on the little, like --

it was like a little paddle -- peddle, like, on the

-- you have to press it.

She showed me how to unlock seats, to lock

seats, to send the ride up. So, she showed me all

of that. She showed me the e-stop -- the emergency

stop button.

Q. Okay.

A. And she showed me how, when the ride comes

down and it goes back up to unlock. She showed me,

like, basically everything.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.
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Q. And who -- who was this? Do you remember

her name?

A. Yeah, Sara.

Q. Sara. Okay. And she was an employee --

another operator employee of FreeFall?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know how long she had worked there?

A. She told me she's worked there since they

opened up.

Q. And you said that she taught you about the

grouping of seats. What does that mean?

A. That means, like, there's certain seats

that open up. If we don't have a bunch of guests

coming, we'll just open certain amount of seats.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. Would that be to spread them out around the

circle?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Kind of keep it --

A. To --

Q. -- even?

A. Yeah.

Q. And so, she said that before you're looking

on the screen for your green lights, she told you to
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look at the guests.

A. Yeah, like, to make sure that everybody

looks good and, like, nobody has a phone on them or

anything. Like you have to always, like, look first

and then look at the screen.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. Can you see all of the guests from inside

the control booth?

A. No. You can only see, like, the first

front.

Q. Okay. The side of the circle that's

towards the control booth?

A. To -- yes.

Q. So, when you're looking out at the guests,

then, you're only really looking at about half of

them, maybe?

A. Yes. And then we look at my coworkers that

have the thumbs up. So, I do -- I'll -- I'll make

sure, like, I see all of them that work there have

their thumbs up.

Q. Can you tell me about the e-stop button?

A. The emergency e-stop button?

Q. Uh-huh. What is that used for?

A. She told me it was used for, basically,
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like, if somebody's panicking. But, she just --

that's -- that's all she told me. That's all I was

trained for. Like, that's what she told me.

Q. Okay. So, what exactly does it do? It,

like, stops the ride?

A. She just told me it stops the ride.

Q. Okay.

A. I never press it. She does -- she just

taught me. She was, like, this, you don't do -- you

don't touch it unless there's, like, somebody

panicking, you know.

Q. Okay. And so, in a usual shift for you,

how many people are going to be in the control booth

if you're the operator?

If you're in the control booth as the

operator, is anyone else in there with you usually?

A. Only the managers will come in.

Q. Okay.

A. To check on us, because we can't have no

phones or anything on us there. So, they'll make

sure, like, they'll come in and out. The managers

will come in and out to just check on us.

Q. To make sure you're not texting?

A. Yeah.

Q. And how many -- how many attendants would
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usually be there, like, inside the ring?

A. Usually there's four. If -- since we had a

lot of coworkers, it would be, like, five. With the

gate -- with somebody that's in the gate, that's

five.

Q. Okay. So, what does the person on the gate

do?

A. The person on the gate makes sure that they

come into the metal detector and make sure that

they're handing out the bins --

Q. Okay.

A. -- and taking the tickets from them.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. And then they usually have other people

that are actually helping them into the seat and

checking the harnesses?

A. Yeah. So, there's only one -- there's

supposed to be only one person on the gate. And

they'll tell -- they'll tell, like, the guys, oh,

you're going to be on this row or you're going to be

on that row.

And then my coworkers will be split up.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. There'll be, like, one here and then one
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here and one in the back.

Q. Gotcha. So, if a larger guest comes in,

would it be the person on the gate that would say,

you need to go to seat 1 or 2?

A. Yes. So, the one on the gate basically

controls, like, where guests go and where they sit.

Q. Was there -- was there a scale or anything

to weigh them before they got on the ride?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So, it was just if the gate

attendant looked at them and thought they were too

big for the normal seat, then they would just put

them in the larger seat?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know -- have you ever seen the

operations manual for the ride?

A. I don't remember.

Q. It's real thick. It's like, a hundred and

something pages.

A. No.

Q. Did you receive an employee handbook?

A. No.

Q. When you started? No?

No documentation about, like, what uniform

you're supposed to wear or --
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A. Yes, that, yeah. When I first started, the

first day, he made me -- my manager made me sign

papers about you can't wear, like, shirts under the

regular shirts. You have to wear the specific

uniform. You have to have name tags on. Yes.

Q. Okay. And that was on your first day?

A. That was on my first day, yes.

Q. So, then, after you were trained on the

FreeFall ride, do you remember signing anything

saying that you had been trained for the ride?

A. Yes. I remember -- yeah, I did.

Q. Okay. Do you remember when that was that

you signed those paperwork or those papers?

A. I don't remember.

Q. Do you know if it was before the accident

or after the accident?

A. No.

THE REPORTER: Speak a little louder for

me, please.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, after Justin and some of the other

coworkers were training you on the FreeFall, did

anybody tell you if you would need to go through
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training again at some point?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So, like, if you were going to work

there for five years, you don't know if you would

have been trained again on it?

A. No, I don't -- they -- they never told me

that.

Q. Okay. Were there any other employees being

trained at the same time as you?

A. I don't recall. I don't remember.

Q. Did you ever train anyone else?

A. No.

THE WITNESS: Can I get water?

MR. BROWN: Sure. I'll get you one.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

Thank you. Yeah.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. So, on a typical ride cycle, when

you're operating or if you're the attendant in the

ring, you said it would normally be about four

people in the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. Would all of those people stay in the ring

while the ride goes up and down?

A. Yes.
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Q. Okay. Was that a requirement, do you know?

Like, were you told to keep a certain

number of people in the ring?

A. Yes.

Q. What --

A. Like -- basically, when we have enough

coworkers, like, employees, we'll -- they'll, like,

put us all there and then some would be, like, split

up --- different -- like different other parts.

But they told us, you have to stay in the

ring.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. Did they say how -- how many people have to

stay in the ring?

What's the least number?

A. I don't remember.

Q. And for seats 1 and 2, were the seats

themselves bigger?

Is that why larger people could fit?

A. That's what I was told.

Q. Did the seat itself look different than the

other seats?

A. Like, me seeing it? I don't know. Like,

to me, look -- I don't know.
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Q. That's okay. Do you remember who told you

that those two seats were for larger people?

A. Yeah, my trainer for the operator was Sara.

She told me about it.

Q. Sara's the one that told you about the

larger seats?

A. Yes.

Q. And did she say why they were for bigger

people?

A. No. She just told me -- all I remember was

she told me that it was for larger people. That's

it.

Q. Did she say how she knew?

A. No.

Q. What time of day did you usually work?

A. What time?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. The night shift. Six p.m. to two a.m.

Q. Okay. Did you ever work during the

daytime?

A. Yes, once.

Q. One time?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that on the FreeFall?

A. Yes. That was in the register and the
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FreeFall.

Q. But then all your other shifts were

basically around sunset? After dark?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you ever see anyone inspecting the

ride, the maintenance people or anything like that?

A. I don't remember. In the morning, yes. In

the morning when I -- when I -- the first time I

came in the morning, yes, I saw it.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. So, you saw -- could you explain to me just

kind of what you saw?

A. I mean, I was on registers, so all I saw

was them, like, coming back and forth. But, I

couldn't leave. I can't leave my position.

Q. Right.

A. So, I had to stay on register.

Q. But you recognized some of those people as

the maintenance workers.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you know who they were? What

their names were?

A. No.

Q. Did you see anything they were doing or you
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just saw them going in and out of the gate?

A. I saw them going in and out of the gate. I

asked one of my coworkers and they told me they were

maintenance, but --

Q. Oh.

A. I couldn't leave my position to see. I

just had to stay there.

Q. Right. Okay. Do you remember which

coworker it was that told you that?

A. It was Mark. Yeah.

Q. Do you know if the ride keeps count of how

many ride cycles there are?

Meaning, a ride cycle is, like, when it

goes up and comes back down.

A. What do you mean?

Q. So, when the -- when the ride goes and does

a full cycle, you know, it goes up and down, whether

there's guests on it or not, do you know if the

computer keeps track of the number of times that

happens or anything like that?

A. Not that I remember.

Q. How many ride cycles do you think that you

saw while you were working there?

A. A bunch.

Q. A bunch? How many do you think you would
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see per day?

A. I don't know. No, I don't know. Because

sometimes I will be, like, in register, so I

wouldn't know if the ride's going up or down. So,

yeah.

Q. But if you were on the attendant or

operator position, any idea? You can guess. It's

okay.

A. I mean, I usually -- I don't know. Like in

a day?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. A bunch of times. I don't know the exact

number, but I know it's a bunch of times. Because

we have people coming in and out, in and out.

Q. Yeah.

A. Yeah.

Q. Do you think maybe 40 times per day or

more?

A. Probably more, but I don't know.

Q. I'm just -- because a bunch of times can

mean different things to different people. So,

like, if -- if my kids said a bunch of times, they'd

mean, like, three times.

A. I don't know.

Q. Okay. I'm just trying to get an idea of
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how -- how busy this thing was, you know.

So, we talked a little bit about the e-stop

button. Were you trained on any kind of emergency

procedures?

A. No.

Q. So, if the ride caught fire, you weren't

told what to do?

MR. BROWN: Object to the form. Sorry.

THE WITNESS: No, I wasn't.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Okay. What about if the ride went up and

got stuck at the top? Did it -- did anybody tell

you what to do if that were to happen?

A. No.

Q. In some of the pictures that I've seen it

looks like there's one seat that has, like, a trash

bag over it.

Do you know what I'm talking about?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know why the trash bag was on that

seat? Or whatever that was.

A. No.

Q. You don't know why it was there?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Was that seat not used?
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A. It wasn't used.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: It was used?

THE WITNESS: It wasn't.

THE REPORTER: Oh, it wasn't. Thank you.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. Do you know -- what's -- so was the trash

bag on the seat when you first started?

A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. I entered my -- when I came to my shift,

that's when I saw it.

Q. Okay. So, one day you came to work --

A. And it was already there.

Q. And it was there.

A. Yes.

Q. Did you ask anybody what that was about or

anything?

A. Yes.

Q. And what did they tell you?

A. They -- that it happened in the morning or

something, I don't know. But they just told me

that, you can't put nobody next to those two seats.

That's all. Like next to that seat, you can't put

nobody between that seat.
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Q. Okay. So, they told you not to use the

seat with the bag over it.

A. Yeah.

Q. And they also told you not to use the seats

right next to it?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So, it looked like it was seat No.

27 in ours. You don't have to remember that.

But, if it was 27, then it would be 26 and

28 that they also told you not to use; is that

right?

A. Yes.

Q. But they didn't say why.

A. They didn't tell me why.

Q. Was there ever anything else, kind of like

that, that happened where a few seats would be kind

of closed off?

A. Not that I know of.

Q. Were you ever told about any other issues

with the ride?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever seen anyone -- any of the

guests on the ride, basically, get kind of stuck in

the restraint and not be able to get out?

A. What do you mean?
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Q. So, after -- after the ride goes up and

comes back down, maybe their restraint didn't open

at the bottom.

A. No.

Q. Have you ever heard about that happening?

A. I never heard of that happening.

Q. Were you trained if that were to happen

what you would do?

A. Just to press the yellow button. That

opens up the seats. But, besides that, no.

Q. Okay. So, there's a yellow button at the

control panel?

A. Yes.

Q. It would open all of the seats?

A. Yes.

Q. And do you know if there was a video being

recorded of the inside of the control panel while

you were working?

A. What do you mean, like if there was --

Q. If there was a camera on you?

A. There was a camera, like, on the side of

the door.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. But there was no camera, like, in the

panel.
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Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: You said panel, right?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. This is probably a little bit random, but I

noticed that it appeared that your mom was nearby on

the night of the accident.

A. Yes.

Q. Does she work at ICON Park?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Does she work for the Eagle Drop

SlingShot Group or --

A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. She works in the admissions of ICON.

Q. Okay.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. So, she works for ICON specifically?

A. Yeah, for ICON, uh-huh.

Q. And all right. I'm going to go ahead and

ask you a few questions about the night of the

accident.

Do you remember what time you got to work

that night?

A. Yes. At around 5:55 I clocked in.
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Q. Okay. And what position did you work first

that evening?

A. Ride attendant.

Q. Ride attendant?

A. Yes.

Q. So, you were in the ring?

A. In the ring, yes.

Q. And about how long did you do that? Do you

remember?

A. Two hours.

Q. Two hours? Do you remember who was working

with you at that point?

A. In the ring? All I remember was Jacob and

a new kid. I don't remember his name.

Q. Okay. And a new kid?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, was he training?

A. Yes.

Q. Who was training him?

A. I don't remember.

Q. Do you remember who was in the control

booth at that time?

A. I don't remember.

Q. The new kid that we're talking about, was

he there later when the accident happened as well?
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A. No.

Q. He'd already left?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember when Tyre, the guest,

arrived to get on the ride?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you see him approach the ride at the

beginning?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember if there was any kind of

conversations happening regarding his size?

A. I don't know. I was in the control booth

at that time.

Q. Okay.

A. I can't hear.

Q. Okay. So, when it was time for him to be

loaded on the ride, did they indicate to you which

seat they were sending him to?

A. So, before he -- him even getting on, we

were in group one. Group one open just the normal

seats. So, since there was a new kid there, my

other coworker, he was doing gate and I saw and we,

like, I was, like, one and he was, like, yeah, one.

I was, like, okay. So, I opened one, like it was

individually. I opened one. So, I pressed it on
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the -- the screen. I pressed -- I pressed one and

then I unlocked it for him to get on.

Q. Okay. Who was the coworker that said one

to you?

A. Jimmy.

Q. That was Jimmy.

A. Yes.

Q. And he was the one that was on the gate?

A. Yes, he was on the gate. We both basically

said, like, one to each other.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. So, he -- I was, like, one, he's, like,

one. I was, like, so, I opened one. Yeah.

Q. So, basically you saw him walk in --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. You both looked at him and realized he was

too big for the normal seat.

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then, do you remember everyone

who was in the ring at that time?

A. Yes.

Q. Who else was there?

A. Just Jimmy and Hunter.

Q. Just Jimmy and Hunter. So, earlier you

said that sometimes there would be three or four
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people in the ring.

A. Yes. That time it was night, so the new

kid that had left, so it was just Jimmy and Hunter.

Q. Okay.

A. Because there wasn't a lot of guests.

Q. Okay.

A. So, it was just them.

Q. So, it was --

A. I mean, I don't know, like, I was in the

operating room, so I can't leave that position. So,

it was just them.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. So, when it gets less busy during the day,

then there's fewer attendants usually?

A. Usually.

Q. And when you were getting ready to launch

the ride --

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Can you just walk me through that process?

A. Okay. So, I made sure that Jimmy and

Hunter basically, like, took care of their guests.

And me, I won't send the ride up until I see my

coworkers are, like, besides the gate. So, if

they're talking to the guest, I'm not just going to
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send it up.

So, I made sure that they both told me it

was good. I guess they -- they all -- like cleared

out everything. So, Jimmy and Hunter came and they

were like that on the radio, clear. I say okay,

clear.

So, before even sending the ride up I

always go, going up. So, I got out of my seat. I

looked. I pressed the little paddle that -- that's

on the floor. And the green light flashes, right?

So, when the green light flashes means the

ride is ready to go. I look at the -- the screen,

it's all closed, green, green, green, from one to

30. So, I pressed it. I wait until the ride goes

up and it spins, then I let go. You have to let go

of both. I let go of both. It goes up and when

it's already up it takes, like, about, like, four to

six seconds in order to stop spinning.

And when it stops spinning, it does, like,

a tilt. So, when it tilts up, the orange light

flashes. And that's when I know it's ready to drop.

So, me, I only leave them up there no more than five

to eight seconds. Like, I would never leave them up

for more.

So, coming down -- that's what I said on
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the radio, coming down. I press it and all I

remember, like, I don't know, like, it just happened

so fast. I look and I just see, like, somebody

fall. Me, I thought it was a chair. The seat that

fell.

So, I got -- so I don't know, like, it

happened, like, it happened so fast that my whole,

like, I don't know what to think. So, right when I

heard, like, when I heard that he fell and I heard

that noise, that when I know that it wasn't a seat.

So, like, I was, like, no, like, this

cannot happen. So, I ran out. Like, it already had

come down. I ran out and I was, like, what

happened. And Jimmy -- I mean, Hunter was, like, on

the side, like, by the seat, so he came to me. He

was, like what happened. He said, I don't know.

I was -- I don't know, like, I -- I never

seen something like that happen to me in front of

me. So, I see -- all I see is Alex running. My

manager running. And he's already on scene. And

I'm asking both of them, like, what happened, like,

do you know what happened. They're like no, I don't

know, I don't know, I don't remember, like, I don't

-- I don't see nothing. Like, all I remember was,

like, a body falling. That -- that's all Hunter
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told me.

And I was like no, this can't happen. So,

all I remember was there was two guests, like, four

seats after Tyre, his friends that were there. So,

they were like get me off, get me off. They were

screaming at us and I was like, okay, okay.

So, Jacob comes and he unlocks the seats

and they all leave. And all I remember was, like,

people screaming and, like, I guess one of, like,

somebody that he was with came up to us and was like

how could you guys do this, he's only 14. He was

screaming at us. Like, everybody there was, like,

recording, screaming.

So, all I remember was I -- they told me to

get out the ring, so I left the ring and I went to

the back and I was, like, in shock. I didn't know

what to -- to believe. I didn't believe it, you

know.

Q. You said Jacob showed back up?

A. Yeah. Jacob showed back up and he turned

off the lights. And I see, like, a bunch of my

coworkers grabbing the stanchions and putting it

around so nobody goes to, like, the SlingShot or

anything. So, they turned off all the lights at the

rides.
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Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know where Jacob was before that he

came from?

A. I don't remember.

Q. Do you know where Jimmy was?

A. Jimmy was inside with me and he was just

telling me, like, he -- he was talking to me, but,

like, I really didn't pay no mind to him because the

camera will show that, like, you can't talk to

nobody, can't be on your phone or anything.

So, he was just, like, looking and I'm

looking and then when we both, like, saw, we ran

out. I ran out and Jimmy came behind me. And I was

like what happened, what happened, you know?

Q. Uh-huh.

A. And I don't know, like, I don't know what

to believe or think. It just happened so fast and

the noise was so loud, so it traumatized me really

bad.

Q. Yeah. I hate that I have to ask these

questions.

A. No, you're fine.

Q. So, you said that Jimmy was in the control

booth with you?
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A. Yes.

Q. At what point did he come into the control

booth?

A. What I remember was when he locked everyone

in he came in from the gate that's next to the

operating room. So, he came in and he was just

looking and he was talking to me and I was, like,

like, looking, making sure, because there's no,

like, we -- when it flashes orange, right, that's

when, like, I make sure I press it so it could come

down.

So, when he was talking to me, it -- the

ride was already coming down.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. So, he came in after you had sent the ride

up?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And okay. So, afterward they told

you to go to the back?

A. Yeah. I went to the back because I didn't

know what to believe.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. Like, I -- I didn't -- it just happened so

fast I didn't know how to react.
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Q. Yeah. Can you just kind of tell me what

happened after that? The -- the police started

showing up?

A. Yeah. A bunch of police came, ambulance

came. And the police, like, after they did what

they had to do, they came to me and they asked me to

write a report. They asked for my ID. I told them

everything and then they took me to the register and

they were like you have to fill this out. I was

like okay. So, I filled it out and they told me I

had to wait for the detectives to come.

So, the detectives came, like, after an

hour and they already had split us up. They split

me, Jimmy and Hunter up. My managers. So, one of

the detectives came. They took me first downstairs

and he was just questioning me.

Q. So, when you say they split you up, were

you by yourself --

A. Yes.

Q. -- then at the register?

A. No. I -- after the police report, that's

when they split us up. So, they took me upstairs to

one room and then they took Hunter to another room

and I don't know where they took Jimmy. I guess

downstairs. But they took me upstairs.
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Q. Were you together when you wrote out your

statements?

A. Yeah. So, I was in the register and there

was a cop here. And then Jimmy was there and there

was a cop there.

Q. Do you remember if you and Jimmy and Hunter

talked during this time leading up to the police

statements?

A. All I remember was -- because I was shaking

so much so they were -- Hunter was saying you need

to calm down, like, you need to calm down. I was

like, yeah, I know, but I -- I don't know. I've

never seen something like that happen. You know,

you get traumatized.

So, he was like, you need to calm down. I

was like, okay. And then all I remember was Jimmy

said to get on the floor and I was in the register

and then Jimmy was, like, by the register. Yeah.

Q. So, did you see Jimmy write a statement for

the police?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you see Hunter write one?

A. Hunter was not in the -- in the register,

so, I think he was with the other police.

Q. And so, when the detectives came in and you
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were alone in a room at that point, right?

A. Yeah. So, the detective was downstairs and

my manager came to grab me from upstairs to take me

downstairs where the detective was. And I went in

the room with him.

Q. And that's Alex that came to get you?

A. No, it was Tracy.

Q. That was Tracy?

A. Yes.

Q. Is Tracy normally there that late at night?

A. Not that I know of.

Q. And so, the detective probably just asked

you about the same stuff that was in your statement?

A. Yes.

Q. Was there anything else that you talked

about with him?

A. No. He asked me just questions and I told

him what happened and that's it. He was, like, oh,

just go home and get some rest. That's it.

Q. Okay. Do you remember about what time you

left?

A. Like, I remember getting home, like, around

2:30. So, I left there about, like, 2:15. I don't

live far from there.

Q. Okay. And then when was the next time that
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you went back to the -- to the ride area?

A. The next day.

Q. The next day? Do you remember what time?

A. In the morning.

Q. So, you didn't get much sleep.

A. No.

Q. Okay. And then why did you come back?

A. To speak with the -- the Department of -- I

don't know how to say, like, I don't know if that

was them. It was two guys there.

Q. Okay.

A. Yes.

MS. FAULK: Did they have this seal?

THE WITNESS: Yes, that.

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, those were inspectors from the

Department of Agriculture.

A. Yes.

Q. So, you talked to them the day after?

A. Yes.

Q. So, did someone call you and tell you to

come back to do that?

A. Yes. Tracy texted me.

Q. Tracy texted you. Okay.

Okay. And do you remember filling out any
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kind of paperwork at that point?

A. I don't remember.

Q. Do you remember ever being asked to sign

and date something for a prior date from what it

actually was?

A. Yes.

Q. Could you tell me about that, please.

A. I didn't read it. My manager and Tracy

took me into a room to sign this paper. I was,

like, very tired and stuff, so I didn't read it. It

was a lot to read and I just signed. That's what I

remember.

Q. That was the day after the accident?

A. That was the day of the accident.

Q. The day of the accident?

A. Yes.

Q. So, before you left that night?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And you said it was Tracy and your

manager?

A. Yes.

Q. Which manager?

A. Alex.

Q. Alex. Tracy, okay. And they already had

the paper filled out for you and you just had to
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sign it?

A. Yeah.

Q. Did they tell you what it was?

A. No. I would have read it, but I was just

so tired, so, I just --

Q. I understand. Did they tell you that you

had to sign it?

A. They just told me that they -- they were

like put your signature. So, I signed it.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think that's all I have.

EXAMINATION

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. I just have a couple of follow up questions

for you.

You were asked some questions about the

manager coming into the control booth and if they

were looking at you, making sure that you weren't

texting.

Do you remember those questions?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

THE REPORTER: I'm sorry. I know -- you're

turning your head that way --

THE WITNESS: Oh, okay. Okay. Okay.

THE REPORTER: I just need to hear you on
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the mic.

THE WITNESS: All right.

THE REPORTER: Okay. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

THE REPORTER: You said yes, right?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

BY MR. BROWN:

Q. So, throughout your shift, if Alex or one

of the other managers was on the property, would

they come by the rides for which they were

responsible, including the FreeFall?

A. Yes.

Q. And when they came by would they talk to

you and make sure things were running smoothly?

A. Yeah. So, certain days it will be

different managers. So, it will be, like, Alex two

days. He will come. Often it will be Austin.

Like, they'll all come and check on us.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. To see if --

Q. It wasn't just that he was coming in to

make sure that you weren't texting?

A. No, it was mostly, like, that, too, but

mostly, like, if we were doing our job correctly.
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Q. Okay. And you were asked about emergency

procedures and training on emergency procedures. I

think you said that you didn't recall receiving

training on emergency procedures.

Do you remember those questions?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Was it explained to you that if

there were any emergencies, situations or concerns

that you had or if the ride wasn't working as it was

supposed to be, that you should contact a manager?

A. Yes. That's what we had our radio for.

Q. And you also said that in the event that

there was a -- a guest that was panicking, there's

an e-stop button so that you could allow the ride to

come down.

A. Yes. That's what Sara taught me. That's

what she told me.

Q. If there were a lightning strike and the

ride wasn't operating, were you told to contact a

manager or supervisor?

A. Usually they'll let us know beforehand that

there will be, like, lightning or something on the

area.

Q. So, you were trained if -- if there's bad

or inclement weather in the area that you -- you
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would actually stop the operations?

A. Well, we wouldn't send the ride up if it

was, like, I think it was, like, six miles. They

would tell us, like, the manager would tell us,

like, they'll be like, we're, like, closed --

Q. Uh-huh.

A. -- until, like, lightning passes. But, we

would never, like, put them on the ride if there's,

like, lightning, like, three miles away or anything.

Q. Right. And so, all of those things may be

emergency procedures and I understand maybe when you

were asked the question about emergency procedures

you -- maybe you didn't understand the question.

It sounds like you did receive --

A. Oh, okay.

Q. -- training on -- on what to do in the

event of an emergency.

A. Yeah.

Q. And you explained that when this incident

happened, you felt traumatized.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. And it happened really quickly. I imagine

that you had a lot going through your mind. Is that

--

A. Yes.
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Q. -- accurate? But Alex, you mentioned,

rushed over and he was on the scene within --

A. Within, like, two seconds. Right when it

happened.

Q. Okay. And he was the manager on duty at

the time?

A. At the night, yes.

Q. So, you didn't even have a chance to really

reach out and contact him because he was already

responding.

A. Yeah, he was already responding. He was,

like, there when I already had came out.

Q. Did he call law enforcement?

A. Yes.

Q. Or 911 and make sure --

A. Yes.

Q. -- emergency responders were on the way?

A. Yes.

Q. He took control of the situation.

A. Yes.

Q. You were asked about signing a document on

the -- the evening of the incident. And I

understand that it was put in front of you. You

didn't really read it before you signed it.

A. Yes.
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Q. Let me just ask you a few questions. So,

you were trained, you said, on different aspects of

the operation of the FreeFall ride?

A. What do you mean?

Q. I mean, you were trained on the register,

you were trained --

A. Yes, yes.

Q. -- on the -- on the ring attendant, you

were trained --

A. Operating --

Q. -- in the operating --

A. Yes.

Q. -- booth. And did they explain to you

during that training, before this incident ever

happened, the operating procedures for the ride?

A. Yes.

Q. Did they explain to you the specific duties

for each of those tasks, both in the register and in

the ring --

A. The gate and --

Q. -- the gate --

A. Yes.

Q. Did they explain to you the general safety

procedures for the ride?

In other words, did they explain to you,
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you need to make sure that you wand the guests and

make sure that --

A. Yes.

Q. -- they fit in the seat and make sure that

the restraint comes down and -- and is locked?

A. Yes.

Q. Make sure that the light comes on.

A. Yes.

Q. You talked about if a guest were to panic

that you would offer to get them off the ride or

push the e-stop button and bring the ride down.

A. Yes.

Q. And then did they demonstrate to you,

before they let you actually operate the ride, the

physical operation of the ride -- did you watch Sara

operate the ride before you did it?

A. Yes.

Q. And then did she watch you do it to make

sure you were comfortable doing it?

A. Yes.

Q. Same with the -- the ring. You said that

you were trained by Justin.

A. Yes.

Q. And did he take you through that process?

Did you watch him --
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A. Do it? Yes.

Q. -- make sure that the guests were seated,

make sure that the restraints were down, that the

lights were on.

A. Yes, he showed me everything.

Q. Okay. And then if you had any other

questions about any of the procedures, did you have

the opportunity to ask the manager?

A. Yes.

Q. So, if the document that you signed

indicates that you did all those things --

A. Yes.

Q. -- that would be accurate.

A. Yes.

Q. Is that fair to say? Okay. That's all the

questions I have for you. Thank you.

MS. MCKIBBEN: I think I just have one.

FURTHER EXAMINATION

BY MS. MCKIBBEN:

Q. So, just a second ago you mentioned the

different managers and you said Austin.

Do you know what Austin's last name is?

A. No.

Q. But, he was a manager?

A. Yes.
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Q. Do you know if he also did maintenance?

A. No, he was just the manager.

Q. Okay. Do you know if there was a different

Austin that did maintenance?

A. I don't know.

Q. You don't know. Okay.

MR. BROWN: Austin. Austin Revis is --

he's an operations manager.

THE REPORTER: Did you say Revis?

MR. BROWN: R-E-V-I-S.

THE REPORTER: Okay.

MS. MCKIBBEN: All done. Thank you so much

and, again, I'm sorry I had to asked these

questions.

MS. VASQUEZ: No, you're fine.

MS. MCKIBBEN: If you have any questions

for me or anything, you can reach out or, you

know, you can ask your attorneys to reach out.

We're going to be ordering the transcript.

MR. BROWN: So, she'll read.

That means that you'll have the opportunity

to take a look at the transcript and if you

think anything came out inaccurately or

incorrectly, that you can make a change on a

document called an errata sheet. So, we'll
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coordinate that with you so that you can read

the transcript before it's finalized. Okay?

MS. VASQUEZ: Okay.

THE REPORTER: And, Mr. Brown, do you want

a copy?

MR. BROWN: Yes, please.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Do you have any questions

for us or anything right now?

MS. VASQUEZ: No.

MS. MCKIBBEN: Thank you, Kim.

MS. VASQUEZ: You're welcome.

(The sworn statement concluded at 10:20

a.m.)

(The reading and signing of the sworn

statement was reserved.)
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1 FUNDAMENTALS, TERMS & DEFINITIONS 

1.1 RIDE BASICS 

Type: Giant Freefall Tower with a Catcher driven by a winch where the PCU is docked. The 

Passenger carrier Unit slowed down in the lower third of the tower by a magnetic brake system 

to about 1 m / s. The remaining speed is absorbed by oil dampers. 

Passenger Carrier Unit (PCU):30 Passengers 

Number of PCU`s:  1 

Ride Structure: The 3.5 meter (11.3 feet) diameter steel tower is 120m tall. At the tower moves 

the Catcher, which is connected via two steel cables to a lifting unit. Using a special hook system, 

the PCU is connected or disconnected to the catcher. 
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Ride Layout: 

 

 

 Figure1-1: Overview tower 
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Ride Elements: 

Tower top 

On top of the tower, the two guide pulleys, for the ropes on which the catcher is attached, are mounted. 

4 buffers are mounted on the travel range limit and monitored. The undock mechanisms located in the 

area when the buffers are approached.  

 

 Figure1-2: tower top  
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Winch 

• motors with brakes 

• gearbox 

• winch drum 

 

 

Figure1-3: base/ winch 
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Catcher/ PCU 

Using a hook system, the PCU is connected to the catcher. At the lowest part of the tower, the PCU is 

connected to the safety-PLC system via current collectors. Monitored harnesses and a redundant designed 

hydraulic system keeps the passengers safe in the PCU. 

 

 

 

 

Figure1-4: PCU/Catcher 
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Figure1-5: Tower conductor lines 

 

Conductor lines on the whole tower: 

• 400VAC gondola supply 

• 480VAC Motor gondola rotation with 

brake 

• 24VDC monitoring Crowbar 

• Sound system gondola 
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Figure1-6: Tower conductor lines load/unload position 

 

 

Electrical Enclosures 

The control cabinets are distributed over the entire ride. 

Conductor lines tower bottom DC: 

• 24V supply 

• Feedback seat monitoring 

• Feedback Crowbar 

• Feedback tilt cylinders 

• Feedback docking mechanism 

Conductor lines tower bottom AC: 

• 120VAC supply open seats 

• 400VAC supply gondola 
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2 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 LOCATION DESCRIPTION 

The following is a listing of all the locations their acronyms and their description: 

+ECR: Electrical Control Room in this room are located the +MCC, +RCC, +LCC and the winch for the 

elevator. 

+MCC: Motor Control Center is a control cabinet including all the power distribution parts. The MCC 

is located inside the electrical control room. 

+RCC: Ride Control Center is the control cabinet including all the control parts such as the PLC of 

the ride. The RCC is located inside the electrical control room. 

+LCC: Light Control Center is the control cabinet including all the light components. The LCC is 

located near the electrical control room. 

+OP: Operator Panel is an enclosure used for the man machine interface between maintenance or 

operational staff members and the ride. The Main Operator Panel is located in the operator 

room. Auxiliary Operator Panels are used for secondary loading position as well as for 

maintenance purposes. 

+JB: Junction Box is an enclosure including terminal strips and in some cases remote input output 

modules as well as other electrical components. Junction Boxes are located in various 

locations throughout the ride. 

+E…: External is the naming for all components located throughout the ride which are not part of 

any other location listed above. 
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2.2 LOCATION OVERVIEW 

The ride has following locations: 

Electrical Equipment Room 

+MCC: Control Cabinet including all power components including main circuit breaker for 

incoming power. 

+RCC: Control Cabinet including all control components such as the Safety-PLC. 

+LCC: Control Cabinet including all components required for ride lighting. 

 

Operator Stations 

+OP1: Main Operator Panel located at the ride entrance. 

+OP2: Remote Operator Panel located at opposite ride side. 

+OP10: Wireless remote panel located in the electrical equipment room. 

 

Winch 

+JB19: Junction Box at winch where are the absolute encoder connected. 

 

Tower Structure 

+ES1: Is the first section from the tower and includes the +JB20 and shock absorbers 

+JB20: Junction Box at +ES1 including active components such as remote input/output modules. 

The JB also includes an Emergency Stop Button. 

+JB31: Junction Box for the position monitoring bottom area 

+ES2-ES5: Various components mounted directly to structure (e.g. limit switches). 

+JB33: Junction Box at the half height of the tower which includes wireless communication system 

+ES6-ES10: Various components mounted directly to structure (e.g. limit switches, cylinder). 

 

Tower Top 

+JB40: Junction Box at dome including active components such as remote input/output modules. 

The JB also includes the Emergency Stop Button. 

+ET1: various components mounted close to +JB40 (e.g. limit switches). 

+JB41: Junction Box at dome provides the power and controls the lights on the top  
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Catcher 

+JB70: Junction Box catcher 

+ECA: components which are mounted on the catcher 

 

Sledge 

+JB80: Junction Box including power supplies for seats and various connection terminals (seat 

control, seat lights,...). 

+JB81: Junction Box including active components such as remote input/output modules, 

proximity switches and various connection terminals. 

+ESL: components which are mounted on the sledge 

 

PCU 

+JB90: Junction Box including control components such as the Safety-PLC and active components 

such as remote input/output modules. Fuses and power supplies for seat open and tilt 

effect. 

+JB91: Junction Box including active components such as remote input/output modules. Fuses 

and power supplies for seat open and tilt effect. 

+JB92: Junction Box including active components such as remote input/output modules. Fuses 

and power supplies for seat open and tilt effect. 

 

+JB101: Junction Box at seat # 1   +JB102: Junction Box at seat # 2  

+JB103: Junction Box at seat # 3   +JB104: Junction Box at seat # 4 

+JB105: Junction Box at seat # 5   +JB106: Junction Box at seat # 6 

+JB107: Junction Box at seat # 7   +JB108: Junction Box at seat # 8 

+JB109: Junction Box at seat # 9   +JB110: Junction Box at seat # 10 

+JB111: Junction Box at seat # 11  +JB112: Junction Box at seat # 12 

+JB113: Junction Box at seat # 13  +JB114: Junction Box at seat # 14 

+JB115: Junction Box at seat #15   +JB116: Junction Box at seat #16 

+JB117: Junction Box at seat #17   +JB118: Junction Box at seat #18 

+JB119: Junction Box at seat # 19  +JB120: Junction Box at seat #20 

+JB121: Junction Box at seat #21   +JB122: Junction Box at seat #22 

+JB123: Junction Box at seat #23   +JB124: Junction Box at seat #24 

+JB125: Junction Box at seat #25   +JB126: Junction Box at seat #26 

+JB127: Junction Box at seat #27   +JB128: Junction Box at seat #28 

+JB129: Junction Box at seat #29   +JB130: Junction Box at seat #30 
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Figure2-1: Electrical Equipment Overview 
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2.3 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE 

2.3.1 Incoming Power 1 
+MCC; Motor Control Center 

Voltage: 3x480VAC (+- 10%) 

Frequency: 60Hz (+- 5%) 

Nominal Current: 475A 

Nominal Power 330kW 

 

2.3.2 Incoming Power 2 
+MCC; Motor Control Center 

Voltage: 3x480VAC (+- 10%) 

Frequency: 60Hz (+- 5%) 

Nominal Current: 475A 

Nominal Power 330kW 

 

 

2.4 OPERATING INTERFACE 

2.4.1 Motor Control Center (+MCC) 
Equipment: Two Circuit breaker [Main Power] 

Description: Remotely operated main circuit breaker 1 and 2 which is manually lockable for 

maintenance purposes. 

Note: Lockout/Tagout (LOTO) for Maintenance purposes 

The primary lock out tag out point for maintenance personnel is located on the Main 

Control Center inside the Control Room. The Main Circuit Breaker supplying 3x480VAC 

power to all motors can be locked and tagged. 

 

2.4.2 Remote Control Center (+RCC) 

Equipment: Red Pilot Light [Fault] 

Description: Indicates and fault on the system, refer to the display for more fault information. 

Function: Light off: No faults pending or ride is off 

 Light pulsing: Indicates fault in normal mode 

 Light blinking fast: Indicates a fault in maintenance mode 
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Equipment: Red Mushroom Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride, trips 

the main circuit breaker in MCC 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset 

 

Equipment: Selector switch [Lockout] 

Description: The lockable switch is used to activate operation by OP10 in order to perform 

maintenance work on the tower. 

Lockable switch: 

Function: position ON: agreement OP1 

 position OFF: agreement OP10 
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2.4.3 Main Operator Panel (+OP1) 
The Main Operator Panel is the primary ride control location. The following ride functions are executed 

from this panel: 

• Emergency Stop 

• Ride Startup 

• Operating Mode selection 

• Maintenance Mode functions 

• Normal Mode functions 

• Fault handling, Emergency Stop reset 

• Ride Shutdown 

Note: Find a detailed description of all ride functions in the following link: Functional Description 

  

 

 

 

Figure2-2: Layout Main Operator Panel 
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Equipment: [1] Selector Switch [Ride on/off] 

Description: Switch on this selector switch to switch on the ride or switch off the ride 

Function: Position On: Ride is switched on 

 Position Off: Ride is switched off 

 

Equipment: [2] Key Switch [Panel Enable] 

Description: Enable the operator panel functions of this panel by choosing the on position of this key 

switch 

Function: left: Panel operation off. 

 right: Panel operation on 

 

Equipment: [3] Key Switch [Operating Mode] 

Description: Select with this key switch the required operating mode 

Function: Position 1 Test Mode: Ride is in test mode and ready to execute ride tests for 

maintenance purposes only 

 Position 2 Maintenance Mode: Ride is in maintenance mode and ready to operate the 

ride for maintenance mode only 

 Position 3 Normal Mode: Ride is in normal mode and ready to operate the ride 

with guests 

 Position 4 Evacuation Mode: Ride is in evacuation mode and ready to operate the 

ride manually with guests  

 

Equipment: [4] Key Switch [ONE/TWO operator mode] 

Description: Allows staff to operate the ride alone in normal mode. 

Function: left: two operator mode 

 right: one operator mode 

 

Equipment: [5] Red Mushroom Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset 
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Equipment: [6] Red lighted Push Button [Ride Stop] 

Description: Press this button in case of any danger to stop the vertical and rotational movement of the 

ride. 

Function: Pressed: Stops the vertical and rotational movement of the ride 

 Released: Ready to reset the ride stop 

Light:  When the ride has come to a complete stop the ride stop lamp will come on solid. If Main 

Operator Panel Ride Stop created the stop condition the lamp will flash (½ second on ½ 

second off) after the ride has come to a complete stop. 

 

Equipment: [7] Red lighted Push Button [acknowledge/fault] 

Description: Press this button to reset faults on the ride. 

Function: button pressed: acknowledge faults on the ride. 

Light: off: No faults or ride off 

 slow flashing: warning 

 fast flashing: zone stop 

 steady: e-stop 

 

Equipment: [8] Green lighted Push Button [ride start] 

Description: Main operating push button of this ride, pressed together with the Start Push Button right 

becomes the selected function on the display executed 

Function: Button pressed: Executes the selected function 

Light: off: Buttons not active  

 Slow flashing: Ready to execute selected function 

steady: Executing the selected function 

Equipment: [9] Amber lighted Push Button [Restraints lock/unlock] 

Description: Locks and unlocks seats while ride is stopped in entry position.  

Function: pressed: Safety-PLC unlocks restraints if safety is ok. 

 pressed again: Safety-PLC locks restraints 

Light:  When the ride has come to a complete stop in entry position lamp will come on solid. 

When restraints are open the lamp will flash (½ second on ½ second off). 

Equipment: [10] Amber lighted Push Button [Gondola release] 

Description: starts the undock-mechanism 

Function: button pressed: Starts the undock-sequence when ready 

Light: off: not ready for undock 

 Slow flashing: ready for undock 

 steady: undock-sequence started 
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Equipment: [11] [spare] 

Equipment: [12] LAN-Port [ride control] 

Description: Allows to connect a service computer with ride control 

 Note: It is not allowed to connect other equipment to this port!!! 

 Connected equipment could cause high data traffic on ride control network 

and could be responsible for faults on the ride!!! 

Equipment: [13] USB-Port [mouse touch panel] 

Description: Allows to connect a USB-mouse for panel control 

 

Equipment: [14] Amber lighted Push Button [Load Gate Unlock/Lock] 

Description: Unlocks the load gates when the gondola is in home position 

Function: Button pressed: magnet lock is de-energized, is the button pressed 

again magnet lock is energized. 

Lights: Light blinking 1/2s on 1/2s off: load gate de-energized  

 Light blinking 1/10s on 9/10s off: load gate energized, gate not closed 

 Light solid: load gate energized, gate closed 

 

Equipment: [15] Amber lighted Push Button [Unload Gate Unlock/Lock] 

Description: Unlocks the unload gates when the gondola is in home position 

Function: Button pressed: magnet lock is de-energized, is the button pressed 

again magnet lock is energized. 

Lights: Light blinking 1/2s on 1/2s off: load gate de-energized  

 Light blinking 1/10s on 9/10s off: load gate energized, gate not closed 

 Light solid: load gate energized, gate closed 

Equipment: food pedal [agreement start] 

Description: Confirms the on the operator panel selected start command 

Function: Pedal pressed: agreement active 
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2.4.4 Remote Operator Panel (+OP2) 
 

 

Figure2-3: Layout Remote Operator Panel 

Equipment: [1] Red Mushroom Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset 

 Light off: No emergency stop pending 

 

Equipment: [2] Red lighted Push Button [Ride Stop] 

Description: Press this button in case of any danger to stop the vertical and rotational movement of the 

ride. 

Function: Pressed: Stops the vertical and rotational movement of the ride 

 Released: Ready to reset the ride stop 

Light:  When the ride has come to a complete stop the ride stop lamp will come on solid. If Main 

Operator Panel Ride Stop created the stop condition the lamp will flash (½ second on ½ 

second off) after the ride has come to a complete stop. 

 

[2] red lighted push button 

[ride stop] 

[4]amber lighted push button 

[Restraints lock/unlock] 

[1] Emergency push button  
[E-STOP] 

[3] green  lighted push button 

[agreement start] 
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Equipment: [3] Green lighted Push Button [Start Enable] 

Description: Enable push button required to be pressed in order to start ride cycle in normal mode 

operation and to allow lowering of the carousel after a ride stop situation. 

Function: Button pressed: Start enable active 

 Light off: ride stop 

 Light blinking slow: button is enable 

 Light steady on: Ride in motion 

Equipment: [4] Amber lighted Push Button [Restraints lock/unlock] 

Description: Locks and unlocks restraints while ride is stopped in entry position.  

Function: pressed: Safety-PLC unlocks restraints if safety is ok. 

 pressed again: Safety-PLC locks restraints 

Light:  When the ride has come to a complete stop in entry position lamp will come on solid. 

When restraints are open the lamp will flash (½ second on ½ second off). 
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2.4.5 Wireless Control Panel (+OP10) 

Equipment: Red colored Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset 

Equipment: Push Button [Reset] 

Description: Reset for all pending faults. 

Function: Button pressed: Fault reset 

 
Equipment: Push Button [Jog Elevator Up] 
Description: Used to jog up elevator in slow speed. 

Function: Button pressed: Jog up of elevator at slow speed 

 Button released: Stop of jog up move 

Equipment: Push Button [Jog Elevator Down] 

Description: Used to jog down elevator in slow speed. 

Function: Button pressed: Jog down of elevator at slow speed 

 Button released: Stop of jog down move 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2-4: Layout Wireless Operator Panel 
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2.4.6 Winch Control Cabinet (+JB20) 

Equipment: Red Mushroom Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset 

 

Figure2-5: Junction Box JB20 

 

2.4.7 Tower top Cabinet (+JB40) 

Equipment: Red Mushroom Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Description: Stops the ride immediately and takes off all power to motors and brakes on the ride 

Function: Button pressed: Cuts immediately all power to all systems 

 Button released: All systems ready to become reset  

 

Figure2-6: Layout Junction Box JB40 
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2.5 TERMINOLOGY 

2.5.1 Definitions and Conventions 
In all provided documents each item is identically named by its given functional group, location and device 

name according to the following convention: 

Examples: =G01+MCC-CB4.1 

 =E03+EXT-LS88.4 

 

2.5.2 Definition of Functional Groups 
Referring to the IEC standards, the entire application is split into functional groups. The symbol for a 

functional group is “=”. 

Examples: =G01 3-phase power 480VAC - incoming and distribution 

 =E03 elevator parts of the ride - speed/position monitoring 

 

The first digit (letter) is the main group indicator. The following list shows all main groups for this 

application: 

• =G General parts of the ride 

• =E Elevator parts of the ride 

• =C Rotation parts of the ride 

• =S Seat parts of the ride 

• =R Reserve (Spare Inputs & Outputs) 

• =L Light parts of the ride 

 

The second & third digit (numbers) are sub group indicators which indentify the functional group. 

Examples are: 

• =G01 3-phase power 480VAC incoming and distribution 

• =S01 Seat assembly #1 monitoring 
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2.5.3 Definition of Locations 
Referring to the IEC standards, all locations are clearly identified. The symbol for the locations is “+”. 

Examples: +MCC Motor Control Center 

 +RCC Ride Control Center 

 +OP1 Operator Panel 1 

 +JB20 Junction Box 20 

2.5.4 Definition of Devices 
Referring to the IEC standards, all devices are clearly identified. The symbol for the devices is “-”. 

Examples: -DR Drive Unit 

 -CB Circuit Breaker 

 -LS Limit Switch 

 

Additional explanation can be found in the following documentation: 

• Electrical Schematics (introduction pages) 
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2.5.5 Tower Equipment 
A general overview of the electric equipment is shown in the following figure. Below each of them will be 

descript. 

 
Figure2-5: tower equipment 

-PRS97.1 

-PRS79.1 

-PRS79.2 

-PRS79.3 

+JB20 

+JB33 
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Junction box lower area of tower (+JB20) 

It is directly mounted on the tower near the current collectors and limit switches. It is used to connect all 

sensors on the tower bottom area as well as connection to the PCU over the current collectors. 

Junction box lower area of tower (+JB33) 

Is mounted in the middle of the tower. Includes the network distribution along the tower. 

Proximity Switch [Docking Position1] (-PRS79.1) 

The proximity switch monitors the PCU entry position and is used as condition to unlock seats. 

Proximity Switch [Docking Position2] (-PRS79.2) 

The proximity switch monitors the PCU entry position and is used as condition to unlock seats. 

Proximity Switch [Bottom Area] (-PRS79.3) 

The proximity switch [Bottom Area] is used to verify the functionality of the absolute encoder in the 

bottom part of the tower. Each time the proximity switch is passed by the elevator the verification will be 

done. 

Proximity Switch [Top Area] (-PRS97.1) 

The proximity switch [Bottom Area] is used to verify the functionality of the absolute encoder in the upper 

part of the tower. Each time the proximity switch is passed by the elevator the verification will be done. 
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2.5.5.1 Switching of the proximity switches 

On the catcher are metal plates mounted. The distance between plates and switches should be around 

10mm. To check the inductive limit switches, they have diagnostic lights. 

 
 

Figure2-6: Switching of the proximity switches 
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2.5.6 Equipment Tower top 

 

Figure2-7: Equipment tower top proxies 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 1] (-PRS98.1) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 1. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 1] (-PRS98.2) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 1. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 2] (-PRS98.3) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 2. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 2] (-PRS98.4) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 2. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 3] (-PRS98.5) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 3. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 3] (-PRS98.6) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 3. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 4] (-PRS98.7) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 4. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber top 4] (-PRS98.8) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 4. 

-PRS98.3 

-PRS98.1 

-PRS98.4 

-PRS98.2 

-PRS98.6 

-PRS98.5 

-PRS98.8 

-PRS98.7 
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Figure2-8: Equipment tower top inside 

Junction box top of tower (+JB40) 

Junction box includes active components such as Point I/O with In- and Output modules. All components 

on the upper area of the tower are connected to JB40. 

Shaft force sensor [pulley] (-SNSR97.2) 

It monitors the force of the steel cable from the winch system 

Shaft force sensor [pulley] (-SNSR97.3) 

It monitors the force of the steel cable from the winch system 

 

 

+JB40 

-SNSR97.2 -SNSR97.3 
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Figure2-9: Equipment tower top decoration 

Junction box top of tower (+LJB41) 

Junction box includes drive unit and other components to power and control the motor decoration 

Motor rotation decoration (-MOT316.1) 

The motors are responsible for turning the decoration.  

 

 

  

+LJB41 -MOT316.1 
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2.5.7 Catcher/ PCU 
 

 

 

Figure2-10: Catcher/ PCU Equipment 

 
Junction box Catcher (+JB70) 
Collection point for the +JB81 to be forwarded over the current collectors 

Junction box 1 sledge (+JB80) 

Collection point for seats signals on the PCU to be forwarded to JB20 over the current collectors 

Junction box 2 sledge (+JB81) 

Connection terminals for the speed position monitoring and power to turn the PCU. 

+JB80 

-PRS118.1 -PRS109.1 

conductor lines/ 

power 

transmission 

 

JB81 

JB70 

Battery 

system 

JB91 
JB90 

JB92 

 

-MOT119.1 
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Junction box 1 at PCU (+JB90) 

Includes PLC system for controling the gondola components. Point I/O with In- and Output modules are 

monitoring and controlling the seat and tilt effects. 

Junction box 2 at PCU (+JB91) 

Includes the switch for 24VDC on the gondola, battery protector and also Point I/O station with In- and 

Output modules for monitoring and controlling. 

Junction box 3 at PCU (+JB92) 

Includes active components such as Point I/O with In- and Output modules for monitoring and controlling 

the seat and tilt effects. Also other components like power supplies, breakers, contactors. 

Motor gondola rotation (-MOT119.1) 

The motor are responsible for turning the gondola with a slow speed. 

Proximity switch [Docking mechanism 1] (-PRS109.1) 

It monitors the position of the docking mechanism. 

Proximity switch [Docking mechanism 2] (-PRS118.1) 

I t monitors the position of the docking mechanism. 

 

Proximity Switch [carousel speed/position 1] (-PRS120.1) 

The switch is used to monitor the speed and position of the turning part from the gondola 

Proximity Switch [carousel speed/position 2] (-PRS120.2) 

The switch is used to monitor the speed and position of the turning part from the gondola 

-MOT119.1 
-PRS120.1 -PRS120.2 

conductor lines/ 

power 

transmission 
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2.5.8 Equipment seats 
Each seat has an electrical box where all components connected. 

 

 Home position      Tilted position 

    

Figure2-11: Equipment seats 

 

Junction box seats (+JB10x) 

All components at the seat are connected to+JB10x. 

Proximity switch [seat monitoring] (-PRSxxx.3) 

It monitors the position of the seat frame. 

Valves unlock restraint (-SOLxxx.1/2) 

Two valves lock/unlock the restraint of the seat 

Tilt cylinder (-SOL1xx.1/2) 

Moves the whole seat unit 

  

-PRSxxx.3 

+JB10x 

-SOL1xx.1/2 

-SOLxxx.1/2 
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2.5.9 Buffer Bottom 
 

 

Figure 2-10 Puffer bottom 

 
Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 1] (-PRS78.1) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 1 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 1] (-PRS78.2) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 1. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 2] (-PRS78.3) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 2 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 2] (-PRS78.4) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 2. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 3] (-PRS78.5) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 3 

-PRS78.2 

-PRS78.1 

-PRS78.4 

-PRS78.3 

conductor lines/ 

power 

transmission 

 

-PRS78.8 
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Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 3] (-PRS78.6) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 3. 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 4] (-PRS78.7) 

The switch is used to monitor the position retracted on buffer 4 

Proximity Switch [shock absorber bottom 4] (-PRS78.8) 

The switch is used to monitor the position extended on buffer 4. 
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2.5.10  Equipment Base/Winch 
 

 

Figure2-11: Equipment base/winch 

Winch motors (-MOT11.1 -MOT13.1 -MOT15.1 -MOT17.1) 

The motors are responsible for driving the PCU and the catcher. Each motor is powered by a drive unit 

located in the technic room +ECR. Thermo-switches and brakes are monitored and connected to +MCC. 

Encoder motor 1 sin/cos (-END23.1) 

The encoder on the motor 1 is connected to the drive unit 1. It supplies the drive unit with the necessary 

data. 

Encoder motor 2 sin/cos with SSI(-END65.2) 

The encoder on the motor 2 is connected to the junction box +JB19. The SSI signal will be monitored by 

the safety PLC. The sin/cos signal feeds the drive unit 2 with the necessary data. 

Encoder motor 3 sin/cos (-END23.3) 

The encoder on the motor 3 is connected to the drive unit 3. It supplies the drive unit with the necessary 

data. 

Encoder motor 4 sin/cos (-END65.4) 

The encoder on the motor 4 is connected to the junction box +JB19. The sin/cos signal will be monitored 

by the safety PLC. A splited sin/cos signal feeds also the drive unit 4 with the necessary data. 

-END23.1 

Motor 1 

-MOT11.1 

-END65.2 

Motor 2 

-MOT13.1 

-END23.3 

Motor 3 

-MOT15.1 

-END65.4 

Motor 4 

-MOT17.1 
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Limit switches [derope] (-LS69.1/2) 

The limit switches are connected in +MCC and monitors slack rope on the winch. 

 

 

-LS69.1 -LS69.2 
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3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

The following list shall provide an overview over all available ride functions and tasks during regular 

operation. 

Ride Functions in all Operating Modes (General) 

• Ride On/Off 

• Operating Mode selection 

• Emergency Stop 

• Seat lock/unlock 

Ride Functions in Maintenance Mode 

• Fault reset 

• Jog Elevator 

• Rotate Gondola 

• Tilt Seats 

Functions in Test Mode 

• Performtest [derope] 

• Perform test [Over speed upward] 

• Perform test [Over speed downward] 

• Performtest [Test seat cylinder right] 

• Performtest [Test seat cylinder left] 

• Performtest [Test motor brake 1] 

• Performtest [Test motor brake 2] 

• Performtest [Test motor brake 3] 

• Performtest [Test motor brake 4] 

 

Ride Functions in Normal Mode 

• Ride Cycle Start 

• Ride Stop 

• Ride Restart 

Functions in Evacuation Mode 

• Jog Elevator 

• Fault reset 
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3.2 RIDE FUNCTIONS 

3.2.1 General 
Below listed ride functions are of general natures independent of any operating mode. 

FG-00; Ride On 

Location: OP1 

Human Action: Switch Selector Switch [Ride On/Off] to position ON 

Ride Reaction: All Sensors energized 

FG-01; Ride Off 

Location: OP1 

Human Action: Switch Selector Switch [Ride On/Off] to position OFF 

Ride Reaction: All Sensors de-energized 

FG-10; Operating Mode Selection 

Location: OP1 

Human Action: Switch Key Switch [Operating Mode] to desired mode position 

Ride Reaction: According operating mode selected 

FG-20; Emergency Stop 

Location: OP1, OP2, OP10, JB20, JB40, JB80, RCC 

Human Action: Press Push Button [Emergency Stop] 

Ride Reaction: All Actuators de-energized 

FG-30; Unlock seats (General) 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Condition: Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: Press Push Button [Restraint Unlock] 

Ride Reaction: All Restraint Actuators energized 
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3.2.2 Maintenance Mode 
Service Mode is used for: 

• Ride inspection (preventive maintenance) 

• Prepare ride for Normal Mode operation (Start-Up at beginning of operating day) 

• Recover ride for Normal Mode operation (Recovery after irregular operational event) 

 

Attention! 

Danger due to electrical shock 

• On the tower sections are contactor lines installed which provide electrical power for the 

carousel. During maintenance on the contactor lines ensure that the whole contactor is "volt-

free" and protected against switching back on. 

• The gondola has its own power supply (battery pack). During maintenance on the electrical 

installation of the gondola ensure that the fuses are switched off "volt-free". 

 

The following is a description of the various functionalities available in Maintenance Mode organized by 

the different ride areas, a more detailed description will follow later. 
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Entire Ride: 

FM-00; Fault, acknowledge 

Location: OP1 

Action: Press [Acknowledge] 

Reaction: clears errors 

Elevator: 

FM-10; Jog Up slow 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Maintenance Mode active 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Jog Up slow] 

 2. Press and hold food pedal and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising at 0.25m/s and automatically stop at top position 

Location: OP10 

Pre-Conditions: Ride Lockout on JB20 in off position 

Human Action: Press and hold Push Button [Jog up] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and automatically stop at top position 

Human Action: Release and Press and hold Push Button [Jog up] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and creates an e-stop at the emergency over travel switch 

tower top 

Human Action: Reset and Press and hold Push Button [Jog up] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and can go over the over travel switch tower top 

FM-11; Jog Up fast 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Maintenance Mode active 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Jog Up fast] 

 2. Press and hold food pedal and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and automatically stop at top position 
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FM-12; Jog Down slow 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Maintenance Mode active 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Jog Down slow] 

 2. Press and hold food pedal and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator lowering and automatically stop at load/unload position 

Location: OP10 

Pre-Conditions: Ride Lockout on JB20 in off position 

Human Action: Press and hold Push Button [Jog Down] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator lowering at and automatically stop at load/unload position 

Human Action: Release and Press and hold Push Button [Jog Down] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator lowering and creates an e-stop at the emergency over travel 

switch tower bottom 

Human Action: Reset and Press and hold Push Button [Jog up] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator rising at 0.25m/s and can go over the over travel switch tower 

bottom 

FM-13; Jog Down fast 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Maintenance Mode active 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Jog Down fast] 

 2. Press and hold food pedal and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator lowering and automatically stop at load/unload position 

 

Carousel: 

FM-20; Rotate clockwise 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Maintenance Mode active 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Rotate clockwise] 

 2. Press and hold Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Carousel rotating 
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3.2.3 Test Mode 
Test Mode is used for: 

• Execution of periodic functional safety test 

• Error indication light, etc. 

FT-11; Test 1 [Derope 1] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: test mode active, ride in entry position 

Human Action: 1. Select function [test derope] 

 2. Press food pedal and button start 

 3. Activate both derope sensors (-LS69.1 and -LS69.2) 

Ride reaction: Ride confirms test 

 

FT-13; Test 3 [Over speed elevator up] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position, PCU disconnected from 

catcher 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Test Over speed elevator up] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and then at random height speeding up triggering an over 

speed fault. 

FT-14; Test 4 [Over speed down] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position, PCU disconnected from 

catcher 

Human Action: 1. Select Function [Test Over speed elevator down] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator raising and then at random height returning in direction down 

and triggering an over speed fault. 

FT-15; Test 5 [seat cylinder right] 

Location: OP1, PCU 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Note: The test procedure is described in a following chapter! 
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FT-16; Test 6 [seat cylinder left] 

Location: OP1, PCU 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Note: The test procedure is described in a following chapter! 

 

FT-17; Test 7 [Motor brake 1] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: 1. Select function [Motor brakes 1] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride reaction:  Ride performs a brake test with brakes 1 

 

FT-18; Test 8 [Motor brake 2] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: 1. Select function [Motor brakes 2] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride reaction:  Ride performs a brake test with brakes 2 

 

FT-19; Test 9 [Motor brake 3] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: 1. Select function [Motor brakes 3] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride reaction:  Ride performs a brake test with brakes 3 

FT-20; Test 10 [Motor brake 4] 

Location: OP1 

Pre-Conditions: Test mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: 1. Select function [Motor brakes 4] 

 2. Press and hold present switch and press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride reaction:  Ride performs a brake test with brakes 4 
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3.2.4 Normal Mode 
Normal Mode serves the following purposes: 

• Operating Mode for normal passenger operation 

Whole ride: 

FN-10; Start Ride Cycle 

Location: OP1 & OP2 

Pre-Conditions: Normal Mode active, Ride in Load/Unload position 

Human Action: 1. Operators to verify passengers are seated properly and secured 

 2. Operator to verify that all gates are closed 

 3. Operator at OP2 to press and hold Push Button [Start Enable] 

 4. Operator at OP1 to press Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Ride cycle started 

FN-11; Ride Stop 

Location: OP1, OP2 

Pre-Conditions: Normal Mode active, Ride cycle being executed 

Human Action: Press Push Button [Ride Stop] 

Ride Reaction: Ride cycle aborted, elevator and carousel execute a Safe Stop 1 

 

FN-13; Ride Recovery 

Location: OP1 & OP2 

Pre-Conditions: Normal Mode active, Ride not in load/unload position, No fault pending 

Human Action: 1. Operator at OP2 to press and hold Push Button [Start Enable] 

 2. Operator at OP1 to press and hold Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator slowly lowering to load/unload position 
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3.2.5 Evacuation Mode 
Evacuation mode is used for: 

• Evacuation if error in normal mode 

• Acknowledge faults 

 

FE-00; Acknowledge Fault 

Location: OP1 

Human Action: press button [acknowledge] 

Ride reaction: Errors are acknowledged 

FE-10; Evacuation  

      Location: OP1 & OP2 

Pre-Conditions: Normal mode active, Ride not in load/unload position, No fault pending 

Human Action: 1. Operator at OP2 to press and hold Push Button [Start Enable] 

 2. Operator at OP1 to press and hold Push Button [Ride Start] 

Ride Reaction: Elevator slowly lowering to load/unload position as long both buttons are 

pressed. 
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4 GENERALSAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
 

4.1 STAFFING 

4.1.1 Certified Operator 
The Certified Operator is responsible for overseeing all operations of the site.  This person shall be 
versed in all operations, procedures, staffing and training. The Certified Operator is ultimately 
responsible for all actions and processes of the RIDE. The Certified Operator must have completed a 
factory authorized training program, which can also be taught by a staff member who has been trained 
by Funtime Handels GmbH.  A Certified Operator must be physically present during all operations. 
 
 
The area of responsibilities includes following points: 
 

1.  Pre-Ride check procedures. 
2.  Rider Safety. 
3.  Perform the first ride of the day after the inspection procedure. 
4.  Ensures adherence to the Operations Manual by all staff. 
5.  Training and advancement of all staff. 
6.  Knowledgeable of First Aid. 

 

4.1.2 Loader / Unloader 
The loader/unloader is responsible for rider order and briefing as well as ensuring guests are secured in 
the ride seats.  The loader/unloader must have completed an onsite training program from a Funtime 
HandelsGesmbH-trained staff member. 
Duties include but are not limited to: 
 

1.  Pre-Ride checkpoints. 
2.  Crowd control. 
3.  Rider order. 
4.  Ensuring guests are secured in seats. 
5.  Rider briefing. 
6.  Assisting guests in getting out of seats. 
 

4.1.3 Maintenance Personnel 
 
These personnel are responsible for daily, weekly, monthly and annual inspections, and for record 
keeping. Perform preventative and routine maintenance and maintain logbooks. Monitoring and 
replacement of limited use parts i.e., cables, decorative lighting etc. 
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4.2 STAFFING CHECKPOINTS 

It is important that all staff be in a good mood. They must be physically and mentally capable of 
performing all duties that they are assigned to. The Certified Operator is responsible for assuring that 
all staff are ready for the day’s activities. Some helpful tips for assuring a healthy and prepared staff are 
as follows: 
 

1. Comfort Level: How comfortable does your staff feel in expressing their limitations to the 

Certified Operator? 

2. Responsibility: Are your team members willing to take on the responsibilities that are 

placed on them? 

3. Awareness: Are your team members aware of all that their duties entail? 

4. Review:  A good Certified Operator will always be reviewing with his/her team members. 

5. Praise: Let your team members know when they are performing to the standards that 

you have placed on them.  Also let them know when they are not. 

6. Respect: Respect all those you come in contact with. Out of respect come growth, 

knowledge and loyalty. Respect your staff’s limitations concerning assigned duties, hours 

of employment and pay scale. 
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4.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES AND UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES 

4.3.1 Panicked Rider 
 
In the case that the rider breaks into hysterics or begins panicking, the Certified Operator should stop 
the ride and lower the riders back to the ground. In the event that a rider panics at the top of the ride 
cycle, stay calm and use comforting words until they can be lowered. 
Your ability to speak calmly and assure them of safety is the key to controlling this type of situation. 
 
 

4.3.2 Lightning Strike 
 
In the case of lightning striking the structure(s), all equipment must be inspected by trained maintenance 

personnel before re-opening.  If a person(s) is struck by lightning, follow emergency procedures as 

outlined in major accidents.  

DO NOT operate the RIDE if lightning is in the area. 

 
 

4.3.3 Electrical Failure 
 

4.3.3.1 Minor electrical fault (e.g. a limit switch is defective). 

The control system can be switched to the evacuation mode and the PCU is lowered at a low speed. The 

shoulder brackets can be opened electrically or manually 

The procedure is described in "Evacuation Mode" section of this manual. 

4.3.3.2 Serious electrical fault (e.g. electrical power failure). 

In this case the PCU can still be lowered to the ground by manually opening the brake system. The 

shoulder brackets can be opened manually. 

 

 

4.3.4 Mechanical Failure 

4.3.4.1 Serious mechanical defect of the winch (e.g. damage of a gear or bearing at the 

winch)  

The passenger unit will be connected via a rope which is pulled from the ground to the trip unit. The PCU 

will be undocked from the Catcher and braked by the magnetic brakes on the tower. The shoulder 

brackets can be opened manually. 
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4.3.4.2 Serious mechanical defect on the PCU (e.g., blocked pulley or brake sword) 

The component which is causing the blockage must be removed. Here, you can try to raise the car using 

the Catcher. If this is impossible, the people must be lowered by height recovery. For attaching the ropes 

corresponding eyelets are provided on the tower. 

 

 

4.3.5 Major Accidents 
 
In the extremely unlikely case of a major accident:  
 
FOLLOW ALL INTERNAL EMERGENCY POLICY AND PROCEDURES. 
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4.4 RIDER WALK THROUGH 

All riders will go through the following procedures.  Deviation from these steps can leave your operation 
vulnerable.  Remember, prior to processing your first rider, all daily inspection checkpoints must be 
completed. 

 
Step1.Rider arrives at site and is met by the Ride Operator.  Answer all questions with the utmost 
confidence as these people are seeking your assurance for their well-being.  This should not be taken 
lightly. 
 

Step2.Rider(s) arrive at the loading area and are greeted.    Here they are briefed on the riding techniques 
and protocol. Guests are let into the ride area, choose a seat, and close it. 
 

Step3.At this point the Certified Operator gives the riders a thorough check, checking the seat bracket by 
pulling on them and making sure that the passenger has no loose items that could fall during the ride. Also 
check that the person fits properly into the seat. 
 
 

Limitation: Large people: Be careful when seeing if large guests fit into the seats. Check that they fit 

within the contours of the seat and the bracket fits properly. If this is not so - Do not let this person 
ride. 
 
 

Limitation: Small People: The minimum height for persons able to fit into the Freefall seats is 
125cm. The main point is to make sure that you do not believe the passenger can in any way slide out 
of the seat. Make sure the seat brackets are properly latched.  If you feel that the guest cannot safely 

ride the attraction Do not let this person ride. 
 

*depends on the setting of seats. Size limit, according to TÜV report 
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4.5 PATRON RESTRICTIONS 

4.5.1 Height 
 
The passengers must be min. 125cm* for proper fitting of the restraint and seat belts.  This and all of 
the qualifications in section 4.4 need to be posted on site. 
 

*depends on the setting of seats. Size limit, according to TÜV report 
 

4.5.2 Age 
 
There is no age restriction 

4.5.3 Physical & Mental Conditions 
 
Riders must be in good mental and physical condition, specifically not under the influence of drugs or 
alcohol.  Riders must not have any physical problems, such as heart condition or back injuries, which 
could be exacerbated by a ride.  Rider must have the ability to hold an upright sitting position alone.  
At a minimum, riders must have legs that include the knee.  Riders must have arms that extend at a 
minimum to the elbow and one natural, functioning hand on one of the two arms.  Prosthetics may not 
be worn on the ride.  
 

4.5.4 Weight and Size 
 
There is no minimum weight except physical size, which may prevent the guest from properly being 
secured by the seat and restraint. According to EN 13814 the maximum passenger weight is 130kg. 
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4.5.5 Additional Rider Restrictions 

 

• Ride operator instructions must be followed. 

• Guests who can endanger themselves or others through their behavior are not permitted 

to ride. 

• Guests that may be intoxicated or have physical ailments (such as: spine/back problems, 

high blood pressure, or pregnancy) are not allowed to ride. 

• Riders are not allowed to smoke or hold items in their hands that could be dropped on 

other park-goers.  

• Unsecured glasses, long jewelry, open-toed shoes as well as long scarves must be 

removed before a rider gets on the ride. 

• There is no eating or drinking while riding. 
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4.6 SAFETY 

The Ride was designed to be a safe amusement ride. However, human errors or deviation from the design 
and operation could result in injuries. Examples of dangerous deviations from procedures include: 
 

4.6.1 Stunts 
This can include riders strapping in  inanimate objects such as stuffed animals, using different restraint 
attachments, trying to hold on to the seat in front or behind the rider, and climbing out of the seat. 
For reasons of safety, staff (during morning testing) and Guests may not try to ride in any unsafe 
manner. 
 

4.6.2 Foreign Objects 
Any object dropped by a rider could become a deadly projectile. Therefore, no objects are to be hand 
carried by any rider. Objects include cameras, cell phones, purses, etc. 
 

4.6.3 Entering & Exiting the Ride 
Always ensure that the riders have unobstructed access while entering and exiting the loading area. 
The Certified Operator must advise the riders to use caution and be ready to physically assist anyone 
who appears impaired. 
 

4.6.4 Tower Climbing 
Each tower installation is provided with fall protection equipment for trained personnel who must 
ascend the towers for inspection, maintenance or repairs.  No one is authorized to ascend without the 
protection given by a restraint and connecting lanyard. 
In addition, a separate safety lanyard and carabineer are provided for support and secondary 
protection anytime work must be performed aloft. All tool and equipment carried aloft has to be 
attached via a lanyard to the climber or tower.  Nothing should be freely carried by the climber. 
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4.6.5 Wind & Lightning Storm Restrictions 
The ride must not be operated in wind speeds greater than 15 m/s (54 km/h).  All towers must be grounded 
with lightning/grounding rods.  Stop all operations and move all personnel from the site whenever 
lightning is likely to occur. 

4.6.6 Ride Balancing 

The ride should be run as balanced as possible. 

4.6.7 Alterations 
Alterations to the system are permitted only under permission from qualified Funtime Handels GmbH 
employees. Prior to modification, it is necessary to examine these, discuss and work out.  
 

4.6.8 General safety rules for FREEFALL Operators 

a) If patrons are misusing the ride, shut the operation down until condition is corrected. 

b) Intoxicated persons must not be allowed on the ride  

c) Smoking by patrons is not permitted. 

d) If an unusual noise or condition develops while the ride is operating, stop it and 

notify Certified Operator. 

e)  Be cautious and ready for the unexpected when small children are present. 

f) Ensure that all access gates to the loading area are securely closed during ride 

operation. 

g) Patrons waiting for the next ride must be kept outside of loading area, away from 

the moving ride. 

h) Be alert when the ride is operating and prepare for an emergency. 

g) Take pride in operating safely: a safe guest experience is always the first priority. 
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4.7 CRITICAL OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

 

a) Do report to work on time and be ready to work.  

b) Do be neat, clean and well groomed. 

c) Do know your ride and check it thoroughly BEFORE opening it to the public. 

d) Do be courteous to ride patrons. 

e) Do conduct yourself in a responsible manner - no horseplay.  Remember that we work 

while others play. 

f) Do maintain a positive and safe attitude. 

g) Do stay alert and concentrate on the job at hand  

h) Do keep your ride area clean and safe. 

i) Do watch your ride and riders, anticipate potential problems. 

j) Do report any unusual activities or conduct to the Certified Operator. 

k) Do think SAFETY FIRST - if the ride is not functioning normally or if you are concerned 

about its mechanical operation SHUT DOWN and get the Certified Operator and correct 

the problem. 

l) Don’t engage in unnecessary conversation while operating your ride. 

m) Don’t argue with the ride patrons. If there is a problem with a guest, call the Certified 

Operator. 

n) Don’t allow riders to carry any foreign objects such as cameras or cell phones while riding 

the attraction. 

o) Don’t spend your breaks distracting other operators who are not on break.  

p) Don’t leave your post to take a break until your replacement is there. 

q) Don’t take prescription or over the counter medication without knowing its effects on 

you. 

r) Don’t consume alcohol or controlled substances while working. 
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4.7.1 Attitude 
SAFETY and ATTITUDE are two very important words in every walk of life - they are critical words in the 
ride industry.  The public visits an amusement ride to be entertained - their primary concern is to have 
fun.  As a ride operator you are in control of the machine that the public has come to enjoy.  They look 
to you to maintain a watchful and safe attitude while they are in your care. Yours is a major responsibility. 
There are many jobs in other industries where you might hear it said, “my job or my attitude doesn’t 
really matter”. You will never hear that said of a ride operator - your job and your attitude may well 
matter the most. 
 

4.7.2 Alcohol or Drugs 
When you operate a ride you have the well-being of the riders in your hands. The use of alcohol or drugs 
in such situations shall be grounds for immediate dismissal. 
 
It is not only controlled substances that slow your reflexes and impair your ability to react - medication 
prescribed by your doctor can have a similar effect. If you are taking medication, tell your doctor the 
critical nature of your job, and he will advise you of any necessary precautions. 
Don’t jeopardize your safety and that of others when you are less than your best. 
 

4.7.3 Fatigue 
Operating a ride is hard work; it is tiring and requires skill and attention. A person must be in good 
physical and emotional condition to be a good operator. 
Everyone knows that a person is unfit to operate a ride when he or she has been drinking, but fatigue 
can be just as dangerous. 
Boredom can be viewed as a form of fatigue. The mind is tired or dull and no longer alert. You can combat 
fatigue and boredom by taking your scheduled breaks, walking around or by changing your routine. 
It is essential that you are 100% focused on what you are doing while operating or assisting in 
ride operations. 
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4.7.4 Slips and Falls 
Although not as highly publicized as a mechanical failure, the most frequent accident on an 
amusement ride is a slip, trip or fall. 
Constantly check the areas on and around your ride for objects or liquids that could cause a slip and 
fall by a guest or fellow employees. 
Watch your step and make sure that the ride enclosure and all rider access areas are free of any debris, 
liquids or any other obstructions. 

4.7.5 Housekeeping 
A messy ride area is a hazard for both employees and the public. Constantly check the ride for loose 
or fallen objects, for spillage or obstructions.  Safe housekeeping is a constant activity that goes on 
throughout the day: it is not a job left for the night time cleanup crew. 
 
Remember that if we have done our job by setting up a clean, exciting and well-lit ride, the public is 
only looking at the ride; they are not looking out for hazards or debris where they walk. 
 
Also, remember, patrons may believe that if the operating area is messy and unkempt it could reflect 
that the equipment and maintenance is also messy and unkempt. 
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4.8  EMPLOYEE TRAINING 

Ride operators will go through the corporate mandated training and certification program including proper 

documentation. These will be made available to Funtime Handels GmbH upon request. 
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5 OPERATING MODES 

5.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW VISUALIZATION 

As shown in the figures below, the visualization is split into four fields. 

1. header 

2. footer 

3. information line 

4. main screen 

  

Figure5-1: overview visualization 

 

The header shows the current user, the status of the connection to the controller (beating heart), the set 

operating mode, the location from where the system is operated and the date and time. 

The footer has different functions, depending on the operating mode and the user 

The information line shows the operator information about the ride, as well as pre-Conditions and error 

messages. 

The main screen has a lot of different functions which are described in the following chapters. 

  

header 

main screen 

information line 

 
footer 
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5.1.1 Login/Logout 
 

To login as a different user, the button "LOGIN" must be pressed. A popup window appears. By pressing 

"User"/"Password" appears a keyboard, type the user name and password and press Enter to confirm. 

Complete the login process by pressing the Enter button in the login window. In the header of the current 

user can be read. 

 

 

Figure5-2: login windows 

To log out, press the "LOGOUT" in the footer. User shows “default” 
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5.2 SERVICE MODE 

The operation Mode Maintenance Mode needs to be selected by the key switch operating mode, and 

allows various functions of the ride as it will be descript later. In general there are three different operating 

modes in the maintenance mode. 

a) Controlled by OP1 (main operator panel) 

b) Controlled by OP10 (wireless operator panel) 

NOTE: In maintenance Mode there is no transportation of people allowed. 

This mode is only for maintenance and inspections on the ride. 

Attention! 

Danger due to electrical shock 

• On the tower sections are contactor lines installed which provide electrical power for the 

carousel. During maintenance on the contactor lines ensure that the whole contactor is "volt-

free" and protected against switching back on. 

• The gondola has its own power supply (battery pack). During maintenance on the electrical 

installation of the gondola ensure that the fuses are switched off "volt-free". 
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5.2.1 Controlled by OP1 

5.2.1.1 Ride Startup 

Before the ride is turned on the ride off screen is shown. Turn the key switch panel enable on, enable the 

key switch “Maintenance Enable” and turn the key switch operating mode onto maintenance mode.  In 

the message column the required pre-conditions to startup the ride are shown. Are there pre-conditions 

missing they will be shown on the message column. If all the pre-conditions for the ride startup are fulfilled 

the message column will tell you to startup the ride by turning the CAT-0 Ride Lockout at OP1 on. To 

operate the ride from OP1 also the CAT-0 Ride Lockout at RCC needs to be switched on. 

  

Figure5-3: startup screen 

In the case of missing pre-conditions to turn the ride on maintenance can press the select button “PRE-

CONDITIONS” in the footer. A popup window called “Ride On Pre-Conditions” is shown. Here you can find 

which preconditions are missing. 
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Figure5-4: Ride ON Pre-Conditions 
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To check the status of the Safety I/O Modules in the network, the select button “Safety I/O-Modules” 

needs to be pressed. A popup window will appear where all the safety modules on the ride are shown. 

Each one shows the connection status, input status or output status. 

 

Figure5-5: Safety I/O Module Status  
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Is the ride turned on the following screen will appear, which provides all kind of functions and information 

which will be descript in the following chapter. 

 

Figure5-6: Maintenance main screen 
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5.2.1.2 Emergency Push Button Test 

 

After turning on the ride the first time in the day the Emergency Push Button Test needs to be done. By 

pressing the select button “Emergency Push Button Test” a popup window called Emergency Push Button 

Verification will come on. There are all Emergency Push Buttons listed. Each Emergency Push Button shows 

the status when the test needs to be done. When the Emergency Push Button is pressed the status will 

change to pressed. After the Emergency Push Button is pulled back out the status will change to done. 

 

Figure5-7: Emergency push button verification 

 

 

5.2.1.3 Lamptest 

 

To start the lamp test the selector button “LAMP TEST” needs to be pressed. Therefore the Emergency 

Push Button needs to be pressed to select the lamp test. By pressing the selector button “LAMPTEST” 

again the lamp test will stop. Is the lamp test active, all indicator lights at the OP1 and OP2 will blink 1/2s 

on 1/2s off. By pressing each button the indicator light will change to solid. Are all of the lighted push 

buttons tested the lamp test will stop automatically, to stop the lamp test manually press the selector 

button like descript before. 
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5.2.1.4 General overview Maintenance Screen 

The maintenance main screen is divided into the following sections. 

1. Fault Section 

2. Message Section 

3. Speed/Position section 

4. Tower Section 

5. Seat Groups 

6. Jog Section 

7. General Section 

8. Carousel Section 

 

 

 

 

Figure5-8: maintenance screen sections 
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5.2.1.4.1 Fault Section 

The ride has three fault categories.  

1. E-Stop 

2. Zone-Stop 

3. Warning 

4. Depending on the pending fault it will be displayed in the fault section and will be on there until 

the fault is acknowledged. By pressing on the fault in the fault section the fault history off the fault 

category will be opened in a popup window. 

 

 

Figure5-9: fault list 

 

5.2.1.4.2 Message Section 

In the message section various information are given depended on what is happening. 
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5.2.1.4.3 Speed/Position Section 

In the speed/position section information is given about the speed and position of 

the elevator and the carousel. There is also information given about the absolute 

encoder initialized status 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1.4.4 Tower Section 

In the tower section an overview of the ride is given. There is an indicator bar which shows 

the moving of the elevator. The proximity switches on the tower are shown and they will light 

green when they are activated. If one of them is faulted a red circle will be around the status 

light. By pressing the tower on the touch screen a new main screen called Details elevator 

will show up where various details about the tower and elevator are given. By pressing the 

carousel on the touch screen a new main sreen called Details carousel will show up where 

various details about the carousel are given 
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5.2.1.4.4.1 Details - Elevator 

In the details elevator main screen information about the sensors on the tower is given.  

 

Figure5-10: Details Elevator 

There are some more select buttons which open following popup windows and show information about 

the Input and Outputs, for example: 

1. Details Encoder 

2. Details Drive Unit 

3. Details Brakes 

4. Details Puffer 
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Figure5-11: Details Abs. Encoder Drum and Motor 

 

Figure5-12: Details Drive Unit 1 and Unit 2 
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Figure5-13: Details Brakes 1-3 and Brakes 5-7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5-14: Details Puffer 
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By pressing the select button “Drive 1 faults” or “Drive 2 faults” in the footer following popup screen will 

appear.  

 

 

Figure5-15: fault handling elevator drive 1 and drive 2 
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5.2.1.4.5 Carousel Section 

In the carousel section there is an indicator bar shown, which shows the rotating of it. 

By pressing the carousel on the touch screen a new main screen called Details carousel 

will show up where various details about the carousel are given. 

 

5.2.1.4.5.1 Details - Carousel 

 

Figure5-16: Details Carousel  
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5.2.1.4.6 Restraint Section 

In the restraint section the status of the restraints of each seat 

row is shown. Green light indicates the restraints are closed, no 

light on indicates restraints are opened and red light indicates the 

restraints are faulted. By pressing the restraint section on the 

touch screen a popup window will appear and gives you 

information about restraints and the restraint release. 

 

Figure5-17: Information Restraint Control 

5.2.1.4.7 Tilt cylinder Section 

In the tilt cylinder section the status of the tilt cylinder of each seat is shown. Green light indicates all tilt 

cylinders are retracted, red light indicates the tilt cylinders are extended. By pressing the tilt cylinder 

section on the touch screen a popup window will appear and gives you information about tilt cylinders on 

each seat. 

 

Figure5-8: Information Restraint Control 
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5.2.1.4.8 Jog Section 

In the Jog Section there are select buttons for Jog Elevator 

UP/DOWN (Fast and Slow) and Jog Carousel. Below the select 

buttons there is status field. Is the button selected it will show 

selected in a red field. Is the function executed it will show 

executed in a yellow field. The function of the different will be 

descripting later. 

 

 

5.2.1.4.9 General Section 

 In the general section there are selector buttons which will chance the main screen to following screen 

• Details General 

• Grease ON 

• Details Force Shaft 

• Safety I/O-Modules 

• Speed Position 
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5.2.1.4.9.1 Details General 

In the details general there are more select button for the different locations and functions of the control 

cabinet and the junction boxes. By selecting those details about Inputs and Outputs are given. 

 

Figure5-18: Details General  

5.2.1.4.9.2 Grease ON 
By pressing the “Grease ON” Button the Grease Unit starts pumping. 

5.2.1.4.9.3 Details Force Shaft 
In the detail force shaft, you can see the tension of the cables. 

 

Figure 5-19 Force Shaft 
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5.2.1.4.9.4 Safety -I/O Module 

To check the status of the Safety I/O Modules in the network, the select button “Safety I/O-Modules” 

needs to be pressed. A popup window will appear where all the safety modules on the ride are shown. 

Each one shows the connection status, input status or output status. 

 

Figure5-20: Safety I/O Module 

5.2.1.4.9.5 Speed / Position 

In the Speed Position window a graphic is shown, where the violet line shows the elevator speed envelop 

depending on the elevator height and the green line shows the carousel speed envelop depending on the 

elevator height. The green dot shows the elevator movement and the violet dots show the carousel 

movement. 

 

Figure5-21: Speed/Position 
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5.2.1.5 Jog Functions 

Like descript in the Jog Section the required jog function needs to be selected by pressing the select button 

on the touch panel. Are the jog function selected and the present switch pressed the indicator light on the 

push button Ride Start on OP1 will blink 1/2s on 1/2s off. By pressing the push button Ride Start on OP1 

the jog function will be executed. To stop the present switch needs to be released. To start again the 

sequence as descript before needs to be done again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1.5.1 Elevator Jog UP Slow 

The elevator will drive in direction up and will stop at the programmed ride limit. 

5.2.1.5.2 Elevator Jog UP Fast 

The elevator will drive in direction up and will stop at the programmed ride limit. 

5.2.1.5.3 Elevator Jog DOWN Slow 

The elevator will drive in direction down and will stop at the entry position. 

5.2.1.5.4 Elevator Jog DOWN Fast 

The elevator will drive with in direction down and will stop at the entry position. 

5.2.1.5.5 Carousel Jog FORWARD Slow 

The carousel rotates forward. 
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5.2.1.6 Faults 

By pressing the selector button Faults a new main screen will appear where the fault history is logged. 

Each fault has a date, a fault number and a description of the fault. 

 

Figure5-22: Overview Faults 

5.2.1.7 Trouble Shoot 

By pressing the selector button Trouble Shoot a new main screen will appear where the last fault with his 

fault category is logged. 

 

Figure5-23: troubleshoot  
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5.2.1.8 Statistics 

By pressing the selector button Statistics a new main screen will appear where amount of automatic cycles 

overall and program wise is displayed. 

 

Figure5-24: Statistics 

5.2.1.9 Lights 

By pressing the selector button Lights a new main screen will appear. On this screen there are select 

buttons provided to turn the decoration light for the ride on. There is also information provided about the 

status of the inputs and outputs for the light control. 

 

Figure5-25: Lights window  
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5.2.1.10 Initializing the absolute encoder 

If the absolute encoder needs to be initialized, there will show up a message in the message section when 

the operating mode maintenance is changed into normal mode. Therefore the elevator needs to be driven 

up into the middle of the tower in maintenance jog mode and bring it back down into entry position. The 

encoder is initialized. 

 

Figure5-26: Elevator not initialized 
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5.2.2 Controlled by OP10 
 

This operating mode is provided for maintenance people to do work on the tower, to inspect cables, 

wheels spools at the tower. To activate the operation mode following steps need to be done. 

• The selector switch at OP1 needs to be ON and the key switch Panel Enable needs to be in the 

position OFF. 

• The selector switch at RCC in the technical room needs to be disabled and locked.  

• The OP10 needs to be taken out of its rack. 

• At the backside of the OP10 there is a switch. Be sure it is always on also during charging 

procedure.  

• Pull the emergency push button out and press push buttons 7&8 at the same time for three 

seconds. The status light should come on in solid green. 

• The OP10 is now active 

• To reset the ride press the push button reset (takes about 10 seconds) 

• Now the jog function for elevator and carousel are available  

 

CAUTION: 

• Maintenance people have to make sure that other people are informed that they are working 

on the tower. 

• It is not allowed to use the catcher without the safety rings and the little platforms as an elevator 

for the maintenance and erecting stuff. 

 

5.2.2.1 Elevator Jog Down Slow 

The Jog down slow will stop at the entry position of the ride. 

5.2.2.2 Elevator Jog Up Slow 

The Jog up slow will stop at the upper position of the ride. 

5.2.2.3 Carousel Jog Slow 

The carousel Jog Slow enables the maintenance to inspect the functionality of the carousel 
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5.3 OPERATION MODE TEST MODE 

Select with the operating mode key switch „Test Mode“, the screen will change into Test mode. 

On the left side of the main screen the different tests can be selected

 

Figure5-27: Test Mode 

On the right side there is a select button called Test overview. By pressing this button a popup window will 

appear and shows for each test when it needs to be done again and as well the status message will change 

when test is been executed or done. 

Attention: All tests must be done without the PCU. Locking mechanism stays open  

 

Figure5-28: Test overview 
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To view the results of the past and actual test there is a select button in the footer provided called test 

results. By pressing this select button a new main screen will appear and gives the option to select the 

different test by pressing them. The test result will be shown, and also if the test passed or failed. The test 

results need to be logged and compared with the previous ones. Are there changes between them it needs 

to be verified what caused the changes and make a troubleshooting on the causing equipments. 

 

Figure5-29: Test Results 

To start a test the elevator needs to be in the entry position and the select button on the touch screen for 

the required test needs to be pressed. Are the test function selected and the present switch pressed and 

hold the indicator light on the push button Ride Start on OP1 will blink 1/2s on 1/2s off, and will be 

executed by pressing the push button ride start on OP1. By releasing the present switch the test function 

will stop. The provided tests are descripting below.  

Daily Tests: Test Seat Cylinder left; Test Seat Cylinder right; Test derope 

Weekly Tests: Over speed UP; Over speed DOWN 

Monthly Tests: Test brakes 1-4 
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5.3.1 Over Speed Elevator Up 
The elevator will drive up and an e-stop will be triggered at the height of approximately 15m. Check the 

fault message and the test result. Reset the ride by pressing the push button Acknowledge on OP1 and 

take the ride back to entry position in Maintenance Mode by using the Jog function. 

 

5.3.2 Over Speed Elevator Down 
The elevator will drive up on a defined high and then it stops and moves back down. The e-stop will be 

triggered at the height of approximately 28m. Check the fault message and the test result. Reset the ride 

by pressing the push button Acknowledge on OP1 and take the ride back to entry position in Maintenance 

Mode by using the Jog function. 
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5.3.3 Test Seat Cylinder 
Every day, two seats needs to be checked with the 

restraint test unit. Choose each day other seats, so after 

15 days all seats are tested. 

The results of the tests must to be logged in a separate 

document. 

 

Test results: 

• Green Area: the cylinder is OK 

• Yellow Area: the restraint unit needs to be 

inspected (for leaks, mechanical defects, 

corrosion). If necessary, the test needs to be 

repeated. If the test index is again in the yellow 

area, the restraint unit needs to be exchanged 

• Red Area: the seat needs to be disabled and the 

restraint unit needs to be exchanged before the 

seat can be used again 

  
Restraint test unit 

Red Area: 

Cylinder not OK 

Green Area: 

Cylinder OK 
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5.3.3.1 Test Seat Cylinder Right 

 

Therefore following steps need to be done: 

• PCU needs to be in entry position 

• Open the restraints and put the restraint test unit into the seat 

• Close all restraints 

• Check the color marking. If it is centric in the green area, the test can be started. Should this not 

be the case, the restraint needs to be closed even harder or the test unit needs to be newly placed 

in the seat. 

• Go immediate to the main panel and select the touch button “Test Seat Cylinder Right”. Press the 

foot pedal and start the test with the green "Ride Start" button, now you can release the foot 

pedal. A timer of 5 minutes is starting.  

• Only the right cylinder is locked 

• While the timer is running, check the other seats by pulling the restraints 

• After the time it will shine “Done” under the touch button. 

• Check the fault message and the test result 

 

 

5.3.3.2 Test Seat Cylinder Left 

 

Therefore following steps need to be done: 

• PCU needs to be in entry position 

• Open the restraints and put the restraint test unit into the seat 

• Close all restraints 

• Check the color marking. If it is centric in the green area, the test can be started. Should this not 

be the case, the restraint needs to be closed even harder or the test unit needs to be newly placed 

in the seat. 

• Go immediate to the main panel and select the touch button “Test Seat Cylinder Left”. Press the 

foot pedal and start the test with the green "Ride Start" button, now you can release the foot 

pedal. A timer of 5 minutes is starting. 

• Only the left cylinder is locked 

• While the timer is running, check the other seats by pulling the restraints 

• After the time it will shine “Done” under the touch button 

• Check the fault message and the test result 
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5.3.4 Test Derope 1 
The elevator is in load/unload position. Activate the derope switching strip by hand (both sensors need to 

be switched). Check the fault message and the test result. 

 

5.3.5 Test Motorbrake 1 
The test will be done only with the catcher. The elevator will drive up to 45m and comes back with 1.4m/s. 

Only motor brake 1 will be activated and the elevator stops. The other brakes are deactivated and will only 

activated when the tested brake does not stop the elevator. Check the fault message and the test result. 

Reset the ride in maintenance mode by pressing the push button Acknowledge on OP1 and take the ride 

back to entry position by using the Jog function. 

 

5.3.6 Test Motorbrakes 2-4 
See chapter above (Test Motorbrake 1). For each brake a separate test needs to be done. 
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5.4 NORMAL MODE 

5.4.1 Single Operator 
It is possible to change in operation mode normal from two operators to single operator. Therefore the 

key switch “maintenance enable” needs to be turned on. Like descript below the operation sequence will 

be descript for two operator mode. In single operator mode just a few things change which will be 

explained as follows.  

5.4.2 Start the ride 
Press and hold the foot pedal. To start, press the start button. After starting, the foot pedal can be released. 

 

5.4.3 Program Selection 
There are eight different automatic cycles prepared which can just be selected by supervisor or 

maintenance. They need to acknowledge their appearance with the key switch “Maintenance enable” or 

“Supervisor enable”. By pressing the select button “Program Selection” a popup window will appear where 

the different automatic cycles can be selected. 

 

Figure5-30: program selection 
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5.4.4 Operating Sequence 
 

The ride will be left by the maintenance people in normal mode in the entry position. There should be no 

faults pending. 

 

• The operator needs to turn the main panel OP1 with the key switch panel enable on. 

• By pressing the push button “Unlock Restraints” at the OP1 or OP2 the restraints will be 

energized for 2 minutes. 

• By pressing the push button “Unlock Restraints” again at the OP1 or OP2 the power to the 

restraint release will be de-energized. 

• Operators can now load the PCU with the guests  

• Operator need to verify restraints are locked by push/pull proceed (close restraints and pull on 

it). 

• After all restraints are closed the ride is ready to start and the push buttons “Ride Start” at OP1 

and “Start Enable” at OP2 are blinking 1/2s on and 1/2s off. 

• Before starting the automatic cycle operators need to ensure that the entry area is cleared and 

all customers are comfortable. 

• The operator at the remote operator panel indicates that from his side everything is Ok for 

starting the ride, by pressing and holding the push button start enable at OP2. 

• The operator at the main panel will see his indicator light at the push button ride start flashing 

1/10s on and 9/10s off. After he also has ensured that everything is OK on his side he needs to 

press the push button ride start. 

• The automatic cycle will start now and both operators can released the buttons. 

• In case if a rider feels uncomfortable and the ride has already been started the operators can 

stop the ride by pressing the push button ride stop on OP1 or OP2.  

• By prosecuting the same procedure as before for starting the automatic cycle the ride will start 

going down in direction load/unload position. 

• In case of a malfunction of the ride the ride can be stopped by pressing the mushroom 

emergency stop button on OP1 and OP2 

• In case of a fault the ride will stop and maintenance needs to be called to reset the fault. 
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• When the elevator reaches the position before releasing the PCU, the “Release” push button 

starts blinking. By pressing the “Release” push button the elevator continues going up slow till 

the catcher releases the PCU. 

• When the PCU arrives the load/unload position the operator can open the restraints and unload 

riders 

• Now the procedure will start from the beginning 
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5.5 OPERATION MODE EVACUATION MODE 

After a fault has pending on the ride and the maintenance has reset the ride. The maintenance has to 

activate evacuation mode by switching the “operating mode” key switch from normal mode to evacuation 

mode. The maintenance has to be at the ride all time while evacuation mode is active. Now the operators 

can start the evacuation. To operate in Evacuation mode the "Start Enable" push button on OP2 and the 

"Ride Start" push button at OP1 need to be pressed all time long, until the ride stops. 

Depending on the different conditions the ride will straight come down if the PCU is above the load/unload 

position. Is the PCU close to the load/unload position first the elevator will go up before lowering again to 

load/unload position. After the guests are unloaded the maintenance will need to set up ride for Normal 

Mode. 

Single or dual Operation is also available in Evacuation Mode 

 

Figure5-31: Evacuation mode 
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5.6 UNPOWERED EVACUATION 

There are two options for unpowered evacuation: 
a. Open motorbrakes if gear and mechanical system are ok 
b. Manual release the gondola in case the gear is damaged 

 

5.6.1 Evacuation by open motorbrakes 
 
Open motorbrakes 1 and 2 and leave they open 
Open motorbrake 3 by hand, gondola moves down, control the speed with the hand handle 
Take care and make sure that the brakes will be not too hot. Make stops and change between brakes 1,2 
and 3,4 with opening, to prevent an overheating of the brakes. 
 
 

5.6.2 Evacuation by manual release 
 
At first, fix the catcher on two sides like the pictures below. The catcher may not take a movement 
upwards. 
 

 
 

Figure 5-32 Fixing the catcher 
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Fix a rope on the release mechanism outside the tower. On the bottom end of the tower, mount a 
pulley. 
To release the gondola now, it needs a strong pull on the rope. 
Attention: the gondola moves down, make sure all peoples are in a safety distance!!!! 
 

 
 

Figure 5-33 Rope on the release mechanism 
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Figure 5-34 Pulley on the bottom side of tower 
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Figure 5-35 Release gondola by pulling the rope 
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6 MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE 

6.1 DAILY PRE-OPERATION CHECKPOINTS AND PROCEDURES 

Prior to each day’s activities, a thorough equipment check must be completed using the supplied 
checklist (Appendix A).  It also should be noted that this procedure must be given utmost attention in 
order to minimize the possibility of an adverse outcome. 
We allow for inspection frequency to be based upon time or cycle number. These break down as 
follows: 

• Daily or 250 cycles 

• Weekly or 1,500 cycles 

• Monthly or 6,000 cycles 

• Annually (all annual checks must be performed each year, even if the cycle count is 
less than 72,000) 

 

6.1.1 Site Inspection 

2. Load/Unload: Check and make sure all appropriate supplies are available for Certified 
Operator. 

3. Fencing: All in place and will deter spectators from entering into the defined area. 

4. Safety, Prohibitory and Restrictive signs 
 
 

6.1.2 Helpful Tips for a Thorough Inspection 
Note the difference between mentally checking something and physically checking something.  In 
activities such as inspections, the individual can become complacent in the methods they are using.  It is 
imperative that we are able to break this cycle by concentrating on what it is that we are inspecting.  
Therefore, confirm all check procedures one at a time.  Do not rush through these procedures.  Make 
sure you are not pre-occupied.  Finally, do not put your signature on the Daily Inspection Log unless you 
are certain that you have completed the inspection with your full attention and that all items have been 
checked and the equipment is in safe operating condition. If you feel that you are not fully competent 
with this task consult your superior immediately! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6.2 CHECKLIST 
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7 TROUBLESHOOT 

7.1 RIDE REACTIONS 

Depending on the fault category there are three different stop sequences. 

• E-Stop (1): cuts immediately the power to the elevator and the carousel and is closing the safety 

brake and the motor brake. 

• Zone-Stop(2):stops the motion of the causing device through a controlled stop 

• Warning(3): with a warning pending the ride cycle will finish, but will not allow to start a new 

cycle 

 

7.2 FAULT LIST 

Below each fault is listed. 

Fault from the Safety task are called FSF and the ones from the Standard task are called STF. 

FSF[0].0; =G01+MCC-CON6.1, main contactor 1 [480VAC supply incoming power] not off E-Stop 

FSF[0].1; =G01+MCC-CON6.1, main contactor 1 [480VAC supply incoming power] not on E-Stop 

FSF[0].2; =G01+MCC-CON6.2, main contactor 2 [480VAC supply incoming power] not off E-Stop 

FSF[0].3; =G01+MCC-CON6.2, main contactor 2 [480VAC supply incoming power] not on E-Stop 

FSF[1].0; =G02+RCC-CON34.1, safety contactor [120VAC-B, ride ON/OFF] not off E-Stop 

FSF[1].1; =G02+RCC-CON34.1, safety contactor [120VAC-B, ride ON/OFF] not on E-Stop 

FSF[1].2; =G02+RCC-CON35.1, safety contactor [120VAC-C, E-STOP channel A] not off E-Stop 

FSF[1].3; =G02+RCC-CON35.1, safety contactor [120VAC-C, E-STOP channel A] not on E-Stop 

FSF[1].4; =G02+RCC-CON35.2, safety contactor [120VAC-C, E-STOP channel B] not off E-Stop 

FSF[1].5; =G02+RCC-CON35.2, safety contactor [120VAC-C, E-STOP channel B] not on E-Stop 

FSF[2].0; =G03+JB40-CON94.1, safety contactor [24VDC-B, JB40, ON/OFF] not off E-Stop 

FSF[2].1; =G03+JB40-CON94.1, safety contactor [24VDC-B, JB40, ON/OFF] not on E-Stop 

FSF[2].2; =G03+JB40-CON94.1, safety contactor [24VDC-B, JB40, ON/OFF] not on at start E-Stop 

FSF[50].1; =G05+RCC-PLC41:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[50].11; =G05+RCC-PLC41:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[50].2; =G05+RCC-PLC41:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[50].12; =G05+RCC-PLC41:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[50].6; =G05+RCC-PLC41:6, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[50].16; =G05+RCC-PLC41:6, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].1; =G05+MCC-PLC8:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].11; =G05+MCC-PLC8:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].2; =G05+MCC-PLC8:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].12; =G05+MCC-PLC8:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].3; =G05+MCC-PLC8:3, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].13; =G05+MCC-PLC8:3, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 
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FSF[51].7; =G05+MCC-PLC8:7, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].17; =G05+MCC-PLC8:7, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].8; =G05+MCC-PLC8:8, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].18; =G05+MCC-PLC8:8, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].9; =G05+MCC-PLC8:9, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[51].19; =G05+MCC-PLC8:9, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[52].1; =G05+OP1-PLC286:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[52].11; =G05+OP1-PLC286:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[52].2; =G05+OP1-PLC286:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[52].12; =G05+OP1-PLC286:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].1; =G05+JB20-PLC73:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].11; =G05+JB20-PLC73:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].2; =G05+JB20-PLC73:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].12; =G05+JB20-PLC73:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].3; =G05+JB20-PLC73:3, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].13; =G05+JB20-PLC73:3, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].4; =G05+JB20-PLC73:4, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].14; =G05+JB20-PLC73:4, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].5; =G05+JB20-PLC73:5, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].15; =G05+JB20-PLC73:5, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].6; =G05+JB20-PLC73:6, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].16; =G05+JB20-PLC73:6, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].8; =G05+JB20-PLC73:8, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[53].18; =G05+JB20-PLC73:8, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].1; =G05+JB40-PLC95:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].11; =G05+JB40-PLC95:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].2; =G05+JB40-PLC95:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].12; =G05+JB40-PLC95:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].4; =G05+JB40-PLC95:4, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].14; =G05+JB40-PLC95:4, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].5; =G05+JB40-PLC95:5, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[54].15; =G05+JB40-PLC95:5, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[56].1; =G05+JB90-PLC133:1, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].11; =G05+JB90-PLC133:1, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].2; =G05+JB90-PLC133:2, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].12; =G05+JB90-PLC133:2, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].3; =G05+JB90-PLC133:3, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].13; =G05+JB90-PLC133:3, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].4; =G05+JB90-PLC133:4, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].14; =G05+JB90-PLC133:4, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].5; =G05+JB90-PLC133:5, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].15; =G05+JB90-PLC133:5, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].6; =G05+JB90-PLC133:6, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].16; =G05+JB90-PLC133:6, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[56].7; =G05+JB90-PLC133:7, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[56].17; =G05+JB90-PLC133:7, Safety IO Module output fault Warning 

FSF[57].1; =G05+JB91-PLC152:1, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 
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FSF[57].11; =G05+JB91-PLC152:1, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].2; =G05+JB91-PLC152:2, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].12; =G05+JB91-PLC152:2, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].3; =G05+JB91-PLC152:3, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].13; =G05+JB91-PLC152:3, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].4; =G05+JB91-PLC152:4, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].14; =G05+JB91-PLC152:4, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].5; =G05+JB91-PLC152:5, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].15; =G05+JB91-PLC152:5, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].6; =G05+JB91-PLC152:6, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].16; =G05+JB91-PLC152:6, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].7; =G05+JB91-PLC152:7, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].17; =G05+JB91-PLC152:7, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[57].8; =G05+JB91-PLC152:8, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[57].18; =G05+JB91-PLC152:8, Safety IO Module output fault Warning 

FSF[58].1; =G05+JB92-PLC171:1, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].11; =G05+JB92-PLC171:1, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].2; =G05+JB92-PLC171:2, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].12; =G05+JB92-PLC171:2, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].3; =G05+JB92-PLC171:3, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].13; =G05+JB92-PLC171:3, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].4; =G05+JB92-PLC171:4, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].14; =G05+JB92-PLC171:4, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].5; =G05+JB92-PLC171:5, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].15; =G05+JB92-PLC171:5, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].6; =G05+JB92-PLC171:6, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].16; =G05+JB92-PLC171:6, Safety IO Module input fault Warning 

FSF[58].7; =G05+JB92-PLC171:7, Safety IO Module communication fault Warning 

FSF[58].17; =G05+JB92-PLC171:7, Safety IO Module output fault Warning 

FSF[59].1; =G05+JB19-PLC56:1, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[59].11; =G05+JB19-PLC56:1, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[59].2; =G05+JB19-PLC56:2, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[59].12; =G05+JB19-PLC56:2, Safety IO Module input fault E-Stop 

FSF[59].4; =G05+JB19-PLC56:4, Safety IO Module communication fault E-Stop 

FSF[59].14; =G05+JB19-PLC56:4, Safety IO Module output fault E-Stop 

FSF[5].0; =G06+OP1-SS288.1, selector switch [ride on/off] not active E-Stop 

FSF[5].1; =G06+OP1-SS288.1, selector switch [ride on/off] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[5].2; =G06+RCC-SS43.3, selector switch [OP10] active E-Stop 

FSF[5].3; =G06+RCC-SS43.3, selector switch [OP10] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[5].4; =G06+RCC-S61.3, key switch [erecting mode] active E-Stop 

FSF[5].5; =G06+RCC-S61.3, key switch [erecting mode] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[5].8; =G06+OP1-FTS288.3, foot pedal [OP1] active Warning 

FSF[5].9; =G06+OP1-FTS288.3, foot pedal [OP1]  not ok Warning 

FSF[5].13; =G06+OP1-SS289.1, key switch [panel enable] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].14; =G06+OP1-PBL289.2, illum. push button [ride start] always on Warning 

FSF[5].16; =G06+OP1-SS289.3, key switch [operating mode] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[5].17; SW, operating mode [change during drive] not ok E-Stop 
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FSF[5].21; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.2, push button [OP10, jog up] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].22; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.1, push button [OP10, jog down] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].23; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.3, push button [OP10, spare] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].24; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.4, push button [OP10, jog carousel forward] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].25; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.5, push button [OP10, horn] not ok Warning 

FSF[5].26; =G06+OP10-PBOP10.6, push button [OP10, reset] not ok Warning 

FSF[6].0; =G06+RCC-ESTOP43.1, emergency push button [RCC] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].1; =G06+RCC-ESTOP43.1, emergency push button [RCC] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[6].2; =G06+JB20-ESTOP75.1, emergency push button [JB20] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].3; =G06+JB20-ESTOP75.1, emergency push button [JB20] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[6].4; =G06+JB40-ESTOP96.1, emergency push button [JB40] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].5; =G06+JB40-ESTOP96.1, emergency push button [JB40] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[6].8; =G06+OP1-ESTOP288.2, emergency push button [OP1] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].9; =G06+OP1-ESTOP288.2, emergency push button [OP1] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[6].10; =G06+OP2-ESTOP295.1, emergency push button [OP2] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].11; =G06+OP2-ESTOP295.1, emergency push button [OP2] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[6].12; =G06+OP10-ESTOP_OP10, emergency push button [OP10] pressed E-Stop 

FSF[6].13; =G06+OP10-ESTOP_OP10, emergency push button [OP10] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[11].0; =E01+MCC-CON11.1, safety contactor 1 [elevator, motorsupply] not off E-Stop 

FSF[11].1; =E01+MCC-CON11.1, safety contactor 1 [elevator, motorsupply] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[11].2; =E01+ECR-MOT17.1, motor thermo [elevator motor 1-4] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[11].3; =E01+MCC-DU12.1, drive unit 1 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[11].4; =E01+MCC-DU12.1, drive unit 1 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[11].5; =E01+MCC-CON19.1, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 1, STO] not off E-Stop 

FSF[11].6; =E01+MCC-CON19.1, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 1, STO] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[11].10; =E01+JB19-CON59.1, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 1] not off E-Stop 

FSF[11].11; =E01+JB19-CON59.1, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 1] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[11].12; =E01+ECR-BR59.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 1] not open Z-Stop 

FSF[11].13; =E01+ECR-BR59.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 1] not closed Z-Stop 

FSF[11].14; =E01+ECR-BR59.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 1] wear not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[11].30; SW, brake test [motor brake 1] active Z-Stop 

FSF[11].31; SW, brake test [motor brake 1, zero speed missing] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[15].0; =E01+MCC-CON13.1, safety contactor 2 [elevator, motorsupply] not off E-Stop 

FSF[15].1; =E01+MCC-CON13.1, safety contactor 2 [elevator, motorsupply] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[15].3; =E01+MCC-DU14.1, drive unit 2 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[15].4; =E01+MCC-DU14.1, drive unit 2 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[15].5; =E01+MCC-CON19.2, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 2, STO] not off E-Stop 

FSF[15].6; =E01+MCC-CON19.2, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 2, STO] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[15].10; =E01+JB19-CON59.2, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 2] not off E-Stop 

FSF[15].11; =E01+JB19-CON59.2, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 2] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[15].12; =E01+ECR-BR59.2, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 2] not open Z-Stop 

FSF[15].13; =E01+ECR-BR59.2, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 2] not closed Z-Stop 

FSF[15].14; =E01+ECR-BR59.2, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 2] wear not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[15].30; SW, brake test [motor brake 2] active Z-Stop 

FSF[15].31; SW, brake test [motor brake 2, zero speed missing] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[16].0; =E01+MCC-CON15.1, safety contactor 3 [elevator, motorsupply] not off E-Stop 

FSF[16].1; =E01+MCC-CON15.1, safety contactor 3 [elevator, motorsupply] not on Z-Stop 
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FSF[16].3; =E01+MCC-DU16.1, drive unit 3 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[16].4; =E01+MCC-DU16.1, drive unit 3 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[16].5; =E01+MCC-CON19.3, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 3, STO] not off E-Stop 

FSF[16].6; =E01+MCC-CON19.3, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 3, STO] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[16].10; =E01+JB19-CON59.3, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 3] not off E-Stop 

FSF[16].11; =E01+JB19-CON59.3, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 3] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[16].12; =E01+ECR-BR59.3, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 3] not open Z-Stop 

FSF[16].13; =E01+ECR-BR59.3, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 3] not closed Z-Stop 

FSF[16].14; =E01+ECR-BR59.3, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 3] wear not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[16].30; SW, brake test [motor brake 3] active Z-Stop 

FSF[16].31; SW, brake test [motor brake 3, zero speed missing] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[17].0; =E01+MCC-CON17.1, safety contactor 4 [elevator, motorsupply] not off E-Stop 

FSF[17].1; =E01+MCC-CON17.1, safety contactor 4 [elevator, motorsupply] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[17].3; =E01+MCC-DU18.1, drive unit 4 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[17].4; =E01+MCC-DU18.1, drive unit 4 [elevator, motor brake open signal] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[17].5; =E01+MCC-CON19.4, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 4, STO] not off E-Stop 

FSF[17].6; =E01+MCC-CON19.4, safety contactor [elevator drive unit 4, STO] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[17].10; =E01+JB19-CON62.1, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 4] not off E-Stop 

FSF[17].11; =E01+JB19-CON62.1, safety contactor [elevator, motor brake 4] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[17].12; =E01+ECR-BR62.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 4] not open Z-Stop 

FSF[17].13; =E01+ECR-BR62.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 4] not closed Z-Stop 

FSF[17].14; =E01+ECR-BR62.1, limit switch [elevator, motor brake 4] wear not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[17].30; SW, brake test [motor brake 4] active Z-Stop 

FSF[17].31; SW, brake test [motor brake 4, zero speed missing] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[13].0; =E03+ES1-PRS79.1, Ind. limit switch (NO) [catcher, dockingposition1] not active E-Stop 

FSF[13].1; =E03+ES1-PRS79.1, Ind. limit switch (NO) [catcher, dockingposition1] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].2; =E03+ES1-PRS79.2, Ind. limit switch (NO) [catcher, dockingposition2] not active E-Stop 

FSF[13].3; =E03+ES1-PRS79.2, Ind. limit switch (NO) [catcher, dockingposition2]not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].4; =E03+ES9-PRS97.1, Ind. limit switch (NC) [catcher, position monitoring top] not active Z-Stop 

FSF[13].5; =E03+ES9-PRS97.1, Ind. limit switch (NC) [catcher,  position monitoring top] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[13].6; =E03+ES2-PRS79.3, Ind. limit switch (NC) [catcher,  position monitoring bottom] not 

active 

Z-Stop 

FSF[13].7; =E03+ES2-PRS79.3, Ind. limit switch (NC) [catcher, position monitoring bottom] not ok Z-Stop 

FSF[13].8; =E03+ET1-PRS98.1-7, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top retracted] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].10; =E03+ET1-PRS98.2-8, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not active E-Stop 

FSF[13].11; =E03+ET1-PRS98.2-8, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].13; =E03+EB1-B89.1, absolute encoder [elevator, area top] position invalid Z-Stop 

FSF[13].14; =E03+EB1-B89.1, absolute encoder [elevator, area bottom] position invalid Z-Stop 

FSF[13].15; =E03+EB1-B89.1, absolute encoder [elevator, position] frozen Z-Stop 

FSF[13].16; =E03+EB1-B89.1, absolute encoder [elevator, position] position jump Z-Stop 

FSF[13].17; SW, limit position bottom not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].18; SW, compare [absolute encoder] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[13].20; SW, elevator direction [command up, feedback down] incorrect E-Stop 

FSF[13].21; SW, elevator direction [command down, feedback up] incorrect E-Stop 

FSF[13].22; SW,elevator speed [safety area,upwards, high speed area] exceeded E-Stop 

FSF[13].23; SW,elevator speed [safety area,upwards, decel area] exceeded E-Stop 

FSF[13].24; SW,elevator speed [safety area,upwards, positioning area] exceeded E-Stop 

FSF[13].25; SW,elevator speed [safety area,downwards, high speed area] exceeded E-Stop 
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FSF[13].26; SW,elevator speed [safety area,downwards, decel area] exceeded E-Stop 

FSF[13].27; SW,elevator speed [safety area,downwards, positioning area] exceeded E-Stop 

FSF[13].30; =E03+ECR-LS69.1, switching rail 1 (NC) [elevator, derope] active E-Stop 

FSF[13].31; =E03+ECR-LS69.2, switching rail 2 (NC) [elevator, derope] active E-Stop 

FSF[14].0; =E03+ES1-PRS78.1-7,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[14].1; =E03+ES1-PRS78.1-7, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] 

impropertly flagged 

E-Stop 

FSF[14].2; =E03+ES1-PRS78.2-8,Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[14].3; =E03+ES1-PRS78.2-8, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not active E-Stop 

FSF[14].4; =E03+ESL-PRS118.1, Ind. limit switch [docking mechanism] not ok E-Stop 

FSF[14].5; =E03+ESL-PRS118.1, Ind. limit switch [docking mechanism] impropertly flagged E-Stop 

FSF[14].6; SW, catcher not  released E-Stop 

FSF[14].7; SW, emergency end position top reached E-Stop 

FSF[14].8; SW, emergency end position top reached E-Stop 

FSF[14].9; =E03+ES1-PRS78.1,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].10; =E03+ES1-PRS78.3,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].11; =E03+ES1-PRS78.5,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].12; =E03+ES1-PRS78.7,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].13; =E03+ES1-PRS78.2,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].14; =E03+ES1-PRS78.4,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].15; =E03+ES1-PRS78.6,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].16; =E03+ES1-PRS78.8,  Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, bottom extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].17; =E03+ET1-PRS98.1, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].18; =E03+ET1-PRS98.3, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].19; =E03+ET1-PRS98.5, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].20; =E03+ET1-PRS98.7, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top retracted] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].21; =E03+ET1-PRS98.2, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].22; =E03+ET1-PRS98.4, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].23; =E03+ET1-PRS98.6, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].24; =E03+ET1-PRS98.8, Ind. limit switch (NO) [shock absorber, top extended] not ok Warning 

FSF[14].29; =E03+ET1-SNSR97.2, shaft force sensor [pulley rope 1] tension not ok Warning 

FSF[14].30; =E03+ET1-SNSR97.3, shaft force sensor [pulley rope 2] tension not ok Warning 

FSF[14].31; =E03+ET1-SNSR97.2-3, shaft force sensor [pulley rope 1/2] compare not ok Warning 

FSF[21].0; =C01+MCC-CON25.1, safety contactor [carousel, motor supply] not off E-Stop 

FSF[21].1; =C01+MCC-CON25.1, safety contactor [carousel, motor supply] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[21].3; =C01+MCC-DU26.1, Frequency Drive [Carousel, motor brake open signal] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[21].4; =C01+MCC-DU26.1, Frequency Drive [Carousel, motor brake open signal] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[21].5; =C01+MCC-CON25.2, safety contactor [Carousel, motor brake] not off E-Stop 

FSF[21].6; =C01+MCC-CON25.2, safety contactor [Carousel, motor brake] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[21].7; =SW, safety contactor [Carousel, motor] on at release E-Stop 

FSF[21].8; =C01+MCC-CON26.1, safety contactor [Carousel drive unit, STO ] not off E-Stop 

FSF[21].9; =C01+MCC-CON26.1, safety contactor [Carousel drive unit, STO ] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[23].0; =C03+ESL-PRS120.1, Proximity Switch (NO) [Carousel, Speed/Position, Channel 1] always 

on 

Z-Stop 

FSF[23].1; =C03+ESL-PRS120.1, Proximity Switch (NO) [Carousel, Speed/Position, Channel 1] always 

off 

Z-Stop 

FSF[23].2; =C03+ESL-PRS120.2, Proximity Switch (NO) [Carousel, Speed/Position, Channel 2] always 

on 

Z-Stop 

FSF[23].3; =C03+ESL-PRS120.2, Proximity Switch (NO) [Carousel, Speed/Position, Channel 2] always 

off 

Z-Stop 

FSF[40].0; =S00+JB20-CON81.1, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit A_1] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[40].1; =S00+JB20-CON81.1,safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit A_1] not on Z-Stop 
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FSF[40].2; =S00+JB20-CON81.2, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit A_2] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[40].3; =S00+JB20-CON81.2, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit A_2] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[40].4; =S00+JB20-CON81.3, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit B_1] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[40].5; =S00+JB20-CON81.3, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit B_1] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[40].6; =S00+JB20-CON81.4, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit B_2] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[40].7; =S00+JB20-CON81.4, safety contactor [unlock seats, circuit B_2] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[40].8; =S00+JB20-CON159.1,safety contactor [crowbar] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[40].9; =S00+JB20-CON159.1,safety contactor [crowbar] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[41].0; =S00+JB90-CON136.2,safety contactor [open seats agree 1/2] not off Warning 

FSF[41].1; =S00+JB90-CON136.2,safety contactor [open seats agree 1/2] not on Warning 

FSF[41].2; =S00+JB92-Q176.1,safety contactor [open seats agree 3/4] not off Warning 

FSF[41].3; =S00+JB92-Q176.1,safety contactor [open seats agree 3/4] not on Warning 

FSF[41].4; =S00+JB91-CON159.1,safety contactor [crow bar] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[41].5; =S00+JB91-CON159.1,safety contactor [crow bar] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[41].6; =S00+JB90-CON135.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 1] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[41].7; =S00+JB90-CON135.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 1]] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[41].8; =S00+JB91-CON156.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 2] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[41].9; =S00+JB91-CON156.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 2] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[41].10; =S00+JB92-CON175.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 3] not off Z-Stop 

FSF[41].11; =S00+JB92-CON175.1,safety contactor [supply 400VAC cylinder seats group 3] not on Z-Stop 

FSF[43].1; =S01+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 1, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].2; =S02+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 2, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].3; =S03+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 3, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].4; =S04+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 4, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].5; =S05+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 5, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].6; =S06+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 6, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].7; =S07+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 7, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].8; =S08+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 8, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].9; =S09+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 9, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].10; =S10+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 10, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].11; =S11+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 11, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].12; =S12+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 12, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].13; =S13+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 13, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].14; =S14+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 14, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].15; =S15+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 15, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].16; =S16+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 16, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].17; =S17+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 17, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].18; =S18+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 18, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].19; =S19+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 19, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].20; =S20+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 20, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].21; =S21+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 21, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].22; =S22+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 22, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].23; =S23+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 23, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].24; =S24+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 24, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].25; =S25+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 25, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].26; =S26+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 26, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].27; =S27+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 27, monitoring] not ok Warning 
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FSF[43].28; =S28+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 28, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].29; =S29+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 29, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[43].30; =S30+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 30, monitoring] not ok Warning 

FSF[44].1; =S01+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 1, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].2; =S02+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 2, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].3; =S03+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 3, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].4; =S04+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 4, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].5; =S05+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 5, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].6; =S06+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 6, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].7; =S07+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 7, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].8; =S08+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 8, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].9; =S09+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 9, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].10; =S10+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 10, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].11; =S11+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 11, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].12; =S12+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 12, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].13; =S13+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 13, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].14; =S14+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 14, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].15; =S15+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 15, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].16; =S16+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 16, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].17; =S17+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 17, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].18; =S18+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 18, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].19; =S19+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 19, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].20; =S20+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 20, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].21; =S21+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 21, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].22; =S22+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 22, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].23; =S23+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 23, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].24; =S24+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 24, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].25; =S25+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 25, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].26; =S26+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 26, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].27; =S27+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 27, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].28; =S28+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 28, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].29; =S29+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 29, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[44].30; =S30+EPCU-PRS1, Ind. limit switch [seat 30, monitoring] not locked Warning 

FSF[46].1; =S01+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 1] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].2; =S01+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 1] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].3; =S02+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 2] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].4; =S02+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 2] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].5; =S03+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 3] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].6; =S03+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 3] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].7; =S04+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 4] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].8; =S04+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 4] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].9; =S05+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 5] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].10; =S05+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 5] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].11; =S06+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 6] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].12; =S06+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 6] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].13; =S07+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 7] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].14; =S07+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 7] not extended Warning 
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FSF[46].15; =S08+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 8] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].16; =S08+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 8] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].17; =S09+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 9] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].18; =S09+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 9] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].19; =S10+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 10] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].20; =S10+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 10] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].21; =S11+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 11] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].22; =S11+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 11] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].23; =S12+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 12] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].24; =S12+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 12] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].25; =S13+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 13] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].26; =S13+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 13] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].27; =S14+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 14] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].28; =S14+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 14] not extended Warning 

FSF[46].29; =S15+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 15] not retracted Warning 

FSF[46].30; =S15+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 15] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].1; =S16+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 16] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].2; =S16+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 16] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].3; =S17+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 17] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].4; =S17+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 17] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].5; =S18+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 18] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].6; =S18+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 18] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].7; =S19+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 19] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].8; =S19+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 19] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].9; =S20+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 20] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].10; =S20+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 20] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].11; =S21+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 21] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].12; =S21+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 21] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].13; =S22+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 22] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].14; =S22+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 22] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].15; =S23+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 23] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].16; =S23+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 23] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].17; =S24+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 24] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].18; =S24+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 24] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].19; =S25+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 25] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].20; =S25+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 25] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].21; =S26+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 26] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].22; =S26+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 26] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].23; =S27+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 27] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].24; =S27+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 27] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].25; =S28+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 28] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].26; =S28+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 28] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].27; =S29+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 29] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].28; =S29+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 29] not extended Warning 

FSF[47].29; =S20+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 30] not retracted Warning 

FSF[47].30; =S20+EPCU-SOL1, Tilt cylinder [seat 30] not extended Warning 

STF[0].1; =G01+MCC-CB2.2, circuit breaker [480VAC supply 1, phase monitoring] tripped E-Stop 
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STF[0].2; =G01+MCC-CR2.2, control relay [480VAC supply 1, phase monitoring] not ok E-Stop 

STF[0].4; =G01+MCC-CB2.7, circuit breaker [480VAC supply 2, phase monitoring] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].5; =G01+MCC-CR2.7, control relay [480VAC supply 2, phase monitoring] not ok E-Stop 

STF[0].6; =G01+MCC-CB2.3, circuit breaker [480VAC supply, drive unit 1-2] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].7; =G01+MCC-CB2.6, circuit braker [480VAC supply, drive unti 3-4] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].8; =G01+MCC-CB4.4, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, drive unit carousel] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].9; =G01+MCC-CB4.1, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, drive unit 1] tripped Warning 

STF[0].10; =G01+MCC-CB4.2, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, drive unit 2] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].11; =G01+MCC-CB5.1, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, drive unit 3] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].12; =G01+MCC-CB5.2, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, drive unit 4] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].13; =G01+MCC-CB2.8, trafo protection switch [400VAC supply, catcher/sled/PCU] tripped E-Stop 

STF[0].14; =G01+MCC-CB4.3, motor protection switch [480VAC supply, motorbrakes elevator] 

tripped 

E-Stop 

STF[0].15; =G01+MCC-FU1.1.2, surge arresters [480VAC inlet 1 and 2] not ok E-Stop 

STF[1].1; =G02+RCC-CB32.1, circuit braker [120VAC-A permanent, MCC/RCC] tripped E-Stop 

STF[1].2; =G02+RCC-CB32.2, circuit braker [120VAC-A permanent, tower] tripped E-Stop 

STF[1].3; =G02+RCC-CB32.3, circuit braker [120VAC-B_ON/OFF, MCC/RCC] tripped E-Stop 

STF[1].4; =G02+RCC-CB32.4, circuit braker [120VAC-C E-STOP, MCC/RCC] tripped E-Stop 

STF[1].5; =G02+JB20-CB71.1, circuit braker [120VAC-A permanent, JB40] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].0; =G03+RCC-CB36.1, circuit braker [24VDC-A permanent, MCC/JB20] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].1; =G03+RCC-CB36.4, circuit braker [24VDC-A permanent, PLC/encoder] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].2; =G03+RCC-CB36.2, circuit braker [24VDC-A permanent, MCC/RCC ] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].3; =G03+RCC-CB36.3, circuit braker [24VDC-A permanent, OP1/JB19] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].4; =G03+RCC-CB37.1, circuit braker [24VDC-B ON/OFF, MCC/RCC/JB19] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].5; =G03+RCC-CB37.2, circuit braker [24VDC-B ON/OFF, JB20 ] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].6; =G03+RCC-CB38.1, circuit braker [24VDC-C E-STOP, MCC/RCC] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].7; =G03+RCC-CB38.2, circuit braker [24VDC-C E-STOP, JB20 ] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].8; =G03+RCC-PWS36.1, power supply [24VDC-A permanent] not ok E-Stop 

STF[2].9; =G03+RCC-PWS37.1, power supply [24VDC-B ON/OFF] not ok E-Stop 

STF[2].10; =G03+RCC-PWS38.1, power supply [24VDC-C E-STOP] not ok E-Stop 

STF[2].11; =G03+JB81-PWS115.1, power supply [24VDC-A permanent, buffer module] not ready Warning 

STF[2].12; =G03+JB81-PWS115.1, power supply [24VDC-A permanent, buffer module] buffering Warning 

STF[2].13; =G03+RCC-PWS36.4, power supply [24VDC-A permanent, PLC/encoder] not ok E-Stop 

STF[2].14; =G03+JB40-CB93.1, circuit braker [24VDC-A permanent, JB40] tripped Warning 

STF[2].15; =G03+JB40-CB94.1, circuit braker [24VDC-B ON/OFF, JB40] tripped E-Stop 

STF[2].16; =G03+JB40-PWS93.1,  power supply [24VDC-A permanent, JB40] not ok E-Stop 

STF[3].0; =S00+JB90-CB136.2, circuit breaker [open seats 1-15 circuit 1] tripped Warning 

STF[3].1; =S00+JB90-CB136.3, circuit breaker [open seats 1-15 circuit 2] tripped Warning 

STF[3].2; =S00+JB90-CB140.1-10, circuit breaker [tilt cylinder, seats 1-10] tripped Warning 

STF[3].3; =S00+JB92-CB176.2, circuit breaker [open seats 16-30 circuit 1] tripped Warning 

STF[3].4; =S00+JB92-CB176.3, circuit breaker [open seats 16-30 circuit 2] tripped Warning 

STF[3].5; =S00+JB91-CB146.1-10, circuit breaker [tilt cylinder, seats 11-20] tripped Warning 

STF[3].6; =S00+JB92-CB180.1-10, circuit breaker [tilt cylinder, seats 21-30] tripped Warning 

STF[3].7; =S00+JB90-CB135.1, circuit breaker [400VAC, supply seat cylinders 1-10] tripped Warning 

STF[3].8; =S00+JB91-CB156.1, circuit breaker [400VAC, supply seat cylinders 11-20] tripped Warning 

STF[3].9; =S00+JB92-CB175.1, circuit breaker [400VAC, supply seat cylinders 21-30] tripped Warning 

STF[3].10; =S00+JB91-CB156.2, circuit breaker [230VAC, supply battery charger] tripped Warning 

STF[4].0; =G06+OP1-PBL290.5, illum. push button [release gondola] always on Warning 
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STF[4].1; =G06+OP1-PBL290.6, illum. push button [unload gate] always on Warning 

STF[4].2; =G06+OP1-PBL290.1, illum. push button [acknowledge] always on Warning 

STF[4].3; =G06+OP1-PBL290.2, illum. push button [ride stop] always on Warning 

STF[4].4; =G06+OP1-PBL290.4, illum. push button [restraints] always on Warning 

STF[4].10; =G06+OP2-PBL295.2, push button [agreement start] always on Warning 

STF[4].11; =G06+OP2-PBL295.4, push button [restraints] always on Warning 

STF[4].12; =G06+OP2-PBL295.3, push button [ride stop] always on Warning 

STF[4].13; SW, wind speed is too high Warning 

STF[4].14; =G06+OP1-PBL290.7, illum. push button [load gate] always on Warning 

STF[4].31; =G06+WatchDog not ok Warning 

STF[11].0; =E01+MCC-DU12.1, drive unit 1 [elevator, status] not ok E-Stop 

STF[11].1; =E01+MCC-DU12.1, drive unit 1 [elevator, ethernet communication] not ok E-Stop 

STF[11].2; =E01+MCC-DU12.1, drive unit 1 [elevator, position compare] not ok Z-Stop 

STF[11].7; SW, supply drive unit 1 not ok E-Stop 

STF[11].8; SW, supply drive unit not ok (reverse direction) E-Stop 

STF[11].9; =E01+ECR-RES11.2.3, thermo protection (brake resistors drive unit 1) not ok E-Stop 

STF[11].12; =E01+MCC-CB20.1, motor protection switch (fans brake resistors) tripped Warning 

STF[11].13; =E01+MCC-CB20.2, motor protection switch (foreced ventilations elevator) tripped Warning 

STF[15].0; =E01+MCC-DU14.1, drive unit 2 [elevator, status] not ok E-Stop 

STF[15].1; =E01+MCC-DU14.1, drive unit 2 [elevator, ethernet communication] not ok E-Stop 

STF[15].7; SW, supply drive unit 2 not ok E-Stop 

STF[15].9; =E01+ECR-RES13.2.3, thermo protection (brake resistors drive unit 2) not ok E-Stop 

STF[16].0; =E01+MCC-DU16.1, drive unit 3 [elevator, status] not ok E-Stop 

STF[16].1; =E01+MCC-DU16.1, drive unit 3 [elevator, ethernet communication] not ok E-Stop 

STF[16].7; SW, supply drive unit 3 not ok E-Stop 

STF[16].9; =E01+ECR-RES15.2.3, thermo protection (brake resistors drive unit 3) not ok E-Stop 

STF[17].0; =E01+MCC-DU18.1, drive unit 4 [elevator, status] not ok E-Stop 

STF[17].1; =E01+MCC-DU18.1, drive unit 4 [elevator, ethernet communication] not ok E-Stop 

STF[17].7; SW, supply drive unit 4 not ok E-Stop 

STF[17].9; =E01+ECR-RES17.2.3, thermo protection (brake resistors drive unit 4) not ok E-Stop 

STF[21].0; =C01+MCC-DU26.1, drive unit [carousel, status] not ok E-Stop 

STF[21].1; =C01+MCC-DU26.1, drive unit [carousel, ethernet communication] not ok E-Stop 

STF[21].2; SW, safety contactor [carousel, brake] on at release] E-Stop 

STF[21].3; =C01+MCC-CB25.2, motor protection switch [motor brake carousel] tripped E-Stop 

STF[21].4; =C01+MCC-FU25.1, thermo relay [brake resistor carousel] not ok E-Stop 

STF[41].0; =L01+LCC-F9.5, circuit braker [deco top, aviation light] triggered Warning 
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7.3 COMPONENT DISPLAY ANDINDICATORS 

7.3.1 Allen Bradley 1769-PA4 Power Supply 
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7.3.2 Allen Bradley 1769-L33ERMS Compact Guard Logix 
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7.3.3 Switch Stratix 5700 
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7.3.4 Allen Bradley 1734-AENT Point I/O - Ethernet Adapter 
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7.3.5 Allen Bradley 1734-IB8 digital Input module 
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7.3.6 Allen Bradley 1734-OB8 digital Output module 
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7.3.7 Allen Bradley 1734-I/OB8S safety Input/Output Module 
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7.3.8 Allen Bradley 1791ES-IB16 Absolut Encoder Input Module 
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7.3.9 Allen Bradley DC power supply 
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7.3.10 Allen Bradley Puffer Module 
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7.3.11 Phase sequence relais 
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7.3.12 Pilz PSEN cs1.1p 
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7.3.13 SEW MOVIDRIVE frequency converter 

Operation 
Operating Displays 

 
7-segment display 

 

The7-segment display shows the operating condition of MOVIDRIVE®and in the 
event of an error, an error or warning code. 

 
7-segmentdisplay Unitstatus 

(highbytein statusword1) 
Meaning 

0 0 24Voperation(inverternotready) 
1 1 Controllerinhibitactive 
2 2 Noenable 
3 3 Standstillcurrent 
4 4 Enable 
5 5 n-control 
6 6 M-control 
7 7 Holdcontrol 
8 8 Factorysetting 
9 9 Limitswitchcontacted 
A 10 Technologyoption 
c 12 IPOSplus®referencetravel 
d 13 Flyingstart 
E 14 Calibrateencoder 
F Errornumber Errorindicator(flashing) 
H Statusdisplay Manualmode 
t 16 Inverteriswaitingfordata 
U 17 "STO"active 
²(blinkingdot) - IPOSplus®programisrunning 
Flashingdisplay - STOPviaDBG60B 

1... 9 - RAMdefective 
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Error messages and list of errors 
 

Error message via 7-segment display 
 

The fault code is shown in a 7-segment display. The following display sequence is used 
(e.g.faultcode100): 

 

 

 
Following a reset or if the error code resumes the value"0", the display switches to the 
operating display. 

 
Sub error code–display 

The sub error code is displayed in MOVITOOLS®Motion Studio(asofversion4.50) or in the 
DBG60B keypad. 
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7.3.14 Victron Skylla Battery charger 
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7.3.15 Victron Battery protector 
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7.3.16  Inductive proximity switch IQ40-20 
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      Exhibit 6
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